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PREFACE 

Ameer-ul-Kaunain (The Master of Worlds) is a magnificent book 

by the most eminent Saint of Sub-continent and the king of 

knowers of Allah Sultan-ul-Arifeen Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo 

rehmat-ul-Allah alayh. As the title implies, if the reader reads 

this book with pure heart and perfect faith, it elevates him 

spiritually to the highest levels in both the worlds. Hazrat Sultan 

Bahoo has written this book while being himself at the level of 

“Ameer-ul-Kaunain”. The style he adopted while writing this 

book is entirely different from all his other books and is 

amazingly wonderful. It seems as if he is playing with words. 

Surprisingly, he uses same words in different manner to convey 

different meanings. Reader thinks that he is reading the same 

sentence again and again but if he ponders deeply, he understands 

new and different meaning from apparently similar sentences 

every time he reads them. The marvel of the book is that its each 

sentence contains ocean in a drop and compels the reader to 

reach its depth to understand the actual meaning. However, the 

deeper he goes the more he comes to know that every sentence 

reveals many different meanings which every reader understands 

according to his spiritual level. 

It was not at all on easy task to translate this particular book. I was 

able to do it only by the grace, beneficence and spiritual support of 

my Murshid Shabeeh-e-Ghaus-ul-Azam Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Hazrat 

Sakhi Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman Madzillah-ul-Aqdas. 

He is the present Spiritual Leader of Sarwari Qadri order which 

is the order of Sultan Bahoo. Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Hazrat Sakhi 

Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman is dedicatedly promoting 

the teachings of Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo which are the 

teachings of Faqr i.e. the soul of Islam, through books, magazine 

and via internet. Translating Sultan Bahoo’s Persian books into 
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Urdu and English is also a part of this mission. To translate 

Ameer-ul-Kaunain he provided the following manuscripts: 

 Manuscript written by Faqeer Hazrat Ji son of Faqeer 

Mohammad Din Qadri in 1332 Hijri. 

 Manuscript written by Wali Mohammad son of Ghaus 

Mohammad in 1348 Hijri. 

 Manuscript written by Ghulam Mustafa Latti resident of 

Shahpur Sadar Sargodha in 1976. 

In addition to these manuscripts, two printed texts of Ameer-

ul-Kaunain were also provided by him which were given alongwith 

its Urdu translation. These are by: 

 Doctor K.B. Naseem, first edition published in 2004. 

 Saad Ameer Khan Niazi, first edition published in August 

2010. 

The book in hand is the first ever English translation of 

Ameer-ul-Kaunain. I am truly thankful to Miss Fatima Irfan 

Sarwari Qadri for deducing and writing the correct Persian script 

and Mr. Mohammad Rashid Ghulzar Sarwari Qadri for composing 

it. I am also grateful to Mr. Tauqeer Ahmad Sarwari Qadri and 

Mr. Ahsan Ali Sarwari Qadri for composing its English text. I 

would also like to thank my husband and fellow disciple Mr. 

Mohammad Moghees Afzal Sarwari Qadri for reviewing the 

book and giving precious suggestions to improve it. 

May Allah make this book a source of spiritual elevation and 

right guidance for its reader. Ameen. 

 

Lahore   Mrs. Ambreen Moghees Sarwari Qadri 

April-2017  M.A. Mass Communication 

University of The Punjab 



 

 

SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF 

 SULTAN-UL-ARIFEEN HAZRAT SAKHI 

SULTAN BAHOO  

Sultan-ul-Arifeen Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo was born on 

Thursday, the 1st of Jamadi-us-Sani in 1039 H (17 January, 

1630 A.D) at dawn, in the reign of mughal emperor Shah Jahan 

in Shorkot, District Jhang, Pakistan (then India). He belonged to 

the “Awan” tribe of the progeny of Hazrat Ali Bin Abu Talib. 

Awans are Hazrat Ali’s children from wives other than Hazrat 

Fatima Razi Allah Anha. Sultan Bahoo’s father Bazayd 

Mohammad was a soldier by profession and a titleholder in Shah 

Jahan’s army. His mother, Bibi Rasti was a Saintly woman. She 

was spiritually informed of Sultan Bahoo’s grandeur and 

spiritual status before his birth and according to his status of 

Fana-Fi-Hoo (annihilation in Hoo) his name Bahoo (One with 

Hoo ) was revealed to her. 

Sultan Bahoo says: 

 
Meaning: Bahoo’s mother named him Bahoo because Bahoo has 

always remained with Hoo . 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo was a Wali (Saint, Friend of Allah) 

by birth. He remained engrossed in heavenly experiences and 

spiritual triumphs from his early age. Sultan Bahoo gained his 

early mystic and spiritual education from his mother. A non 

Muslim would immediately recite kalma and accept Islam if his 

eyes fell upon the Divine face of Sultan Bahoo, such was the 

intensity of the Divine theophanies radiating from him. 
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Sultan Bahoo states in his books, “I searched for a Murshid1 

for thirty years but in vain”. It was because he already held such 

elevated levels of Faqr where access of anyone is extremely 

arduous. Sultan Bahoo relates one of his revelations in his books 

that one day, engrossed in Allah’s vision, he was wandering in 

the suburbs of Shorkot when Hazrat Ali Bin Abu Talib came and 

took him to the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad where the 

four pious Caliphs, sacred Family (Ahl-e-Bait) of Prophet 

Mohammad and Hazrat Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani were also 

present. There, Sultan Bahoo took bayat2 at the sacred hand of 

Prophet Mohammad who entrusted him to Hazrat Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani for further spiritual guidance. That is why Hazrat 

Sakhi Sultan Bahoo always refers Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani as 

his Murshid in his books. He says, “When Ghaus-ul-Azam 

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani blessed me spiritually, I surpassed all 

the spiritual levels from eternal beginning till eternal end.” 

Afterwards, following the orders of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, 

Sultan Bahoo took bayat at the hand of Shaikh Pir Abdul 

Rehman Jilani Dehlvi who entrusted the Divine Trust of Faqr to 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo in just a single meeting. 

The splendour of Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo is beyond anyone’s 

speculation. He is blessed with the extremities of Faqr and 

stationed at the status of Sultan-ul-Faqr V. He says, “The Holy 

Prophet has ordered me to guide everyone, Muslim or non 

Muslim, fortunate or unfortunate, alive or dead and he has entitled 

me as Mustafa Sani (Mustafa the second) and Mujtaba Akhir 

Zamani (Mujtaba of the last era) with his pearl divulging tongue.” 
(Risala Roohi Sharif) 

The spiritual order of Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo is the Sarwari 

Qadri order. The Qadri order reaches Prophet Mohammad through 

                                                           
1 The spiritual guide 
2 Oath of allegiance-When a person becomes a disciple, he hands over himself to his 

spiritual guide in exchange of spiritual guidance after bayat. This in fact is a pact between 
Allah and His slave which eternally bonds the Murshid with his disciple. 
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Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. There are two offshoots of Qadri 

order, Zahidi Qadri and Sarwari Qadri. Hazrat Sakhi Sultan 

Bahoo considers only the Sarwari Qadri order the proper and real 

Qadri order. He says: 

 Qadri order has two off shoots, Zahidi Qadri and Sarwari 

Qadri. Sarwari Qadri Murshid has perfect command over 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat (The personal name of Allah which 

represents the Divine Essence and all His attributes) that is 

why, when he blesses a seeker with the Divinity of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat, he grants him an equal status of his own. Thus, 

the seeker becomes so indifferent to all needs and completely 

resigned to Allah’s will that gold and soil become equal for 

him. On the contrary, the follower of Zahidi Qadri order has 

to devote at least twelve years to very hard mystic struggles, 

then Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani helps him and elevates him 

to the status of majzoob3 devotee, while the status of a Sarwari 

Qadri devotee is that of belovedness. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan) 

He describes the status of Sarwari Qadri Murshid and devotees 

in these words: 

 What is the initial status of an accomplished Sarwari Qadri 

Murshid? It is that he elevates the seeker spiritually on the 

very first day, with his one glance and zikr (invocation) of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, to such heights that the seeker is completely 

drowned in the Divine union and finds presence in the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. The Murshid who cannot 

do this, is not a proper Sarwari Qadri. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed) 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo himself holds this status. He says: 

 

                                                           
3 The devotee who cannot tolerate the effects of Divine light and loses his senses. 
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Meaning: For every true seeker of Allah I render my guidance. I 

can take him from the initial stage of the spiritual journey to the 

final and supreme level in just a moment. Come to me! Come to 

me! Come to me O’ seeker of Allah! I can take you to Allah on 

the very first day. 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo could not avail the opportunity to 

receive formal academic education because he was ever absorbed 

in the deep ocean of Divine unity, even then he has written 140 

books. All of his books are in Persian except the collection of his 

poetry which is in the form of Punjabi quatrains. 

Sultan Bahoo’s books are masterpieces of the Divine knowledge. 

He proclaims that if anyone could not find a Murshid, his books 

will prove to be a medium for him to reach the perfect Sarwari 

Qadri Murshid who will guide him to Allah.  

Sultan Bahoo’s writing style is very simple and easy to 

understand even for a less educated person. His writings are so 

persuasive and influential that they envelop the reader completely. 

If his books are read respectfully after ablution, an ocean of 

spiritual beneficence pours down to the reader. If a reader 

continues reading them with complete faith and true heart, he will 

be guided towards the perfect Sarwari Qadri Murshid who is the 

real spiritual successor of Sultan Bahoo in the present age. 

Translations of Sultan Bahoo’s following books are available 

in the market: 

(1) Abyat-e-Bahoo (Punjabi Poetry) (2) Dewan-e-Bahoo (Persian 

Poetry) (3) Ain-ul-Faqr (4) Majalisa-tul-Nabi (5) Kaleed-ul-

Tauheed (Kalan) (6) Kaleed-ul-Tauheed (Khurd) (7) Shams-ul-

Arifeen (8) Ameer-ul-Kaunain (9)Taigh-e-Barhana (10) Risala 

Roohi Sharif (11) Ganj-ul-Asrar (12) Mahak-ul-Faqr (Khurd) 

(13) Mahak-ul-Faqr (Kalan) (14) Asrar-e-Qadri (15) Aurang 

Shahi (16) Jamay-ul-Asrar (17) Aqal-e-Baydar (18) Fazal-ul-Laqa 

(Khurd) (19) Fazal-ul-Laqa (Kalan) (20) Miftah-ul-Arifeen (21) 
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Noor-ul-Huda (Khurd) (22) Noor-ul-Huda (Kalan) (23) Taufeeq-

ul-Hidayat (24) Qurb-e-Deedar (25) Ain-ul-Arifeen (26) Kaleed-

e-Jannat (27) Mohkim-ul-Fuqara (28) Sultan-ul-waham (29) 

Deedar Bakhsh (30) Kashf-ul-Asrar (31) Mohabbat-ul-Asrar (32) 

Tarfa-tul-Ain (this book is also known as Hujjat-ul-Asrar). 

Sultan Bahoo has not used the conventional terms of sufism or 

mysticism for his teachings, rather he calls them ‘Faqr’. Faqr is 

the spiritual way which leads to the Divine knowledge and vision 

of Allah. In all his books he lays emphasis on acquiring Faqr 

under the spiritual guidance of a Sarwari Qadri Murshid. He 

declares the zikr4 and tasawur5 of Ism-e-Allah Zaat the key to the 

ultimate sanctity and purgation of soul after which the soul is 

blessed with the Divine vision and presence in the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad, which are the most elevated spiritual 

stations. 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo says in his books that despite of all 

his efforts he could not find a truly capable seeker of Allah to 

whom he could entrust the Divine Trust of Faqr for the future 

guidance of seekers, so on the 1st of Jamadi-us-Sani in 1102 H 

(1st March, 1691 A.D) he passed away without transferring this 

Trust to anyone. Afterwards, Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo entrusted 

it spiritually to Syed Mohammad Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani. 

The shrine of Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo is in Jhang, Pakistan. 

His urs is held on the first Thursday of Jamadi-us-Sani.6  

 

 

                                                           
4 Invocation 
5 Contemplation 
6 To read the complete biography and teachings of Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo please read 

the books “Shams-ul-Fuqara” and “Mujtaba Akhir Zamani” written by Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen 

Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman, or their English versions titled as 
“Sultan Bahoo-The Life and Teachings” and “The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri 

Order” respectively. His complete biography is also compiled by Hazrat Sakhi Sultan 

Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman by the title “Sultan Bahoo”. 



 

 

AMEER-UL-KAUNAIN 

English Translation 

 
By the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most Beneficent. 

 
Meaning: All praises are for Allah who is the Sustainer of all the 

worlds. The best end is for the pious ones. Salutations and 

blessings upon the beloved of Allah and leader of all the 

Messengers Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi 

wasallam, his sacred Progeny, Family and all the Companions. 

The writer of this book has taken bayat7 upon the hands of the 

Holy Prophet, taken spiritual persuasion from him and entered 

the circle of discipleship of Ghaus-ul Azam Hazrat Shah 

Mohiyyuddin Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. So, the writer is a 

Sarwari Qadri slave (Sarwari means belonging to Sarwar-e-

Alam8 Prophet Mohammad and Qadri means belonging to 

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani). Owing to the honour gained by their 

slavery, the writer Fana Fi-Hoo9 Sultan Bahoo is dominant over 

all the Saints. He is the son of Bazayed Mohammad, belongs to 

the tribe of Awans and is the resident of Qila Shore. He is the 

spiritual physician of hearts and has got the power of curing the 

souls and granting the wishes. He is the perfect Arif10 and is 

eternally present before the Holy Prophet. He, the humble slave 

                                                           
7 Oath of Allegiance-When a person becomes a disciple, he hands over himself to his 

Murshid (spiritual guide) in exchange of spiritual guidance after bayat. This in fact is a 
pact between Allah and His slave which eternally bonds the Murshid with his disciple. 
8 Leader of the world. 
9 Annihilated in Hoo. Hoo means the Divine Essence. 
10 Knower of Allah 
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of Holy Prophet and Mohiyyuddin Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, 

writes a few words with perfect faith and sincerity, which are the 

key to explore all ventures and contain solutions of all the 

problems. This is the era of emperor Aurangzeb who keeps in 

view the truth. This book has been given the title of Ameer-ul-

Kaunain (The Master of Worlds) and its reader (who follows its 

teachings perfectly and derives its full beneficence11) has been 

entitled “Olul-Amar12 Ruler” as he reaches the level of Fana-

Fillah13 and witnesses Allah with his own eyes without any veil. 

This book upon mysticism is the interpretation of Quran and has 

great spiritual efficacy. By reading it, the reader is enlightened 

spiritually. Outwardly, he gains authority over all the worldly 

treasures and inwardly he is blessed with the treasures of marifat14 

of Allah and righteousness. The reader who does not gain the 

enlightenment from this book and is not honoured with the 

presence of holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad, is himself 

responsible for his spiritual destruction. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Do not reproach any petitioner (seeking help from you). 

And proclaim (well) the bounties of your Lord. (Ad-Duha-10,11) 

 
Meaning: The Murshid15 can confer such treasure of spiritual 

authority which includes all the authorities, in just five days 

through the beneficence of this book. 

                                                           
11 The words in bracket are by the translator. 
12 The man having authority and command. 
13 Annihilated in Allah. 
14 Gnosis, the knowledge of Allah gained after His closeness and vision. 
15 The spiritual guide 
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Meaning: Its every page is a treasure of alchemy and munificence. 

Whoever reads it with faith finds this treasure and is relieved of 

all the grieves.  

 
Meaning: Its reader gets acquainted with the Divine secretes and 

is privileged with the spiritual company of Allah and His Prophet. 

 
Meaning: Even if you forget to do the zikr16, do not forget the 

one whom you are remembering through zikr i.e. Allah. Drown 

in the Oneness of Allah and get to know the secret of Kun17. 

 
Meaning: One who gets the secret of Kun, becomes its practitioner 

by possessing its powers. Such a person is accomplished in 

marifat of Allah and knowledge of Reality.  

 
Meaning: The eternally accomplished ones are blessed with 

these powers and levels directly from Allah because they have 

got the Divine knowledge since the very first day. 

                                                           
16 Repeated invocation of name of Allah. 
17 “Kun” is the Divine order. When Allah says “Kun” (be) to anything, it is Fayakun 
(done immediately). 
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This is the level of the Faqeer18 who is immersed in Divinity 

and independent of all the desires. He is Ameer-ul-Kaunain i.e. 

master of the worlds. Company of such Dervishes is the alchemy 

of all treasures. Whoever does not acquire Divine treasures from 

their company ever remains aggrieved and worried. Such Faqeers 

are the Olul-Amar. If a worldly king waits for his whole life, a 

Faqeer would never come to his door but if a Faqeer wants to 

meet the king, he can pull the king with such spiritual attraction 

due to his ultimate closeness with Allah that the king would at 

once come to him running bare feet like a humble slave. It shows 

that the worldly king is under the command of Faqeers and Saints. 

So, one should become a true Faqeer as both worlds are under 

the authority of a Faqeer. A true Faqeer is munificent for all and 

grants complete beneficence. The beggars around us should not be 

called Faqeers as they are slaves of the desires of their nafs19. 

The Faqeer has got such an authority that if he wishes he can 

make an indigent beggar the king of the whole inhabited world 

which is divided into seven climes and if he wills he can dismiss 

the king of the seven climes and make him a beggar. Power of all 

such decisions is possessed by the Faqeer who is master of the 

worlds being a man of Divine Essence. Do not doubt it. Whoever 

found honour and privilege, found due to the blessings of a 

Faqeer. One who denies (the power and Divine levels of) Dervishes 

remains perplexed and is disgraced in the worlds and hereafter. 

EXPLANATION OF DAWAT20 

A Faqeer is blessed with eternal Divine presence and is 

accomplished in the knowledge of Dawat. He is Olul Amar i.e. 

the one whose words and orders are never rejected, as said: 

                                                           
18 The mystic. True Faqeer is one who travels the path of Faqr (the path to vision and 

closeness of Allah) and reaches its ultimate destination i.e. union with Allah. Perfect 

Faqeer is the Insan-e-Kamil (the Divine Universal Man) and the perfect Murshid. 
19 The baser self of a person which traps him in wrong desires and prevents him from 

travelling towards Allah. 
20 Dawat is purely a spiritual act in which a seeker spiritually connects and communicates 
with the souls of Prophets, sacred Companions and Saints to have their beneficence. 
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Meaning: Tongue of Faqeers is the sword of Rehman21.  

His words are the order of Kun. Whatever he says is done by 

the command of Allah, whether sooner or later. 

The heart of Faqeer is always present before Allah. He ever 

gets inspirations from Allah through Dawat. He is called Olul-

Amar also because his command is predominant over everyone 

but no one can overpower him, whether anyone tries to dominate 

him alone or with an army. It becomes evident that Faqeer 

himself is the command of Allah and command of Allah is 

always right and dominant, as says the Quran: 

 
Meaning: And Allah predominates His command. (Yusuf-21) 

Dawat is the most powerful and dominant act as it is against 

the Satan and favoured by Rehman. The Faqeer who recites 

Dawat is an enlightened person, he views every hidden thing 

with his eyes. He does not need to involve in details and 

descriptions. The imperfect Murshid indulges the disciples in 

hardships while the perfect Murshid blesses his disciples with 

Divine treasures and perpetually grants them Marifat with his 

spiritual attention which are the everlasting blessings. 

EXPLANATION OF FAQR22 

What is the final level of Faqr? Whatever I say is according to 

my own experience and the knowledge of Allah is sufficient for 

me. Those who claim to possess high levels in Faqr are braggarts 

and liars. Some of them know Faqr just verbally, some have 

experienced its one or few states, some just know the deeds and 

                                                           
21 Attributive name of Allah, meaning  “The most Compassionate”. 
22 The Divine way to the vision and closeness of Allah. 
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teachings of Faqr. Only one out of thousands acquires the real 

marifat of Sultan-ul-Faqr23 by attaining the union of exact Divine 

Beauty, being blessed with highest levels of Faqr and witnessing 

it personally. Most people just guise themselves as the people of 

Faqr, only one out of thousands is accomplished in Faqr. What 

exactly is Faqr? Faqr is a Noor whose name is Sultan-ul-Faqr 

and is always desirable in the court of Allah and favoured by 

Him. It can approach everywhere just in a blink of an eye. 

Neither it is Allah nor other than Allah. It is in fact the Faqeer 

himself who is absolutely pure Noor. Faqr is a grand kingdom of 

closeness of Allah which has been present since eternity. The 

nafs-e-ammarah24, the stingy world and the cursed Satan can 

never enter this kingdom. Whoever enters the kingdom of Faqr, 

becomes safe as Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Whoever enters it attains safety. (Al-e-Imran-98) 

There are four provinces of the kingdom of Faqr, province of 

pre-existences, province of eternity, province of world and 

province of hereafter. One who approaches the kingdom of Faqr 

becomes ruler over these four provinces and all the worlds 

become his obedient servant. Faqr is independent of all the needs 

while the people of any of these four provinces are indigents and 

beggars in the view of Faqeer. O’ immodest fool! This is the 

level of true Faqeers. 

                                                           
23 Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo has mentioned seven Sultan-ul-Faqr souls in Risala Roohi 

Sharif. Six of which are: Hazrat Fatima razi Allah anha, Hazrat Hassan of Basra, Ghaus-

ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, his son Shaikh Abdul Razzaq, Hazrat Sakhi Sultan 
Bahoo and Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali, while the seventh soul has not manifested in 

this world yet. However, here Sultan-ul-Faqr refers to the Universal Divine Man (the 

Insan-e-Kamil) of an era who is the heir of the Divine Trust of Faqr and is appointed on 
the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion as the perfect Murshid to guide the seekers 

of Allah on the path of Faqr. He is Sultan-ul-Faqr because he has complete authority over 

Faqr. Sultan-ul-Faqr is the highest level of Faqr. 
24 The ill commanding inner self. This is the lowest level of nafs. 
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Meaning: I have known and seen Faqr perfectly. Its every reality 

is witnessed by me completely. 

You must know that all the Prophets requested for Faqr but 

their request was not granted. Faqr was totally bestowed upon 

Prophet Mohammad who entrusted it to his nation. This Faqr of 

Prophet Mohammad is his pride. Faqr is the ultimate beneficence. 

It has three levels, all of which have infinite hidden Divine 

treasures. The first step is to follow the way (of Prophet Mohammad 

and his perfect followers i.e. Saints and Faqeers). Second step is 

to be blessed with spiritual attention, when a seeker attains to 

this level he can reach every station and destination through the 

spiritual attention. This spiritual attention is the favour of Allah 

conferred upon him. Third and final step of Faqr is to drown and 

annihilate in the Noor of Allah and have presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. This is the level of verification. 

Faqr makes the heart of its follower all Noor through the zikr of 

Allah, his body becomes the spiritual Koh-e-Toor25 where he 

converses with Allah like Prophet Moses used to do. The 

Murshid who can neither take his disciples to this level nor 

knows the way to approach it, is a fool if he lets himself be 

called as Murshid. There are many such fake Pirs26. There are 

also a lot of so called Pirs, who like a barber, cut the hair of their 

disciples as a ritual. True Pir must be independent of all such 

rituals.  

Ilm-e-Dawat27 is effective like a naked sword to get what is 

written in the destiny and gain the marifat of Allah as well as the 

knowledge of Divine closeness and presence through contemplation. 

                                                           
25 Mount Sinai where Prophet Moses used to go to converse with Allah. 
26 Pir is synonym of Murshid, the spiritual guide 
27 Knowledge of reciting Dawat to communicate with sacred souls. 
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It grants the knowledge of spiritual authority and carries the 

seeker to the level of Baqa Billah28 where he converts to ultimate 

Noor. He becomes a source of guidance for all the creation 

drowning in the state of  Li Ma’a Allah29. There is 

another form of Dawat (which is for achieving the worldly 

objectives) that can be acquired by anyone but it blackens the 

heart with the love of the world and is the root of all the wrong 

innovations. One who witnesses the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad is honoured with two special levels; one is the 

closeness of Allah and second is the special favour of the 

attention of the Holy Prophet during that closeness. This fact can 

be verified. While having the honour of observation of the holy 

assembly, some seekers experience Divine Compassion and 

some experience Divine Wrath. The Divine Compassion grants 

composure and spiritual strength to the seeker and makes him 

desirable while Divine Wrath makes one lunatic and cursed. Hence, 

the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad and its observation is 

like a touchstone which checks and verifies the truth and 

falsehood of the seeker. The honour of presence in the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad is gained only be the power of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat30. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is 

lust.  

If reward of all the pilgrims performed in the world till date is 

combined, the reward of single Dawat would be greater than 

that. Such a Dawat is key to the solution of all problems and the 

essence of marifat of Divine Oneness and presence. Due to the 

ultimate closeness of Allah, a Faqeer holds all the treasures of 

Allah. Such a true Saint is dominant over the worldly king. He is 

                                                           
28 Immortality with Allah after complete annihilation in Him. 
29 Where there is no one between Allah and His slave.  This term is extracted from the 

Hadith of the Holy Prophet  Meaning: “There are times of 

my such closeness to Allah where neither an angel nor any Messenger can come between 

us. 
30 Personal name of Allah which represents all His attributes and the Essence. 
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independent of all needs and never asks for anything to anyone. 

Murshid Kamil31 blesses the true seeker with high levels. Outwardly 

he grants him the treasure of ghinayat32 and inwardly confers 

upon him the authority of righteousness. This is his first day 

lesson. The seeker becomes spiritually enlightened by reading 

this lesson, Guarded Tablet is revealed upon the tablet of his 

mind. He can become aware of the good and bad states of people 

by reading the Guarded Tablet. However, the writer says that this 

level is of an astrologer Dervish who is obsessed with worldly 

wishes and is insincere. True Murshid is the one who first of all 

puts the seeker on the mystic way that leads to the closeness of 

Allah and then grants him spiritual observation without any 

struggle, bestows upon him the Divine treasures without letting 

him take any pain, acquaints him with love and marifat of Allah 

without much hard work, grants him the Divine secrets without 

austerity and blesses him with longing for Allah without lengthy 

devotions just by his favour and lets him verify the Noor33 of 

Divine presence (by experiencing it). All these levels and 

blessings are acquired through Divine presence and Divine 

vision (which are gained by zikr and tasawur34 of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat). They also grant entire knowledge of verses of Quran and 

their interpretation as well as all the other knowledges instantly. 

The seeker can view the spectacle of both the worlds on his 

finger nail. This Divine presence and vision grant eternal life to 

the dead heart. If a Murshid, Pir, Faqeer, Dervish, Mystic, Arif 

or a religious scholar claiming to know Ilm-e-Dawat or a Saint 

claiming to be blessed with union of Allah is unaware of the 

Divine presence then he is a fool if he lets himself be called a 

man of inward, Murshid or Pir. There are a few forms of Divine 

presence and vision which have different titles and rituals. 

                                                           
31 Perfect spiritual guide. 
32 Ghinayat is a mystic term which refers to the spiritual level where the seeker is sated of 

all desires, becomes independent of all wishes and greatly generous. 
33 The Divine light. 
34 Particular way of contemplation. 
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However, the true Divine presence is that which grants ultimate 

proximity, union and oneness with the Hayee35 and Qayyum36. 

This takes the seeker to the level of Jamiat37 and he becomes 

aware of everything about the Creator and the creation. 

Whatever is written on the Guarded Tablet is exposed upon him. 

There are five levels of Divine presence; (a) Presence with 

physical being (b), Spiritual presence before the Omnipresent, 

(c) Perfect presence before the Desired which grants all the 

desires and objectives, (d) Achieving the power of making 

present every creation of the eighteen thousand worlds which 

Allah created by the order of Kun Fayakun38 (e) Achieving 

authority over the presence of world, nafs and cursed Satan. 

These five levels or powers are also called the five treasures of 

world and religion. If the Murshid cannot grant all these powers 

and levels of Divine presence to the seeker of Allah and does not 

let him verify all the levels through the help of Divine presence 

and cannot grant him honour and high ranks in life and after 

death, then he is an imperfect Murshid. It is unlawful upon the 

seeker of Allah to get spiritual education from him because 

without gaining the blessing of Divine presence and vision a 

seeker can never achieve his objective (i.e. proximity and union 

with Allah) through any zikr, meditation, concentration, exposure, 

litanies and recitals. Even if he spends years and years in 

struggle and austerities, he remains imperfect. How can one find 

honour in imperfection? The matter and spiritual relation of a 

Murshid and his disciple is out of the dimension of time. The 

true Murshid holds the hand of the seeker of Allah, lets him 

cross all the hurdles and takes him to the level of Divine 

presence through his spiritually powerful attention in just a blink 

of an eye, while the imperfect Murshid just makes lame excuses 

                                                           
35 Attributive name of Allah meaning: The Eternally Alive 
36 The Forever Sustained 
37 Highest point of the mystic journey where all the levels and ranks accumulate in the 

inward of a Faqeer through which he has passed through the journey. 
38 When Allah says Kun (Be) to anything it is Fayakun (done). 
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and keeps delaying by making false promises. All the other ways 

require struggle of years whether through the zikr of soul or zikr 

of heart, while the way of Divine presence gained through the 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the key to ultimate favour which 

opens the way to the entire knowledge of the Creator and the 

creation. This key can be obtained only from the true Murshid 

who is the companion on the way to Reality. 

A seeker should know that if all the calamities, disasters and 

satanic and evil dangers are gathered in a room, then the key of 

that room is the world. Likewise, the treasures of marifat, 

Tauheed39, Noor and proximity of Allah are present in the 

existence of a human and the key to these treasures is the Divine 

presence gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The seeker who 

sincerely recites Ism-e-Allah Zaat after knowing and believing in 

this reality and finds the Divine presence through it, becomes 

independent of all needs in the world and hereafter, as: 

 
Meaning: Faqr needs nothing except Allah. 

 
Meaning: One who does not know this way of Divine presence 

boasts about his levels. One who knows is my beloved (as he 

becomes humble and never boasts). 

When the nafs (inner self) finds Divine presence, it talks with 

the purest nafs (of Murshid), when the heart finds Divine 

presence, it talks with the heart, when the soul finds Divine 

presence, it talks with the soul. When the seeker finds Divine 

presence before Prophet Mohammad, he talks with Prophet 

Mohammad and when he finds Divine presence before Allah he 

talks with Allah through inspiration. Hence, the Divine presence 

                                                           
39 Oneness of Allah 
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takes the seeker to highest levels and stations of Faqr. Only 

Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. Divine presence is in 

fact the level of better substitution (where the nafs, heart and 

soul of the seeker are substituted with the purest nafs, heart and 

soul of the Murshid) and this happens due to the strange powers 

of the Divine attribute “Qadir” i.e. the All Powerful which is an 

alchemy of all treasures and converts the being of the seeker into 

a talisman. This attribute is possessed by the man of talisman 

(i.e. the perfect Murshid) who blesses the seeker with Divine 

presence and shows him the Divine Reality. This Divine 

presence gives the contemplation of Divinity and makes one the 

ruler over spirits. 

Faqr has three levels; reaching LaHoot40 Lamakan41 which is 

the station beyond all stations and staying there, being blessed 

with the vision of Noor of Allah and His marifat, drowning in 

the Oneness of Allah and becoming immortal with Him in both 

the worlds. After crossing these levels the Faqeer ever remains 

quiet, neither he wants seekers nor disciples. If a disciple comes 

to him to seek Allah, he takes him to Divinity and never returns 

any mendicant empty handed. He gives his true disciple the 

lesson of Divine presence gained through kalma tayyab42 

 (There is no one worthy of worship but 

Allah and Mohammad is His Messenger) on the very first day 

and makes him an enlightened Faqeer after letting him cross the 

levels of Fana43 and Baqa44, hence he becomes ruler over his 

nafs. True man is the one who sets his nafs right. If a seeker 

acquires marifat of Allah and is blessed with Divine presence 

and observation then he does not need to do mystic struggle ever 

in his life. The Holy Prophet said: 

                                                           
40 The Divine world 
41 The station beyond time and space 
42 Islamic declaration of faith. 
43 Annihilation  
44 Immortality  
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Meaning: Whoever recognizes his nafs, recognizes his Holy Lord. 

One who recognizes his nafs with Fana recognizes his Holy Lord 

with Baqa. 

The nafs can be recognized through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat which bestows Fana after Fana, while the Holy Lord can be 

recognized by gaining life of the soul which confers Baqa after 

Baqa. O’ dead hearted immodest! These are the initial levels of 

the Arifs. What is the sign of the Faqeer who is man of alive 

soul? His spiritual being is his physical being and he meets the 

sacred souls in this state, this is my own experience. If a man of 

nafs keeps inward company of people of spirituality who are 

ever doing the zikr of Allah and discussing verses of Quran and 

Hadiths, then, by the effects of this company, he also acquires 

spiritual awareness and observes Divinity i.e. he drowns in the 

Noor of Tauheed inwardly and finds presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. Then he never remains away 

from Divine presence and holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad 

inwardly, although apparently he seems to be talking with 

people. O’ imperfect fool! These are the levels of true Arifs. The 

Faqeer who is man of shariah is like a lion as he is honoured by 

the shariah of Prophet Mohammad and closeness of the Rehman. 

The so called Faqeers who are man of wrong innovations are the 

companions of Satan. The man of shariah Faqeer is One with 

Allah while the man of wrong innovations Faqeer is like a crazy 

dog. 

Most of the people who claim to hold Faqr are not the true 

Faqeers, they should be called beggars as they are slaves of the 

desires of their nafs and are completely deprived of the marifat 

of Allah. They beg to earn worldly benefits and are immodest. 

These disgraceful ones remain away from the way of marifat and 

mysticism for their entire life as they keep running after bread 
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and butter. Such men of wrong innovations are the darkness of 

the face of Faqr (as they are a source of its deformation). They 

are indulged in evil practices day and night and are unaware of 

the spiritual realities. Neither they have any knowledge about 

union and Oneness with Allah nor they know anything about the 

holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. The person who is blessed 

with the vision of the Holy Prophet (on entering the holy 

assembly) is at once raised to the level of a favourite Saint and 

Arif, or becomes a majzoob45 or a beloved or a veiled reprobate. 

The secret behind it is that when he enters the holy assembly, he 

must not doubt it because this assembly is like a heaven where 

discussion about Quran, Hadith, zikr and Divinity is ever going 

on. One either gets the rank of beloved or a reprobate from this 

assembly because this assembly is like a touchstone which 

checks the truth and falsehood. If the person is insincere and liar, 

his insincerity and lie are exposed on entering this assembly and 

if he is sincere and true, that also is verified. The being of the 

true seeker converts into Noor on seeing this assembly and he is 

conferred eternal presence in it. Since this holy assembly is like a 

heaven so only the pure beings can sustain here. The rotton, 

impure and filthy beings which belong to the carrion world and 

Satan cannot enter the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad or 

heaven, Holy Kaaba, Madina or the sacred tomb of Holy Prophet. 

Satan does not have the power to acquire the form of Holy 

Prophet, Quran, words of Quran, sun, moon, holy Kaaba, 

Madina, form of sacred Companions of the Holy Prophet and Pir 

Dastgeer46 Shah Mohuyyuddin47, as all these are the forms of 

                                                           
45 The Saint lost in Divine meditation, one who cannot tolerate the effects of Divine 

refulgences and loses his senses. 
46 Appellation of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, meaning, “One who holds 

hand and patronizes”. 
47 Appellation of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, meaning: “The life giver to 
the religion”.  
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righteous guidance being immersed in the state of 48. 

However, it can acquire forms of all those people whose hearts 

have darkened due to the love of the world which is the root 

cause of all wrong innovations.  

If the reward of all the good deeds of all the Prophets, 

Messengers and Saints from Adam till Prophet Mohammad is 

combined with the reward of all the Saints, Ghaus, Qutb, and the 

possessors of high ranks of Sainthood along with the reward of 

all the angels, Muslims, Momins49, humans and jinns, then this 

entire reward is called the superior and the greatest reward. The 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the source of gaining this greatest 

reward and is the fountain head of all the superior good deeds as 

it grants the Divine presence. If the sins of all the sinners, 

libertines, infidels, polytheist, liars, cruel ones are combined with 

all the sins of the depraved people of the whole earth then the 

total of those sins is called the major and biggest sin. Being 

oblivious and away from Allah is the fountain head of that major 

sin and is bigger than that. The people of Divine presence never 

like the company of people of oblivion. It should become clear 

that the way of discussions and verbosity is entirely opposite to 

the way of recognizing Allah and becoming One with Him. The 

people who are One with Allah never like to stay in the company 

of people who are stranger to Allah. All these levels of closeness 

of Allah are acquired by the benediction of knowledge which is 

light of Allah and only that knowledge is light of Allah which 

honours its scholar with Divine presence.  

One must know that there are two kinds of presence; one is the 

Divine presence which is gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat and is eternal as it grants union with the Eternal. Second is 

                                                           
48 Referring to the Hadith of the holy Prophet meaning: 

There are times of my such closeness with Allah when neither any Prophet nor angel can 

come between us. 
49 True believers 
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the presence which is gained without tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat through other kinds of zikr, meditation, concentration and 

physical good deeds. This presence is imperfect and is actually 

an illusion created by the false spiritual states of a disciple at the 

initial level which are caused by the wrong guidance of an 

imperfect Murshid. Contemplation is also of two kinds; one is 

the contemplation which is accompanied with the spiritual 

observation and is obtained from the verified Divine presence 

and proximity. Second is the contemplation which is obtained 

without gaining Divine presence and is the result of satanic 

effects and desires of nafs, such contemplation is false. A seeker 

should know that the pleasure which will be gained in eternity if 

the seeker has approached the level of Jamiat, is the same as is 

the pure pleasure of pre-existence, while the pleasures of the 

world are similar to the pleasures of the paradise i.e. houries, 

castles and other blessing. When the real pleasure of marifat of 

Noor of Allah enlightens the existence of the seeker, it removes 

the desire of all the four pleasures.  

 
Meaning: O’ Allah! Bless me with the pleasure of Divine vision 

by granting me the privilege of beholding you, as my heart finds 

no attraction in any other pleasure. 

 
Meaning: One who is deprived of the pleasure of Divine vision 

and Oneness with Allah, curse on his useless life.  

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) will 

remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani-Israil-72)  
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Meaning: One who could not find vision of Allah in this world is 

verily unfortunate and the one who remains ignorant of marifat 

of Allah is included among the enemies of Allah. 

 
Meaning: A dark face is better than a dark heart which has 

blackened due to desires of worldly riches and ranks. 

If you come (to the perfect Murshid to have the privilege of 

vision of Allah through him) you can have the vision. If you do 

not, then it is obvious that you are imprisoned by the cursed 

Satan. 

 
Meaning: Come and see His Nature, His Oneness, His Compassion 

and the Noor of His Divine Essence by having Divine presence.  

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: If you are veiled from Allah then you have just 

approached to the level of angels who are veiled in this world 

from the people. 
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Meaning: If you are a true seeker of Allah you must have His 

vision today, why do you delay it till tomorrow? There is no veil 

between me and Allah, I see Him with my eyes exactly as He is. 

 
Meaning: I behold Him with open and enlightened eyes. This 

becomes possible when the heart and soul are alive and nafs is 

dead. 

 
Meaning: His Divine beauty cannot be exemplified with anyone 

or anything. Be blessed with the Divine presence and know the 

secret yourself. 

 
Meaning: Allah has given the message that He is closer than the 

jugular vein. Those blessed with Divine vision have understood 

that message and have become One with Him, so their existence 

has become eternal. 

 
Meaning: The real level of Faqr is that where I have approached 

by separating from everything other than the Divine Reality. 
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Meaning: On reaching this level, there remains no need of zikr as 

the seeker becomes Divine with the Divinity and Noor with the 

Noor. 

 
Meaning: There remains no veil before the eyes of the seeker on 

reaching the Divine Reality. He observes the Divine secrets with 

his open eyes, then he himself becomes the Divine secret. 

 
Meaning: Auspicious is the treasure of beholding the Reality. The 

physical and spiritual being have become immortal after being 

blessed with the Divine Oneness. 

 
Meaning: The Divine world which is the station beyond all the 

stations is the world of Divine beauty, neither there are any 

controversies of knowledge nor verbosity. 

 
Meaning: When the hidden secret was revealed upon me, there 

remained no grief in my heart. 

 
Meaning: Your heart cannot love two beloveds at a time, make it 

abode of only one beloved i.e. Allah by exterminating everything 

other than Allah from it. 
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Meaning: O seeker of Allah! Come here beheaded. When you 

will behead yourself (i.e. kill all the desires of your nafs), only 

then you can benefit from the guidance and find the way. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo has annihilated in Hoo50 and found immortality 

with Hoo. His beginning and accomplishment is with Hoo. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo watches with the eyes of Hoo. One who seek to 

behold Hoo, would find Bahoo as His manifestation. 

 
Meaning: One who denies Hoo is a reprobate and cursed. Without 

the zikr of Ya-Hoo51 no one can find the closeness of Hoo. 

 
Meaning: The unparalleled Reality cannot be likened with anyone. 

A seeker finds Its union when he forgets even himself. 

It is like a sin for the seeker who has found proximity of Allah 

on attaining the level of Fana Fillah, to be inclined towards zikr, 

                                                           
50 The Divine Essence.  
51 Zikr of “Ya-Hoo” is Sultan-ul-Azkar i.e. king of invocations. It is the most powerful 

zikr of Allah which takes close to Him most quickly. When the lover is annihilated in 
Hoo, there remains no duality. 
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meditation, recitals and other physical prayers. The Ghaus52 and 

Qutbs53 are like the elite while the Faqeer who is beloved of 

Allah is like the king. The job of a king is to do justice, he does 

not need to struggle or do hard work. The way to Divine presence 

is not related with discussions, it is to behold the Reality in front 

of one’s eyes. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Wherever you will turn, you will behold the Countenance 

of Allah. (Al-Baqarah-115) 

 
Meaning: I behold the Noor of Divine Essence wherever I look. 

Whoever annihilates himself finds Divine presence.  

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: The enlightened ones have no harm in meeting common 

people, as the river cannot be polluted with a handful of dust. 

This (enlightenment) is the level of getting revelation from 

heart. 

 
Meaning: Do not eat too much, you are not a cauldron. Do not 

drink too much, you are not sand. 

                                                           
52, 53 Highest ranks of Saints  
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However, for the perfect ones, eating is like mystic struggle 

and sleeping is in fact observing the Divinity. This is the level of 

getting revelation from the soul. 

 
Meaning: When the stomach is empty, that is the time of perfect 

Meraj54.  

However, for the accomplished ones, eating or remaining 

hungry are equal, ecstasy and vigilance are equal, sleeping and 

awakening are equal. This is the level of getting revelation from 

the sir’r (i.e. core). 

 
Meaning: The ecstasy of imperfect ones is just their illusion. The 

real ecstasy which is gained after union with the Beloved makes 

one vigilant. 

The distinguished one practices upon his knowledge of 

marifat, he does not just burden himself with knowledge. His 

level is of getting revelation from Divinity. He takes messages of 

marifat of  (None but Allah) from the Divine presence and 

holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad and delivers it (to the 

seekers of Allah). Although the Saints and Divine scholars 

always deliver messages of Allah to people but their rank is not 

of Messengers. Only that seeker is capable of reciting Dawat 

who gets messages from the Divine presence and the Holy 

Prophet, whose existence has turned into Noor, who has been 

forgiven by Allah and has become His favourite. Reciting Dawat 

actually means to be present in the holy assembly of Prophet 

                                                           
54 Ascension to Allah. 
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Mohammad, take spiritual persuasion from him, converse with 

him and present requests before him. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

A seeker must know that it is not difficult to enter the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad, find presence in it, have 

closeness of the Holy Prophet, converse with him inwardly, take 

spiritual persuasion from him through question answers, get 

blessed with eternal Divine union, know the states of this 

assembly, have the permission to enter  and leave the assembly 

whenever the seeker wants and be honoured from this assembly 

through the Divine presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat but it is 

very difficult to acquire the good morals, habits, powers, 

knowledge, clemency, renunciation, trust upon Allah, devotion, 

felicity, authority, righteousness, Faqr, generosity, annihilation, 

immortality, submission to Allah’s will, patience and modesty of 

Prophet Mohammad. Although, by the Grace of Allah, the perfect 

Murshid who is the spiritual companion and the Divine guide 

can bless the seeker with these morals as he has authoritative 

command and is the leader on the Divine way.  

That is to say, it is easy to have authority over the treasures of 

world and religion, drown in the state of Fana Fillah by zikr, 

meditation, tasawur and marifat of  (None but Allah), get 

the power of unveiling of theophanies, have spiritual journey of 

all the stations of eighteen thousand worlds and subdue all the 

creations but it is very difficult to have high dignity and morality. 

A seeker should not be aggrieved due to the reprehensions, 

afflictions and back biting of people against him. He should bear 

the pains given by creation and must not annoy people in return 

because salvation lies in benefitting the people not annoying 

them. Do you know that when the infidels, liars, hypocrites and 

jealous people hurt the Holy Prophet too much he just said, 

 meaning: “Would that the Lord of 
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Mohammad had not created Mohammad”. How can others dare 

to object or overstep. Whoever becomes accomplished in marifat, 

Faqr, righteousness and saintlihood, people call him crazy and 

insane and his family consider him a fool as all of them are blind 

to his reality and are unwise like animals. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Wisdom sleeps in the humans. 

 
Meaning: True man is the mirror of Holy Lord. 

To be an Arif of Allah and gain His marifat, a seeker must 

have eyes of the soul. The physical eyes are (not sufficient in this 

way as they are) even possessed by dogs, pigs, bears, cattle and 

all other animals. Intellect is of two kinds; one is the Divine 

intellect which is everlasting, second is the intellect of the 

creation which has different levels and states. The Holy Prophet 

said: 

 
Meaning: There is no difference between an animal and a human 

except knowledge. 

 
Meaning: I have found the entire knowledge and all objectives. 

Now, no one can hide anything from me. 

 
Meaning: Value of this treasure is understood only by the Arifs 

who have found the Divine presence and it is acquired by the 

(spiritually) wise people only. 
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Meaning: The esoterically blind people cannot recognize the Arifs, 

only those recognize them who are spiritually awared like Khidr. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo has annihilated in Allah and lost in Hoo. Name 

of Bahoo is eternally joined with Allah. 

 
Meaning: He (Allah) is with you wherever you are. (Al-Hadeed-4) 

Perfect Murshid is like a touchstone and attributed with wisdom, 

generosity and kindness owing to his perfect Divine presence. 

Outwardly he grants all the blessings to the seeker and satiate 

him, while inwardly he takes him to the Divine presence with his 

spiritual attention and favour. The imperfect Murshid exhausts 

his disciples by involving them in lengthy recitals and different 

forms of zikr. The perfect Murshid makes his true disciples 

perfect on the very first day, the accomplished Murshid makes 

his true disciples accomplished on the very first day, the 

distinguished Murshid makes his true disciples distinguished on 

the very first day, the supreme Murshid who is comprehensive of 

all levels makes his true disciples supreme and comprehensive 

on the very first day, the Murshid who is Noor himself annihilates 

his true disciples in Noor on the very first day and the Murshid 

who has got Divine presence grants Divine presence to his true 

disciples on the very first day. However, all these levels together 

cannot become equal to the initial level of Faqr. The Faqeer 

Murshid who is accomplished in Faqr makes his true disciple a 

Faqeer on the very first day. A Faqeer is transcendent of all 

levels and stations of Fana and Baqa and His destination is: 
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Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah. 

O’ fool! This is the rank of a true Faqeer. Only that mystic can 

be called a Faqeer who has reached the level of Baqa Billah55 

and found eternal life with the Divine Essence after getting rid of 

everything other than Allah and affirming only Allah for himself, 

hence life and death has become equal for him. Such a mystic is 

the Faqeer having Divine glance with which he can turn the 

whole earth into gold and silver, he is dominant and ruler over 

the kings of all countries. He is eternally alive due to Faqr. O’ 

foolish animal! Faqeer never turns his attention away from 

Allah, while you have disgraced yourself by running after the 

worldly desires. You just claim that you love Allah and want to 

have His marifat and vision but the fact is that you are enslaved 

by your nafs, your heart is dead and your own soul is disgusted 

of you, that is why you are embarrassed. The purged inward 

which has got salvation from the falsehood, is united with the truth 

and is verily right. The person with such an inward is authoritative 

due to the power of Divine favour. Faqr of the Sultan-ul-Faqr is 

not related with mystic initiation as he is the master and ruler of 

all the (inward and outward) kingdoms. All the mystic ways, 

levels and stations are under his view. He is aware of the 

condition of every disciple and seeker. He knows who among 

them are desirable and favourites, who are rejected, cursed and 

apostates and who are not.  

You must know that just like there are many branches of 

outward knowledge, similarly there are many kinds of mystic 

and inward ways. If I write their detail, it would take many 

books. Let me explain only a few main points about the perfect 

and imperfect mystic ways. In the perfect mystic way there are 

                                                           
55 Immortality with Allah after annihilation in Him. 
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spiritual states of qabz56, busst57, sukr58 and sahw59 and the 

mystic devotions of zikr, meditation, concentration which grant 

power of unveiling and reveal every hidden thing upon the 

seeker. This way takes the seeker to the Divine observation, 

proximity and presence, hence his origin and extremity become 

the same. This way is the foundation of marifat and union of 

Allah. The seeker who is not blessed with the above mentioned 

states and attributes is imperfect. Even if he spends his whole life 

in different devotions, he remains an ignorant fool due to his ego 

and conceit. When you see a person who is outwardly involved 

in painful struggles and hard work to win over the kings and 

aristocrats but is inwardly unaware of the marifat of Allah, then 

know verily that he is an imperfect one who is wandering in the 

jungle of depravity. He is deprived of the honour of being among 

the special people of LaHoot60 Lamakan61. 

 
Meaning: Allah grants His closeness and vision to whom He 

wills, and keeps away from Himself whom He rejects due to 

their faithlessness.  

The people of Divine vision do not like the company of 

faithless people. 

                                                           
56 Qabz is the spiritual state of contraction in which the heart of the seeker is firmly 

gripped by the fear of Allah. It results due to the Divine disclosure of Jalal (Allah’s Majesty 

and Wrath). 
57 Busst is the involuntary state of expansion which engulfs the heart with ineffable joy. It 

results from the Divine disclosure of Jamal (Allah’s Compassion and Beauty). 
58 Sukr is the state of spiritual intoxication. It is the state of absence of self-awareness 
brought about through a powerful spiritual influence such as immersion in the zikr of 

Allah, attention of the perfect Murshid, deep emotions of love for the Divine Beloved. 
59 Sahw is the state of sobriety. It is returning from the state of spiritual intoxication to 
oneself after having been absent from oneself whilst intoxicated with the love of the Divine 

Beloved. 
60 The Divine world 
61 Station beyond all stations 
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Meaning: I advise the imperfect and embarrassed ones to give up 

desires of nafs and come towards Allah. 

If you come, doors are open for you but if you do not then 

Allah needs none. 

If a person claims that he is true to Allah, immersed in Divine 

vision, has reached the level of Fana and Baqa and acquired the 

marifat of Allah, then he must be asked to present two witnesses. 

First witness is that he must prove that he has reached the level 

of i.e. “Death before dying” by proving that he 

has no desires of world or nafs like the dead and he has no God 

but Allah (i.e. he seeks none but only Allah). Second witness is 

that he must prove that he has reached LaHoot. If both witnesses 

are right then it is accepted that he has approached the station 

beyond all stations. Possibility of vision of Allah is authenticated 

by the following verse of Quran: 

  
Meaning: And whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) in this 

(world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani Israil-72) 

 
Meaning: If I ask a spiritually blind person to have Divine 

vision, how could he see? Even if he is blessed with the Divine 

vision, he would not believe it. 

The people with enlightened eyes cannot stay in the company 

of blinds. O blind! You are trapped in blindness and darkness 

because there are satanic veils upon your eyes and veils of nafs 

upon your heart. Go to the spiritual physician (i.e. Murshid 
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Kamil) and ask him to enlighten your eyes and grant you the 

light of faith and marifat of Allah. Then all the veils which have 

blindfolded your eyes will be raised and you will get the spiritual 

sight which will make it possible for you to have the Divine 

vision. 

 
Meaning: Obliterate everything other than Allah from your heart 

and get salvation from the Wrath of Allah, so that you can have 

the enlightened sight to behold the exact Divine Reality. 

 
Meaning: It is sufficient for the wise to know the fact that they 

can achieve the power of Kun62 from the Lord of Kun by 

reaching the core of the secret of Kun. 

The Faqeer who becomes a man of word by achieving the 

power of “Kun” can open the mystic way upon the seekers just 

by saying this single word. Hence, the Faqeer who is man of the 

Divine word “Kun” does not need to indulge his disciples in long 

spiritual travelling, he can take them to the Divine presence and 

world of marifat by uttering just one word as he is One with 

Allah and empowered with Kun since the day of Alast63. The 

Murshid who involves his disciples in long spiritual travelling is 

deprived of the power of Kun, though ignorant people think that 

he possesses high levels and consider him their master. 

                                                           
62 Power of Kun means to have the power that whatever the Faqeer says is done 

immediately. 

63 Call of  Alast refers to the promise of souls with Allah in eternity when Allah asked 

them  meaning: “Am I not your Sustainer and Provident?” The souls replied, 

meaning: They said, “Yes You are!” 
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Meaning: One who serves the possessor of Faqr, becomes the 

real master. As, one glance of possessor of Faqr is better than 

silver and gold. 

 
Meaning: The possessor of Faqr can convert a bear into human 

(i.e. convert a human having animal traits into real man) and 

grant him the whole knowledge.  

 
Meaning: These imperfect Murshids who seek more and more 

disciples should be beheaded. O’ seeker of Allah! You must ask 

Allah for the perfect Murshid. 

The people of marifat who are blessed with the attribute of 

Prophet Isa (Christ) to give life to the dead by saying  

(Rise by the command of Allah), have spiritual gatherings with 

the souls of the Saints at their shrines where they converse with 

them and discuss about zikr, meditation and the Reality. This 

felicity is gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat alongwith 

its meditation, this way is verified. Tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

takes the seeker to the station of eternity. The Holy Prophet said 

about its meditation: 

 
Meaning: Meditation for a moment is better than the worship of 

both the worlds. 
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This meditation is not related with the spiritual journey of 

spheres, rather it is related with the observation of Divinity and 

annihilating in the Divine Essence, as Allah says to the Holy 

Prophet: 

 
Meaning: And turn to your Lord earnestly. (Al-Inshirah-8)  

The true Faqeer is ruler over the nafs, he is an enlightened Arif 

Billah64 who is annihilated in Allah and a man of alchemic sight. 

His inward is perfectly purged and is ever present in the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. He possesses complete inward 

and outward knowledge and is a scholar with spiritual efficacy 

gained by the tasawur and favour of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The 

Divine presence gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat also 

bestows spiritual authority, effective sight and concentration 

upon him and confers the power to hold both the worlds in his 

hand like a seed of wild rue. His eternally alive existence 

watches the spectacle of both the worlds on his finger nail. He 

does not need to read or write or hold pen between his three 

fingers. One who denies the powers of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat is surely a liar and hypocrite. The enlightened Arif Billah is 

empowered to view each and every thing from his station of 

LaHoot Lamakan due to his ultimate proximity with Allah and 

immortality with Him. He does not at all need to offer 

superogotary prayers or the prayer offered to know the will of 

Allah. Such an Arif and scholar of Allah is drowned in marifat of 

Oneness and Divine union so he does not need to make 

judgments through omens and augury. He possesses the whole 

knowledge about the Creator and the creation. Whatever is 

inscribed on the Guarded Tablet is also exposed upon the Arif 

Billah with complete details. (The rule of mysticism is that) one 

who says “I know” actually does not and the one who knows 

never claims that he knows. The Faqeer who has reached the 

                                                           
64 The knower of Allah who is One with Him. 
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level of  meaning: “When Faqr is accomplished 

that is Allah” is master of the universe and a peace loving 

person, he has solution of all the problems and control upon all 

affairs of the world. He has been purified of all the desires of 

pre-existence by reaching the level of ghinayat (satiation from 

all desires and becoming independent and generous) regarding 

authorities of pre-existence, similarly he has become free of the 

desires of hereafter, world and eternity by achieving ghinayat in 

the authorities of hereafter, world and eternity. This is the felicity 

of the accomplished Faqeer who is the source of peace and 

guidance for all. 

 
Meaning: I have got and utilized every authority and then 

renounced it being sated.  

The way of Faqr is not the way of words or conversations, it is 

the way of experiencing the states and observing everything with 

one’s eyes. The zikr, meditation, concentration and levels are 

unlawful upon the Faqeer who has become accomplished in Faqr. 

 
Meaning: The scholar without marifat of Allah is dead hearted. 

The alive hearted scholar has the attribute of Prophet Christ that 

he can enliven the dead hearts with his single Divine glance. He 

can teach his disciples the knowledge that was given to Prophet 

Moses by Khidr. 

It should be understood that the ‘Whole’ needs none as it is 

complete but a ‘part’ depends on the ‘Whole’ to be complete. 

The accomplished Faqeer is the “Whole” while all the other 

Saints of different levels such as Ghaus, Qutb are like a ‘part’. 
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When they join with the Faqeer Mohiyyuddin65 who is the key to 

become ‘Whole’, they become perfect Qadri66 Arif by reaching 

the level of Divine Oneness, hence are liberated from the pain of 

following anyone. The true Qadri Murshid is the one who can 

make his disciples cover all the waystations with his single 

spiritual glance and take them to the final destination of the 

spiritual journey. Qadri Murshid is synonym for Divine favour, 

his inward is verily perfect due to proximity with Allah. 

Whoever confronts a Qadri Murshid or disciple is certainly a 

hypocrite. The enemy of Qadris is either an imperfect or away 

from Allah or spiritually blind or deprived of marifat of Allah. 

The Qadris are tough and courageous, their heart is alive due to 

continuous recitation of name of Allah. Only Allah! Everything 

other than Allah is lust. The Qadri Faqeer is a man of everlasting 

authority whether he declares it or not. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo can convert the ominous ones into fortunate 

ones by his glance because his glance is Divine due to Oneness 

with the All-Seeing Allah. 

These are the initial levels of the true Faqeer. O’ Arifs and 

scholars of Allah! O’ wise Saints blessed with Divine presence! 

O’ awared kings! Everyone of you must know that the knowledge 

of Taurah, Gospel, Psalms and the Quran as well as the Ism-e-

Azam67, knowledge of alchemy, whatever is written in the four 

holy books, knowledge of Hadiths of the Holy Prophet and 

                                                           
65 Mohiyyudin literally means, “One who gives life to religion.” It is also the appellation 
of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. 
66 The mystic order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. 
67 Ism-e-Azam is the Divine word by saying which with pure and perfect heart all the 
problems are solved and treasures are gained. It is the most powerful word and according 

to mystics it must be Ism-e-Allah Zaat  because no word can be more powerful than 

. 
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Qudsi Hadiths68, knowledge of other revealed books, knowledge 

of dreams and inspirations, knowledge about all Prophets, 

knowledge of inward and the outward, wisdom of the All-Wise 

Allah, knowledge of the Creator and the whole creation from 

Prophet Adam till the seal of Prophets-Prophet Mohammad, 

knowledge of all the creations of eighteen thousand worlds that 

Allah created by saying ‘Kun Fayakun’, all the details that are 

inscribed on the Guarded Tablet, the Throne, the Chair, knowledge 

of pre-existence, knowledge of eternity, knowledge of the world, 

knowledge of hereafter, knowledge of vision of Allah, knowledge 

of Tauheed and all the secrets of Allah are the interpretation of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat and are contained in its core. Nothing is away 

and out of the core of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whoever steps into the 

field of Faqr must check himself regarding his outward and 

inward knowledge, because if an ignorant will step into Faqr, he 

would be regressed eventually, his heart would be seized and he 

would become crazy and insane. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who adopts asceticism without knowledge 

eventually turns into Satan or dies as infidel. 

There are two kinds of knowledge, the outward knowledge and 

the inward knowledge. Outward knowledge is the literal and 

verbal knowledge possessed by the exoteric scholars. Inward 

knowledge is the spiritual knowledge of heart and soul. Whoever 

acquires inward knowledge by gaining the complete marifat of 

Tauheed of Allah and other Divine knowledges does not need to 

acquire outward knowledge. Outward knowledge69 is essential 

for argumentation and knowing the right path, it also protects 

one like a companion but the real companion on the mystic way 

is the inward knowledge which is also a source of Divine favour. 

Just as there is outward knowledge (of religion and other things) 

                                                           
68 Words of Allah told by the Holy Prophet. 
69 Outward knowledge of Quran, Hadith, Jurisprudence and Islamic laws. 
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similarly there is inward knowledge. Outward knowledge is like 

salt and inward knowledge is like food, the salt dissolves in the 

food. Outward knowledge is like lamp while inward knowledge 

is like sun. Outward knowledge is like milk while inward 

knowledge is like butter and cream. Outward knowledge is like 

body while the inward knowledge is like soul. Outward knowledge 

is like cultivation and the inward knowledge is like yield. It takes 

thirty years of hard work to become scholar of the outward 

knowledge and have full command over it while the Murshid 

Kamil can grant the inward knowledge to the capable seeker in 

just a blink of an eye by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Inward 

knowledge is the eternal knowledge and its scholar is so much 

dominant over the scholar of outward knowledge that he can 

obliterate the entire knowledge from the mind of the scholar with 

his single glance such that he does not remember even the ABC.  

There are fourteen main branches of the outward knowledge 

which are related with logic and argument and can be studied 

literarily while there are seventy crore, thirty lac, fifty thousand, 

five hundred and thirty one branches of inward knowledge, out 

of which thousands of branches are related with the knowledge 

of zikr and meditation. Infinite books are required to express the 

inward knowledge as it is boundless. The teacher of inward 

knowledge (i.e. the Murshid Kamil) delivers vast knowledge to 

his seekers in just one session, hence the seeker is enlightened 

about the knowledge of the Creator and the creation and 

becomes an Arif reaching the station of LaHoot Lamakan from 

where he can view everything. This is the initial lesson gained 

from the scholar Faqeer who is ruler upon his nafs and views the 

spectacle of both the worlds on his finger nail. He is a man of 

insight, fully conversant with the details of marifat of Tauheed 

and possesses powerful efficacy. 

The students are also of two kinds, some are courageless and 

weak, others are strong and brave like the winning soldiers. Who 
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are the weak ones and who are the winning soldiers? Weak ones 

are those who fight day and night against the enemies of Allah 

i.e. the nafs and Satan, while the winning soldiers are those who 

behead the enemies and everything other than Allah with the 

sword of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and become safe from the fight, 

hence attain perseverance which is superior than miracles and 

high stations. They are the Arifs, Saints and Divine scholars who 

gain knowledge through union with Allah. Their knowledge is 

the eternal knowledge that makes one immortal by uniting with 

Allah. The scholar who does not seek marifat, Divine vision and 

immortality with Allah along with the sacred company of Holy 

Prophet cannot be considered a true scholar as he is the seeker of 

carrion world instead of Allah and His Prophet, so he is 

immodest, faithless and worse than the animals. The Arif who 

can grant knowledge to his disciples inwardly and can take them 

to the Divine presence with his spiritual attention, does not need 

to acquire outward knowledge. 

 
Meaning: Knowledge should be gained for having marifat and 

union with Allah. Whoever acquires knowledge just for earning 

worldliness is immodest.   

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And do not barter My Signs (commands) for paltry 

price (of this world). (Al-Maidah-44) 

Knowledge is meant to get advised and know the secrets of 

marifat of Allah. 
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Meaning. Whoever recites Alif70 becomes scholar of the entire 

knowledge. The whole world and its creation, whether common 

or special, turns his slave. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And I breathed My (Divine) soul into Him. (Al Hijr-29) 

When the Divine soul entered the sacred existence of Adam 

and recited the Ism-e-Allah Zaat i.e. the Divine name , all the 

veils between Allah and His slave were raised till the Doomsday 

just by taking the Divine name, even than no one has yet reached 

the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The real practitioner of Dawat 

is the one who recites Ism-e-Allah Zaat from its core by reaching 

the level of Kun Fayakun71. Then, nothing from the past, present 

and future remains hidden from him. All the Prophets, Messengers, 

Sufis, Saints, Ghaus and Qutbs found honour and high ranks 

through the benediction of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, as they made Ism-

e-Allah Zaat their guide, companion and a source of Allah’s 

favour. They were blessed with contemplation by the essence of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with authority by the essence of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, with spiritually empowered attention by the essence of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with insight by the essence of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, with meditation by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with 

observation by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat with enlightenment 

of Noor by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with closeness of 

Allah by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with immersion in the 

Divine presence by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with the 

levels of Fana and Baqa by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with 

the level of Jamiat, Divine Beauty, marifat and Divine union by 

the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with love, desire and favour of 

Allah and verified spiritual states by the essence of Ism-e-Allah 

                                                           
70 Alif is the first letter of Arabic Alphabets. In mystic terminology, it refers to Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. 
71 Whatever he says is done immediately. 
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Zaat, with passion, kindness and perfect heart by the essence of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, with the compassionate soul and Divine secret by 

the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, finally they reached the level of 

Kun Fayakun. 

By doing the mashq Marqoom-e-wajudia72 for only seven days 

the seeker is blessed with seven authorities and seven wisdoms 

of the All-Wise Allah. His seven inward and outward parts73 are 

purged completely in such a way that he never needs to do 

mystic struggle, adopt asceticism or forty day seclusion till the 

Doomsday. 

 
Meaning: Get the entire knowledge just by reciting Ism-e-Allah

. Ism-e-Allah will remain with you eternally. 

 
Meaning: Whatever you read other than the knowledge of Allah 

brings arrogance and desires of nafs with it. 

It should be known that at the time of taking bayat74 at the 

hand of Murshid Kamil and acquiring knowledge, spiritual 

persuasion and zikr from him, whatever wish, argument, thought, 

misapprehension or delusion is present in the mind of the person 

                                                           
72 Practice of inscribing Allah’s name on body in a particular manner. 
73 Just like the physical body of a human has seven main parts i.e. head, chest, belly and 
four limbs similarly the innerself also has seven subtle parts which are; Nafs (the 

innerself of a person), Qalb (the heart or inward of a person), Rooh (the soul of a 

person), Sir’r (the core-the Divine secret), Khafi (the Hidden-the Divine Soul), Yakhfa 
(the Origin-the Divine Light) and Ana (the Divine Essence). 
74 Oath of allegiance-When a person becomes a disciple, he hands over himself to his 

spiritual guide in exchange of spiritual guidance after bayat. This in fact is a pact between 
Allah and His slave which eternally bonds the Murshid with his disciple. 
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of knowledge and zikr, he will gain the same eventually. As the 

Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Verily, an action is based upon the intention behind it.  

 
Meaning: Returning to the origin is the final level.  

The person at final level75 wants to reach the origin76 while the 

person at the level of origin wants to reach the final level77. One 

who surpass both these levels reaches the level of Jamiat78 and 

Jamiat means to perform the Divine deeds. If a scholar acquires 

the entire knowledge (with true intention to gain closeness of 

Allah) and the zakir79 crosses all the levels of zikr of Ism-e-

Allah, then the knowledge takes the scholar and the zikr takes 

the zakir to the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. There, the 

Holy Prophet kindly says to the scholar to ask for any kind of 

(inward) knowledge so that he may confer it upon him. At that 

time, if the scholar does not make a mistake by asking any other 

kind of knowledge except the knowledge of marifat of Allah, he 

becomes the perfect Divine scholar and an Arif of Allah. 

Similarly, the Holy Prophet asks the zakir and blesses him with 

                                                           
75 When Allah decided to create the world, He descended six steps as mentioned in surah 

Al A’raf verse 54 i.e. from HaHooiyat (the unknowable world) to YaHoot (the first 
manifestation in the form of Noor of Mohammad) to LaHoot (the world of absolute 

Divinity) to Jabarut (the world of souls) to Malakut (the world of symbolic forms) to 

Nasut (the world of physical bodies). When a seeker starts his journey he is at the last or 
final level of the Divine descent i.e. Nasut.  
76 Origin of human soul is the Noor of Allah which manifested as the Noor of Mohammad. Final 

level of ascension journey of a seeker is to annihilate in this Noor thus return to his origin. 
77 The spiritual journey of a true seeker of Allah comprises of two parts, first is the 

ascension journey in which the seeker returns to origin and annihilates in the Noor of 

Allah. This is the final level of ascension journey but is the initial level of next part of 
journey in which the seeker is sent back to the world as a normal human, although he has 

converted totally into Noor of Allah, for the guidance of mankind as the Insan-e-Kamil 

(The Divine Universal Man) i.e. the Murshid Kamil just as the Holy Prophet came back 
from Meraj for the guidance of humanity. The final level of this descending journey is to 

gain immortality with Allah i.e. Baqa.  
78 Jamiat is the completion of both parts of journey. 
79 One who does the zikr, reciter 
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the closeness of Allah. If at that time, the scholar asks for the 

worldly honour and ranks, he gets them in the form of company 

of the kings but that ruins his inner self. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The best desire is the desire of Allah and the best zikr 

is the zikr of Allah. 

The seeker can be blessed with both by the tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The world is like a bow and its accidents are like 

arrows. Run towards Allah so that you get salvation. 

EXPLANATION OF ENGAGING IN DIVINE DEEDS 

How does one engage in Divine deeds and affirm the states of 

ancient Reality upon oneself in just one step and what do we 

mean by affirming the ancient Reality? Which is the way to 

Divine deeds and how are the spiritual states verified? One must 

know that when Allah desired (to manifest Himself in the world 

of multiplicity) He uttered Kun Fayakun. By saying these words 

the Divine Power and Nature manifested (the souls of) all the 

creations from the Noor of Mohammad. Then the call of 

 meaning: “Am I not your Rab (the Creator and 

Provident)”? reached the ears of all the souls from the All 

Powerful Lord Who encompasses everything. The souls replied, 

 meaning: “They said, Yes! You are!” On saying this, 

some of the souls drowned in the state of ecstasy (of Divine love) 

and immersed in the Divine vision. They entered the wombs of 

their mothers in the same state and came out of it into this world 

in the same state. These are the souls of the born Saints who are 

always under the kind attention of the Holy Prophet. They retain 
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the same state of ecstasy and Divine presence at the time of 

death and entering the grave. When the trumpet of Israfil will be 

blown and the Doomsday would occur, they would be in the 

same state. They would come out of the grave, reach the plain of 

Resurrection and cross the Sirat80 bridge in the same state of 

ecstasy and Divine presence. On entering the paradise, viewing 

the houries and castles of paradise and drinking the heavenly 

beverage from the sacred hands of the Holy Prophet they would 

be experiencing the same state of ecstasy and Divine presence. 

They will keep bowing before Allah for five hundred years and 

then keep prostrating in the same state for another five hundred 

years, afterwards they will be blessed with the vision of Allah.  

A seeker can achieve all his objectives by engaging himself in 

the Divine deeds and drowning in the Divine presence, this is the 

way to attain the everlasting levels of marifat, closeness and 

union with Allah and becoming aware of the reality of everything 

from beginning till end. The perfect Murshid is one who takes 

the seeker to the level of ultimate Noor and bestows upon him 

the honour of Divine presence by repleting his inward (with 

Divinity) and letting him be forgiven completely. It is incumbent 

upon the Murshid to show the seeker the station of pre-existence 

by the essence of Kun Fayakun as well as the station of eternity 

and bless him with Divine vision every moment through the 

Divine presence gained by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and 

kalma tayyab which are the key to Divine 

presence, without putting him in any kind of struggle or hard 

work, in just one moment and one step. He should also ennoble 

the seeker with high ranks and great destiny by carrying him to 

Divinity and should engage him in the Divine deeds and states as 

mentioned before. If the Murshid elevates the levels and ranks of 

the seeker and blesses him with closeness, marifat and union 

with Allah as well as the perpetual Divine presence, then he is 

                                                           
80 The narrow bridge in hereafter that provides the only approach to heaven. 
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the true Murshid, otherwise an imperfect one. It is absolutely 

unlawful to take spiritual education and persuasion from an 

imperfect Murshid. Had the true seekers not been inwardly blessed 

with the pleasure of Divine vision, union, closeness, marifat of 

Allah and the Divine deeds, all of them would have gone astray. 

Whoever is aware of this right path and treads upon it, Allah’s 

favours, closeness and vision become his companion on this 

verified way. Whoever doubts it, is hypocritic and belongs to the 

group of heretics. This inward way is the same as it was in 

eternity and is absolutely free from infidelity, polytheism, the 

nafs-e-ammarah81, the irreligious world and Satan. Whoever 

joins it becomes safe. This is the way to ultimate inward 

purgation which leads to the level of  “Death 

before dying” and grants its follower the rank of a Saint. Only 

Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: The true Arifs understand the reality of everything just 

by one word (Ism-e-Allah). They recognize their Lord in whichever 

form or guise He appears. 

 
Meaning: They annihilate their existence in Ism-e-Allah in such 

a way that it takes them to the Divine Oneness and bless them 

with marifat and Meraj. 

These are the levels of annihilation in Allah. 

 
                                                           
81 The ill commanding inner self. 
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Meaning: Conceal your being in the Divine name just like “ ”82 

has been concealed in . (“ ” is actually which means 

“with the name of” but while writing “ ” (with the name of 

Allah) “ ” become silent or it gets concealed). 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat is a heavy trust which can be borne only by 

the men of LaHoot Lamakan who are the best of all mankind i.e. 

the Prophets and the Saints. Since Ism-e-Allah Zaat is grand and 

holy so it can sustain only in a grand and holy existence, as Allah 

says: 

 
Meaning: We presented Our trust before the skies, earth and 

mountains. Everyone refused to bear it, but man (Insan-e-Kamil) 

picked it up. No doubt, he is cruel (towards his nafs) and 

ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (Al-Ahzab-72) 

 
Meaning: It is said that there are three things which a man of 

marifat must have; (a) Patience during hard times. (b) Gratitude 

when blessings are conferred. (c) Submission to the destiny and 

will of Allah. If a person claims to have marifat of Allah but is 

void of these three things then his claim is wrong.  

The writer says that the level of marifat is gained when the 

innerself of a person is cleansed like a pellucid mirror in which 

he can clearly view every spiritual level and station with 

reference to his own level of marifat. Marifat is actually a Noor 

which grants eternal Divine presence to the Arifs. Some find this 

                                                           
82 First letter of Arabic alphabets 
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eternal Divine presence through waham83 which comes from the 

station of Divine Oneness. Some are blessed with it through 

concentration that is related with closeness and union of Allah. 

Some find it through the spiritual attention that is verily related 

with Divine favour gained from Divine Oneness. Some find it 

through meditation which is a bountiful source of delight for the 

soul and is acquired only after annihilation of nafs. Some find it 

through contemplation which is done after renunciation of the 

world and with complete trust upon Allah. Every day of a 

wretched person is wretched, every day of an auspicious person 

is auspicious while everyday of an infidel is worse than before. 

Some find the eternal Divine presence through spiritual authority. 

The authority of spiritual sight of an Airf prevails over both the 

worlds. Some find the eternal Divine presence by going through 

spiritual states and some just claim it verbally (but actually are 

deprived of it). All the ranks and levels of sainthood are 

possessed by the Arif of Allah who is also the scholar of Allah, 

this is the actual rank of a true Saint and Arif. 

 
Meaning: If you keep waiting for help and favour to reach your 

destination then it will be considered indolence, you must 

endeavour to reach the destination with your own efforts. 

 
Meaning: If you keep the light at your back, you cannot do 

anything in your front. You must use whatever you have during 

your life, after death it would not be of any use. 

                                                           
83 Waham is the inward state of esoteric connection and spiritual conversation with Allah 
which is possible only through the perfect Murshid. 
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Meaning: Whatever you like for yourself, like the same for 

others. Take care of others just as you take care of yourself. 

 
Meaning: When you close the doors of your inner self from 

inside then the light of Divine presence is lit in your heart (i.e. do 

not let any worldly wish enter your heart which may blow out 

this light like wind). So, you must stop your tongue (from asking 

much) and prevent your eyes (from seeing worldly luxuries). 

 
Meaning: The seeker whose heart is filled by the Murshid Kamil 

with pain of love for Allah, even forgets the heaven when he is 

blessed with the vision of the Beloved. 

However, the waham of the imperfect one is actually the 

satanic misapprehension and whatever he observes is just a 

delusion. His zikr, meditation and muraqbah84 all are unverified. 

Even if he drowns in meditation, he is not accompanied with the 

Divine favour. 

EXPLANATION OF SPIRITUAL IMMERSION 

Spiritual immersion is a hidden state, so how can a hidden state 

be verified? The muraqbah of Divine presence can be performed 

only with the Divine favour. What is the Divine favour? It is the 

Noor. Whoever is blessed with the Divine favour reaches the 

                                                           
84 Muraqbah is a spiritual act of concentration and meditation. 
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level of Noor of Tauheed, he immerses in the hidden spiritual 

states and converses with Allah directly. It should be known that 

spiritual immersion is a special state of inward presence before 

Allah. The true men of inward remain vigilant while experiencing 

that state. The ultimate level of Jamiat is also gained through 

spiritual immersion. The Saints ever remain in this state. This 

way of spiritual immersion is the right and true way. If someone 

does not find the Truth through this way, it means that his 

inward is imperfect and false. The immersion state of the special 

ones is verified to be right and true due to the closeness of 

Almighty Allah which they gain during this state. 

The way of spiritual enlightenment and immersion in the Divine 

Essence Who is Hayee85 (Eternally Alive) and Qayyum86 (Forever 

Sustained) is the way of heart. Whoever immerses in the 

knowledge of Hayee and Qayyum, does not need to study what 

is written on the Guarded Tablet, as his love (for Allah) makes 

him confidant of all the Divine secrets. Whoever becomes confidant 

of Divine secrets takes the true seekers of Allah to Allah and the 

false ones to the desires of nafs. All the benedictions and 

grandeur owe to Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is actually Allah 

Himself. The judge of truth asks a zakir to present two witnesses, 

one is the eternal zikr and second is the eternal observation of 

Divinity. The judge of truth asks a meditator to present two 

witnesses, one is the annihilation of nafs and second is that his 

existence must be free of lust and worldly wishes. The judge of 

truth asks the practitioner of muraqbah to present two witnesses, 

one is marifat of Allah and second is presence of holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad. The judge of truth asks the people of 

Divine love to present two witnesses, one is Divine observation 

and second is their struggle to achieve this Divine observation. 

The judge of truth asks the seeker of Allah to present two 

witnesses, one is his desire to have vision of Allah and second is 

                                                           
85, 86 Attributive names of Allah. 
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his disgust towards the carrion (world). The judge of truth asks 

the Murshid to present two witnesses, one is his power to enliven 

the heart of the seeker and grant him insight with his spiritual 

attention, second is his authority to immerse the seeker in the 

Noor of vision of Allah. The judge of truth asks the man of 

Divine zikr to present two witnesses, one is his authority to grant 

the seekers the presence of holy assembly of the Prophet and 

second is his power to bless the seekers with the Noor of 

inspiration through the closeness of Allah. The judge of truth 

asks two witnesses from Faqeer, one is munificence and second 

is graciousness like the blessing of rain. The judge of truth asks 

the Dervish to present two witnesses, one is everlasting pain (for 

Allah) and second is that he keeps studying day and night and 

acquires the knowledge of the Guarded Tablet. The judge of 

truth asks the scholar to present two witnesses, one is that he 

should have knowledge of words of Allah and His Prophet and 

second is his pious deeds to seek marifat of Allah from the 

people of Divine union. The judge of truth asks the jurist to 

present two witnesses, one is his belief that Allah is Omnipresent 

and Omniscient and second is that he never takes bribe from 

indigents and poor. Hence, the judge of truth takes the true people 

(who provide the required witnesses) towards the truth and the 

false ones are left with falsehood. I am surprised at the people 

who neither judge themselves nor keep continuous check upon 

their nafs. How could they be called humans, they are worse than 

animals. O’ dear! True human is the one who considers the life 

of this world equal to a night and stays here like a traveller, his 

attention always remains towards reckoning of the Doomsday 

and he keeps moving towards eternity. This world is a heaven 

and source of happiness for the infidels only. It is not a place of 

comfort and luxuries rather it is a place of test and trial. You like 

this world or Allah? You prefer this world or the Faqr of Prophet 

Mohammad? World is preferred and liked by Pharaoh. The 

world is hideous, it is a chaos and a deceit. The nafs and the 
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world are the possession of Satan and the seeker of the world 

always remains worried. That person gathers worldly wealth 

who has made an agreement with the Satan and has acquired the 

attribute of miserliness from it. Only three kind of people are 

pure of malice and hypocrisy; those who spend the earnings of 

night in the same night, those who spend earnings of the day on 

the same day and the Arif Billah who spend everything in the 

way of Allah. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: This world is a preparation for the hereafter. 

 
Meaning: Whoever is unaware of this way is worse than the 

blind. How can a person who is deprived of insight recognize the 

Arifs. 

 
Meaning: Ism-e-Allah is a grand trust, its reality is known only 

to the Holy Prophet. 

You must know that some Faqeers are so independent of all 

the wishes that they need none. They are so much blessed with 

the treasure of ghinayat and satiation that they even renounce the 

authority which they have upon the whole world. There are also 

some so called Faqeers who are ever perplexed to get their bread 

and butter, and are always running after their needs which 

destroys their soul. The independent Faqeer recites Ism-e-Allah 

and the so called indigent Faqeer also recites the same Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. There is not any difference in the Ism-e-Allah which 

they recite but why does one of them become independent while 

the other remain indigent? The reason is that whoever regards 
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the honour and grandeur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, it blesses him with 

respect, honour and high ranks. While, the one who does not 

respect Ism-e-Allah, It disgraces him by making him indigent. 

Same is the matter with the knowledge of scholars (i.e. if they 

respect it by practising upon it, it grants them honour but if they 

use it to earn worldly wealth, It disgraces them). The knowledge 

(if gained with true intention to have closeness of Allah) is 

completely a form of favour of Allah for the scholar. The perfect 

Faqeer, accomplished Dervish, practitioner scholar, supreme 

Arif Saint, Ghaus and Qutb are those who have crossed the level 

of Fana Fillah and reached the core of “Kun”. They can reveal the 

essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat as well as the true meaning of verses 

of Quran upon the seekers of Allah through contemplation, 

spiritual authority, attention and meditation and grant them the 

Divine presence through their benediction owing to the grandeur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Hence, the seeker can observe the spectacle of 

both the worlds upon his palm and finger nail by the favour of 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the spiritual authority gained by 

the verification of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The Murshid Kamil gives 

this lesson to the true seeker of Allah on the very first day and 

confers these levels upon him when he starts reciting Dawat. 

Reciting Dawat is not an easy task. The knowledge of Dawat 

contains grand treasure of secrets of Allah. Quran tells: 

 
Meaning: And your Lord says, “Call upon Me, I will respond to 

you.” (Al-Momin-60)  

O’ dear! O’ man of wisdom and courtesy! You must also know 

that Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Noor of faith are the favour and 

beneficence of Allah which are inscribed in the core of heart, as 

Allah says:  
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Meaning: They are those upon whose hearts He has inscribed 

faith and supported them with His Own Soul. (Al-Mujadala-22) 

Such hearts are called the qalb-e-saleem (the sanctified perfect 

heart) due to their close relation with Allah. The qalb-e-saleem 

is the heart which remains in the state of submission before 

Allah. The possessor of qalb-e-saleem has dead nafs, alive heart 

and enlightened soul. His heart observes the straight path and 

follows it submitting before Allah and attains the totality. Allah 

says: 

 
Meaning: The Day when wealth or progeny will not benefit 

(anyone). But only the one who comes to Allah with a perfect 

(flawless) heart. (Al-Shuara-88, 89) 

Such a heart has got salvation from the inward evils such as 

khanas87, khartum88, khatrat89, vasvasa90, misapprehensions, nafs, 

Satan and the worldly accidents which distract a person from the 

path of Allah. Qalb-e-saleem which submits before Allah is 

blessed with Noor, Kindness and Compassion of Allah. It always 

follows the orders of Quran and goes against the nafs and Satan. 

There are three levels of reciting Dawat. Initially it is recited 

by tongue, and its prerequisites are to gain the required knowledge, 

always speak the truth and earn lawfully. Secondly, it is recited 

by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat through the Divine presence 

which is verified by the heart. Hadiths:  

 

                                                           
87  The slinking whisperer which distracts from the right path by creating delusions in the 

heart. 
88 The intoxicating evil which distracts one by making one addicted of a particular bad 

habit. 
89 The satanic dangers. 
90 The evil suggestions. 
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Meaning: Verily! Allah neither observes your physical appearance 

nor deeds rather He observes your hearts and intentions.  

 
Meaning: The intention of a Momin is better than his action.  

This is the level of the true lover of Holy Prophet who is the 

beloved and favourite of Allah. He always remains under the 

kind attention of Allah and is blessed with eternal presence of 

the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad being immersed in the 

ultimate Noor of Oneness of Allah. It is desirable to leave such a 

devotion and prayer which creates arrogance and conceit in a 

person and prevents him from acquiring the marifat of Allah. 

Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani says:  

 
Meaning: One who intended to worship after attaining the final 

level of union with Allah, committed infidelity and polytheism. 

As, union with Allah is the final level of faith where one is 

blessed with eternal Divine presence and vision. If one turns his 

attention away from the vision of Allah and considers praying 

better than beholding the Beloved then he is surely oblivious and 

blind of the Reality, so why should not he be considered an 

infidel! 

 
Meaning: One who drowns in the Noor of Allah, transforms into 

Noor from head to toe, then he is relieved from all the worries. 

The way to the closeness and recognition of Allah should be 

covered headlong, rather one should even forget his head and 

feet (i.e. himself). The Holy Prophet said: 
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Meaning: This way (to Allah) is covered headlong without steps. 

The real muraqbah is performed when the inner eyes of the 

soul are enlightened and the physical eyes are closed (i.e. the 

seeker sees everything with inner eyes not with physical eyes). 

The way of performing such muraqbah and seeing with the inner 

eyes is known to the seeker who has become accomplished in 

Faqr. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Do the zikr of your Holy Lord when you forget 

(everything). (Al-Kahf-24) 

So, it becomes known that when a person does the zikr of 

Allah, annihilating himself in Allah, it takes him to the station of 

Divine Oneness where he is blessed with the Noor of Divine 

presence. Such a zikr, meditation and muraqbah make a person 

forget his existence. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Holy Lord adopts silence. 

These are the marvelous levels which are attained on reaching 

LaHoot Lamakan. It must be understood that the spiritual path 

leads to the Divine presence and Divine presence is like a sword 

which kills the infidel and irreligious nafs. The men of Divine 

presence achieve all their objectives during their presence before 

Allah. The disciple who does not implore his Murshid to confer 

the Divine presence upon him is a reprobate as his heart contains 

love for the carrion world which keeps him deprived of the desire 

of marifat and vision of Allah. The way of Divine presence 

drowns the seeker blessed with it into Oneness with Allah. The 

disciple who does not request his Murshid to take him to the 

level of Oneness with Allah eventually proves to be disobedient 

and immodest. The way to the realm of Divinity where the 

seeker is blessed with Divine presence and marifat of Allah goes 

through the alive heart which is ever vigil in the state of union 
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with Allah. Such a heart possesses power of spiritual attraction 

and absorption due to the closeness of Allah and Noor of Divine 

presence and vision. All these destinations of the spiritual path 

are achieved by the true seeker who keeps his attention towards 

the marifat of Allah and vision of Divine Beauty whether he is at 

the initial level or the final. Such a seeker attains to the level of 

Jamiat which means ultimate union with Allah. At this level 

entire knowledge of Oneness of the Eternally Alive and Forever 

Sustained Entity is revealed by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

and the seeker can read whatever is written on the Guarded 

Tablet and can see the reality of everything which is verified by 

his perfect inward. Whoever doubts it is a heretic and infidel. To 

achieve these spiritual levels the seeker must do the mashq 

marqoom-e-wajudia i.e. the practice of inscribing Allah’s name 

on body from head to the belly button. This practice sanctifies 

the soul by turning one against the nafs. One who does not reach 

these levels, tells a lie and boasts (if he claims to have marifat 

and closeness of Allah). The marvels of mashq marqoom-e-

wajudia are described in the following poem: 

 
Meaning: The mashq marqoom-e-wajudia reveals the Divine 

secrets and blesses with the beautiful vision of Allah. It is the 

secret of attaining Divine Oneness with perfect faith. 

 
Meaning: This contemplation is the medium to reach Hoo (the 

Divine Essence). When one reaches Hoo, Hoo becomes one’s 

existence. Then one’s words become the words of Hoo. 
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Meaning: It will grant you the vision of the Magnificent Lord 

and this level is gained only by the Arifs who are united with 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: If the name of Allah is inscribed on the chest by 

contemplation, it is filled with secrets of Allah and the heart 

gains insight and vision. 

 
Meaning: By doing this practice on the belly button one gains 

the power to go against the nafs. Whoever is unaware of this 

way, he lies and boasts (if he claims to have closeness of Allah). 

 
Meaning: If one performs fifty five exercises of inscribing name 

of Allah on the body from head to belly, he would become a man 

of spiritual insight. 

 
Meaning: This practice makes one confidant of secrets of Allah 

as well as a modest, loyal and an obedient person. 
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Meaning: Just in the beginning of doing this practice, a true 

seeker is blessed with marifat of Allah and its continuous 

exercise blesses him with eternal life and attributes of Prophets. 

 
Meaning: This practice grants eternal Meraj and Divine presence 

which eventually drowns the seeker in the Noor of Allah.  

 
Meaning: The people who are inwardly like animals due to their 

deprivation of closeness to Allah and unawareness of His marifat, 

do not understand the importance of this practice. 

 
Meaning: Without doing this practice of inscribing Allah’s name 

along with contemplation, the way to Allah becomes very 

complicated. Whoever does not know this way remains low 

spiritually. 

 
Meaning: This practice will let you cover the way to Divinity, 

then all the spheres will come under your feet. 

 
Meaning: Know it verily that this practice is another form of 

Divine favour. It makes everything visible upon the Arifs and 

they become eternally enlightened.  
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Meaning: This practice is a guide on the way to Truth and 

Compassion. It sanctifies the heart of the seeker and makes him 

beloved of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The practice of mashq marqoom-e-wajudia is a source 

of verification of the way for the true seekers of Allah (i.e. they 

can check whether they have opted the right way or the wrong by 

experiencing the effects of this practice). If they do this practice 

with devotion, it would take them to the Lamakan in the very 

beginning. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The good deeds of the pious ones are like sins for 

those blessed with closeness of Allah. 

The Dawat recited by heart alongwith the Divine presence 

gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat is always acceptable if it is recited 

with complete attention. By the benediction of Dawat recited 

with the contemplation of beautiful names of Allah, the seeker 

spiritually crosses both the worlds and his heart is blessed with 

the closeness of Allah. Then he gains authority over both the 

worlds and can view their spectacle on his palm or finger nail. 

Why would such an enlightened person need to draw lines for 

making impressions or talisman, keep spirits as his agents, fortify 

himself against jinns, keep check of auspicious or ominous 

timings or stop eating the meat of wild or mild animals. He does 

not even need to give charity of his spiritual wealth, perform 

recital rounds to get the munificence and power to open the 
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spiritual locks or read or write (to have the hidden knowledge of 

the invisible). All these are the superstitious acts which create 

distractions and lurking fears among the imperfect ones. The 

perfect ones never adopt such superstitious acts. 

The third level of Dawat is to recite it by soul which converts 

the reciter into Noor. By reciting this Dawat nothing of the skies 

and earth, world and hereafter remains hidden from the seeker. 

The wise practitioner of Dawat is the one who gains authority 

over everything but never lets his nafs indulge in the pleasure of 

this authority (i.e. never gets proud over this authority nor uses it 

for his own benefit). 

Prophet Moses said to Allah: 

 
Meaning: Indeed I am in need of whatever good you would send 

down to me. (Al-Qasess-24) 

The Faqeer who views the world and hereafter unveiled before 

him is attributed with four qualities: 

 
Meaning: Firstly, if the Faqeer wishes, he can convert the whole 

world into an Arif as he has authority over each and everything 

of the universe. 

 
Meaning: Secondly, just by his spiritual attention, he can let his 

seekers enter the state of Divine presence and come out of it 

keeping them vigilant. He does not need to involve them in 

verbal discussions and lengthy invocations. 
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Meaning: Thirdly, he can convert an ignorant into a scholar and 

an indigent into a generous person just by his effective glance. 

Fourthly, his glance is so powerful that he can bless the seekers 

with spiritual presence before the Holy Prophet just by his 

attention. 

 
Meaning: The person who denies that Oneness with Allah is 

possible, becomes infidel, polytheist and an idol worshipper. 

 
Meaning: The Islamic faith initiates with verification by tongue 

(that Allah is the only One to be worshipped). When heart 

coordinates with the tongue i.e. there remains only One Allah in 

the heart, then the faith is accomplished and the seeker is blessed 

with the vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Then the seeker drowns in the Divine Essence and 

finds eternal presence before Allah. By immersing in the Noor of 

the Essence, he affirms the Oneness of Allah after experiencing 

it personally. 

Mystic immersion may be of many kinds which drown the 

spiritual being of the seeker in the Noor of Ism-e-Allah. Some of 

them are; immersing in the Noor by forgetting oneself, immersing 

spiritually, immersing inwardly by coming in the protection of 

Allah who is the ultimate Protector, the perfect immersing, the 
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sacrificial immersing, immersing completely in Allah, immersing 

in the LaHoot Lamakan, immersing in having the Divine vision 

with open eyes, immersing in the Divine Noor, immersing in the 

Noor of faith, immersing in Allah in such a way that there 

remains no veil of darkness before the seeker. All these kinds of 

spiritual immersion can be experienced and achieved by the 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is the way of having favour 

of Allah to distinguish between the right and wrong as it is based 

upon union with the Reality and observation of Noor of Allah 

after having Divine presence. A true seeker must approach these 

levels on the very first day. The access to these levels is also 

possible by the benediction of mashq marqoom-e-wajudia 

alongwith tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which reveal complete 

knowledge of Allah, the Eternally Sustained and Forever Alive. 

Every reality of past, present and future is also exposed upon the 

seeker. 

There are some other kinds of immersion which are not truly 

mystic rather a misunderstanding of the person trapped in 

spiritual decline due to lack of marifat and union of Allah. These 

kinds are; immersing in (appetites of) nafs, immersing in satanic 

dangers and misapprehensions, immersing in devilish illusions 

which create distracting amazement, immersing in the perplexity 

created due to love of the world. Basically, all these kinds of 

immersion are just a deceit and are experienced by those deprived 

of spiritual elevation obtained by marifat of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Spiritual immersion leads to Divine Oneness and 

makes the seeker an Arif of Allah by blessing him with Divine 

presence. 

The real man of spiritual immersion drowns in his own existence 

and takes out pearls of marifat from his inward by ending all the 
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confusions (about the Reality). The ignorant fools who are men 

of lust are totally unaware of these levels. Who can be called a 

scholar? The one who gains knowledge to such an extent that it 

automatically becomes his practice i.e. he is so much obsessed 

by his knowledge that he cannot stay without practising upon it. 

 
Meaning: The Eternally Sustained and Forever Alive Divine 

Essence is always with you but alas! You are ever attentive 

towards others. 

One who recites  (All praises are for Allah 

the Lord of worlds) and understands its meaning, even then 

presents his requests before people is obviously a Satan. 

 
Meaning: I observe patience and remain grateful to Allah in the 

time of need rather than requesting people, as I do not trust 

anyone but Allah. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Livelihood seeks a person more intensely than his death. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And there is no creature on earth but that its provision 

is due upon Allah. (Hood-6) 
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Meaning: O’ nafs why are you worried about the livelihood? 

Whatever livelihood Allah has written in our destiny will never 

lessen. 

Some people seek livelihood but it goes out of their reach, 

some people seek faith but faith is disgusted of them. One who 

only seeks Allah, the livelihood seeks him and faith is embedded 

in his flesh and bones rather in his whole existence. This is the 

level of Hama Oast91 (Only Allah exists) where the seeker gets 

command over each and every particle of the universe according 

to the verse meaning: “Allah encompasses everything”. 

Now, he is neither Allah nor other than Allah. Allah is never 

away from His men, it is the men who are away from Allah. A 

person should always be obedient to Allah and remain in the 

state of servitude. Without obedience and servitude his life 

would be left with embarrassment only. However, the servitude 

and obedience should be eternal and perfect (i.e. inward as well 

as outward), only such servitude grants the marifat of Truth. O’ 

dear, a person can be recognized by intellect. There are four 

kinds of intellect; intellect of nafs which seeks only the wishes of 

the world, intellect of the heart which seeks inward purgation 

and marifat, intellect of the soul which feels embarrassed upon 

committing indecent acts and intellect of the sir’r92 which seeks 

observation of Divine secrets and vision of Allah. When all these 

intellects combine that is called the intellect of totality. This 

intellect is the foundation of true faith and blesses with the Noor 

of Allah which is the favour of Allah and the source to reach and 

verify the Divine presence. 

 

                                                           
91 The school of thought of Sultan Bahoo about existence. 
92 The core of human inward which contains Divine secret. 
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Meaning: When I made Ism-e-Allah my guide, I achieved all my 

objectives and found the secrets of the life hereafter. 

 
Meaning: I immersed myself in Oneness of the eternal Divinity. 

The real marifat of Divine Oneness is obtained after such union 

with Allah. 

 
Meaning: Divine Oneness is like a lake and the Arifs are drowned 

in this lake like fish. When a fish drowns in water of lake, it 

observes water everywhere. 

When an Arif reaches this level, life and death become same 

for him. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo’s body is in the grave but soul is in LaHoot, the 

world of Divinity. His heart is ever doing the zikr of Allah, so 

his body is also safe from decaying and other dangers of grave. 

 
Meaning: Even if his grave remains unnoticed and anonymous 

he does not care because he has taken his whole existence to the 

Lamakan i.e. the station beyond all stations. 
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Meaning: The voice of zikr of Ya-Hoo raises from the grave of 

Bahoo as the Arifs are eternally engrossed in the zikr of Ya-Hoo. 

O’ dear! Every spiritual level is based on the level of one’s 

belief. One who is steadfast upon faith attains high levels of 

belief. The right belief is gained through the guidance of 

Prophets and Saints who are the guides upon the path of Allah. 

The belief which cannot carry a person towards Allah taking him 

out of infidelity and polytheism, is not the right belief, it is just a 

filth deposited on heart due to the lusts of nafs. The right belief 

leads towards verification and verification is only possible after 

personal observation and vision. This level of verification is the 

destiny of Faqeers and Arifs who are the men of vision of Allah. 

Verification leads to complete trust and this is the level of union 

with Allah. Union with Allah is the level of Fana Fillah and 

perfect immersion in the Noor of Allah which means absolute 

Divine Oneness. The collection of all these levels is called 

“sidq”93. The symbol of sidq is that the true seeker having sidq 

remains restless day and night, neither he sleeps in night nor 

finds peace in the day. The intense love of The One and the 

desire to attain His marifat and union keeps the true seeker 

restless unless this longing and anxiety takes him to the final 

level of closeness of Allah. The seeker of the Truth must 

prudently keep his belief firm. If his belief is firm, the Truth 

would not let him indulge in falsehood, even if he is inclined 

towards it. One must know that the Divine presence gained 

through Ism-e-Allah Zaat is more powerful than the dream or the 

muraqbah which is like death, as it can grant the seeker the 

vision of Allah more quickly than wind or lightening. One who 

is blessed with the vision of the Noor of Allah becomes 

extremely courageous and magnanimous, hence, can bear the 

burden of both the worlds. The closeness of Allah grants him the 

strength to tolerate the reprehension of common people. The Arif 

                                                           
93 Attribute of truthfulness which is possessed by all Prophets, sacred Companions, 
perfect Saints, Arifs and Faqeers. 
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has four witnesses; first is keeping quiet, second is conniving at 

others’ faults which is an outcome of keeping quiet, third is 

salvation (from worldly wishes) which leads to the fourth witness 

i.e. not being troublesome for others. All these are the attributes 

of a Faqeer. However, if a person wastes the favour given by 

Allah and earns disgrace by not adopting these attributes, then he 

must not be called a Faqeer, he is just a fool who lets himself be 

dishonoured in the world. 

DISCUSSION ABOUT TRUE FAQEERS WHO ARE 

MEN OF ALLAH AND FAKE FAQEERS WHO 

ARE MEN OF GREED 

The men of greed are many but men of Allah are a few. You 

must know who is a true Faqeer. If a person says his prayer on 

the Throne, he has not become a Faqeer. If a person can read the 

Guarded Tablet with his open eyes, he cannot be considered a 

Faqeer. If someone can view the spectacle of both the worlds on 

his thumb nail, has killed his nafs by extreme mystic struggle, 

has gained authority over all the angels and jinns, can meet the 

souls of the Prophets and Saints spiritually and has earned 

respect and ranks in the world by showing his power of miracles 

and unveiling even then he cannot be considered an Arif Billah 

Faqeer. If a person flies at a distance of seventy years across the 

Throne even then he can be trapped by the lusts of his nafs. Who 

is an Arif Billah Faqeer? He is the One who is completely 

annihilated in Allah and has found His ultimate closeness and 

ever stays in LaHoot Lamakan. He attains Divine presence by 

sacrificing himself and converses with Allah voicelessly. A 

Faqeer is blessed with permanent presence of the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad. If a person remains deprived of marifat 

and proximity of Allah even after acquiring the way of Faqr, 

then he is surely unaware of the real way of Faqr. Faqr is the 

way of Divine presence and the proof of Divine presence is to 
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observe it personally. Faqr is most desirable in the court of 

Allah. It is the way to know the ultimate Divine secrets which 

are revealed directly upon the soul and which is the honour of 

Prophets who reached the station of Divine secrets i.e. the station 

of absolute Oneness. That station is independent of emulation. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

O’ dear! The people who go against shariah94, the seekers of 

world, ignorants who oppose the real knowledge of religion, 

admirers of apparent beauty, drunkards, those who leave salat 

and indulge in wrong innovations, all of them are deprived of 

marifat of Allah, way of Faqr and the right guidance. They are 

certainly trapped by Satan and desires of nafs. One must know 

that there are many kinds of knowledge, some of which are holy 

and some are disgustful. Holy knowledge grants marifat and 

proximity of Allah, while the disgustful knowledge prevents one 

from these blessings. Prophet Adam had the holy knowledge 

which was conferred upon him directly from Allah and taught 

the way to get close to Rahman. This knowledge is the true 

knowledge as it is from the Truth itself. It is the knowledge of 

vision and marifat of Allah, it blesses the seeker with forgiveness 

and takes him to the level of  meaning: “Neither 

do they grieve nor fear.” Both the worlds are encompassed by 

knowledge while whole knowledge is present in kalma tayyab 

and kalma tayyab is in Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

Whoever recites kalma tayyab with verification by heart and 

understands its essence comes to know every knowledge, then 

nothing remains hidden from him. The outward knowledge is 

essential to travel the path while inward knowledge is bestowed 

through the marifat and closeness of Allah. If someone wants to 

                                                           
94 Shariah is the set of Islamic laws which includes obligations like prayers, fasts, zakat, 
and hajj as well as virtues like telling the truth, fulfilling promises, veiling of women from 

strangers, helping the needy etc. Shariah also forbids evils like making partners with 

Allah, cheating or lying with others, theft, adultery, backbiting, blaming others wrongly 
etc. 
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learn the inward knowledge which is about the Divine Oneness, 

he should seek it from its scholar. The scholar of inward 

knowledge is the one who has learnt it directly from the inward 

teacher (i.e. Allah) in eternity when he was without head, tongue, 

eyes, hands, ears, feet and heart. He reads this beneficent knowledge 

of marifat of Divine Oneness without tongue, listens it without 

ears, views it without eyes, goes to learn it without feet and holds 

it without hands (i.e. he learns it inwardly without physical senses 

and body parts as he did in eternity). Such an alive hearted Arif 

has an eternal life in the world and hereafter. These are the Arifs 

whose being is complete Noor, they read the enlightened 

knowledge of marifat of Divine Oneness and are annihilated in 

Allah in such a way that they are vigilant during the Divine 

presence even after annihilation. Their being is forgiven forever 

so they have found eternal bliss due to the kindness of their 

Beloved. This is the rank of the Divine scholar whose inward is 

repleted. Whoever learns the knowledge of marifat of Divine 

Oneness from Him, does not need to learn any other kind of 

knowledge.  

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Lord adopts silence, the one 

who adopts silence remains safe and the one who remains safe 

gets salvation. 

These levels are gained by the Divine scholars having pure 

inward.  

The explanation of the brigands of inward path i.e. the nafs, 

the Satan, khannas, khartum, vasvasa, khatrat, superstitions, the 

hypocritic soul, the sick heart, distracting worries of the world, 

the ignorant fools and explanation of the inward which is 

favoured by Allah, explanation of the verified inward, explanation 
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of the infidel inward as well as explanation of the sincere and 

vigilant outward follows; 

Whoever considers that Faqr of Prophet Mohammad is useless, 

goes empty handed from this world. Whoever considers that 

Faqeers are not beneficent, remains deprived of beneficence. 

Whoever considers that Faqr of Faqeer is without wisdom becomes 

unwise. Whoever considers that the Arif Faqeer who possesses 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is ignorant, he himself is ignorant 

even if outwardly he is a scholar and will surely suffer 

destruction in the world due to his impudence towards Faqeers. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. The Holy Prophet 

said: 

 
Meaning: Whatever is contained in the vessel only that comes 

out of it. 

A Faqeer is like a pellucid mirror, everyone sees his own 

reality in him just as the mirror shows red as red and black as 

black. You must always respect the perfect Faqeers and the 

practitioner scholars without any hypocrisy, even when you see 

their picture on a wall. If you are an intelligent person then only 

a clue is enough for you but if you are a fool then no advice will 

affect you as the fools are obsessed by their nafs. The men of 

nafs are like flies which can fly but can never approach the 

height where a falcon can reach. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Faqr needs nothing (from anyone) except Allah. 

The Faqeer who is independent of all needs possesses tasawur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and is accomplished in reciting Dawat-e-

Takseer95 as well as proficient of knowledge of panacea alchemy. 

                                                           
95 Takseer means augmentation. Dawat is the spiritual act to meet sacred souls to seek 
their help and beneficence. Dawat-e-Takseer is the Dawat in (continued on next page) 
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His sight is like Paras96 stone and he is a man of perfect 

authority. 

 
Meaning: I am accomplished Faqeer and perfect scholar and a 

guide towards Reality. I need none except Allah. 

Whatever I say is not out of my own desire, rather my every 

word is by the order and permission of the Holy Prophet. One 

must know that the Faqeers and Arifs of Allah are like jewelers 

owing to their inward purity. They can recognize the good and 

evil by their glance just like a jeweler can check the purity and 

impurity of gold. It should be known that the Faqeers and Arifs 

of Allah are blessed with the doubtless hidden and inspirational 

knowledge and the devotions which are the marvels and miracles 

of the Holy Prophet. When the Holy Prophet departed from this 

world (physically), this knowledge was left back as one of his 

blessings, by his grace and authority. This inspirational and 

hidden inward knowledge can be acquired by the beneficence 

and spiritual company of the Holy Prophet, as it is his 

knowledge. You must not suspect or criticize this knowledge as it 

is verified through proofs. Whoever doubts it is heretic. One who 

gains this knowledge becomes enlightened knower of the hidden 

knowledge and views every reality with his eyes. Distinguishing 

between a liar and faithless person and a truly religious person, 

discovering the auspicious moment which is hidden in twenty 

four hours of Friday97, discovering the Ism-e-Azam which is 

hidden in ninety nine beautiful names of Allah, recognizing the 

Saints who are hidden among common people, discovering the 

night of salvation which is hidden in the month of Ramadan, all 

                                                                                                                    
(continued from last page) which the seeker progresses by meeting the sacred souls one 

by one in each Dawat and eventually reaches Allah through their guidance. 
96 The stone which turns everything into gold that touches it. 
97 Muslims consider Friday as auspicious day of the week. 
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these can be discovered in one moment without any struggle or 

devotion by the favour of Allah through the Divine presence 

gained by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and through the 

spiritual meetings with the souls of the Saints and all this is 

acquired from the Murshid Kamil Arif Billah who is the man of 

sainthood. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes Allah, nothing of the skies and 

earth remains hidden from him. 

It is stated: 

 
Meaning: Faith lies between fear and hope. 

What do we mean by fear and hope? Fear means that one 

should keep his attention towards the Doomsday, rather, view it 

before him with open eyes and should separate himself from 

lustful wishes of the nafs. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: He who prevented his nafs from lustful wishes. Then 

indeed, heaven will be (his) abode. (An-Naziaat-40,41) 

So, it is evident that only those will enter the heaven who have 

(right) faith. The other part of faith is hope which means that the 

enlightened person reaches the station of eternity which is the 

station of beneficence and graciousness, enters the row of 

faithfuls, listens the Divine call of  meaning: (Am I 

not your Sustainer and Provident?) and then answers along with 

other pure souls with utmost love and devotion  meaning: 

(They replied, “Yes, You are!”). Hence, he becomes the true 

Muslim and his soul finds eternal bliss. Then, the knowledge of 
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marifat of Divine Oneness is revealed upon him and he ever 

remains immersed in the state of closeness with Allah. The rank 

of Saints who are men of hope is stated in this verse by Allah: 

 
Meaning: No doubt! The Friends of Allah will not have any fear, 

nor will they grieve. (Younus-62) 

The verifiers of faith are Ism-e-Allah Zaat, verses of the Quran 

and Hadiths which distinguish a faithful from an unfaithful. The 

faith of a person is verified in this way that when the perfect 

Murshid blesses his disciple with the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, tasawur of Ism-e-Mohammad98, ninety nine beautiful names 

of Allah, all the verses of the Holy Quran and kalma tayyab

 and grants him the Divine presence, then, 

if he is true faithful, the beneficent effects of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, 

verses of Quran, the Ism-e-Azam, ninety nine beautiful names of 

Allah and Hadiths will sustain in his existence and will 

continuously benefit him. Due to their grandeur and powerful 

beneficent effects, his heart would be purified and the straight 

path would be conferred upon him. He will remain steadfast on 

the right path till his death and will never turn away from Allah. 

He would affirm the Eternal Reality, adopt the attributes of 

Christ i.e. his breath will become powerfully alive and he would 

acquire the morals of the Holy Prophet. Hence, by the favour of 

Allah his faith would become perfect and doubtless. While, Ism-

e-Allah Zaat and shariah of Prophet Mohammad would not 

sustain in the existence of a faithless person, neither the verses of 

Quran would benefit him nor the invocation of names of Allah 

would affect him. Zikr of Ism-e-Azam would not continue in his 

existence. If he would recite Dawat, he would be regressed and 

would lose his trust upon it. Gradually, he would start disbelieving 

the words of Allah and would be trapped in the appetites of nafs. 

                                                           
98 Holy name of Prophet Mohammad. 
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At last he would turn polytheist becoming a companion of Satan 

and will always run after the petty world. The state of his nafs 

would deteriorate day by day and he would remain indulged in 

ego and complaints. 

 
Meaning: One whose faith is perfected, is blessed with eternal 

Divine presence, and faith is accomplished by seeking Allah 

truly. 

Faith depends upon belief, belief is gained through trust, trust 

comes through seeing and seeing Allah is possible only through 

an alive heart. How can the humans who are like blindfolded 

animals know these levels? The fortification of faith is the love 

of Allah and love of Prophet Mohammad. All other kinds of love 

should be based on these two loves. 

 
Meaning: The faithfuls ever remain with Allah. Whoever is 

unaware of this way is captured in lustful desires. 

Faqeers are always with Allah. Faqeers are those faithful 

Momins who are obedient and modest. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Modesty is the symbol of faith. 

Being with Allah always is called absolute Jamiat. The 

immodest people are the seekers of the world and are always 

worried to gain it. This is called absolute and total ignorance. If 

you come towards Allah, you will find the doors open 

 and if you do not, then Allah does not 

need anyone. 
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Meaning: Islam is truth and infidelity is falsehood. 

Whoever seeks falsehood is stupid as he turns away from the 

marifat of Divine Oneness and the true Faqr of Prophet 

Mohammad and takes up worldliness which is the pride of 

Pharaoh. How can such people be counted among the humans! 

They are worse than animals. O’ dear! Be a wise man! Look 

towards the graveyards and try to understand the condition of 

dead in the graves. Just after a few days you would be one of 

them. Acquire the marifat of Allah as time is like a sword which 

is cutting your life short. Avail the time you are left with, if you 

will not, then the fact is that at last you will die. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Everyone will taste death. (Aal-e-Imran-185) 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Eyes do not cry due to the callousness of heart, 

callousness of heart is due to earning illegitimate livelihood, 

illegitimate earning is due to excess of sins, the excess of sins is 

due to the extra hopes, the reason of extra hopes is forgetting the 

death, one forgets death due to the love of world and love of 

world is the root cause of all sins. 

One whose whole being is purified inwardly and outwardly by 

the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is relieved from the worries of 

accountability about his beginning and end. O’ people of lust! 

This is the privilege of Friends of Allah, as He says: 
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Meaning: No doubt: The Friends of Allah will not have any fear, 

nor will they grieve. (Younus-62) 

 
Meaning: Sometimes the Friends of Allah are spiritually at the 

station of eternal beginning and sometimes at the eternal end but 

their heart remains vigilant in every state and is blessed with the 

vision of Allah one hundred and fifty times every moment. 

 
Meaning: The blaze of close vision of Allah burns them like fire 

burns dry sticks. This is their mystic endeavour which is conferred 

upon them by Allah. 

 
Meaning: Neither there is nafs and Satan nor the hideous world 

at the station where they enjoy closeness of Allah. Neither it can 

be called pre-existence nor eternity, neither there is heaven nor 

houries or other pleasures of heaven. 

 
Meaning: Neither there are waystations nor destinations, neither 

the worlds nor time and space. I vigilantly see the unparalleled 

Entity and enjoy His closeness at the station which is beyond all 

stations. 
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Meaning: Neither there is invocation or meditation nor recitals or 

glorification at the station where I am drowned in the Divine 

Oneness and blessed with Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker! There is not any space for anyone between 

Allah and His lover at the time of Divine presence, you just 

engross yourself in His vision forgetting everything else. This 

blessing is obtained by the seeker of Allah through perfect belief. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo has gained the perfect belief by the zikr of Ya-

Hoo and now he see the Divine Essence with certainty of faith. 

This level is only the destiny of perfect Arifs who are men of 

vision. 

Listen O’ false and mean seeker who is trapped in nafs and O’ 

imperfect Murshid who is worthless like a fly! Let me explain 

the difference between the sacred marifat of the Truth and 

disgraced marifat (knowledge) of falsehood. Marifat is of twelve 

kinds and is obtained through twelve kinds of favour and can be 

verified in twelve ways. The real scholar of marifat of Allah who 

is an Arif grants complete marifat of all kinds of marifat to a true 

seeker in just twelve days. First of all one should know that 

marifat and its knowledge cannot be gained except from the 

scholars of marifat who are the Divine scholars. Marifat is a 

knowledge and its scholars are the Arifs i.e. the knowers of 

Allah. The knowledge of marifat99 of inward makes one the 

scholar and knower of inward, the knowledge of marifat of nafs 

makes one the scholar and knower of nafs, knowledge of marifat 

                                                           
99 Here marifat refers to complete inward and outward knowledge about any particular 
thing. 
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of soul makes one scholar and knower of soul, knowledge of 

marifat of sir’r makes one scholar and knower of sir’r, knowledge 

of marifat of creation makes one scholar and knower of creation, 

knowledge of marifat of Satan makes one scholar and knower of 

Satan, knowledge of marifat of jinns makes one scholar and 

knower of jinns, knowledge of marifat of angels and supernatural 

beings makes one scholar and knower of angels and supernatural 

beings, knowledge of marifat of zikr and meditation makes one 

scholar and knower of zikr and meditation, knowledge of marifat 

of recital rounds makes one scholar and knower of recital 

rounds, knowledge of marifat of Dawat and recitation of Quran 

makes one scholar and knower of Dawat and a learned reciter of 

Quran, knowledge of marifat of the Holy Lord and level of Fana 

Fillah100 makes one a Fana Fillah scholar and knower of the Holy 

Lord, the knowledge and marifat of Fana Fi Ism-e-Mohammad101 

makes one scholar and knower of level of Fana Fi Ism-e-

Mohammad annihilating him in Prophet Mohammad, then he is 

blessed with eternal presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad. The knowledge of marifat of Fana Fi Shaikh102 

takes one to the level of Fana Fi Shaikh and makes one its 

scholar and knower, however its conditions is that there should 

not be a Satan in the form of a Shaikh103 because contemplation 

of such a Shaikh is like idol worshipping. The real Fana Fi 

Shaikh Arif is the one who gains absorption in Divine Oneness 

and marifat of Allah through the contemplation of countenance 

of his Shaikh which liberates him of all the worries. The 

knowledge of marifat of levels of Ghaus and Qutbs makes one 

scholar and knower of level of Ghaus and Qutb taking him to 

these levels, hence he can travel spiritually through all the 

spheres from deep down the earth till the Throne. The knowledge 

                                                           
100 Annihilation in Allah 
101 Annihilation in the holy name of Prophet Mohammad 
102 Annihilation in the Shaikh i.e. the spiritual guide. Shaikh is synonym for Murshid. 
103 The Shaikh who is not at the level of Fana Fillah Baqa Billah is verily a Satan and is 
not eligible to be a Shaikh. 
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of marifat of verification (of whatever one observes spiritually 

and inwardly) makes one a man of verification and the scholar 

and knower of Truth, hence he becomes a true Momin and 

faithful Muslim. The knowledge of marifat of pre-existence 

makes one scholar and knower of pre-existence, knowledge of 

marifat of eternity makes one scholar and knower of eternity, the 

knowledge of marifat of hereafter makes one scholar and knower 

of hereafter, knowledge of marifat of the world makes one 

scholar and knower of the world. If one acquires 

 i.e. “Death before dying” in this world, he 

would be blessed with the eternal closeness of Allah. Marifat and 

death (before dying) are twins and are like the wings of an Arif 

Billah (which help him in spiritual flight). One must know that if 

one is not blessed outwardly with the efficacy of spiritual sight 

(of a perfect Murshid) then gaining inward marifat of Faqr is not 

possible for him. One whose inward has attained the level of 

verification (of the marifat he has acquired), is conferred with all 

the outward authorities as well, whether it is authority over 

worldly riches or the authoritative spiritual sight. Such a person 

is the real Arif. The foolish people call anyone an Arif even if 

that person is totally unaware of the inward marifat and 

observations. 

 
Meaning: I recognize the Arifs from their state of annihilation. 

How can these immodest people be considered Arifs! 

 
Meaning: The initial level of an Arif is to become Saint and his 

final level is to be blessed with vision and closeness of Allah. 
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All the states and stations of the spiritual journey lie in one 

point and that is the perfect Murshid who is like thousand books. 

Arifs, Faqeers and Saints find union with Allah through two 

spiritual deeds i.e. by gaining perfection in marifat and becoming 

a practitioner of Dawat. 

 
Meaning: One whose Dawat starts just in a moment is the real 

practitioner of Dawat and the Murshid who can take his seekers 

to the Divine presence with his powerful attention is perfect in 

marifat of Allah. 

The Dawat which continues in a moment can be explained as 

the Dawat which takes the reciter to the station of pre-existence 

among the rows of Prophets and Saints in just a moment of 

breath holding through contemplation, meditation, concentration 

and spiritual authority. In the same way he can reach stations of 

eternity, world, hereafter and the station of absolute Divinity i.e. 

LaHoot in the same moment and can meet the souls of all the 

Momins and Muslims by the Divine favour. Making them his 

companion, he presents himself in the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad and requests him to resolve any critical issue he has 

been facing. Then, comes out of this state in a moment having 

his request granted, this is called the Dawat-e-Qaboor104 which 

grants proximity to Allah. Perfect Murshid is the one who can 

take his disciples to this level by his spiritually powerful 

attention and solve all their problems. He has the power that 

whenever and wherever someone needs his help and calls him, 

he can reach there with his being of nafs or being of heart or 

being of soul or being of sir’r or being of Noor and help that 

person by the Divine favour. The Murshid who is deprived of 

this attribute and power is not a perfect Murshid rather he is like 

                                                           
104 Dawat which is recited at shrines or the Dawat which connects with pure souls. 
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a beast of burden carrying the load of his disciples like a donkey 

carries the load. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

One must know who is the witness of marifat and which is the 

way of Arifs? The witness of marifat is closeness of Allah and 

the Arifs follow the way of Divine presence keeping their eyes 

upon the vision of Allah. They are aware of all the mystic ways. 

This is the privilege of Sultan-ul-Arifeen105 who are the kings of 

Faqr in both the worlds. The secret of marifat is known only by 

the one who has tasted the pleasure of vision and closeness of 

Allah, has acquired marifat directly from the Divine court and 

has reached the final level of marifat by viewing everything with 

his own eyes. The way of marifat is not related with verbal 

discussions rather it is related with observation and beholding. 

Arifs are always beholding their Beloved. They consider it 

carrion and unlawful to behold anything or anyone but the 

Beloved. How foolish and strange are the people who are at the 

level of carrion but claim to have marifat and vision of Allah! 

Another symbol of perfect Arif (perfect Murshid) is that his 

seekers become Arif on the very first day (of his bayat), then 

they do not need to perform any kind of zikr, meditation, recital 

rounds or acquire outward knowledge till death. The outward 

knowledge creates conceit or lust. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Holy Lord adopts silence. 

If Arif speaks, his one word is so comprehensive and effective 

that it blesses the seeker with complete knowledge from 

beginning till end and addresses all his objectives. The Arifs of 

nafs are abundant, Arifs of heart are also many, Arifs of soul are 

the signs of Allah. Only one out of thousands is the Arif who has 

reached the level of Divine presence, observation of Noor and 

                                                           
105 King of all Arifs, reffering to the spiritual leaders of Sarwari Qadri Order. 
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vision of Allah. My words are according to my experience. 

Knowledge of Allah is sufficient for me. 

EXPLANATION OF MARIFAT 

No one can acquire marifat and become an Arif unless one 

spiritually takes bayat at the hand of the Holy Prophet and he 

gives spiritual persuasion and guidance and helps that person by 

holding his hand. The first symbol of perfection of a Murshid is 

that he inwardly carries the seeker to the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad and lets him be blessed with the spiritual 

persuasion from the Holy Prophet. It is compulsory for the 

seeker to take only such a perfect Murshid as his guide. Taking 

persuasion from an imperfect Murshid who is deprived of this 

power and attribute is unlawful upon the seeker. Which is the 

knowledge whose one point contains entire universal knowledge, 

rituals and ways to reach the Eternally Sustained and Forever 

Alive Entity, complete knowledge of Taurah, Gospel, Psalms, 

Quran, Qudsi Hadiths and Hadiths of the Holy Prophet as well as 

the knowledge written upon the Guarded Tablet and the 

knowledge of all creations? It is the knowledge of expression of 

one universal word with its full powers. Which is that universal 

word? It is the word “Kun”. One who reaches the core and 

essence of the word “Kun” (and acquires its powers) he does not 

need to get any other outward or inward knowledge. If he has 

acquired the powerful knowledge of Kun, his one word contains 

effect of entire knowledge. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Knowledge is just a point and its excess (various forms) 

is for the ignorant. 
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The essence of zikr and meditation is obtained by experiencing 

spiritual states. The real zikr and meditation are those whose 

effects let the seeker pass through various spiritual states and 

bless him with Divine presence. Without having the Divine 

presence, whatever a person experiences through his zikr and 

meditation is not the true spiritual state, rather just his illusion. 

All the levels of marifat are covered by passing through various 

spiritual states which eventually take the seeker to the level of 

Jamiat106 conferring upon him the vision of the exalted Divine 

Beauty which is unparalleled, everlasting and magnificent. The 

perfect Murshid grants the knowledge of powerful word of Kun 

to his true seeker on the very first day. The (sincere and strong) 

seeker who acquires the knowledge of Kun in the very beginning 

becomes dominant over all the scholars and all his inward and 

outward parts completely convert to Noor. Through this knowledge 

of Kun, the seeker of Allah gains entire worldly as well as 

religious knowledge, hence achieves all his objectives. The 

spiritual states which result from zikr and meditation grant 

Divine observations and marifat of Allah, bless with the state of 

vision of exact Divinity, drown the seeker in Divine Oneness 

conferring upon him the closeness of Allah, Divine presence, 

vision of Divine Beauty and ultimately honour him with the level 

of Jamiat. This is the way through which an Arif Faqeer becomes 

king of both the worlds and both the worlds become his slave, 

then the seekers of Allah take bayat upon his hands and he 

guides them towards proximity of Allah. 

 
Meaning: If you want to have blessed life then seek the 

knowledge of Kun from your Murshid. You will achieve all your 

                                                           
106 Jamiat is the final level of spiritual journey where all the levels and powers 

accumulate in the seeker. It is also the level where the seeker achieves ultimate spiritual 
strength, stability and peace of heart. 
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objectives by reaching the essence of this one Divine word 

‘Kun’.  

If one is assured that his Murshid has the power of Kun then he 

should sacrifice his wealth and life rather everything for such a 

Murshid. However, if he observes that the Murshid is greedy for 

wealth then certainly the Murshid is imperfect, deprived of 

spiritual powers and inward knowledge, has no spiritual 

authority or favour and is without any knowledge of the mystic 

contemplation and meditation. The seeker should immediately 

leave him. Inwardly, only that Murshid is perfect who blesses the 

seeker with presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad, 

immerses him in Divine presence and makes him desirable in the 

court of Allah by granting him complete marifat. A true seeker 

can trust and verify the holy assembly he views and the marifat 

he gains only when he has been purified of all the devilish 

attributes i.e. khannas, khartum, vasvasa, satanic illusions and 

the perplexity of sensual desires and has got the Divine presence 

which blesses with universal wisdom and intellect. Then he 

understands the inward (knowledge) through experiencing spiritual 

states and can distinguish between common and special, truth 

and falsehood. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Take that is pure and leave the impure. 

 
Meaning: The perfect practitioner of Dawat can take his disciples 

to every level and station. 

The perfect Murshid gives the knowledge of Dawat recited by 

tongue, Dawat recited by heart and the Dawat recited by soul on 

the very first day to the true seeker for his satisfaction, so that he 

may progress towards achieving all his objectives and eventually 
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becomes free of all wishes. Only Allah! Everything other than 

Allah is lust. Such a Murshid is the perfect Faqeer who is 

dominant over the nafs. Whoever found wealth, respect, nobility, 

honour, treasures, clemency, knowledge, wisdom, satisfaction, 

levels, ranks, marifat of Oneness and Sovereignty, found them 

from Faqeer of Allah. The Faqeer of Allah gains all these 

treasures and levels and authority over them by making marifat 

of Allah his companion and guide and by the eternal presence of 

holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. It is the responsibility of 

the Faqeer possessing the Divine Essence (to guide the seekers 

and bless them with these levels and honours) as the Faqeer has 

gained eternal life by approaching Faqr’s level of “Death before 

dying”. Death of the Faqeer who has reached this level, means 

eternal life. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Who brings the living out of the dead and brings the 

dead out of the living. (Younus-31) 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Verily! The Friends of Allah do not die, they just shift 

from one home to another. 

How can one recognize and differentiate between the real 

Faqeer who is the man of Divine Oneness and the so called 

Faqeer who is an emulator? The first symbol of real Faqeer is 

that he blesses the seekers of Allah with observation of Noor and 

grants them the Divine presence by immersing them in the 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Secondly, he bestows the 

mystic practice of Dawat upon the seekers through which they 

can spiritually meet the sacred souls of Saints, observe their 

levels and by their favour reach the level of Divine presence. The 

perfect Murshid grants both these blessings to the true and 
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sincere seekers of Allah on the very first day through spiritual 

persuasion. The true Faqeers can also be recognized by their 

power of ‘Kun’. Whatever they order to happen, happens by the 

command of Allah, whether sooner or later. The words of Faqeers 

are never without the Divine wisdom, nor they ever will be. If a 

worldly king spends infinite treasures day and night, gathers 

thousands of armies and performs excessive hard mystic exercises 

by reciting Dawat frequently, even then a single spiritual 

attention of perfect Faqeer is better than all this because the 

Faqeer is blessed with spiritual powers due to his ultimate 

closeness with Allah and perfect marifat of Divinity. The spiritual 

attention and powers of such a Faqeer elevate day by day and it 

will continue till the Doomsday. Unless a Faqeer bestows his 

spiritual attention upon a worldly king, none of his ventures are 

accomplished successfully, even if he tries as hard as striking 

one’s head with stone. The Faqeer is Friend of Allah and considers 

the worldly kings as beggars because their kingdom is given to 

them as charity from the Faqeers. By the command of Allah, 

only Faqr is trustworthy. 

 
Meaning: The favour and protection gained by the benediction of 

an old dress of Dervish is far better than the bronze wall built by 

Alexander against the Tarters. 

If a worldly king wishes to meet a Faqeer and summons him, 

the Faqeer would never come to him but Allah has granted so 

much power to the Faqeer that if he wants to meet a worldly 

king, the king would come running to the Faqeer bare feet like a 

humble slave. So, it is evident that the power, pleasure and levels 

gained by the marifat of Divine Oneness and closeness of Allah 

are far better than the Solomon Empire. 
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Meaning: The pleasure of vision and closeness of Allah is the 

best of all the pleasures. The worldly pleasures are worthless as 

they are transitory. 

A Faqeer is never inclined towards a worldly king and never 

goes to him but only on the order of Allah and by the permission 

of the Holy Prophet. Even if the Faqeers are dying out of 

starvation, they do not go to the door of a king to seek help, 

rather they enjoy starvation just like tasty food. If the Faqeers go 

to any worldly king by the order of Allah and permission of the 

Holy Prophet, they transpose his worldliness into love for Allah 

and grant him spiritual satisfaction and power, entrusting him to 

Allah. Faqeer has got the status of the real sovereign king as well 

as the Friend of Allah exactly like the Holy Prophet. The Faqeer 

Saint is dominant over the sovereign king. 

 
Meaning: Neither every head is eligible to be adorned with 

crown of a king nor every heart is capable to be blessed with the 

treasure of secrets of Allah. 

By joining the company of a Faqeer Saint the essence of kalma 

tayyab is obtained. The Faqeer is a source of goodness and 

beneficence for the whole creation complying to the Hadith of 

the Holy Prophet: 

 
Meaning: The best of all people is the one who is beneficent for 

everyone. 

If a Faqeer wishes, he can bless an indigent beggar and make 

him a king acceding him to the throne and if he wishes he can 
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dethrone the king of the whole world. The Faqeer who is man of 

vision of Allah has got universal authority by the command of 

Allah and permission of the Holy Prophet. Hadith: 

 
Meaning: The tongue of Faqeers is the sword of Rehman107. 

The Faqeer ever resides in LaHoot Lamakan and views 

everything of all the worlds and times (i.e. past, present and 

future) with open eyes. One who denies the greatest level and 

powers of Faqeers remains worried and perplexed in both the 

worlds. Dawat of Grace of the most Generous is so effective that 

it grants closeness of Allah, contemplation of His Noor, spiritual 

authority, Divine presence and powerful attention simultaneously. 

Dawat of Divine Wrath results in spiritual decline while Dawat 

of Grace of the most Generous grants everlasting spiritual 

elevation which keeps on raising day by day. The practitioner 

scholar perfect Faqeer Arif Billah having ultimate union with 

Allah is the one who does not indulge his sincere disciples and 

pure seekers of Allah in zikr, meditation and recitals, rather 

bestows presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad 

upon them instantly, grants them the status equal to his own 

status, lets them be blessed with inward persuasion and education 

from the Holy Prophet as well as ennobles them with supreme 

levels and ranks of saintlihood from his exalted court. Conferring 

presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad upon the 

true seekers is not at all difficult for the perfect Murshid who has 

got eternal Divine presence. The Murshid who does not possess 

the marvel of granting Divine presence to his seekers is imperfect 

and fake. Taking guidance and persuasion from such a Murshid 

is unlawful upon the seekers of Allah. Being a Murshid means to 

bless the disciples with Divine presence through the verified way 

of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. It neither means indulging in 

                                                           
107 Attributive name of Allah, the most Compassionate. 
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wrong innovations and hypocrisy nor following the way without 

sincerity and verification. A true Murshid is completely aware of 

the way to closeness of Allah and Divine presence. One who is 

unaware of this way is depraved. It is a sin for him to make 

people his disciples.  

It is obligatory upon the wise and sage seeker of knowledge of 

Allah who is eligible for marifat and Divine presence to gain the 

necessary outward knowledge as well as the inward knowledge 

of marifat and closeness of Allah i.e. the knowledge of Divine 

presence. One who has both these knowledges is like touchstone 

for the verification of truth. He is the verifier of levels of faith. 

The seeker should ask his Murshid, the follower should ask his 

guide and the student should ask his teacher to first of all grant 

them the knowledge of panacea alchemy. Without this knowledge, 

the seeker would not be able to achieve his worldly and religious 

objectives. Unless a seeker attains the level of Jamiat he remains 

perplexed, when he attains this level then he becomes the real 

man. There are twelve kinds of knowledge of panacea alchemy, 

by acting upon this knowledge a person can certainly gain the 

Divine favour. The Murshid does not grant this knowledge to the 

incapable seeker, neither a guide gives it to the imperfect 

follower nor the teacher to a worthless student because they are 

imprisoned by their wretched nafs and are courageless, faulty 

and filthy. Wrath of Allah upon the immodest seekers, followers 

and students who are disgraced and depraved even after getting 

persuasion and education from their Murshid, guide and teacher. 

It is indeed an appreciable and pious deed for a Murshid to grant 

the knowledge of panacea alchemy to the truly deserving seeker 

who has become indifferent to all wishes (and do not asks for 

anything as a reward of his servitude towards his Murshid). The 

seeker who deserves to be granted the knowledge of panacea 

alchemy has an alchemic existence i.e. his outward self is generous 

and strongly firm upon the religion of Prophet Mohammad and is 

inwardly ever present in the holy assembly. This is called the 
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grand alchemy. One must know that the knowledge of alchemy 

can be practised in twelve thousand ways, which are easy for the 

perfect practitioner (i.e. perfect Faqeer) but very difficult for the 

imperfect one. He cannot achieve any of them even if he works 

as hard as striking one’s head with stone because his heart is 

darkened (with worldly wishes). 

 
Meaning: Had there been no knowledge of alchemy, no one 

would have reached the level of ghinayat.  

 
Meaning: The spiritual attention of an Arif who is man of 

effective spiritual sight is better than alchemy, gold and silver. 

There are two kinds of alchemy; the alchemy gained by skill 

and the alchemy gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is better than 

gold and silver. It is obligatory upon a seeker to acquire both as 

it will make him fully conversant with all the other kinds of 

alchemy. Then he becomes disgusted of the alchemy of skill, 

leaves it and acquires Faqr. He reaches the peak of knowledge of 

alchemy and becomes a man of alchemy. Just like it was 

obligatory upon him to acquire the knowledge of alchemy, 

similarly now it becomes compulsory for him to forget it. He 

should be so much engrossed in gaining the marifat of Divine 

Oneness that it makes him oblivious of alchemy. When he 

becomes accomplished in the obligatory alchemy of skill gained 

from Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he acquires the alchemy of existence 

which means that his dead heart enlivens due to the closeness 

and marifat of Allah upon having the Divine presence, hence, his 

baser existence converts to perfect existence like the pure gold. 

Different kinds of alchemy are; the alchemy of existence, alchemy 
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of sight, alchemy of tongue, alchemy of soul, alchemy of sir’r, 

alchemy of ears, alchemy of hands, alchemy of feet, alchemy of 

attention, alchemy of contemplation, alchemy of waham108, 

alchemy of inspiration, alchemy of thoughts, alchemy of argument, 

alchemy of marifat, alchemy of proximity, alchemy of Noor, 

alchemy of Divine presence, alchemy of enlightenment, alchemy 

of becoming dominant over the nafs, complete alchemy of 

panacea, all the Dawats of takseer. All these along with other 

kinds of alchemy can be learnt from the Fana Fillah Faqeer. 

Unless the perfect Murshid grants this complete knowledge and 

makes the seeker proficient in its practice, he is not absolved of 

the right of the seeker to have marifat of Divine Beauty. 

Approaching these levels of (knowledge of) alchemy is not a 

difficult job. Perfect Murshid is one who first of all grants Divine 

presence to the seeker through Ism-e-Allah Zaat, hence the 

seeker will automatically gain the authority to get the Paras stone 

which is hidden in the mountains and converts iron into gold. 

The perfect Murshid takes the seeker to the level of Paras stone 

i.e. grants him the qualities of Paras stone (he can convert the 

seekers of the world who are like iron into seekers of Allah who 

are like gold) by giving him every knowledge, complete 

wisdom, all treasures, level of Jamiat, all kinds of zikr, 

meditation, recitals, contemplation, authority, attention and all 

kinds of knowledge of panacea alchemy, Dawat of takseer, all 

the riches, levels, blessings of the world and hereafter or their 

substitute, hence makes him a knower of all the states of past, 

present and future and a man of Divine favour. Unless the 

Murshid grants all these levels, blessings and knowledge to the 

seeker, he does not become capable (to hold the Divine Trust). 

One who attains Jamiat in reciting Dawat gains the power to 

substitute (the level of) pre-existence with eternity and the world 

with hereafter. He has authority over the four i.e. the pre-

                                                           
108 Waham is the inward state of esoteric connection and spiritual conversation with Allah 
which is possible only through the perfect Murshid. 
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existence, the eternity, the Solomon empire of the world and the 

hereafter as well as their substitutes. If the seeker gets 

knowledge and authority of all the inward and outward, hidden 

and known treasures but he does not know where and how to 

spend them, then they would not benefit him the least. When the 

chosen seeker who has to substitute his Murshid verily surpasses 

all the levels of gaining authority over all treasures, blessings and 

their substitutes and remains steadfast, he becomes independent of 

all the wishes and acquires the attributes of Christ (i.e. he can 

give life to dead hearts). 

Allah says in Qudsi Hadith. 

 
Meaning: There are My such men whose hearts are like the 

Throne, their bodies are wild (with enthusiasm of My love), their 

morales touch the sky, their hearts are laden with sacred fruit of 

love, their inwards spy the (states of) creation. Sky is their roof 

and earth is their floor, zikr is their companion and Allah is their 

Friend. 

 
Meaning: Presence of My few special men in the world is like 

the blessing of rain. When it rains upon dry land it produces 

grains and when it rains upon sea it produces pearls. 

Allah says: 
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Meaning: And the men of the Most Merciful are those who walk 

upon the earth gracefully and when the ignorants address them 

(harshly), they say (words of) peace. (Al-Furqan-63) 

Be wise and beware! First of all purify your heart from filth 

and faults. If the disciple of Hazrat Pir Mohiyyuddin Ghaus-ul-

Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani is a virtuous and true seeker of 

Allah then Pir Mohiyyuddin always keeps him under his sight 

and he remains in the protection of Allah but if any of his 

disciples or progeny is not pious and virtuous then he always 

keeps check upon him. Whoever keeps enmity against the 

disciples or progeny of Pir Mohiyyuddin or hurts them, either 

faces sudden death or dies due to illness or starvation. One who 

gives them pain is a moron as Pir Mohiyyuddin is the vizier of 

the Holy Prophet. 

A hint is enough for a wise person. 

One should know that a perfect Faqeer Arif Billah can be 

recognized by two attributes. Outwardly he possesses the Divine 

favour and inwardly he has reached the level of verification. 

What do we mean by the Divine favour and which is the level of 

verification? Divine favour is that he has got authority over all 

the treasures of the world and heavens and even if he spends 

those treasures continuously day and night, they do not exhaust. 

This is the final level of becoming independent of all wishes and 

is adorned with the attributes of kindness and generosity. He is 

capable and responsible to provide sustenance to the whole 

world from east to west, rather this sustenance is the charity from 

the infinite treasures of Allah which are possessed by Him. Such 

perfect man of Divine favour is called the treasurer of Allah. One 

who has not reached this level is far away from the closeness of 

Allah and unaware of marifat of Divine Oneness. The second 

attribute i.e. the level of verification is that he renounces the 

false favours and adopts the marifat of the Reality. The true Arif 

who is man of verification is one who possesses marifat of 
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Divine Oneness, proximity of Allah, Divine presence and 

observation. He is completely immersed in Divine Oneness and 

Divine vision and is also blessed with spiritual meetings with the 

Prophets and Saints. He is the scholar of knowledge of marifat, 

Divine Oneness and spiritual sight. His spiritual sight is more 

effective and powerful than Khidr. He possesses inspirational 

knowledge, knowledge of spiritual attention, knowledge of 

meditation, knowledge of existence, knowledge of annihilation, 

knowledge of immortality and final union with Allah. This is the 

level of verification. The Murshid who is man of verification 

grants the true seeker this level of verification on the very first 

day bestowing all kinds of knowledge upon him, so that he does 

not need any kind of outward knowledge. O’ dear! You must be 

aware that one should follow and get persuasion only from the 

Murshid who is outwardly blessed with Divine favour and 

inwardly a man of verification. It is necessary for the seeker of 

Allah to test these two attributes of the Murshid like a 

touchstone. If it is proved that the Murshid is perfect and can 

take the seeker to these levels of Divine favour and verification 

as well, then the seeker should seek righteousness from him and 

follow him completely. If the Murshid is devoid of Divine 

favour and level of verification then surely he is imperfect and it 

is unlawful upon the true seeker of Allah to follow him or get 

spiritual persuasion from him. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker! Beware and get ready. If you are ready and 

vigilant only then you can catch the bird i.e. achieve your 

objective. 
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Meaning: O’ seeker! If you are wise then recognize the real Arif. 

The sagacious ones recognize the Arifs from their signs and 

attributes. 

 
Meaning: How can these immodest guides who demand money 

and gold from their disciples be considered the pure Arifs! 

There are some groups of people whose outward seems to be 

righteous but their inward is false and hypocritical which is 

absolutely against the way of the Holy Prophet. There are some 

people whose inward as well as outward is false. Allay says 

about them: 

 
Meaning: Do you order righteousness to the people and forget 

yourselves. (Al-Baqarah-44) 

Some people are righteous from the inward but outwardly they 

do not follow the shariah and ways of Islam so their outward is 

considered false. Some people are righteous outwardly as well as 

inwardly, they say the truth, hear the truth, see the truth and 

know the truth. They are disgusted of falsehood and always 

follow the way of righteousness. The inward of the men of truth 

is also true. The Holy Prophet says: 

 
Meaning: Every inward which is opposite to the outward is false. 
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Meaning: If one is purged and adopts same attributes inwardly as 

well as outwardly then one gains the marifat and vision of 

Divinity. 

 
Meaning: The people whose outward is against their inward are 

liars and black hearted, this hypocrisy is wrath of Allah upon 

them.  

Know that there are seventy three sects. No sect considers 

itself wrong or depraved. Every sect thinks that it is upon the 

way of righteousness and salvation. It is evident that every sect is 

based on some kind of knowledge (whether right or wrong). 

Seventy two sects have gone against the real shariah and left the 

way of Ahl-e-Sunnah-wal-Jamat109, hence are depraved. The 

Faqeer Arif is the one who has knowledge of all the seventy 

three sects but belongs to the Ahl-e-Sunnah-wal-Jamat sect 

which is the only sect that is on the right path and dominates the 

other seventy two false sects due to its perfect concept of 

Divinity and being free from the falsehood. The Ahl-e-Sunnah-

wal-Jamat is the sect of purity and felicity because it is fully 

based on gaining closeness of Allah and His marifat through the 

teachings of Quran which is the essence of Tauheed110. Except 

Ahl-e-Sunnah-wal-Jamat all the other sects are schismatic and 

emulators. 

Know that knowledge is abundant. No sect and its ways are 

out of the bounds of knowledge (i.e. every sect is based on one 

kind of knowledge or the other). Basically there are two kinds of 

knowledge, the outward knowledge which is about shariah as 

shariah dominates and includes knowledge of the whole world as 

                                                           
109 The section of Muslims who follow the entire Sunnahs of the Holy Prophet. It includes 

all the four true and basic schools of thought i.e. Hanfi, Maliki, Shafii, Hambli. 
110 Oneness of Allah 
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well as destiny. Second is the inward knowledge which is the 

subtle knowledge of marifat and gives direct knowledge of Allah 

and His consent. There are seven basic lessons (or branches) of 

the inward knowledge which are acquired in seven ways and 

grant seven kinds of Divine favour, powers, wisdom and 

verification. The seekers of Allah gain this knowledge from the 

perfect Murshid who is the Divine scholar and Arif and blesses 

his seekers with accomplishment of all their objectives. First is 

the knowledge of zikr which is gained through lessons of zikr 

and makes one scholar of knowledge of zikr. Second is the 

knowledge of meditation which is gained through lessons (or 

sessions) of meditation and makes one scholar of knowledge of 

meditation. Third is the knowledge of Divinity which is gained 

through inward lessons about Divinity and makes one scholar of 

knowledge of Divinity. Fourth is the inspired knowledge which 

is gained through the inward lessons of inspired knowledge and 

makes one its scholar. Fifth is the knowledge of Divine presence 

and observation which is gained by having Divine presence and 

observation and makes one its scholar. Sixth is the knowledge of 

immersion which is gained by sessions of immersion and makes 

one scholar of knowledge of immersion. Seventh is the knowledge 

of marifat and Divine vision which is gained by inward lessons 

of marifat and by having the Divine vision and makes one 

scholar of knowledge of marifat and Divine vision. This level is 

attained on approaching  “Death before dying”, 

then the seeker is ever engulfed in theophanies of Noor and 

remains engrossed in having the Divine vision according to the 

verse: 

 
Meaning: His eyes neither inclined aside nor overstepped the 

limit (it gazed in ecstasy at whom it was to gaze). (Al-Najm-17) 

Allah says: 
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Meaning: (Allah) taught man that which he knew not. (Al-Alaq- 5) 

 
Meaning: (And We) granted him direct inspired knowledge from 

Us. (Al-Kahf-65) 

 
Meaning: Do the zikr of your Lord when you forget (everything). 
(Al-Kahf-24) 

 
Meaning: And He taught Adam the knowledge of all the Divine 

names (and attributes). (Al-Baqarah-31) 

The marifat of Allah and Divine Oneness can never be gained 

without adopting piety. There are four kinds of knowledge of 

piety and the pious scholar (a) The knowledge of piety based on 

jurisprudence. Its pious scholars have its literal knowledge, they 

earn lawfully and speak truthfully (b) The knowledge of piety 

based on verification. Its pious scholar is the one who wishes and 

toils for annihilation of his nafs (c) Third is the knowledge of 

piety based on the Grace of Allah. Its pious scholar is blessed 

with peace of soul and eternal bliss (d) Fourth is the knowledge 

of piety which is the result of Divine beneficence. Its pious 

scholar is blessed with Divine vision and ever remains engrossed 

in the observation of Divine secrets. These blessings are his 

destiny since eternity. When all these kinds of knowledge of 

piety are combined that is called the knowledge of guidance of 

righteous piety. Its pious scholar is the eternal source of Divine 

beneficence and grace, complying to the verse;  

 
Meaning: No doubt! There is guidance in it for the pious ones 

who believe in the unseen. (Al-Baqarah-2, 3) 
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Such pious scholars are the spiritual companions of the Holy 

Prophet, they are the followers of the way of Divine vision and 

union. They view the spectacle of both the worlds candidly as 

they are united with Allah, for them paradise is also lust. Their 

station is beyond all stations in the Divine world where they are 

engrossed in Divine vision by the kindness of Allah and engaged 

in gaining the knowledge of the most Compassionate. The 

scholar who is neither aware of the knowledge of Divine vision 

nor learns it, is certainly ignorant as he does not know how to get 

inspirations and information from the inward. He is left with 

deprivation only. If this inward way had been without the marvel 

of miracles, blessing of Divine vision, wealth of perseverance, 

Divine presence and observation, union with Allah and presence 

of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad then all the 

travellers of this way would have gone astray. The marifat and 

vision of Allah are the source of gratitude and strength for the 

true seeker. Which is the way that grants complete inward and 

outward knowledge of piety, marifat, zikr, meditation, vision of 

Noor of Allah, Divine presence and observation, proximity of 

Allah, belovedness and takes to the peak of all levels granting 

authority and dominance over each and everything in just one 

glance? It is the way of Divine presence gained through Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. In this way, the perfect Murshid confers the real 

knowledge of all the verses of Quran upon the true seeker on the 

very first day by the beneficence of Divine presence he gains 

through Ism-e-Azam (i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat) and kalma tayyab 

 and reveals upon him the exact Reality 

with perfect verification and Divine favour. Only such a Murshid 

is the perfect guide on the spiritual way. O’ fool! These levels are 

possessed by the Arifs who are men of shariah while the people 

of wrong innovations are heretic. Only Allah! Everything other 

than Allah is lust. Which is the knowledge whose one obligation 

includes all the obligations, one Sunnah includes all the Sunnahs 
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and one desirable act includes all the desirable acts? The Holy 

Prophet said: meaning: “Knowledge is just a point.” 

 
Meaning: The word ‘Ilm111’ (knowledge) has three letters but it is 

just a point. Learn that point and become an Arif. The scholar of 

that point has no worries. 

 
Meaning: Every knowledge is the explanation of knowledge of 

marifat. The Arifs and scholars of marifat possess the attributes 

of Christ and Khidr. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo acquired every knowledge from the knowledge 

of marifat. The knowledge of Divinity is gained directly from the 

Divinity, Bahoo made this knowledge his companion. 

 (Ilm) has three letters112 i.e. 113 (I),  (L),   (M). By 

the letter  (I), the Ilm (knowledge) takes to the Illah (the 

Worshipped and Exalted), the letter  (L) makes the seeker La-

Yahtaj (i.e. independent of all wishes) and the letter  (M) 

grants mohabbat (love), marifat, mushahida (observation) and 

presence of majlis (holy assembly) of Prophets and Saints to the 

men of Allah. Acquiring all this is the actual “gaining of 

                                                           
111 Ilm is Arabic word for knowledge. 
112 According to Arabic alphabets. 
113 The Arabic alphabet ‘ ’ gives sound of all the vowels. 
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knowledge”. Through this, the heart of the seeker ever remains 

with Allah and his outward is ever engrossed in gaining 

knowledge of mysticism for the sake of inward purgation. Then 

his tongue declares the faith truthfully and his heart glorifies 

Allah veritably. The Holy Prophet said:  

 
Meaning: “Declare the faith by tongue and verify it by heart.”  

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. The outward 

knowledge is like a lamp which lightens a room while inward 

knowledge is like the sun which enlightens and benefits the 

whole world. Arif Billah is like the sun (being accomplished in 

inward knowledge) who enlightens the world daily by his Noor 

and puts an end to darkness. World is the darkness and Faqeer is 

the sun. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Allah is the Friend of believers. He brings them out of 

the darkness into light. (Al-Baqarah-257) 

O’ dear! You must know that the whole world from deep 

below the earth till the Throne and whatever is within the earth 

and the skies is like a bubble made of air, as the existence of 

world is based on air. The man of outward knowledge is also like 

a bubble while the existence of Faqeer is like an ocean owing to 

the presence of oceans of marifat, Divine Oneness, Divine 

observation, Divine presence, proximity, Divine vision and Noor 

within him. He is the scholar of the inspired knowledge and the 

knowledge of the Eternally Alive and Forever Sustained which 

are like oceans. There are infinite bubbles and foam on the water 

of ocean, when the water strikes the bubbles, it bursts, the air in 

it is blown out and it merges with the water of ocean and there 

remains only the ocean. Even if a scholar spends his whole life 

in performing reward giving deeds, he would remain like a 
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bubble and would never be like water while Faqeer is an ocean 

upon whom every pearl of the ocean is unveiled. One who 

observes everything unveiled remains in no need of rewards. The 

difference between the scholars and the Faqeers who are Friends 

of Allah is the same as the difference between bubble and the 

water of ocean. Although the bubble is present above the water 

but it owes its existence to water and becomes water on bursting. 

Faqeers are like the pearls in ocean. If the true scholars are 

considered as river water then the Faqeers are like the pearls of 

ocean. Hence, it is evident that the knowledge of scholars is just 

restricted to the level of “declaration with tongue” and the words 

spoken by tongue are related with brain. While the knowledge of 

Faqeers is elevated to the level of “verification by heart” and the 

knowledge of verification is related with Divine secrets whose 

center is the heart and soul. The scholar of outward knowledge 

verbally teaches his student to say:  meaning: “Say 

Allah is One” with tongue. While the Faqeer Arif inculcates the 

Divine lessons in the heart of the seeker by his spiritually 

empowered glance and attention, then the seeker says from his 

heart meaning: “Only Allah is sufficient for me” and 

observes it clearly that Allah takes care of all his matters. Just as 

the inward and the inward knowledge are veiled from the men of 

outward knowledge similarly the outward knowledge is a veil for 

the men of inward. The Faqeer Arif Billah studies the outward 

knowledge with his physical eyes but gets enlightened by the 

inward knowledge which is the essence of the outward knowledge. 

It not only explains the real and inner meanings of the outward 

knowledge but also shows the practical applications of the 

inward knowledge. 
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Meaning: The inward knowledge grants marifat and guides 

towards Allah preventing from greed, arrogance and appetites of 

nafs. 

 
Meaning: The seekers of Allah learn the Divine knowledge from 

the Holy Prophet inwardly. This inward knowledge grants them 

the Reality and takes them towards the Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs travel beheaded using feet of their soul 

towards the Divine world which is entirely different from this 

world and an abode of peace. 

If one claims that his heart has been enlightened and is purged 

from the impurities of khannas, khartum, khatrat vasvasa and 

satanic misapprehensions, then the proof and witness of his 

heart’s life is that it should be blessed with Divine observation, 

Divine presence and vision of Noor of Allah. The zakir114 of 

heart whose heart is alive, remains engrossed in the observation 

of Noor due to the dominance of effects of zikr and always gets 

response and messages through inspiration from Allah or from 

the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. Hence, it is evident 

that the scholars of outward knowledge cannot dare before the 

alive hearted scholar. If they dare, they would be stricken with 

Divine wrath and would become lunatic and insane. Similarly, 

the alive hearted man cannot dare before the man of spiritual 

states, the man of spiritual states cannot dare before the Arif 

having Divine union who is the man of Divine secrets, while the 

Arif having Divine union cannot dare before the man of Fana 

                                                           
114 One who does zikr, the reciter or invoker. 
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(annihilation) and Baqa (immortality) who has crossed the level 

of “death before dying”. Allah says about him: 

 
Meaning: He brings the living out of the dead and brings the 

dead out of living. (Younus-31) 

The man of Fana and Baqa cannot dare before the man of 

Divine Essence who is an embodiment of Noor of Divine Oneness 

and has reached the ultimate level of Jamiat by becoming One 

with the Divine Beauty. The level of such a man of Jamiat is 

transcendent, boundless and infinite. The perfect Murshid lets 

the true seeker cover all the levels in just a moment on the very 

first day by conferring upon him the Divine presence through 

zikr and tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and mashq marqoom-e-

wajudia and shows him the spectacle of each and every particle 

of the universe in a single breath so that there remains no wish or 

regret in his heart. Then he becomes eligible to acquire Divine 

guidance from the Faqeer (Murshid). By the Divine guidance of 

the Faqeer, the seeker of Allah also becomes Faqeer on the very 

first day and gains authority over his nafs, world, Satan and all 

the realms. All the seven inward and outward parts of a Faqeer 

are Noor, even his meditation, essence, nafs, heart, soul are Noor 

and blessed with the Divine presence. The fake Murshid who 

cannot take the true seeker to the level of absolute Noor of 

Divine presence on the very first day is foolish if he lets himself 

be called a Murshid. That seeker is also foolish and unfortunate 

who considers the Faqeer possessing Noor of Divine presence 

his Murshid but do not know his exalted worth and supreme 

level. Such a seeker remains imperfect and indulged in lust, 

conceit and hypocrisy whole of his life and can never gain 

marifat of Allah. I seek refuge of Allah from this. Only Allah! 

Everything other than Allah is lust. 
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Know that the perfect Murshid grants the seeker the beneficence 

of six rounds of forty day seclusion adopted for mystic struggle 

in just one breath, one step, one muraqbah115, one spiritual 

immersion, one meditation and one contemplation by his single 

glance, spiritual attention and authority and makes him unique 

by carrying him to the ultimate level of accomplishment 

purifying his whole existence and converting it into Noor. Hence, 

the seeker does not need to perform any kind of mystic struggle 

or adopt forty day seclusion. First is the round of forty day 

seclusion for vision of states of pre-existence, second is the 

round of forty day seclusion for vision of states in mother’s 

womb, third round is for vision of states of whole physical life in 

this world, fourth round is for vision of states in the grave, fifth 

round is for vision of states on the day of resurrection, sixth 

round is for vision of states of eternity and heaven. The Murshid 

lets the seeker experience and check all these states and then 

takes him out of these. Then there remains no wish or regret in 

the heart of the seeker and his existence becomes immortal and 

capable of Divine union. Divine union is incomparably better 

than mystic struggle. The single pain taken for the sake of Divine 

union is far better than life time struggle to gain outward 

knowledge. Engrossing for a moment in the Divine vision while 

experiencing everlasting state of Divine presence is better than 

everything. 

 
Meaning: His knowledge is hidden, it is revealed upon the one 

who reaches the Divine secret. It is not related with words or 

outward knowledge. 

                                                           
115 Muraqbah is a spiritual act of concentration and meditation. 
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Meaning: Every knowledge is included in this knowledge and is 

gained from it, so one must become knower of the hidden 

knowledge. This is in fact the knowledge of unveiled marifat of 

Divine Oneness.  

 
Meaning: Ignorance is based on infidelity and the ignorants are 

indulged in lusts. The Divine scholars are blessed with proximity 

and union of Allah. 

Seeking worldliness is sheer ignorance and the seekers of 

world are full of ignorance. Seeking Allah is the real knowledge 

and the seekers of Allah are embodiment of this knowledge 

which blesses with exact Reality, shows exact Reality, grants 

perfect purification, bestows union of exact Reality, hence the 

seeker ever remains present in the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad. This book contains the knowledge of Reality which 

enlightens the reader so much that he gains authority over all the 

kingdoms of the world from east to west by his powerful 

spiritual attention. This book also contains knowledge of union 

with Allah and vision of His theophanies which kill the nafs like 

a sharp sword. The reader can also gain the knowledge of Divine 

presence from this book due to which his whole existence 

becomes incarnation of Noor and he becomes desirable in the 

court of Allah. 

 
Meaning: One who wishes to become an Arif of Allah should 

perpetually remain in the spiritual company of the Holy Prophet. 
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Meaning: This spiritual company converts the existence of the 

seeker into Noor and grants him insight, making him passionate 

for Allah without doing any zikr or meditation by the beneficence 

of the Prophet.  

The seeker whose inward is verily strengthened by the Divine 

favour on truly adopting the spiritual presence of the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad and acquiring his blessed company, does 

not need to perform recital rounds or extra devotions. One who is 

blessed with the vision of Noor of Allah and Divine presence, his 

heart gains the power to speak and ever glorify the name of 

Allah. Then he does not need to hold chaplet and do recitals, as 

his Murshid who is the man of heart has granted him the Divine 

presence and closeness of Allah just by his single glance. 

 
Meaning: Welcome O’ seeker of vision of Allah on the path to 

Allah. To progress on this path you must sacrifice your wealth 

and life. 

 
Meaning: One who denies vision of Allah lacks spiritual insight 

and is blind eternally, no one is more deprived than him. 

The perfect Murshid is the one who grants salvation to the 

seeker from the filth and impurities of his sick nafs, takes him 

out of greed, covet, conceit, arrogance and lust by his one 

powerful glance and blesses him with marifat and vision of 

Allah. 
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Meaning: The Arif of Allah makes the seeker a man of insight by 

his glance and grants him the Reality by his powerful attention. 

 
Meaning: The superficial prayers of zikr and meditation performed 

by the people of lust have adverse effects which make their nafs 

more headstrong and a tribulation for them. 

It is compulsory for the true seeker of Allah to seek two levels 

from the perfect Murshid; first is certainty about engrossment in 

the contemplation (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) which makes one vigilant 

towards Divinity, second is the vision of Allah reaching LaHoot 

Lamakan. These two levels further lead to two levels; first is the 

Divine favour and second is the level of verification, which 

further grant two levels; first is the inward key to all objectives 

i.e. Divine love, marifat, observation, closeness and presence of 

the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad, second is gaining 

power over all the authorities and becoming sated (of all levels 

and powers). The Faqeer who is independent of all needs is not 

at all powerless, he is the knower of Allah. Faqeer is not 

indigent, he is rich due to closeness of Allah and possesses 

exalted levels. Faqeer is not abject, he is man of heaven. Faqeer 

is not minor, he rules over the worlds. Such an Arif Faqeer’s 

inward is thriving. Allah has blessed him with inward powers, he 

does not need to do any kind of recitals, zikr, meditation or 

muraqbah. These are the dignified levels of Faqr. 
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Meaning: Firstly, there were four of us (me, my Murshid, my 

Prophet and Allah), then there remained three of us (when I 

annihilated in my Murshid and become one with him), then there 

remained two of us (on reaching the level of Fana Fi Rasool). At 

last the duality ended and I became one with the One. 

 
Meaning: This is the level of Divine Oneness which is achieved 

only by the kindness of Allah. It means being annihilated in 

Allah and having immortality with Him. 

All the levels of Faqr are attained by following the shariah of 

Prophet Mohammad and gaining the knowledge of Divinity 

which bless with exact Reality, show exact Reality and grant 

perfect inward purification. 

EXPLANATION OF KNOWLEDGE 

By gaining the outward knowledge one becomes scholar of 

outward knowledge, by gaining inward knowledge one becomes 

scholar of inward knowledge, by gaining spiritual knowledge 

one becomes scholar of spiritual knowledge, by gaining knowledge 

of inward secrets one become scholar of inward secrets, by 

gaining knowledge of nafs one becomes scholar of knowledge of 

nafs. However, all these scholars are deprived of knowledge of 

marifat of absolute Divine Oneness, they are veiled from the 

Reality and are just emulators. True Faqeer is the scholar of 

marifat of Divine Oneness, inspirational knowledge as well as 

the knowledge of words of Allah. He has the knowledge about 

which Allah says: 

 
Meaning: (And we) granted him direct inspired knowledge from 

Us. (Al-Kahf-65) 
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Meaning: Allah taught man that which he knew not (Al-Alaq-5) 

He gains this knowledge directly from Allah in a transcendent 

way and place which cannot be exemplified with anything. He 

never forgets whatever he learns from Allah. He revises these 

lessons in the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad and discusses 

them with the Holy Prophet. Hence, he becomes conversant in 

the written knowledge as well as the knowledge of Divine love, 

marifat, observation, closeness, presence and knowledge of levels 

of Jamiat, Fana, Baqa, faith and trust alongwith the knowledge 

of Divine vision and Noor. This is the straight path which is 

conferred upon the seeker who is pure hearted and spontaneously 

accepts the Reality. Righteous knowledge is the essence of faith 

and empowers one to dominate his nafs, Satan and world. These 

exalted levels are the destiny of scholars of this knowledge, the 

ignorants cannot travel the path of true faith. Such scholar knows 

entire hidden and revealed knowledge and is aware of all the 

inward stations, destinations and treasures of Allah and shows 

them to the pupils of knowledge of Rehman who follow the 

Awaisi Qadri116 way. The Arif Billah and scholars of Allah are 

considered the truly righteous ones. 

 
Meaning: Prophet Moses’ attention was towards hair like minor 

sins while Khidr’s attention was towards the Reality and inward 

states. 

The seeker who does not obtain the level of verification from 

his Murshid is foolish and unfortunate, and the Murshid who 

does not bless his disciples with the theophanies of Divine vision 

is miser, deprived of Divine favour and like an enemy of the 

                                                           
116 By Awaisi Qadri way, Hazrat Sultan Bahoo refer to the Sarwari Qadri way. 
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disciples. The honour of closeness and vision of Allah is achieved 

through (inward) knowledge. Nothing is out of the bounds of 

Divine knowledge and it would never be. One who seeks vision 

of Allah, only acquires knowledge of vision of Allah and none 

other than that. 

 
Meaning: The seeker of vision and union of Allah must have its 

strength, it is not something very easy to bear. 

The knowledge of vision and union of Allah is gained by the 

Divine favour and it verifies the Reality. All kinds of knowledge 

are included in this knowledge. Whoever denies it is an immodest, 

disgraced and dead hearted person. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Modesty is the sign of faith. 

How can a person who is deprived of modesty be blessed with 

faith. Murshid is the scholar of knowledge of vision and union 

with Allah and imparts this knowledge to the seeker through his 

spiritual attention and the seeker gains this knowledge by 

drowning in it. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker! It has been told to you hundred times that 

those who do not turn towards vision and union of Allah are the 

unfortunate ones. 
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Meaning: Whoever claims that he is the seeker of vision and 

union of Allah must sacrifice his wealth and life for Allah. 

 
Meaning: The true seeker of vision and union of Allah can 

achieve them in one step and in one moment but there are only a 

few seekers eligible for this felicity who are the blessed ones. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs are bestowed with the vision of Noor of 

Allah when they reach the LaHoot Lamakan, hence they become 

men of unveiled sight. 

 
Meaning: Whatever you observe from the contemplation of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat is vision of Allah as Ism-e-Allah Zaat blesses the 

seeker with presence before Allah. 

 
Meaning: Only the eyes of heart can have the vision of Allah. O’ 

embarrassed one! Open the eyes of your heart and have the 

pleasure of vision of Allah. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: I behold my Holy Lord in my heart. 
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Meaning: O’ Bahoo! Verily I found my Beloved Allah in my 

heart. The people of insight make their heart their guide. 

The scholar who is deprived of knowledge of marifat of Allah 

is imprisoned by his nafs. Similarly, the scholar without the 

knowledge of vision and union of Allah is also obsessed by his 

nafs. The scholar who is ignorant of knowledge of immortality is 

an immodest occupied by his nafs. The scholar who does not 

possess knowledge of Divine presence is conscienceless and a 

man of nafs. The scholar who does not have knowledge of 

proximity of Allah is stricken by the torment of nafs. The scholar 

who has no knowledge of union with Allah, his nafs is ever 

deteriorating. 

 
Meaning: Leave your nafs and seek the life of your soul so that 

you become an Arif and Faqeer of Allah.  

The heart is not just a piece of flesh, it is the center of marifat 

and love of Allah and is the source of vision of theophanies of 

Allah. The true hearts are blessed with the ecstasy of vision of 

Allah since eternity. 

 
Meaning: Without marifat you are nothing whether you are a 

Murshid or a disciple even if you get the attribute of Christ i.e. 

giving life to the dead. Unless you immerse completely in the 

Noor of Divine Oneness, you cannot become Arif of Allah 

blessed with Divine presence. 
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Meaning: The way of Faqr is different from other ways, it is the 

way of grace and beneficence. In Faqr, the seeker is only 

attentive towards Divine Oneness since the eternal day of Kun 

(when Allah created the creation by saying Kun). 

 
Meaning: I could not find any seeker capable of union with 

Allah who could remain steadfast on this way and sacrifice his 

life for the desire of Allah. 

 
Meaning: O liar! Do not dare deceive the Murshid. He certainly 

knows that you take the name of Allah just by your tongue, your 

heart is filled with the desire of woman.  

Without being blessed with the theophanies of vision of Allah 

and having the honour of Divine presence and union, no zikr, 

meditation, muraqbah or recital can purify the inward neither the 

seeker can have the presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad. The Murshid who is knower of the way of Divine 

vision and union grants these blessings to the true seeker of 

Allah on the very first day and imparts to him the entire 

knowledge through the knowledge of annihilation and immortality 

and makes him the scholar of spiritual and hidden knowledge as 

well as the knowledge of proximity to Allah and the knowledge 

of unveiled vision, hence his heart becomes alive and nafs dies. 

This is the powerful level of possessor of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat who is man of Divine favour and it is the unique way of 

verification. The seeker whose nafs dominates his existence is at 
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the level of nafs, the seeker whose heart dominates his existence 

is at the level of heart, the seeker whose soul dominates his 

existence is at the level of soul, the seeker whose sir’r dominates 

his existence is at the level of vision of Allah, the seeker whose 

faith dominates his existence is at the level of union with Allah, 

the seeker having perfect belief is at the level of Oneness with 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: If I give explanation of every station (of the way to 

Allah) it would not be completed till eternity.  

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

O’ dear! One who gains knowledge of books from institutions 

is called scholar or teacher, similarly one who does the zikr is 

called zakir, one who does meditation is called meditator, people 

who are proficient in muraqbah are called men of muraqbah. So, 

everyone is recognized by his skill. The people of mysticism are 

also known by their proficiency in different fields, hence there 

are Arif Saints (knowers of Allah), men of unveiling, men of 

self-accountability, men of mystic struggle, men of spiritual 

observations, men of arguments, men of combat (against nafs), 

men of proximity to Allah, men of Noor, men of Divine presence, 

Saints having sanctified inward, men of nafs, the Ghaus117, the 

Qutb118, men of soul, the Abdals119, the Autads120, men of Divine 

secrets and the Dervishes. However, Faqr is the most supreme of 

all these levels and skills. What is the level of Faqr? If all the 

above mentioned levels and skills are combined together, they 

cannot even reach the fragrance of Faqr. All of them are totally 

                                                           
117, 118, 119, 120 Different ranks and titles of Saints. 
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unaware of Faqeerism and are deprived of the state of immersion 

in Divine Oneness which is the speciality of a Faqeer. All their 

levels are far below Faqr, rather out of their reach. Although, 

they talk about Faqr but they are actually veiled from it and are 

unable to remove the veils. Faqeer is the secret of Divinity, his 

levels are boundless and infinite. The LaHoot Lamakan is 

unveiled upon his sight. That is why, he holds magnificent 

grandeur. The zikr of Faqeer is the vision of Allah. He possesses 

proximity of Noor of Faqr and observation of Divine presence of 

Faqr through the vision of Allah as he is honoured with Divine 

vision. If someone asks that these levels of vision of Allah are 

respective to what? Tell him that these are with respect to 

annihilation in Allah and beholding Him unveiled. The Holy 

Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me. 

Faqeer is one who is blessed with the vision of Allah at the 

very initial level, then approaches the middle level of Faqr i.e. 

immersion in the Noor of Allah and achieves the final level i.e. 

perfect belief in his observations and Divine vision. Which is the 

knowledge that shows the way to the Divine vision and which 

mystic path is its witness? It is the knowledge of Ism-e-Allah 

which is gained by the presence of holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad achieved through (zikr and tasawur of) Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat and by following the way of the Holy Prophet. It is the way 

of beholding the Divine presence with unveiled sight which 

shows the proximity and vision of Allah that is incontrovertible. It 

grants perseverance upon the Truth and makes one disgusted of 

falsehood. This way is based upon the inward. The witness of 

felicity of Divine vision and observation is the kalma tayyab 

 (No one is worthy of worship but only 

Allah and Mohammad is Messenger of Allah). When a seeker 
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truly and sincerely says  (No one is worthy of worship) his 

existence annihilates and he becomes naught. When he says 

 (but only Allah), the powerful effects of  takes him 

to Divine Oneness in the LaHoot Lamakan and blesses him with 

vision of the Holy Lord of all worlds.  becomes a source of 

his salvation. By saying  (Mohammad is Messenger 

of Allah), there remains no veil between Allah and His slave. 

These are the levels of “death before dying”, annihilation and 

immortality. It means to have the honour of vision of Allah 

which is justified in shariah and is experienced in a spiritual state 

of marifat that is stronger than dreaming. The state of marifat in 

which the seeker beholds Allah occurs from Divinity and is 

verily true and blesses the seeker with Truth as well. One who is 

the denier of effects of kalma tayyab, Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the 

vision of Allah is a reprobate and seeker of the carrion world. 

Whoever turns away from kalma tayyab becomes infidel. The 

denier of kalma tayyab is an apostate and a moron who has no 

share in the world and the hereafter, he is rejected by Allah and 

has to suffer perdition. The Murshid or a spiritual guide who 

cannot confer Divine presence upon the seeker through the 

effects of essence of kalma tayyab  and 

does not ennoble him with high spiritual ranks from the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad, is foolish if he lets himself be 

called a Murshid or a spiritual guide. No doubt, there are many 

imperfect and fake Murshids in the world who are seekers of 

wealth and women, they are the killers of the souls of people. 

Only one out of thousands is the true and perfect Murshid who is 

empowered to take the seeker to the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad and bless him with vision of Allah.  

Both the worlds are bound in the knowledge of Quran, the 

knowledge of Quran is contained in the core of kalma tayyab

, and the essence of kalma tayyab is the 
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Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Kalma tayyab and Ism-e-Allah Zaat have such 

spiritual effects that (if recited sincerely with verification of 

heart) they can purge the whole inward and outward existence 

instantly and bless the seeker with vision of Allah removing all 

the veils. Do not consider it strange or dare deny it. By their effects, 

the seeker gains the hidden and inward knowledge esoterically 

which is the interpretation and explanation of the outward 

knowledge and purifies the being of the seeker. Seek knowledge 

of Allah only! One who seeks anything other than Allah is a man 

of lust. Knowledge means to know. Some people gain excessive 

outward knowledge which gives them nothing but headache, it 

occupies their brain and fills it with arrogance, pride over their 

knowledge, conceit and sensual desires. They unnecessarily talk 

too much and do not remain in normal state. They just get the 

knowledge but do not want to know Allah or have His marifat, 

closeness and union. The excess of knowledge usually damages 

their brain and they lose conscience. The scholar who seeks Allah 

through knowledge and finds His closeness by drowning in Noor 

and spiritually acquires presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad, his knowledge, intellect, wisdom and conscience 

remain intact by the Grace of Allah and beneficence of the Holy 

Prophet. One must seek marifat, closeness and union of Allah 

after getting knowledge so that he is blessed with Noor of Divine 

presence. Knowledge (of Allah) is the witness and guide on the 

way to Allah and bestows everlasting Divine observation and 

presence. Unless the inward and outward become the same, it is 

difficult even for the Syeds121 to follow the religion of Prophet 

Mohammad. Same is for the scholars, Arifs, Saints and Faqeers, 

they cannot follow religious guidance and achieve the level of 

satiation (from all the wishes) unless their outward complies with 

inward. 

                                                           
121 Progeny of Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Fatima (may Allah be pleased with them). 
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There are three letters of Ilm (Knowledge) and there are three 

kinds of knowledge i.e. knowledge related with nafs, knowledge 

related with heart and the knowledge related with soul. The 

scholars are also of three kinds; the scholar of nafs, the scholar 

of heart, the scholar of soul. The scholar of nafs is ever busy in 

gaining knowledge of falsehood, the scholar of heart always 

studies the knowledge which is related with good life hereafter, 

while the scholar of soul is always engrossed in studying the 

knowledge of Allah. The nafs gives knowledge of sensual 

desires, the heart gives knowledge of purgation and the soul 

gives knowledge of marifat and vision of Allah. It should be 

made clear that outward knowledge of religion is the knowledge 

about shariah and physical prayers which are obligatory, 

compulsory, sunnah or the desirable prayers. While the inward 

knowledge which is gained by the Arif Billah is about marifat of 

Divine Oneness and Divine presence which grants observation 

and closeness of Allah. The people of outward knowledge and 

the people of inward knowledge do not like company of each 

other just like water and fire cannot stay together or the ignorants 

and knowledgeable persons cannot enjoy each other’s company. 

Be wise and beware! Obliterate everything other than Allah from 

your heart. The scholars of heart and soul must avoid the 

company of the scholars of nafs because they are dead hearted, 

confused and imprisoned by their nafs and worldly wishes. 

There are two kinds of Faqr; First is the chosen Faqr about 

which the Holy Prophet said  meaning: Faqr 

is my pride and Faqr is from me. It has two levels; first is to gain 

complete authority over the inward treasures of heart as well as 

all the treasures of the world and then become sated of it, second 

is to gain perfect righteousness, marifat and proximity of Allah. 

The other kind of Faqr is the compulsive Faqr. The person who 

adopts compulsive Faqr begs from door to door (i.e. he is always 

seeking material wealth and respect from people rather than 
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seeking Allah). He is disgraced and deprived of spiritual satiation, 

so he is ever complaining about his poverty. The compulsive Faqr 

is the Faqr that brings disgrace, the Holy Prophet said about it: 

 
Meaning: I seek refuge of Allah from the Faqr that brings 

disgrace. 

The foundation of chosen Faqr is tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

which blesses with proximity of Allah and recognition of the 

Divine Essence through the Divine name. 

 
Meaning: Behold the Divine Essence in the Divine name. This is 

the way to gain marifat of Divine Oneness and vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Drown in the Noor of Divine Essence and Divine 

Oneness. Ism-e-Allah blesses the seeker with presence before 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: I am a salve of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul Qadir 

Jilani. The followers of his Qadri order are blessed with company 

of the Holy Prophet and presence of his holy assembly. 

What is the food and source of strength for the nafs? What is 

the food and source of strength for the heart? What is the food 

and source of strength for soul? The food for nafs is greed and 

avarice and it gains pleasure in seeking carrion (world). The food 

and life of heart is in the observation and vision of Allah which 
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is a perpetual source of nourishment for it. The food for soul is 

the union of Allah and the source of its strength is closeness of 

Allah and immersion in the Divine vision. When the inward of 

the seeker of Allah is enlightened (and empowered by zikr and 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat), he can prevent his nafs from greed 

and avarice. His heart and soul gain authority over the nafs, 

hence the nafs is purified and raised to the level of nafs-e-

mutmaina122 converting into Noor. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker! If the secret of Divine Oneness is revealed 

upon you, your heart and soul will talk to you. 

 
Meaning: Your nafs will turn away from the sensual desires 

towards the Kindness of Allah and will never follow any other 

way but the way of marifat and Divine Oneness. 

A man (seeker of Allah) must reach the Noor concealed in his 

inward. 

 
Meaning: The seeker whose nafs, heart and soul become Noor, 

annihilates in Allah and forever remains in the state of Divine 

presence. 

                                                           
122 The satisfied inner self. The nafs (innerself) has four levels on the basis of purification. 

The lowest level is nafs-e-ammarah i.e. the ill commanding innerself which commands to 

commit sin, when it improves it becomes nafs-e-lawamah i.e. the repenting innerself 
which repents after committing sin, on purification by the perfect Murshid it becomes 

nafs-e-mulhima i.e. the inspiring innerself which warns before committing sins, on 

raising to the highest level it becomes nafs-e-mutmaina i.e. the satisfied innerself which 
is never inclined towards sin. 
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What is the final level of muraqbah which is performed 

through tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat that immerses the seeker in 

the Noor and blesses with Divine presence and vision? It is that 

the seeker enters and leaves this state of immersion seven times 

in one moment and whenever he dives into the ocean of unveiled 

Reality he successfully comes out honoured with the vision of 

Divine Essence. During such muraqbah he becomes aware of 

everything that will happen till the Doomsday in just one moment. 

Do not consider it strange or wrong. The reality of every inward 

and outward station of the way of marifat and Divine presence 

can be verified and the truth can be distinguished from falsehood 

through experience by the Divine favour. Murshid Kamil holds 

the status of substitute of Divinity, owing to this status he 

possesses the key of Divine Oneness (i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat) with 

which he can unlock all the locks of all the waystations of the 

Divine path and solve all the problems of both the worlds. 

 
Meaning: The level of the perfect Murshids is above and beyond 

all levels. They are annihilated in Allah and One with Him. 

Whoever gains the marifat of Allah by the tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat, views the spectacle of fourteen spheres of the world 

on his finger nail. He resides in LaHoot and views the Lamakan. 

It is very easy to achieve this level with the help and guidance of 

Murshid Kamil. It is not at all difficult for the Murshid who 

himself is the Arif and man of unveiled sight to take the true 

seeker to the highest level of LaHoot Lamakan. One who knows 

the panacea alchemy never claims it, but the one who claims 

actually does not know it. The people who claim to possess the 

power of alchemy are liars and fools and are like animals. The 

real practitioners of inward alchemy (i.e. the perfect Murshid 

who can convert the baser inner self of a seeker into perfectly 

purged and enlightened inward) keep themselves hidden and are 
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independent of all wishes. While, the people who do alchemy 

(try to convert baser metals into gold) always remain indigent, 

perplexed and complaining. The Murshid who possesses knowledge 

and authority of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and is the perfect 

practitioner of Ilm-e-Dawat through which he can meet the 

sacred souls, is the real scholar and practitioner of all kinds of 

alchemy. Access to the Divine presence is not at all difficult for 

such a perfect Murshid. Listen O’ dear! These levels are the 

honour of the perfect Murshid and the true seekers of Allah who 

are the men of Divine presence. Listen O’ arrogant fools: 

 
Meaning: The perfect Arifs of Allah can convert dust into gold 

by their sight, so their sight is better than gold and silver. 

 
Meaning: The perfect Arifs can take the true seekers to Allah 

and grant them the knowledge of alchemy by their powerful 

sight. 

 
Meaning: No one recognizes the Arifs of Truth who are men of 

marifat. They can give life to the dead hearts by their sight just 

as Christ gave life to the dead. 

The perfect ones acquire every knowledge and step into Faqr 

which is the way of marifat of Allah while the imperfect fools 

just boast and lie. The perfect Murshid Faqeer who is practitioner 

of Ilm-e-Dawat and attributed with powers of Christ is the one 

who confers entire knowledge of all the alchemies as well as the 

complete wisdom upon the true seeker of Allah through the 
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power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and lets him cover all the way 

stations of acquiring the Divine attributes and eventually reach 

the destination of (vision and union of) the Divine Essence-the 

Eternally Alive and Forever Sustained. He lets the seeker meet 

and know the sacred souls of all the Prophets from Prophet 

Adam to the last Prophet Mohammad and then all the Saints who 

came after the Holy Prophet i.e. the Divine scholars, Ghaus, 

Qutb, Abdal, Autad and all the other Momins of high ranks who 

will come till the Doomsday. Afterward, he meets the Sultan-ul-

Faqr. This is the first day lesson of the true seeker of Allah who 

is a man of insight and outwardly (a follower of religion) like 

Prophet Moses while inwardly keeps travelling spiritually like 

Khidr the apostle of Allah. If the Murshid does not take the true 

seeker of Allah to these levels of Reality and bless him with real 

spiritual states, then the right of the seeker remains due upon the 

Murshid. Being a Murshid or a seeker of Allah is not an easy 

job, great secrets of Allah are hidden in it. How can the foolish 

people who are inwardly like blind folded animals know about 

these secrets? The purgation of soul and treatment of all its 

diseases lie in the passion and pleasure of closeness of Allah and 

the marifat and power gained through it. All the deeds of nafs are 

full of lust and sensual desires which are just filth and impurity 

and make one polluted inwardly, while the deeds of pure heart 

give eternal life to one’s soul making one favourite in the court 

of Allah. The perfection of tasawur is that its possessor (i.e. the 

Murshid Kamil) can esoterically take the spiritual form of any 

person, who must be a true Muslim, to the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad by authoritative attention, either in his dream 

or in awakening state, and ennobles him with spiritual richness, 

blessings, honour, righteousness, saintlihood, ghinayat, reality of 

knowledge and tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Whatever he views 

while in dreaming state with his spiritual eyes, the same reality 

manifests from his existence when he wakes up. His inward and 

outward become the same. If he contemplates the spiritual form 
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of an infidel and puts him in the hell fire or punish him severely 

in dream, then takes him out of the hell, shows him the paradise 

and lets him taste its pleasures then as soon as that infidel will 

wake up he would recite kalma tayyab  

and would declare that Islam is the true religion and infidelity is 

falsehood. 

EXPLANATION OF ZIKR 

There are many zakirs who are just emulators and there is 

abundance of people who are veiled by their ego. The explanation 

and proof of true zikr is that it removes all the veils between 

Allah and His slave blessing the zakir with vision of Allah and 

making him perfect believer of Tauheed (Divine Oneness). 

 
Meaning: Zikr gives pain (of love of Allah) which has no remedy 

but the zikr itself which blesses the zakir with closeness of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Zikr is a fire of passion that burns the heart and soul, 

and takes the seeker to LaHoot Lamakan. 

There are seven stages or kinds of zikr which are performed by 

all the seven inward and outward parts of the body123. Every kind 

of zikr grants seventy thousand kinds of knowledge of wisdom, 

seventy thousand levels of closeness of Noor, seventy thousand 

levels of marifat of Tauheed which are called the theophanies of 

                                                           
123 Seven outward body parts are; head, chest, belly and the four limbs. The inner self of a 
human being also has seven subtle layers which are; nafs, qalb (inward or heart), the 

soul, the sir’r (core, the Divine secret), khafi (the Hidden, the Divine Soul), Yakhfa (the 

Noor of Mohammad), Ana (the Divine Essence). Ana is the inner most core which 
contains everything. 
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Divine favour. By the verified observation of Tauheed, the 

complete contemplation of the Totality, perfect authority of all 

the treasures and solution of the maze of existence is obtained 

but only the perfect Saints i.e. the Arif Billah are capable of this 

felicity as they are magnanimous and have extremely courageous 

spirit. The seven kinds of great zikr performed by the seeker’s 

outward and inward parts which purify the heart and show the 

straight path as well as grant true knowledge, perfect belief and 

faith are; (a) The great zikr called zikr-e-hamil which sates the 

true seeker of Allah of all needs and makes him independent in 

the very beginning of its spiritual practice by giving authority 

over all the treasures. Then the seeker never asks or complains 

for anything. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Hunger is worse than the perdition of grave. 

(b) The second great zikr is the zikr of Noor which converts all 

the seven inward and outward parts of the seeker into Noor from 

head to toe in the very beginning of its spiritual practice. Hence, 

the zakir drowns in the observation of Divine Noor and achieves 

all his objectives by reaching the Divine presence instantly 

through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. (c) Third great zikr is 

the zikr of immortality. On starting this zikr, the zakir gains 

immortality by annihilating in Allah. This zikr grants marifat of 

Tauheed and fulfills all the desires of the seeker by blessing him 

with closeness of Allah taking him to LaHoot Lamakan in a 

moment. (d) Fourth great zikr is the zikr of enlightenment which 

enlightens the seeker in the very beginning. This zikr drowns the 

seeker in Divine theophanies, blesses him with vision of Allah 

conferring upon him the knowledge of perfect faith and belief, 

hence the seeker observes his destination with his own eyes in 

just a moment. (e) Fifth great zikr is the zikr of eternal life. 

When the seeker starts this zikr, all his inward and outward body 

parts gain eternal life, he approaches LaHoot Lamakan with this 
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eternally alive existence and views the spectacle of eighteen 

thousand realms and all the creations of the worlds. (f) Sixth is 

the zikr of Divine Reality which gives marifat of the Reality and 

Tauheed. By the effects of this zikr, all the spiritual impurities of 

lust, greed, jealousy, arrogance, sensual desires and hypocrisy 

are removed from the inward of the seeker. The perfect Murshid 

who is a man of powerful sight can take such seekers of Allah to 

the assembly of Hazrat Khidr on the very first day. Hence the 

seeker achieves all his objectives at once. (g) Seventh is the zikr 

of magnificent grandeur which makes the seeker confidant of 

Divine secrets, then the seeker never ever separates from Allah. 

He is neither Allah nor other than Allah. This zikr fulfills all the 

desires of the seeker instantly. 

Which is the way that confers the vision of Allah? Which is the 

knowledge that grants immortality with Allah which is possible 

after having vision of Allah? Listen O’ idiots trapped in sensual 

desires of nafs! O’ imperfect and incapable people of furry and 

worry! O’ unwise, conscienceless, dead hearted people unaware 

of marifat and closeness of Allah and deprived of His kind 

attention! listen O’ rejected ones! Vision of Allah is the destiny 

of pure hearts not the dead hearts possessed by the perplexed 

ignorant scholars whose knowledge is like a burden laden on 

donkey, as Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Their example is like that of a donkey who carries 

volumes (of books). (Al-Juma’a-5)  

They are the seekers of the world, followers of their nafs and 

the evils trapped by Satan. Whoever is deprived of marifat of 

Allah will never believe that presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad and vision of Allah is possible in this world, 

so do not tell him about their states. 
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You must know that some reprobates who are men of wrong 

innovations liken the vision of Beauty of Allah with physical 

beauty and relate (the ecstasy of) His marifat and union with (the 

pleasure of) music which is exactly opposite and against the 

reality. They are the liars whose inward state is ever deteorating, 

perturbed and perplexed. Resembling Allah Who is non-creation 

with creation is infidelity and polytheism. The pre-existence, the 

eternity, the Throne, the Chair, the Pen, the nether regions and 

the paradise all are different stations. Resembling Allah with any 

of these stations or the creations present in them is absolutely 

wrong, neither it is justified to claim that one has beheld Allah at 

any of these stations. If one claims this, it is just out of his 

arrogant inner self and he becomes infidel by saying so. The 

levels of vision and proximity of Allah are just the beneficence 

and bestowal of Allah. This is the Divine blessing which is 

gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When the theophanies of Noor 

of Allah manifest from Ism-e-Allah Zaat, they take the seeker 

out of time and space into the Lamakan where he is blessed with 

vision of Allah. Whoever denies it belongs to the group of liars, 

hypocrites and infidels. The vision and union of Allah are 

verified by the Saints and Arifs who are blessed with closeness 

of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The Lamakan which is station beyond all stations is 

fixed for the vision of Allah. That station is neither pre-existence 

nor eternity, neither world nor heaven. 

The vision of Allah which the seeker beholds through the 

Divine theophanies cannot be exemplified with anything and 

whatever words of Allah he listens during that closeness stay in 

his memory till the Doomsday. 
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Meaning: Allah reveals His secrets upon whomsoever He likes 

and grants him His closeness and Divine presence. While, 

whomsoever Allah dislikes, keeps him away from His court. 

This is the knowledge of the way of vision and closeness of 

Allah and the witness to this knowledge is the well awared sight. 

By the effects of closeness of Allah, some seekers gain spiritual 

peace and power, some lose senses and become lunatic mystics 

while some remain restless and anxious day and night for more 

and more closeness and vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: They are the wise adorers of Allah who ever ask for 

more (of His Closeness). 

They cross the levels of tajreed124 and tafreed125 and reach 

Tauheed. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: So, whoever longs to meet his Lord, must perform 

virtuous deeds and should not make partners with Him. (Al-Kahf-

110) 

The real virtuous deed and the eternal prayer is to remain 

attentive towards vision and closeness of Allah which is acquired 

by those united with Allah through the knowledge of immortality. 

                                                           
124, 125 Tajreed means negation of everything other than Allah. Tafreed means negation of 

one’s own self. Tajreed and tafreed are two basic steps before reaching the final level of 

Tauheed (Divine Oneness). 
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Meaning: If I drown in His vision then I do not remain Bahoo 

anymore. Bahoo is lost in Hoo, how could he be found! 

 
Meaning: The vigilant Bahoo does the zikr of Ya-Hoo. This zikr 

takes Bahoo to Hoo, then there remains no Bahoo. 

 
Meaning: What would he see who has lost himself? O dear! 

Behold the Divine Beauty separating from your ownself. 

 
Meaning: One who is the denier of Allah and Prophet 

Mohammad, is verily a liar, reprobate and an immodest person. 

 
Meaning: If I describe the pleasure of vision of Allah, I would 

like to sacrifice both the worlds upon the name of Allah. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker of Allah! If you come towards Allah sincerely, 

you will have His vision very soon because the true seekers of 

Allah are born to have His vision and closeness. 
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Meaning: Death (of nafs and its desires) leads towards marifat of 

Allah. True seeker is the one who acquires this death. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Wherever you turn, you will behold the Countenance 

of Allah. (Al-Baqarah-115) 

 
Meaning: Wherever I see, I behold Allah. So, my face is ever 

towards the Qibla126 because He is the actual Qibla. 

 
Meaning: Until I am alive, I would not turn away from the vision 

of Allah even if I am beheaded. 

 
Meaning: One who tastes the pleasure of Allah’s closeness never 

fears from death. He lives in LaHoot and keeps his eyes towards 

the Lamakan. 

 

                                                           
126 Direction of Holy Kaaba facing towards which the Muslims offer prayer. 
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Meaning: His eyes remain on vision of Allah and his heart is 

busy in Divine deeds. Such Arifs are drowned in Divine Oneness 

and united with Allah. 

 
Meaning: I will never divert my attention from the vision of 

Allah, whoever turns away from Divine vision becomes infidel. 

The Faqeer of Allah whose whole existence has transformed 

into Noor by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, outwardly becomes 

known among people for his spiritual authority while inwardly 

he becomes popular among the Prophets and Saints for his 

achievements in marifat of Allah. All the angels, jinns, humans 

and the creations of eighteen thousand worlds come to know his 

highest levels. The Faqeers with Divinity repleted inward achieve 

these levels by the benediction of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

The high ranks (gained by excessive prayers and devotions) are a 

source of reward but the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the 

source of unveiled vision of Allah. However, one must beware of 

the Satanic contemplations which interfere in the way to Allah. 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat is like the command of Allah and the Arif who 

is the man of powerful sight and possesses the tasawur of ism-e-

Allah Zaat holds this command. Whoever does not honour this 

command of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is considered disobedient like 

Pharaoh. It is because the Arif who perpetually remains in the 

state of Divine observation, closeness and presence and has been 

blessed with Divine union never says anything wrong, his every 

word is accepted in the court of Allah owing to his eternal 

closeness with Allah. The tongue of such a Faqeer is the sword 

of Allah which comes out of sheath just to kill the evil. The Holy 

Prophet said: 
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Meaning: Kill the evil before it harms. 

The people of lust are totally unaware of the powers of Faqeer. 

He can annihilate the whole world in a moment by his single 

glance, and he does this by the order of Allah and permission of 

the Holy Prophet. Since the Faqeer who is blessed with Divine 

presence and immersed in Divine Oneness possesses the Noor of 

zikr of Ism-e-Allah and powers of all the Divine attributes of 

Jalal127 and Jamal128 so none of his actions and deeds are without 

the Divine wisdom. 

 
Meaning: The ecstatic Faqeers who are drowned in Divine 

Oneness are not disturbed by the theophanies of Jalal of Allah, 

they can easily absorb them as they are united with Allah. 

The Faqeer who is eternally drowned in the Divine vision 

never turns towards the carrion world which is an absolute filth, 

impurity and an unlawful thing. It must be remembered that the 

Satan can only overpower the enemies of Allah and drown them 

in oblivion while the Friends of Allah dominate the Satan. The 

real seekers of Allah are always helped by the Divinity as Allah 

is always with them. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Indeed you (Satan) would not have authority over My 

(true) men. (O’ men) sufficient is your Lord as Disposer of your 

affairs. (Bani Israil-65) 

The sensual desires of nafs obsess the enemies of Allah which 

disgrace them door to door, their greed and covet ever keep them 

                                                           
127 The Divine attribute of Jalal includes all the attributes of Allah related with His Wrath, 

Power, Magnificence, Might, Majesty etc. 
128 The Divine attribute of Jamal includes all the attributes of Allah related with His 
Beneficence, Mercy, Benevolence, Beauty, Compassion, Kindness, Forgiveness etc. 
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worried and distressed while the Friends of Allah keep their nafs 

under their control. Their knowledge of perfect faith and belief 

and the knowledge of vision of Allah grant them eternal Divine 

presence and drown them in Noor. Through which virtuous 

deeds the Friends of Allah can be recognized? What is the source 

of acquiring love, friendship and marifat of Allah? Which levels 

can be gained from the perfect Murshid who is united with 

Allah? First is the zikr of Noor, second is the contemplation, 

authority, attention and meditation of the Divine presence. The 

zikr of Noor and contemplation of Divine presence can never be 

obtained without the Ilm-e-Dawat which is recited on the shrines 

of sacred souls. When the seeker of Allah visits the shrine of a 

Saint with true devotion and recites some verses of Quran which 

he has learnt by heart along with Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-

Azam kalma tayyab , then becomes attentive 

towards the sacred soul through meditation and muraqbah, no 

doubt the soul at once comes out of the grave like a snake comes 

out of its slough. The sacred souls can come out and go into their 

grave just as a diver can dive in and out of water. The men of 

Divine favour can see them but the dead hearted person can 

never see them even if he keeps sitting and reciting Quran beside 

the grave the whole life. The men of inward always contact the 

sacred souls spiritually for some religious or pious worldly 

cause. The people of nafs talk with the sacred soul by the tongue 

of nafs (i.e. for the desires of their nafs). The sacred souls 

converse with the men of heart and inward by the tongue of heart 

and inward, with the men of soul by the tongue of soul and with 

the men of sir’r by the tongue of sir’r. There is no doubt in this 

mystic way of communicating with the sacred souls and getting 

answers from them. It is not at all against shariah, as the Holy 

Prophet himself said: 
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Meaning: When you become worried in your matters, seek help 

from the sacred souls of shrines. 

By the beneficence of zikr of Noor and contemplation of 

Divine presence, the seeker gains levels of Noor through 

renunciation (of everything other than Allah) and the Divine 

favour. Crossing the levels of tajreed and tafreed, he reaches 

Tauheed where he is blessed with ultimate contemplation of Divine 

presence and perfect trust upon Allah as well as verification of 

heart. 

 
Meaning: The zikr of Allah is Noor and it should be performed 

alongwith meditation while having Divine presence. Without 

Divine presence, zikr and meditation are just separation from Allah. 

 
Meaning: You may leave the zikr but should not leave the 

Divine Essence. When your Beloved (Allah), is in front of you 

then you do not need to invoke Him or do His zikr anymore. 

EXPLANATION OF DAWAT-E-QABOOR129 

 
Meaning: If you have wisdom and knowledge just look at the 

condition of dead in graves. Your last destination is also grave, 

no one has ever taken his wealth with him in the grave. 

                                                           
129 Dawat recited at the shrines of Saints. 
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Meaning: Knowledge can be considered true knowledge only if 

it is acted upon. You must have the knowledge that except the 

love of Allah everything is sheer embarrassment.  

The strong Arif and scholar of Allah is the one who makes his 

grave a fort by the power of holy Quran as well as the power of 

closeness and marifat of Allah. This fort is so much lightened and 

blazing by the theophanies of vision of Allah that the (hell) fire 

cannot come close to it. Dawat at the shrine can be effectively 

recited only by the seeker who has himself passed through the 

spiritual states and due to this experience the states and rank of 

the sacred soul of the shrine is revealed upon him so that he is 

blessed with the Noor of the soul while reciting Dawat, hence 

there remains no veil before him. Some seekers (who are true) 

converse with the soul during the Dawat and get answer of all 

their questions while some are rejected and regressed. Some get 

rid of all veils while some exhaust themselves weeping in the 

struggle to get connected with the soul. Some keep sighing day 

and night due to intense effects of Noor and remain in the state 

of hope (of Mercy and Kindness of Allah) due to the fear (of 

Wrath and Majesty of Allah). In short, one must know the reality 

and state of the soul of the shrine, as reciting Dawat at the shrine 

of a great soul grants greater ranks while reciting Dawat at the 

shrine of a common soul grants common ranks. Which is the 

proper way to verify the states and reality of the soul in the 

grave, as there are many levels and kinds of the souls and they 

are entitled accordingly. The reciter would acquire the level, rank 

and spiritual state according to the level, rank and spiritual state of 

the soul in the grave where he is reciting the Dawat. Some are the 

graves of people of nafs who are suffering perdition in their 

graves and are in the worst state. By reciting Dawat at such a 

grave, the reciter listens the voices of jinns and is enveloped by 
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satanic illusions, evil dangers and misapprehensions. Satanic 

tricks halt his way, he is regressed and fails to achieve his 

objective, as a result he remain unaccomplished. Some are the 

graves of people of alive heart and enlightened inward, although 

their body is dead but they are spiritually alive. They are the 

Faqeers. By reciting Dawat at their grave, the reciter gains 

spiritual strength as their grave is better than the paradise. The 

reciter listens the voice of angel who responds to him according 

to his state. The sparks of Noor rise from the graves of Faqeers. 

They accomplish all the ventures of the reciter and fulfill all his 

objectives, hence he is relieved from all pains and gets salvation. 

Some are the graves of people of soul, by reciting Dawat at their 

grave the reciter is enlightened from head to toe. All his body 

parts reflect the light of his soul and the waves of Noor rise in his 

heart just like the waves of Noah’s deluge. The reciter is blessed 

with the company of that sacred soul who fulfills all his 

objectives. By reciting Dawat at the shrine of people of Divine 

secrets, those secrets are revealed upon the reciter and show him 

the exact Reality. Some are the graves of men of Allah who are 

all Noor. By reciting Dawat at their grave, the reciter transforms 

completely into Noor due to their blessed company. He becomes 

a man of mystic struggles and spiritual observations and finds 

presence in the court of Prophets and Saints. The souls of Arifs 

are all Noor of faith and they spiritually meet with people by the 

power of that Noor. The voices of zikr and words of reality raise 

from their graves. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: When you are worried about your matters seek help 

from the sacred souls of shrines. 

Only that seeker can hear the voice from the grave and get 

eternal strength and levels by reciting Dawat at the shrines of 

Saints who has got Divine presence through the tasawur of Ism-
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e-Allah Zaat and whose inward and outward has become the 

same. 

 
Meaning: The closeness of Allah is gained by reciting Quran at 

the graves (shrines of Saints). The proper method of reciting 

such Dawat is learnt (spiritually) from the Holy Prophet.  

The grave is like the lair of lion and the soul of the Saint is like 

the lion in it. Only that person should dare to recite Dawat at the 

grave of a Saint who is spiritually powerful like Prophet Christ 

and Khidr. 

 
Meaning: The grave of a Faqeer is like the lair of a lion while the 

Faqeer lives in it like a lion, so only the spiritually enlightened 

person can ride it and recite Dawat upon it. 

The graves of Saints are the forts of Noor in which they are 

perpetually blessed with Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blessed with marifat and vision of the 

Divine Unity can recite Dawat at the shrines of Saints. 

 
Meaning: Whoever wants marifat of Noor of Divine Oneness 

must acquire the secret of Divine presence from the sacred souls 

of shrines. 
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Meaning: He should get guidance of the spiritual way from the 

soul by (spiritually) entering the grave through contemplation. 

 
Meaning: In the grave he converses with the soul and learns all 

the general and special realities from that soul. 

 
Meaning: One who is unaware of this spiritual way is the person 

who does not practice upon his knowledge and is ever surrounded 

by distractions of evil apprehensions and satanic dangers. 

 
Meaning: The Saints travel the spiritual journey beheaded (i.e. 

by annihilating themselves) and are honoured with the vision and 

closeness of Allah on the very first day. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! For Allah’s sake be a guide on this way and 

cut the head from the neck. 

The Arif and scholar of Allah who is man of Divine absorption 

and can reach the court of Allah whenever he wants, has no fear 

of the jinns and their agents so he does not at all need to set up 

an enclosure around him to be safe from them. The sparks of 

Noor of Allah raise from his existence to such an extent that the 
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jinns and their agents keep away from him due to the majesty 

and warmth of Noor of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Strong man is the one who recognizes the Truth and is 

blessed with the Divine presence, only he is eligible to recite 

Dawat at the shrines. 

EXPLANATION OF VISION AND  

CLOSENESS OF ALLAH 

Which is the way to have the vision and closeness of Allah that 

complies with shariah? There are five ways to behold Allah: (1) 

In the dream which is pure of satanic interference. (2) In the 

muraqbah which is exactly like death and acquaints one with 

love and marifat of Allah. It is called the death which grants 

union with Allah. Rather it is more dominant than death as it is 

the “death before dying” which takes the Arif to the LaHoot 

Lamakan where he beholds the exact Reality with his eyes. (On 

becoming One with the Essence) even the Noor of the Essence 

ends.130 By the knowledge of this death one gets the spiritual 

victories as this death drowns one in the Noor of Divine Essence 

and blesses him with the vision and closeness of Allah. The Arifs 

and Saints get eternal life from this death (and reach the level of 

HaHooiyat) where even the marifat, observation and closeness 

of Allah as well as the spiritual assembly of Prophets and Saints 

come to an end (as they become absolutely One with Allah so 

everything perish and only Allah remains). They acquire Divine 

favour from this death and adorn their death with life. It is such 

                                                           
130 Here Hazrat Sultan Bahoo is talking about the level of HaHooiyat where Allah is 

present in the form of  meaning: “He is incomparable with anything” and 

has not yet manifested even in the form of Noor. When the soul of the seeker elevates to 
this level, nothing remains but ‘Hoo’ only. 
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kind and compassionate death which confers the honour of 

soundless conversation with Allah. The seeker’s soul is enlivened 

by the voiceless order of  meaning: “Rise by the 

command of Allah” and he gains eternal life in both the worlds. 

At this point life and death become equal for a Saint. 

 
Meaning: Tasawur of Ism-e-Allah grants eternal closeness of 

Allah. When I see Ism-e-Allah Zaat, I find absolute union with 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: One who claims that he knows, actually he does not 

know because the veil of his own ego prevents him from the 

vision of Reality. 

 
Meaning: The lovers of Allah are blessed with the highest levels 

of vision of Allah as they reach the Reality through the Reality 

and achieve the final level of faith i.e. Haq-ul-Yaqeen131. 

 
Meaning: They find immortal life due to the closeness of Allah. 

One who is deprived of the vision of Allah in this world is surely 

trapped in the desires of his nafs. 

                                                           
131 The final level of faith gained after experience. 
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Meaning: If someone says that the vision of Allah will be 

conferred in the hereafter then he must know that there would be 

hundreds of veils before him even in the hereafter. 

 
Meaning: Allah beholds me, why should not I behold Him, after 

all I belong to His beloved Prophet Mohammad’s nation. 

 
Meaning: The eternal pleasure of vision of Allah is better than 

every other pleasure. O’ Allah! If you have granted me the 

blessing of Your vision then bestow upon me the strength to 

behold You as well. 

The people of love, zikr, meditation, marifat and Divine presence, 

the people blessed with closeness of Allah and observation of 

His Noor, the people who are immersed in the theophany of 

vision of Allah, the people who are blessed with immortality 

after crossing the levels of vision of Allah and annihilation in 

Him, the Dervishes, Faqeers, Saints, the lovers who are One with 

Allah, the Arifs and the perfect practicing scholars who are 

accomplished and supreme guides of the creation, the Ghaus132, 

Qutbs133, Abdals134 and the Akhiyars135, all of them are the men 

of repleted inward and purged being and they always remain in 

the sacred company of the Holy Prophet. How can these 

                                                           
132,133,134,135  Ranks of Saints 
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honoured men of highest ranks be recognized? The nafs of men 

of Allah is too weak and sick, and a sick does not like to speak, 

hear or see anything and does not enjoy eating anything, likewise 

the men of Allah do not like anything but the Divine presence and 

observation. They listen, see, speak and enjoy nothing but the 

vision of Allah as their food and power is only the Noor of all 

the Divine Noors. 

 
Meaning: Always seek the vision of Allah so that you become 

the true seeker of Allah and find the marifat of His Oneness and 

closeness in just one week. 

 
Meaning: The level attained by the imperfect ones after the 

struggle of fifty years can be achieved by the perfect ones only in 

five days. However, I consider both of them imperfect because 

the true Arifs achieve the treasure of vision of Allah only in one 

day. 

 
Meaning: The people having authority over the five treasures are 

also imperfect. The perfect Murshid who is the absolute Noor of 

Divine Essence takes the seeker to the Divine presence in just a 

moment. 
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Meaning: A moment also takes long, he can present the seeker in 

the court of Allah in just a blink of an eye. He has got these 

highest levels and powers directly from Allah. 

 
Meaning: All the levels and ranks of imperfects are the waylayers 

for the true seekers. The perfect Murshid grants the spiritual 

eyesight to the seekers who are deprived of it and enlightens 

them with the vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! The way of real men of Allah is that they 

enlighten the heart of the seekers by their attention and glance, 

and immerse them in the (vision of) Divine Essence by their 

powerful authority through the tasawur (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). 

Everyone seeks fame and recognition of his name, everyone 

gets knowledge and reads books day and night just for some 

selfish purpose. Most of the disciples are seekers of the carcass 

and wretched world or they seek khilafat136 from their Murshid, 

all such disciples are liars and transgressors.  

 
Meaning: I have not found any strong man (i.e. perfect Murshid) 

who could purify his disciples with his powerful spiritual sight 

nor I have seen any true seeker of the Divine favour. 

 
                                                           
136  Spiritual succession, here khilafat refers to spiritual powers.  
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Meaning: Every disciple seeks his personal benefit. A Murshid 

has to deal with many such ill-wishers. 

The Arif having unveiled spiritual sight is blessed with Divine 

vision, he has no concern with present and future. 

 
Meaning:  If a (spiritually) born blind could not see Him, it is not 

at all strange as the hidden secret is not revealed upon such 

spiritually blind ones. 

 
Meaning: Allah calls everyone towards His vision and blesses 

those with this favour who respond to His call. One who ignores 

His call becomes reprobate. 

 
Meaning: My face is ever turned towards His Face. The moment 

I do not behold Him, I become infidel. 

Verse of Quran: 

 
Meaning: Indeed, I have turned my face towards His Face Who 

created the heavens and the earth, inclining towards Truth, and I 

am not of those who make partners with Allah. (Al-Inam-79) 
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Meaning: The beholders of His Noor become free of their 

physical existence (i.e. they turn into Noor to see His Noor), they 

even go beyond their nafs, heart and soul. 

 
Meaning: The origin of Bahoo is Noor so he eventually became 

Noor. His Noor originated and manifested from the Noor of 

Allah. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Returning to the origin is the final level. 

The true man (perfect Murshid) is the One who takes his 

disciples from pre-existence to eternity in just a moment. This 

level of spiritual authority is possessed by the Murshid who is 

outwardly an embodiment of Divine favour and inwardly blessed 

with Divine company. 

 
Meaning: Everyone who prevents you from the closeness and 

vision of Allah is like the Satan. Those honoured with closeness 

and vision of Allah are engulfed by His Kindness and Compassion. 

You must know that only the Faqeers who are scholars of 

Allah are graced with the vision and closeness of Allah. They are 

the scholars of exegesis of Divine knowledge and possess the 

knowledge of efficacy, knowledge of enlightenment, knowledge 

of perfect sight, knowledge of dominance upon nafs, knowledge 

of becoming Fana Fillah Faqeer, knowledge of panacea alchemy, 

knowledge of Dawat of takseer137, knowledge of conquering all 

                                                           
137 Refer to glossary 
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the worlds, knowledge of the eternal zikr, knowledge of 

meditation which annihilates the nafs and grants Divine union, 

knowledge of everlasting marifat, knowledge of states of Divine 

love, knowledge of seeking the Beloved, knowledge of being 

honoured with Divine vision, knowledge of glorification and 

recital rounds, knowledge of muraqbah, knowledge of unveiling, 

knowledge of fighting (against nafs), knowledge of endeavouring, 

knowledge of accountability of nafs, knowledge of Divinity, 

knowledge of inspiration, knowledge of Noor, knowledge of 

Divine presence, knowledge of mystic struggle, knowledge of 

Divine observation, knowledge of closeness of Allah, knowledge 

of sanctity, knowledge of symbolism, knowledge of waham138, 

knowledge of argumentation, knowledge of manifestation, 

knowledge of contemplation, knowledge of spiritual authority, 

knowledge of meditation, knowledge of spiritual attention, 

knowledge of spiritual immersion, knowledge of locking and 

unlocking (the inward), knowledge of comprehensiveness, 

knowledge of Jamiat139, knowledge of annihilation, knowledge 

of immortality, knowledge of going against the nafs, knowledge 

of verification of heart, knowledge of favour upon soul, 

knowledge of verifying the Divine secret, knowledge of faith, 

knowledge of unity, knowledge of belief, knowledge of spiritual 

education, knowledge of spiritual persuasion, knowledge of 

guidance, knowledge of ghinayat140, knowledge of saintlihood, 

knowledge of infinity, knowledge of tajreed141, knowledge of 

tafreed142, knowledge of beneficence, knowledge of bestowal, 

knowledge of all knowledges, knowledge of the Forever Alive 

and Eternally Sustained, knowledge of all rites and rituals. All 

these knowledges help to distinguish truth from falsehood and 

for this you must follow every order of the shariah perfectly and 

                                                           
138 Refer to glossary 
139 Refer to glossary 
140 Ghinayat is a mystic term which refers to a spiritual level where the seeker is sated of 

all desires, becomes independent of all wishes and greatly generous. 
141 Refer to glossary 
142 Refer to glossary 
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should leave every innovation in religion which is against 

shariah. Then, enter the field of Faqr and incline yourself 

towards gaining the marifat and vision of Allah. You must get 

every knowledge and perform every devotion just for the sake of 

removing all veils between you and Allah and for His marifat 

and vision. Hence, it becomes evident that there are two levels: 

(1) Level of carcass falsehood. (2) Level of vision of Allah 

which is truth as Allah is the Truth. Allah has created man for 

His marifat and to honour him with the eternal devotion of His 

vision, not for the carcass worldly levels. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And I did not creat jinns and humans but for My 

worship (Al-Zariat-53) i.e. for My marifat143. 

You must know that there are many scholars of superficial 

knowledge but only one out of thousand scholars is proficient in 

the knowledge of vision of Allah. He neither knows nor studies 

any knowledge except the knowledge of Allah’s vision and 

teaches only this knowledge to his students and disciples as well. 

He takes his disciples to the level of vision of Allah by granting 

them its knowledge. Allah teaches: 

 
Meaning: (Say) Sufficient for me is Allah. (Taubah-129) 

 
Meaning: Allah is Sufficient (for His men). (Al-Ahzaab-39) 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

Do you know which is the knowledge that leads to the 

knowledge of vision of Allah? Which knowledge provides evidence 

for the knowledge of vision of Allah? Who is the knower of this 

                                                           
143 Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas interpreted the word “worship” as “marifat” while doing 
exegesis of this verse.  
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knowledge and companion on this way? The knowledge of vision 

of Allah is gained and verified through the knowledge of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat as Ism-e-Allah Zaat carries directly to the vision of 

Allah. The evidence of knowledge of Allah is provided by the 

Divine presence gained through the benediction of kalma tayyab

. Whoever recites the kalma tayyab by 

understanding its essence, (the power and effects of) kalma 

tayyab honours him with the vision of Allah. The knower and 

scholar of vision of Allah is the perfect Murshid who is the 

companion of the seeker of Allah and a source of Divine favour 

for him. He enlightens the seeker by his spiritually effective 

sight and attention, unveils the Reality before him and takes him 

to the Divine presence. The Murshid who does not have the 

knowledge of Divine presence and vision, spoils his disciples 

spiritually by keeping them stuck at the level of zikr and 

meditation. Such a person is foolish if he lets himself be called a 

Murshid. Divine vision is a great blessing which is gained by the 

Grace of Allah. It is the honour of Arifs who are blessed with 

closeness of Allah. Whoever denies their level is dead hearted, 

spiritually blind and an immodest person. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) in this 

(world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani-Israil-72) 

Even if I show the Reality to the spiritually blind person he 

cannot behold it due to his blindness. Such faithless people are 

the companions of cursed Satan. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs read the lesson of vision of Allah quietly 

and behold the Reality candidly without (physical) eyes. 
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Meaning: The knowledge of reality of death is acquired by 

having the marifat of Allah and this knowledge is the attribute of 

scholars of Divine vision. 

 
Meaning: They go beyond their nafs, heart and soul. Hence, their 

existence turn to Noor and they remain present in the Divine 

court in the form of Noor. 

 
Meaning: Their reality is Noor, that is why they are ever united 

with the Noor of Allah and have been blessed with the Divine 

presence since pre-existence till eternity. 

 
Meaning: Murshid should be the scholar of Divine vision and 

must have the spiritual powers to liberate his disciples from the 

chains of sensual desires and arrogance. 

There are many kinds of scholars such as the scholars of 

knowledge of exegesis, the scholars who are known for their 

knowledge, the scholars who study the knowledge of Dawat day 

and night and keep themselves busy in recitals, glorification 

rounds, zikr and meditation about the Divine Essence, the scholars 

of worldly knowledge who are full of sensual desires and 

arrogance and are deprived of marifat of Allah, the scholars of 

knowledge of annihilation in Allah and vision of His Noor and 

the scholars of knowledge of presence in the holy assembly of 
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Prophet Mohammad. The way of Faqr is based upon the knowledge 

of jurisprudence. There are two kinds of scholars of jurisprudence; 

one are those who annihilate their nafs by the effects of 

knowledge of jurisprudence, they are the Arif Billah scholars and 

the men of Taqwa144 who are disgusted of the carcass world and 

blessed with the Divine vision. Second are the jurists having just 

the outward knowledge, their nafs is strong as they are occupied 

with ego, arrogance, hypocrisy and sensual desires. 

 
Meaning: If Prophet Moses had inward knowledge like Khidr, he 

would have attained to the peak of marifat and could have 

acquired the attribute of Christ i.e. to enliven the dead by single 

glance and blow. It is learnt from the incident of Moses and 

Khidr (which is mentioned in surah Al-Kahf) that whoever keeps 

his eyes on others’ sins is himself committing a sin by doing so, 

while the one who has found the way (to Allah) becomes guide 

for others like Khidr. 

EXPLANATION ABOUT (RELATION BETWEEN) 

THE CREATOR AND CREATION 

The vision of Allah is neither related with present worldly life 

nor life hereafter or heaven as it is a sin to bound Allah in time 

and space. So, how one is blessed with vision of Allah? The 

Noor of knowledge of Allah transforms the whole existence of 

the seeker into Noor and he beholds Allah through that Noor by 

reaching LaHoot Lamakan which is the station beyond all 

                                                           
144 Taqwa literally means to have fear of Allah, abstain from sins and adopt pious deeds, 

but in reality Taqwa is the state of heart’s closeness to Allah. Taqwa refers to inward 
purity of a person which ultimately leads to have the vision of Allah. 
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stations, such vision of Allah is not bounded in time and space. 

Listen O’ perplexed fool! Only the Insan-e-Kamil145 is eligible to 

be honoured with (direct) vision of Allah.  

The knowledge to conquer over the jinns and capturing them is 

different from the knowledge of dominating the angels and 

keeping them under one’s authority while the knowledge of 

spiritual meeting and eternal connection with the souls of 

Prophets, Saints and true believers is different and is gained by 

reciting the Ism-e-Azam146 which is a source of Divine favour 

for the pure existence. The knowledge of zikr, meditation, 

recitals, spiritual visitation of the seven layers of earth and the 

nine skies, watching the spectacle of the Throne and the Chair 

and reading the Guarded Tablet is different. However, none of 

these levels grant spiritual strength and satisfaction to the seeker, 

his state remains perplexed because he is far away from the 

marifat, closeness, union and Oneness of Allah. The verified way 

to get the knowledge which grants the honour of vision of Allah 

is different from the verified way and favour to get the 

knowledge of annihilation, immortality, sanctity and Divine 

union. While the way to gain and verify the knowledge of secret 

of Divine secrets, marifat, Divine love, observation and the 

knowledge of seeking the Essence of Allah the Eternally Sustained 

and Forever Alive which enlightens one, reveals all the secrets, 

opens the doors to Divinity, grants eternal bliss to the soul, 

enlivens the heart and disgraces the nafs is different and is 

gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The tasawur of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat keeps one anxious day and night for Allah, blesses 

with unveiled vision of Allah and eternal presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. It makes one acceptable in the 

                                                           
145 The Universal Divine Man. The Holy Prophet and his perfect spiritual successors are 
the Insan-e-Kamil. 
146 The Greatest Name of Allah, in fact Ism-e-Allah Zaat Itself is Ism-e-Azam. Commonly 

Ism-e-Azam is referred to that most special Divine word which can solve all the problems 

and can reveal the hidden secrets. Sufis consider Ism-e-Allah Zaat as the Ism-e-

Azam because no word can be more powerful than the personal name of Allah. 
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court of Allah and confers the most precious Divine favour. All 

these kinds of knowledge of Allah the Eternally Alive and 

Forever Sustained and the knowledge of all rites and rituals can 

be acquired in just one step without any pain or struggle only by 

the permission and order of the Holy Prophet and unite the 

Saints with Allah.  

Which is the way to make the heart pellucid like mirror so that 

it reflects the reality of the Creator and the creation? Which is 

the way to be honoured with vision and closeness of Allah? Which 

is the way to know everything about the Creator and the creation 

and the reality of annihilation and immortality? It is the way of 

Divine presence gained through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

and the Divine favour acquired by the spiritual powers of kalma 

tayyab . This way is the key to Divinity. 

Whoever denies this way is irreligious, companion of the cursed 

Satan and an emulator while whoever trusts and follows this way 

whole heartedly is the seeker of Allah who desires vision and 

Oneness of Allah. Such true seekers are like Hazrat Rabia of 

Basra and Sultan Bayazid Bastami. 

EXPLANATION OF TASAWUR (OF ISM-E-ALLAH 

ZAAT) AS THE MEDIUM TO SPIRITUAL 

OBSERVATIONS AND THE EVERLASTING 

UNPRECEDENTED INWARD STATES 

One must know that the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is an 

authoritative medium to reach Divinity if it is done with the true 

meditation about union with Allah. The medium of tasawur 

exterminates (effects of) every such zikr, meditation, muraqbah 

or recital from the heart which create misapprehensions, delusions 

of the nafs or satanic and worldly distractions, and leaves only 

the observation of theophanies of Noor of Divine vision in it. 

The tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat grants observation of the 
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hidden Noor as well as the closeness and vision of Allah. The 

observations gained by tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are always 

from the Divinity and are about the contemplation of proximity 

and vision of Allah. They are related with the contemplation of 

Noor and closeness of Allah which make one acceptable in the 

court of Allah. The contemplation, observations and the Divine 

inspirations gained by the zikr of Ism-e-Allah Zaat annihilate the 

nafs and give immortality to the soul. They are not at all related 

with viewing the spectacle of houries and castles of the paradise. 

 
Meaning: When the seeker is engrossed in reading his inward, he 

is blessed with the contemplation of secrets of Divinity. 

 
Meaning: If you wish to gain every knowledge which leads 

towards Allah then start learning lessons about Allah on the very 

first day. 

 
Meaning: The seeker acquainted with the secrets of Divinity 

becomes delighted spiritually and beholds the exact Divine Essence 

with perfect belief. 

 
Meaning: By the Grace of Allah, an Arif becomes the scholar of 

Allah after gaining the knowledge of Divinity, then he is relieved 

form all worries. 
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Meaning: The superficial knowledge of apparent rites and rituals 

is gained by the dead hearted people. The real knowledgeable 

men of Divinity are those whose heart is alive and body (i.e. 

wishes of the physical being) is dead. 

You must know that the way to the knowledge of vision of 

Allah that takes the seeker to the station of Divinity opens by the 

powerful effects of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. While the Divine presence 

gained by the benediction of kalma tayyab  

shows the spectacle of the whole creation to the seeker. Only one 

out of thousand practitioner Arifs knows this way to the Noor of 

Divine Presence and he is only the Faqeer. The perfect Faqeer 

who knows this way completely is ruler over both the worlds and 

the supreme Faqeer perfectly acquainted with this way is 

dominant over the whole creation. How can the dead hearted 

people who are imprisoned by their nafs understand the reality of 

this way! It is impossible that an ignorant of the knowledge of 

Allah becomes equal in status to the scholar of Allah. The 

scholars of Allah are blessed with highest ranks due to their 

knowledge of the inner meanings of the words of Allah. By 

reciting the words of Allah (while understanding their inner 

meanings), the nafs becomes dead and the heart is enlivened and 

beholds the Reality. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Say, “If the seas were ink for (writing) the words of 

my Lord, all the seas would be exhausted before the words of my 

Lord were exhausted, even if We brought the like of it as a 

supplement”. (Al-Kahf-109) 
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Meaning: The blessings of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are countless, just 

engrave it on your heart. 

By the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, all the veils are removed 

from the heart of the contemplator and he views the reward (as 

well as the perdition) given to the whole creation. Afterwards, by 

the effects of Noor radiating from Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he is 

blessed with the vision of Allah. It is only the holy existence of 

the Insan-e-Kamil (the Divine Universal Man) which is capable 

to bear the mighty and wrathful effects of the heaviest trust of 

Allah (i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat). He is never exhausted while bearing 

this trust and nothing worries him.  

The seeker who is blessed with Divine inspirations through the 

proximity of Allah and who becomes acquainted with the spiritual 

voice, even then if he does not believe these messages, neither 

has he faith upon Ism-e-Allah Zaat nor he believes the words of 

his Murshid, then it is evident that he is self-conceited, trapped 

in desires of his nafs and is not finding the way to spiritual 

sanctity. Such a seeker is disobedient and immodest rather he is 

unfortunate and deprived of marifat of Allah. He is far away 

from the Divine Oneness and that is because he follows his own 

will (instead of following the Murshid). If the Murshid does not 

bless a seeker inwardly and outwardly with his spiritual attention 

and does not accompany him in the form of Divine favour then 

the seeker cannot reach anywhere, even if he physically remains 

in the company of the Murshid for life time, serves him sincerely 

for years and bears all the hardships while experiencing his states 

of fear and hope, courage and discourage. All these levels of fear 

and hope, courage and discourage are gained through wisdom 

and vigilance and are in the capacity of the seeker. One who 

leaves his ego, Ism-e-Allah Zaat becomes his guide and takes 
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him wherever he wishes. All the ventures of that seeker are 

accomplished successfully by the Divine favour who becomes 

one with his Murshid physically, spiritually, inwardly and 

outwardly by his body, heart, soul, nafs and the seven inward 

and outward parts. This is called the ultimate level of Fana-Fi-

Shaikh. At this level, the Murshid bestows his attributes and ranks 

upon that pure hearted seeker. This way is called the way of 

affirmation of the Eternal Essence and is travelled only with 

perseverance. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: So, remain steadfast on the right course as you have 

been commanded. (Hood-112) 

 
Meaning: And worship your Lord until you achieve certainty 

(the final level of faith). (Al-Hijr-99) 

Hence, the Divine scholar who has reached the final level of 

faith i.e. Haq-ul-Yaqeen achieves the aforementioned levels. 

 
Meaning: The outward knowledge is gained by reading with 

physical eyes but the Divine scholars view every knowledge 

manifested before them in its real form. Such Divine scholars are 

the enlightened Arifs. 

              
Meaning: The dead hearted scholars are like wrath of Allah upon 

the creation. They show off their hypocritic knowledge and suck 

the blood of people by taking bribery.  
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Meaning: The true scholar is the one who preaches the truth and 

educates the masses about the laws of religion with wisdom and 

exhortation.  

As Allah ordains: 

 
Meaning: Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good 

instruction. (An-Nahal-125) 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: Consider knowledge of every word of Quran and Hadith 

as the voice of your heart (i.e. act upon it whole heartedly). 

Whoever learns the inner knowledge of apparent words becomes 

an enlightened Arif. 

 

Meaning: Whole knowledge is just a point concealed in 147, 

i.e. Alif ( ), Laam ( ), Meem ( ). Whoever learns just the 

Alif148, his heart becomes pure. 

 

                                                           
147 The first letters of surah Al-Baqarah whose meanings are known only to Allah, His 

beloved Prophet and those blessed with this knowledge from Allah. 
148 Alif refers to Ism-e-Allah Zaat in mystic terminology. 
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Meaning: Allah has made the sources of guidance towards Him 

(i.e. the Prophet, Saints and Faqeers) which is a proof of His 

Kindness and Grace. These Divine guides exterminate all the 

idols form the hearts of the seekers. 

 
Meaning: When the seeker gains inward knowledge from his 

spiritual guide, he comes to know the state of his heart. The true 

guide is the ultimate source of closeness, vision and union of 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: The spiritual guide cleanses and burnishes the heart of 

the seeker and makes him eligible for vision of the Divine Unity. 

EXPLANATION OF THE SCHOLAR FAQEER 

The Saints Arif Billah are the Divine students, they are dominant 

over nafs and Satan, (they do not run after the world and its 

pleasures rather) the world runs after them worriedly. Even if 

the world presents itself before them most humbly, they do not 

accept it. These Faqeers belong to the Awaisi Sarwari149 order and 

are the men of Noor, men of Divine vision, men of immortality, 

men of Divine closeness, men of pure inward, men of modesty, 

men of eternal presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad and are the men of annihilated nafs. O’ dear you 

must know that: 

 
Meaning: Truth grants salvation while the lie destroys.  

                                                           
149 Refers to Sarwari Qadri Order 
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Verily, this is the reality. I swear by the honour of Allah that 

whatever I say, I say by the order of Allah and permission of the 

Holy Prophet, not out of my own will. When, (in pre-existence) 

Allah created me and other souls from His Noor by His eternal 

Nature, He there and then blessed me with His vision by His 

eternal benevolence. Since then I am engrossed and attentive 

towards the Divine Essence and drowned in His Noor. I have 

spent each and every moment of my life immersed in the vision 

of Allah and have not separated from Him even for a single 

breath, nor I ever will. I was blessed with everlasting proximity of 

Allah in pre-existence, I am honoured with this eternal proximity 

in my worldly life also. Although, apparently I talk to people but 

inwardly I am engrossed in the vision of Allah. I will be in the 

same state of engrossment in the Divine vision in my grave, on 

the Doomsday as well as in the heaven. It is unlawful for me to 

look towards the houries and castles of the heaven. The Holy 

Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The Sadat150 are created from my spine, scholars are 

created from my chest and the Faqeers are created from the Noor 

of Allah. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Noor upon Noor. Allah guides towards His Noor whom 

He wills. (Al-Noor-35) 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: It is the same now as it was before. 

                                                           
150 Plural of Syed, descendants of the Holy Prophet from Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Fatima. 
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Meaning: Everything returns to its origin. 

 
Meaning: My origin is Noor and I am blessed with the vision of 

Noor. That is why I am ever united with Allah and present in His 

court. 

 
Meaning: One who denies his origin of Noor and considers that 

union with Allah is not possible, becomes reprobate and gets 

trapped in lie and sensual desires. 

The Noor of Divine contemplation, Divine presence and the 

authority of salvation are kneaded in my existence just as water 

gets mixed in milk. Even if I separate from this Noor, it never 

separates from me. Sometimes, when the extreme blaze of 

theophanies of Noor of Divine vision consume me and it becomes 

difficult for me to bear them, I try to evade by involving myself in 

desires of nafs, even then this Noor of Divine presence remains 

dominant upon me (and does not allow me to do so). 

 
Meaning: Allah blesses me with His vision wherever I see, He 

remains before my eyes always. 

I am the scholar of knowledge of vision of Allah and I behold 

His Noor everywhere. Except the knowledge of Divine vision, I 

do not study any other knowledge. Neither I do nor I know any 

other kind of zikr, meditation or muraqbah as every knowledge 
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is in fact for the sake of vision of Allah (which I already have). 

Where there is the vision of Allah, neither there is time nor 

space, neither stations nor destinations, only the Divine Essence 

is present in an unparalleled and incomparable form. His marifat 

and union is gained at LaHoot Lamakan in such a way that 

theophanies of Noor emit from the letters of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

and in (the light of) those theophanies, the seeker is blessed with 

the vision of Allah. This is the level of “death before dying”.  

I have not found any trustworthy seeker who is eligible to have 

the Divine vision, whom I could teach the knowledge of vision 

of Allah and bless with marifat of Allah. I am proficient of the 

knowledge of Divine vision and study only its lessons. I have 

attained these ranks by the benevolence of the sacred company 

of the Holy Prophet, his Companions and Panjtan Pak151. Their 

enemy suffers never ending perdition. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Say (to them O’ Mohammad!) “I do not ask you for 

any recompense for (delivering) this message (of Allah) but 

(only) love for (my) kindreds and (my and Allah’s) nearness”. 
(Ash-Shura-23) 

 
Meaning: Say (to them O’ Mohammad!) If you love Allah, follow 

me. Allah will then take you as (His) beloved and forgive your 

sins for you, and Allah is the most Forgiving, ever Merciful”. 
(Aal-e-Imran-31) 

                                                           
151 Title for the five most sacred entities i.e. the Holy Prophet, Hazrat Ali, Hazrat Fatima, 
Hazrat Imam Hassan and Hazrat Imam Hussain. 
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Meaning: I cannot hold my eyes from His vision even if I try, by 

His Grace I behold Him unveiled. 

 
Meaning: No one can come between Allah and His true seekers, 

only Allah is sufficient for them. 

The vision of Divine Essence is possible only in the light of 

His Own Noor. He cannot be seen without His Noor. His Noor 

cannot be exemplified with anything and the complete marifat of 

Noor leads to union with Allah. There are many kinds of 

theophanies. Some are absolute Noor but some are the 

manifestation of satanic fire. If they are the absolute Noor, the 

seeker listens the kalma tayyab  and the 

voices of (meaning: Secret 

of Hoo, Secret of Hoo, Secret of Hoo, Hoo is the Truth, nothing 

exists in both the worlds but Hoo) while being surrounded in 

these theophanies of Noor. If he is surrounded by the manifestation 

of satanic fire, he would see the infidels and polytheists who 

represent infidelity and polytheism, and it would prove that he is 

yet deprived of marifat of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Acquire the truth and leave the falsehood, then your 

existence would become eligible for the Divine vision. 
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Meaning: I ever invoke the holy name of my beloved Prophet 

Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam, this is the way 

of the Arifs who are strong in faith. 

In the way of Divine presence, the verbal zikr and superficial 

meditation create arrogance and keep one away from the 

contemplation of Divine Oneness trapping him in personal 

desires. 

 
Meaning: The innovation of Hoo ever raises from the grave of 

Bahoo, its secret is known to those blessed with Divine presence. 

One who gains knowledge directly and secretly from Allah in the 

institution of Divine presence, does not need to learn any 

outward knowledge. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Lord, adopts silence. 

During this silence, he gains the tasawur (of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) 

as the substitute of the Divine beneficence which prevents him 

from the distractive thoughts. Only Allah! Everything other than 

Allah is lust. You must know that there are two witnesses of zikr, 

one is that the person who does zikr becomes enlightened by its 

effects, second is that he is blessed with unveiled sight. Meditation 

also has two witnesses, one is that the nafs annihilates by 

meditation (about Divinity), second is that the meditator is 

conferred with the eternal presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad. If the reciter is not enlightened and does 

not gain the power of all-seeing, and the meditator is not blessed 

with presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad by 
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the effects of zikr and meditation respectively, then it is evident 

that his zikr is a source of regression for his soul (instead of 

elevating it) and is not beneficial while his meditation is 

strengthening the evil of his nafs and trapping him in delusions. 

Verily, he is unaware of the real zikr and meditation which grant 

marifat of Allah. 

EXPLANATION OF FAQR AND THE HIGHEST 

RANKS OF FAQEER 

The Faqeer who is blessed with the following attributes and 

powers is the true Faqeer while the one deprived of them is a 

liar. A true Faqeer possesses five (spiritual) treasures and five 

kinds of wisdom such that each wisdom contains fifty thousand 

kinds of knowledge and each knowledge contains fifty five kinds 

of Sainthood, fifty five kinds of bestowals and fifty five kinds of 

contemplations. The meditation accompanied with contemplation 

and spiritual attention (of the Murshid) is the key to everlasting 

proximity and union of Allah. It takes the seeker from the pre-

existence to eternity in just a moment and grants him the state of 

observation of Divine presence. The first stage of Faqr is 

annihilation after annihilation, second stage is to gain immortality 

after immortality and the third and final stage is to become One 

with Allah. What do we mean by annihilation, immortality and 

becoming One with Allah? Oneness with Allah cannot be 

exemplified with anything while the stages of annihilation and 

immortality comply to this verse: 

 
Meaning: He brings the living out of the dead and brings the 

dead out of the living. (Al-Rome-19) 

The level of annihilation is that the perfect Murshid can 

annihilate the whole universe in a single moment, and immortality 
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means that he can give life to the world in just a moment. Owing 

to his level of  (He gives life to heart and 

death to the nafs), he is empowered to convert non-existent to 

existent, hardship into ease, desolation into population, tranquility 

into perplexity. These are the authorities of the Faqeer who is an 

enlightened ruler over both the worlds and all the creations, because 

a true Faqeer is enthroned at the level of  

(Verily, Allah is dominant over everything). The whole world is 

under his command. This is the level of  

meaning: “When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah”. The Fana 

Fillah Faqeer possessing these attributes is like Hazrat Rabia of 

Bassra and Hazrat Bayazid Bastami. He holds the key of both the 

worlds due to his ultimate marifat of Divine Oneness. The so 

called Faqeer who does not possess these attributes is just an 

emulator and slave to his desires. One must know that the real 

and perfect man always seeks the vision of Allah while the 

imperfects are the fools who always seek the carrion world. 

 
Meaning: If you study your heart, you will gain marifat, wisdom 

and the secret of Tauheed. All three will guide you towards 

Allah and drown you in Divinity making you immortal. 

The Ghaus and Qutbs (i.e. the men of ranks) cannot even reach 

the initial stage of Faqr, even if they exhaust their whole life in 

mystic struggles, as the initial level of Faqr is to be blessed with 

the vision of Allah which annihilates the nafs. By annihilating 

the nafs, the heart is enlivened and the soul becomes immortal. 

Hence, the level of annihilation and immortality cannot be 

achieved without being blessed with vision of Allah and without 

it the Faqeer can never attain union with Allah. What is the 

difference between a Ghaus and a Faqeer? The Ghaus and Qutb 
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can travel spiritually from the Throne till deep down the earth 

and visit all the spheres and stations of the earth and skies, they 

can read the Guarded Tablet in one glance and have command 

over seventy thousand stations beyond the Throne. On attaining 

this level, they consider that they have achieved the final 

spiritual level and reached the infinity. These levels are different 

layers of Noor. However, the Faqeer does not even look towards 

these levels and instead of travelling spiritually through these 

layers of Noor, he drowns directly in the ocean of Noor and 

remains engrossed in the vision of Allah gaining the ultimate 

closeness of Allah and becoming His beloved.  

 
Meaning: Faqr is one of the greatest secrets of Allah. Its 

beginning as well as finality lies in vision and closeness of Allah. 

The Faqeer gains power, spiritual attributes, strength, observation 

of the Divine presence and progress in Divine proximity through 

vision and closeness of Allah. His zikr, meditation, annihilation, 

immortality, obedience, modesty rather everything is related to the 

vision and closeness of Allah. His faith, belief in Oneness of 

Allah, sanctification of inward, life of heart and purgation of nafs 

lies in the vision and closeness of Allah, even he speaks and 

listens through vision and closeness of Allah. The seeker of 

Allah only desires the vision and closeness of Allah while the 

seeker of the world is immodest. The people of vision of Allah 

do not like the company of immodest people. 

 
Meaning: Faqr is the pride of the Holy Prophet, the enemy of 

Faqr is cursed and callous.  
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Meaning: Real scholar is one who serves the Faqeer as he can 

grant the Divine presence to the scholars with his single glance. 

Scholars are like students and the Faqeer is dominant over 

them. If a scholar is true and devoted seeker of Allah, the Faqeer 

can easily take him to the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. 

There are three things in the existence of the seeker; the nafs, the 

heart and the soul. The nafs of the seeker is always inclined 

towards sensual desires and occupied by the thoughts of family, 

food, health and lengthening the life span. Nafs is totally 

immodest and the fountain head of all sensual desires. The heart 

of a true seeker is ever painfully longing for the Noor of Allah 

which blesses him with enlightenment and purgation, and is 

always seeking the presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad who is the kind intercessor of his whole ummah. 

While, the soul of the seeker always desires the vision and 

closeness of Allah which Allah bestows upon His seeker owing 

to His Kindness, Compassion and which results due to the Divine 

attraction. It is essential for the seeker of Allah to ask his 

Murshid to first of all grant him the knowledge of Allah. The 

Divine presence gained through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

would honour the seeker with vision and closeness of Allah and 

presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. The 

perfect Murshid basically possesses two kinds of knowledge; one 

is the knowledge of presence of holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad and second is the knowledge of vision and closeness 

of Allah. These knowledges are transferred to the heart of the 

seeker through the medium of zikr of Allah, as a result the seeker 

views the LaHoot Lamakan in front of him. The proof of (powerful 

effects of) such zikr is that the reality is unveiled upon the seeker 

and he gains the power of all-seeing. By the knowledge of holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad, the seeker learns the proper 
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way to meditate. By meditation, his existence annihilates and he 

is actually blessed with presence of the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker of Allah! Seek the vision of Allah from your 

Murshid. This vision is gained by the Noor of ‘Kun’. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker of Allah! Seek the zikr of Allah from your 

Murshid and learn the lesson of His vision and closeness. 

 
Meaning: O’ Seeker of Allah! Implore your Murshid to bless you 

with closeness of Allah even in your grave so that you remain 

engrossed in His vision and become His confidant. 

If the Murshid blesses the seeker with the vision and closeness 

of Allah but the seeker does not believe it, then surely his end is 

accursed. If the seeker believes it and keeps faith in his Murshid, 

then he is not separated from the vision of Allah even for a 

moment and always remains immersed in the Noor of vision of 

Allah. The seeker of Allah finds the truth of the tasawur of 

Reality which he has gained by the favour, authority and attention 

of his Murshid who is the (outward as well as inward) companion 

of the seeker. 
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Meaning: Whether you are a Murshid or a disciple, you cannot 

become perfect unless you are perpetually engrossed in the vision 

of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The true disciple always keeps his eyes upon the 

Reality while the mean and false disciple counts his services for 

his Murshid. 

 
Meaning: I could not find any seeker capable for the vision of 

Allah, the immodest and morons are not eligible for this blessing. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo grants the vision of Allah to the seekers just for 

the sake of Allah, but for this you will have to get yourself 

beheaded (i.e. sacrifice yourself). 

 
Meaning: Only the beheaded seeker explores the Divine secrets 

reaching the Divine presence and becomes one of the true faithfuls. 

One must know that the religious scholar gives verdict based 

upon the knowledge of tradition, the Faqeer scholar gives the 

verdict to kill the nafs based upon his knowledge of righteousness, 

the Saint scholar gives verdict based upon his knowledge of 

sainthood, the Dervish scholar gives verdict based upon his 

knowledge of spiritual generosity while the Arif Billah scholar 
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gives verdict based upon his knowledge of vision of Allah which 

is the favour of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Although, you have become an excellent scholar but 

you are not an Arif because you are deprived of the marifat of 

Allah which is gained through closeness of Allah and is the 

knowledge of vision of Allah. 

The true seeker of Allah does not need to spend twelve years 

or a lifetime span to reach the level of vision of Allah, he gains 

this blessing in just one step or one moment by the beneficence 

of perfect Murshid. He forever remains in the state of vision of 

Allah whether it is time of his death or he is in the grave, whether 

it is the Doomsday or he is in the heaven. The true seeker is 

never disaffected from his Murshid and keeps on serving him 

whole heartedly with true faith, the Murshid also blesses him in 

compliance with the verse; 

 
Meaning: Indeed Allah does not waste the reward of the righteous. 
(Al-Tawbah-120) 

For a Murshid, literate and illiterate disciples are equal because 

for him the real knowledge is related to the level of closeness to 

Allah which he confers upon his true seeker on the very first day 

by the grace of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

 
Meaning: Declaring the Oneness of Allah by tongue is the first 

step and verifying it by heart is the second step. When the seeker 

crosses these two steps he does not need to acquire any other 

knowledge. 
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Meaning: The seeker of Truth learns this lesson directly from 

Allah that He created every knowledge for the sake of His 

vision. 

 
Meaning: Acquiring knowledge directly from Allah is the Sunnah 

of the Holy Prophet. When a seeker acquires knowledge from 

Allah, he finds the Truth and becomes scholar of Allah. Verse of 

Quran: 

 
Meaning: The most Compassionate (is He) Who (Himself) taught 

the Quran (to the Holy Prophet). He is the One Who created (this 

absolutely perfect) man. He alone taught him the art of expression 

and communication.152 (Al-Rehman-1-4) 

The vision and closeness of Allah grant every knowledge 

completely and comprehensively to the seeker. He views the 

Divine Beauty with his eyes and becomes a man of Divine 

company being blessed with union of Allah. Such a scholar of 

Allah can grant the knowledge of vision of Allah to those who 

are deprived of marifat of Allah and are ignorantly trapped by 

their nafs. He can grant them the observation of Divine presence 

by taking them to the Divine Court. Without gaining the Divine 

presence, every knowledge becomes a veil and is a waste of 

one’s life. 

                                                           
152  The leading exegetes have explained  as the knowledge of  

i.e. the knowledge of whatever existed and whatever will come into existence. 
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Meaning: The real knowledge ascends one to Allah and acquaints 

with Divine secrets. When one acquires this knowledge he 

becomes an Arif, a scholar of Allah and a man of insight. 

The worldly scholars remain grasped in the clutches of 

covetousness and greed while the spiritual scholars are honoured 

with the knowledge of vision and closeness of Allah which is the 

favourite knowledge of Allah. The worldly scholars are obsessed 

by the state of anger and rage due to the wrathful effects of 

outward knowledge, while the spiritual scholars have the marifat 

of Allah and vision of His Beauty whose compassionate effects 

make them sage. Hence, the sage ones do not like the company 

of people of rage. 

EXPLANATION OF MURAQBAH 

The explanation of muraqbah is that it is a source of forgiveness 

from Allah and grants the eternal presence of the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad. Muraqbah may be explained as the 

process which sanctifies the inward of the seeker conferring 

upon him the beneficence of all the knowledges. It prevents the 

nafs from arrogance and sensual desires and annihilates it 

completely making it non-existent from existent. Muraqbah is 

the medium which grants immortality to the (real spiritual 

existence of the) seeker perishing his physical existence by 

conferring Oneness with Allah and His ultimate marifat through 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Muraqbah may further be explained 

as the spiritual practice which keeps the heart in the pain of love 

(of Allah) and purges the inward and outward existence of the 

seeker by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 
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It is the way to enlighten the seeker by making him obsessed 

with the love of Allah and vivifying his heart forever so that he 

ever remains engrossed in the observation of Allah with open eyes. 

However, the seeker having insight should trust his observation. 

This is the level where existence of the seeker completely turns 

to Noor and he is honoured with the rank of a laudable. The 

seeker who does not believe his observations regarding vision 

and closeness of Allah and the Divine presence is surely a 

reprobate. Muraqbah is an esoteric state in which the seeker meets 

all the Prophets and Saints, it is a state of spiritual immersion by 

the favour of Allah. Whatever the seeker observes in this state 

esoterically, finds it outwardly as well, hence his muraqbah is 

verified and his belief upon the muraqbah is strengthened. 

However, its condition is that the seeker should be aware of the 

way to substitute the inward beneficence gained in muraqbah 

with the outward beneficence. It is the eternal Grace of Allah 

which He bestows upon the seeker who is steadfast upon his 

promise which he made with Allah in eternity. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: (You) fulfill My covenant and I will fulfill your covenant. 
(Al-Baqarah-40) 

Allah grants the level of Jamiat to such seekers and confers 

His Compassion upon them who fulfill His covenant. Only the 

muraqbah of these seekers of Allah is real as it is from the 

Reality and I swear upon the honour of Allah that whatever the 

seeker beholds in his muraqbah is true. Though there are many 

other kinds of muraqbah (done by worldly people or seekers of 

paradise) which are full of satanic thoughts, evil delusions and 

deceits of nafs. There are also many kinds of muraqbah which 

are just perplexity of thoughts, misapprehensions and worldly 

distractions. 
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Meaning: O’ seeker of Allah come to me so that I bless you with 

the vision of the Divine Reality.  

 
Meaning: O’ Seeker! If you want to have vision of Allah in just 

one moment and wish to be among the people of grace by 

beholding Allah then engross yourself in studying the knowledge 

of Allah’s vision, closeness and beneficence. It will take you to 

the level of Arifs by showing you the Reality. 

True seeker of vision of Allah is the one who first of all gets 

rid of the world (and its pleasures) and leaves the hereafter (and 

the desire of its ranks and pleasures) and then engrosses himself 

in the eternal inward prayer by annihilating his nafs and 

immersing his soul in beholding Allah with perfect trust upon 

Allah and His Tauheed. On the accomplishment of this prayer, 

he gains the real vision of Islam and everything other than Allah 

is obliterated from his heart. Only Allah! Everything other than 

Allah is lust. 

The seeker of Allah is the verifier while the Murshid is another 

name for the Divine favour. The disciple who spies upon the 

good and bad of the Murshid is worst than Satan. The Murshid 

who does not show his disciples the reality of states of spiritual 

observation before giving him persuasion and does not reveal 

upon him the details of pre-existences, eternity, past, present and 

future, is not at all eligible to guide the disciples. He is an 

imperfect Murshid, taking spiritual education and persuasion 

from him is absolutely forbidden upon the seeker of Allah. The 

primary law of knowledge of Faqr is that the Murshid should 

first of all let the seeker read every knowledge which is written 
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upon the Guarded Tablet. Only such a Murshid holds the rank of 

Shaikh and Divine leader. The emulators also perform a kind of 

muraqbah and the men of Divine Oneness also perform a 

muraqbah in which they always behold Allah. Which of the two 

groups do you belong? The imperfect seeker and Murshid are 

involved in major or minor sins or the pleasures of nafs and 

human instincts which deprave them from the right path and are 

like waylayers for the spiritual journey. They destroy them just 

like water extinguishes the fire. While the perfect Murshid and 

true seeker never face decline during their spiritual journey, even 

if they apparently seem to be indulged in sins day and night. 

Their existence is like a bubble on the river water. Even if the 

river water is full of filth and impurities the bubble remains pure 

and does not change its colour or composition. 

 
Meaning: My heart is an ocean of Divinity, the waves of purity 

have been raising from it since pre-existence and will continue 

till eternity. 

One whose whole existence has been purified by the tasawur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat has no fear of accountability. Only Allah! 

Everything other than Allah is lust. 

Whosoever sincerely engrosses his heart and soul in the state 

of muraqbah after making a covenant that he is performing 

muraqbah only for marifat of Allah, the muraqbah takes him to 

the Divine presence in just a blink of an eye by the tasawur of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, where he gets answers of all his queries in 

detail. He gets direct esoteric orders from the Holy Prophet in the 

holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad, then finds and beholds it 

outwardly as well. It should be evident that the muraqbah 

performed with the physical body made of four elements and 

bound in time and space, is just a jumble of hazardous and vain 
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thoughts. Such a person is at the level of animals and is struck 

with perplexity and unstable state of mind.  While, the muraqbah 

performed with enlightened insight opens one’s spiritual eyes, 

the muraqbah performed with soul makes one aware of the 

orders of the Sultan-ul-Waham153 who is blessed with ultimate 

closeness of Allah and everything of every world is under his 

view. The muraqbah performed with sir’r (the core, the inner 

layer of one’s existence where the Divine secret is concealed) 

reveals the Divine secrets, blesses one with vision of Allah and 

grants perfect belief upon his observations. Whosoever denies 

eternal life of the Holy Prophet and the possibility of seeing him 

will be deprived of his intercession. The Holy Prophet is disgusted 

of him, rather he is not included in his ummah. On the Doomsday 

he will be raised in the form of bear, pig, dog or a donkey. 

Muraqbah performed with one’s inward Noor blesses one with 

Divine closeness. The muraqbah performed with holiness grants 

immortal life honouring one with closeness and vision of Allah. 

The muraqbah performed with essence of Noor of faith is a source 

of renunciation of the world and grants power to dominate the 

nafs and Satan. When these seven inward and outward kinds of 

muraqbah which are like seven keys of the seven locks of the 

seven inward parts along with seven Divine commands, seven 

wisdoms, seven talisman of the existence and seven inward 

treasures are collectively embodied in your being then step into 

the field of Faqr. As these are the seven initial lessons of the 

primary level of Faqr. When one becomes accomplished in these 

lessons, he reaches the boundary of LaHoot Lamakan which is 

infinitely vast, from here starts the realm of Faqr. At this level, 

the verifier seeker becomes perfect Unitarian and his status of 

Faqr gives the witness that this (Faqr) is the actual way to the 

Divine closeness. 

                                                           
153 Waham is the inward state of spiritual connection and esoteric communication with 

Allah. It is possible only through the medium of Murshid Kamil that is why Murshid 
Kamil is called Sultan-ul-Waham i.e. King of inward conversation. 
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Meaning: Renounce seven things and cross seven initial levels so 

that you become Arif and a man of sight. 

In short, in this transitory world, the people who are indulged 

in fulfilling the desires and appetites of nafs, their hearts become 

dead and dejected and they die in deprivation. The real and 

immortal world is the hereafter where the souls of people are 

sleeping. They cannot tell about their condition to anyone. The 

earthen graves of some of them are full of Noor and their tombs 

are like paradise, while some of the graves are full of fire in 

which the dead are being reckoned and punished severely. The 

Faqeer can observe the people of nafs as well as the people of 

soul present in both the worlds and is the viewer of the Divine 

secrets as he is the perfect knower of Reality. However, he seeks 

nothing but the vision of Allah and earns nothing except an 

enlightened sight. He remains happily occupied with the passion 

of union with Allah, although apparently he fulfills all the 

requirements of his outward relations. Like a camel, he eats thorns 

(i.e. bears pains), carries the load (i.e. faces hardships) but never 

annoys anyone. Such burden is borne only by the Arifs of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs of Allah remain engrossed in the vision of 

Allah as they are blessed with the sight that beholds Allah with 

true belief. 

 
Meaning: The sight that has the power to behold Allah takes the 

seeker to the exact Divine Reality where he beholds Him with 

his eyes and gets the honour of closeness of Allah. 
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Meaning: If these levels of eternal vision of Allah Had not existed, 

no one would ever have believed that the perfect ones (i.e. the 

Faqeers) have attained the final and accomplished level of Faqr 

about which the Holy Prophet said, “When Faqr is accomplished 

that is Allah”. 

 
Meaning: The seeker is not blessed with the Divine vision unless 

he seeks it crazily. No one can have vision of Allah without 

being acquainted with the Divine Truth. 

 
Meaning: Shariah supports that the vision of Allah is possible. I 

gained the vision of Allah by following shariah perfectly. 

 
Meaning: Only that Murshid can confer the vision of Allah who 

himself is blessed with the Divine vision and is perfect and 

accomplished man of insight. 

 
Meaning: The true seeker of Allah who is free of all greeds 

sacrifices his life, wealth and everything in the way of Allah. 
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Meaning: The seeker whose belief remains perfect and who 

remains steadfast till the Doomsday is counted among the people 

of compassion. 

 
Meaning: If the zikr, meditation or power of unveiling enhance 

the desires of nafs and arrogance in a person then he remains 

deprived of marifat and closeness of Allah. 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker of Allah! Implore your Murshid to bless you 

with vision of Allah. His one powerful word can grant you this 

grand blessing. 

 
Meaning: Nothing is loved by us except the vision of Allah. 

Whosoever is mortal, is not one of us. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo has enveloped himself in Hoo, as Allah has 

created me just for His vision. 

One must know that acquiring the knowledge of vision and 

closeness of Allah, attaining the levels of Divine vision and 

closeness by acting upon this knowledge and becoming proficient 

in marifat is easy, but annihilating oneself by immersing in vision 
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and closeness of Allah and then gaining immortality with Allah 

and abstaining completely from all the undesirable acts like 

narcissism, arrogance and other sensual desires is very difficult. 

Although, it becomes easy by the favour of Allah. The level of 

vision of Allah is not related with verbosity or boasting rather it 

is to verify the Divine Oneness by reaching LaHoot Lamakan 

and gaining marifat of the pure and perfect Noor of Allah. The 

observation of Divine presence and closeness and the vision of 

Divine Beauty cannot be exemplified with anything because this 

level is beyond all levels, stations and destinations and 

transcends the creation. 

 
Meaning: One who beholds Allah can show you His Beauty. 

Then you will come to know the reality of vision and closeness 

of Allah. 

This level is only the destiny of Arifs and Faqeers who are the 

lovers and friends of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The worship of the lovers of Allah is to behold Him, 

as their cannot be any devotion without His vision. 

 
Meaning: How exciting and delightful is the pleasure of viewing 

the hidden Divine Reality with one’s eyes by reaching the 

Reality. 
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Meaning: One who attains this level and gains the blessing of 

vision of Allah, finds eternal union with Allah by annihilating in 

Him. 

In the institution of vision of Allah, only that seeker learns the 

lessons of Divinity who knows the value and grandeur of vision 

of Allah. Such a seeker is the Arif who has reached LaHoot 

Lamakan. 

 
Meaning: If one claims that he has seen the Hidden (i.e. the 

Divine Essence), no one would believe him except Allah. 

 
Meaning: If you want to see the Hidden (i.e. the Divine Essence) 

you must have the power of spiritual sight. Where there is the 

clear vision of Allah, neither the cursed Satan can reach nor the 

nafs can interfere. 

 
Meaning: Whosoever beholds Allah is himself a witness of his 

spiritual experience. The marifat of vision of Allah is gained 

directly from Allah. 

 
Meaning: According to the knowledge of hidden only that person 

is considered a seer who has beheld Divinity with open eyes. 
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Meaning: The inward eyes are the spectacles through which a 

man of insight can clearly view the Divine Essence. 

 
Meaning: I am blessed with ultimate closeness of Allah that is 

why I have the powers of omniscience and omnipresence. O’ 

seeker! Come to me so that I bless you too with these powers. 

The seeker who remains engrossed in the vision of Allah day 

and night, holds the status of Faqeer and Friend of Allah. 

Whosever denies the vision of Allah, his status is 

meaning: “Run away from Allah”. 

 
Meaning: The spiritually blind disciples are deprived of insight, 

they would leave the world in the same state of blindness. 

 
Meaning: Even if the blind person is shown the bright sun, he 

would see nothing but veils of darkness all around. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: Firstly, one has to cross the level of “death before 

dying” then one becomes capable to have marifat of Allah. 

When one’s soul becomes independent of the physical body 
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made of four elements only then the soul can become One with 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: Keep your five senses vigilantly involved in establishing 

the five pillars of Islam. When you will separate nine of your 

body parts (i.e. two hands, two feet, two eyes, two ears and the 

tongue) from one of your body part (i.e. the stomach) then you 

will be counted among Arifs. 

 
Meaning: If you keep your stomach full (i.e. keep yourself involved 

in sating your appetites) then the nine other parts will remain 

hungry (i.e. deprived of obedience to Allah), but if you keep your 

stomach empty, the nine other parts will remain obedient and 

under your control. 

 
Meaning: First control and keep check upon these ten devils of 

your existence, then advise others. 

 
Meaning: The complete marifat of Divine Oneness is acquired 

by the seeker who makes each one of his body parts a knower of 

Allah (i.e. becomes knower of Allah inwardly as well as 

outwardly). 

Only the chosen men of Allah possess the hidden knowledge 

and the Arifs of Allah perpetually read this knowledge. The true 
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faithfuls believe in the hidden. Whoever does not believe in the 

hidden, is not counted among the faithfuls, as Allah says: 

 
Meaning: (This Quran is the glorious Book in which) there is no 

chance of doubt. (It is) a guidance for those who possess Taqwa. 

Those who believe in the unseen. (Al-Baqarah-2,3) 

Hadith: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes Allah, nothing remains hidden 

from him. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Indeed, those who fear their Lord unseen will have 

forgiveness and great reward. (Al-Mulk-12) 

The Faqeer possesses so much knowledge of vision and 

closeness of Allah with verification of heart that he forgets the 

outward and verbal knowledge and does not remember even a 

word of it. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. The 

Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Holy Lord adopts silence. 

The knowledge of vision of Allah blesses the Faqeer with 

closeness of Allah, honour, grandeur, nobility, magnificence, 

strength, pride, wisdom, command, authority, spiritual attention, 

meditation, contemplation, power to dominate and rule both the 

worlds, enlightenment, theophanies of Noor of the Divine Essence 

and the knowledge of the Divine secrets. The Faqeers consider 

every knowledge carcass except the knowledge of vision of 
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Allah. He does not need to perform any kind of zikr, meditation, 

recitals or muraqbah (since he has becomes One with Allah). 

 
Meaning: The Murshid who is a man of Divine vision grants his 

disciples the vision of Allah with his spiritually powerful glance 

and blesses them with the attributes of Prophet Moses and Khidr 

as well as bestows upon them the power of all-seeing. 

 
Meaning: It is only the honour of the followers of Prophet 

Mohammad that Allah has blessed them with His ultimate 

closeness by giving them the glad tiding of (I am closer 

to you than your jugular view). 

O’ depraved fool! This level of closeness is gained through 

Faqr. One must know that every level of the spiritual way begins 

with the closeness of Allah and its finality is to gain presence of 

the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad while in between these 

initial and final points lies the vision of Allah which is the 

benevolence and bestowal of Allah. Even attaining these initial 

and final levels does not depict perfection. Unless the beginning 

and end become one, none can attain Oneness as beginning and 

end refer to the same point. Whoever is blessed with the vision 

of Allah in dream or muraqbah, does not sleep for his whole life. 

Even if he sleeps, he remains in the state of unveiled vision of 

Allah. One who is honoured with vision of Allah, never inclines 

towards this carcass world. Whoever does not have these 

attributes is not blessed with vision of Allah. The Holy Prophet 

said: 
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Meaning: Returning to the origin is the final point. 

Divine love is the way to the closeness of Allah and its 

extremity is the ultimate proximity of Allah. Traveller of this 

way is the one who seeks closeness of Allah and finally reaches 

this destination. The zikr, meditation, passion, muraqbah and 

unveiling, all are the medium to have closeness of Allah and (if 

done with sincerity) eventually lead to the proximity of Allah. 

The contemplation, authority, spiritual attention, concentration 

and marifat are the sources of reaching the Divine Oneness and 

being honoured with the vision of Allah, and (if accomplished 

truthfully) they confer closeness and vision of Allah and power 

of omniscience. It should be known that the perfect Murshid 

reveals the finality at the initial level and immerses the seeker in 

the vision of Allah in such a way that he forgets the beginning as 

well as the end. This is the point of viewing Reality with one’s 

eyes. 

 
Meaning: If I say that I behold Allah, it seems to be a claim but it 

is true. However the spiritually blind humans are inwardly like 

animals and can never see the Reality.  

The light of vision of Allah and His Noor obsess the seeker 

just like water dominates the fire. 

 
Meaning: I carry the seeker to the Divine presence in just a 

moment and drown him in the Noor by conferring upon him the 

vision of Allah. 

The perfect Murshid first of all grants the spiritual sight and 

light to the inwardly blind disciple and then blesses him with 
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eternal vision of Allah. Whoever keeps everlasting faith in it, 

reaches the level of Saints about which Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Verily, the Friends of Allah will have no fear, nor will 

they grieve. (Younus-62) 

The scholar just advises to seek vision of Allah while the 

perfect Murshid shows it. There is a lot of difference between 

just advising and showing actually. It is obligatory upon a Faqeer 

to gain command over all the (inward and outward) treasures, 

the Solomon kingdom, all the souls of Prophets and Saints, all 

the angels who glorify Allah and whatever is in the world. These 

authorities are gained through the chosen Faqr and then comes 

the stage where these powers have to be renounced. Hence, the 

Faqeer gains authority over the whole world and then immediately 

spends it in the way of Allah and gets over it in a moment. Faqr 

is verily the way of having complete trust upon Allah, ghinayat 

and righteousness. Without ghinayat, Faqr would be full of 

complaints and constraints. 

 
Meaning: Divine Oneness is the absolute bestowal while emulation 

is just wrongness. One who has no access to the sin i.e. he cannot 

get the opportunity to commit sin, cunningly pretends to be pious. 

Allah says about his beloved Prophet when he was honoured 

with vision of Allah on the night of Meraj: 

 
Meaning: The sight (of the Prophet) did not incline aside, nor did 

it transgress (its limit). (Al-Najm-17) 

Unless a seeker becomes disgusted of the spectacle of both the 

worlds and repents from it thousand times and until the core of 
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his heart is enlightened and vivified due to true faith and right 

belief, it is almost impossible for him to gain marifat of Allah 

and get blessed with vision and union of Allah. 

 
Meaning: By the Grace of Allah, I have been blessed with His 

vision and marifat since pre-existence. 

Even if one spends his whole life in studying different kinds of 

knowledge and becomes an excellent scholar of every knowledge, 

without a Murshid he would remain deprived of the knowledge 

of inward, Divine Oneness, presence and closeness of Allah. 

Likewise, if one spends his whole life in mystic struggles and 

keeps standing on one leg for hundred and thirty years as a hard 

devotion, he can never know anything about the real mysticism, 

marifat of the inward, vision of Allah, annihilation and immortality 

without the favour of the perfect Murshid. Single spiritual attention 

of the perfect Murshid is better than hundreds of years of 

devotion, as it reveals the vision of Allah in a moment. 

 
Meaning: Murshid is your guide for all the spiritual levels. You 

must seek only the vision of Allah from him. 

 
Meaning: Even if you become a learned scholar having effective 

and persuasive words, you will remain unaware of verification of 

Divinity because you will be veiled from it without a Murshid. 

I am surprised at the foolish people who belong to the group of 

wrong innovators in the religion, they are evil doers like Pharaoh 

and Satan. They claim to have vision and marifat of Allah but in 
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fact they view the infidels and agents of Satan in their 

contemplation. The foundation of these innovators is totally wrong 

and whatever they claim is absolute lie. 

 
Meaning: The Murshid who beholds Allah every moment can 

grant vision and closeness of Allah to his disciples with his single 

glance. 

 
Meaning: He confers the marifat of Allah upon them by showing 

them the Reality and takes them to the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad by his spiritually powerful sight. 

 
Meaning: My heart ever beholds Allah and reaches the Divine 

world in an instant and my soul has combined with the sacred 

souls. 

 
Meaning: First make your eyes eligible for the vision of Allah 

then enjoy His vision with those eyes. 

 
Meaning: The station of ultimate immersion in the Divine Oneness 

is beyond all stations and destinations. 
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Meaning: A seeker should be anxious to have vision of Allah 

like Prophet Moses and should request Allah for His marifat and 

vision like Prophet Moses did. 

Contemplation of vision of Allah is conferred upon the seeker 

by the spiritual authority of the Murshid and is strengthened by 

having trust upon it. A disciple cannot gain it by counting the 

days, months and years which he has spent in the service of 

Murshid. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! The seeker of vision of Allah should separate 

form himself. When (the veils of) his ego and nafs which are 

present between him and Allah would be removed, he would 

have vision of Allah. 

The worries and thoughts about family and wealth and the 

sensual desires of nafs prevent the seeker from marifat and 

vision of Allah. The vision of Allah is gained in the eternal 

(inward) prayer in which one is completely engrossed in the 

Noor of Divine presence. Vision of Allah is a secret. 

 
Meaning: When the seeker of Allah prostrates during the prayer, 

his heart should be with Allah and his soul should be engrossed 

in the vision of Allah and immersed in the Divine union. 
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Meaning: This is the prayer of the Arifs in which their heart is in 

the state of Divine presence. This is the prayer which is obligatory 

and compulsory. 

Humans are creation and Allah the All-Powerful, Eternally 

Alive and Forever Sustained is non-creation, how can the 

creation reach the non-creation and gain His marifat, closeness, 

union and get blessed with the vision of the Divine Beauty? Let 

me explain it. Firstly, whoever denies the vision and proximity 

of Allah is cursed and irreligious (he can never gain these 

blessings). Secondly, closeness of Allah cannot be gained through 

knowledge, invocations, meditation, recitals, concentration or 

mystic struggle as they are far away from Divine Oneness and 

vision. The grand level of practical knowledge of closeness and 

vision of Allah is gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The 

seeker should do the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat by inscribing it 

on his heart and engrossing in its contemplation, then he will 

quickly gain the marifat of Oneness of Allah. During the tasawur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the seeker rides the pegasus of his self and 

the power of Noor of Ism-e-Allah Zaat takes him to the Divine 

presence more swiftly than wind and lightening and grants him 

the vision of Allah in the blink of an eye. There are not any 

heavy veils between Allah and His slave, however this level is 

gained after having perfect faith and belief. 

 
Meaning: Unless I see Allah with my own eyes, I cannot believe 

the words of Dervish. 

 
Meaning: Whoever beholds Allah, drowns in His Noor. This is 

the marifat of Divine Oneness and the real Divine presence. 
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Meaning: I prostrate before Allah beheaded, this is the salat154 of 

the Arifs who are blessed with the vision and closeness of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Such a salat is offered beyond the boundaries of earth 

and skies, and without head and forehead i.e. without physical 

body. 

 
Meaning: I behold Him without eyes and glorify Him without 

tongue. This is the level of marifat at LaHoot Lamakan (i.e. there 

remains no existence of the seeker at that level). 

 
Meaning: The seeker prostrates Allah with his existence of Noor 

and beholds Him everywhere as well as within himself. His nafs, 

heart and soul all convert into Noor and merges with the Noor of 

Allah making him One with Allah. This is the secret of marifat 

of Divine Oneness. Hence, his nafs, heart and soul become 

Qibla155 and all the three Qiblas grant him closeness of Allah 

during salat. The salat of people of Noor is absolute Divine 

presence. 

                                                           
154 Prayer which is obligatory upon the Muslims to say five times a day in particular 

manner. 
155 The direction of Holy Kaaba facing towards which the Muslims offer salat. 
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Meaning: How can the people with perplexed heart offer the real 

and desirable salat! Their heart is ever surrounded by evil thoughts, 

desires of nafs and Satan. 

 
Meaning: Salat is in fact Meraj in which the devotee beholds 

Allah. The Arifs are blessed with ultimate closeness of Allah 

during salat. 

One must know that the heart and soul of the Arifs are always 

offering the salat. Their salat is secret and they share secrets 

(with Allah) during salat. The Murshid possessing Noor of Divine 

guidance imparts the knowledge of  (Only Allah is sufficient 

for me) through the knowledge of vision of Allah, and the true 

seeker learns that  meaning: “There is no 

one to be worshipped except Allah, so take Him alone as (your) 

Guardian”. (Al-Muzzamil-9) 

The Murshid who confers the vision of Allah is the Master 

while the Murshid who engages his disciples in zikr, meditation 

and concentration that are done by holding breath, can never take 

them to the destination because he is imperfect and ignorant of 

marifat of Allah. There are many ways to gain marifat but the 

most superior and ultimate way is to be graced with vision and 

closeness of Allah by the Divine favour and with perfect 

verification. 

Listen! If a spiritually blind person is asked to seek the vision 

of Allah, he will argue that the vision of Allah is not possible in 

this world and will be conferred in life hereafter. He says so 

because he is completely veiled in darkness while the people of 
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unveiled and enlightened spiritual sight are forever blessed with 

the Divine vision. They never hesitate or halt from the vision of 

Allah as they have surpassed the boundaries of time, so for them, 

this world and the hereafter are equal. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) in this 

(world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well (Bani Israel-72) 

 
Meaning: Whoever remains deprived of the vision of Allah in 

this world, how can he have this blessing in the hereafter! 

 
Meaning: Since he seeks only the houries and castles of the 

paradise, he would not be granted the vision of Allah. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: The sight did not incline aside nor did it transgress (its 

limits). (Al-Najam-17) 

O’ immodest fool! This (state of Divine vision) is the honour of 

Arifs. 

 
Meaning: My whole existence is the manifestation of Noor of 

Divinity. Whatever I see, I behold the Divine Reality.  
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Meaning: I can verily distinguish between truth and falsehood 

and can carry the seeker of Allah to the destination of Divine 

vision just by my glance. 

 
Meaning: Life should be adorned with the vision and closeness 

of Allah, without these bounties life is just a shame. 

The Murshid who claims to be an Arif but does not confer the 

greatest blessing of vision of Allah upon his disciples on the very 

first day, is not eligible to be followed. The true Arif Murshid 

who is an embodiment of Noor of Allah is the one who inwardly 

honours the seeker with the vision of Allah and outwardly makes 

him follow the shariah vigilantly and gain the knowledge. You 

must know that just as Khidr found the Aab-e-hayat156 from deep 

darkness, similarly the Arifs find eternal life from tasawur of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

 
Meaning: Since I am honoured with eternal presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad, I take Khidr as my disciple 

and can guide him for the sake of Allah. 

The nation of Prophet Mohammad is stationed at the highest 

pedestal of Faqr and possesses such level of closeness and eternal 

vision of Allah that even Khidr is amazed at it. It is the most 

favourite and laudable nation of Allah that is why He has blessed 

it with His vision. 

                                                           
156 The vital water which gives eternal life. 
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Meaning: Khidr does not even have a clue of the real Divine 

closeness and Oneness, it is solely the honour of the nation of 

Prophet Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: The seekers of vision of Allah must know that 

meditation is done to satisfy the nafs and invocation is just a 

waylayer, they should be engrossed in the vision of Allah only. 

 
Meaning: I can grant you the vision of Allah by my spiritual 

attention and can raise you to such a level where all the spheres 

of earth and skies will come under your feet. 

 
Meaning: I will take you to the Divine presence by Alif of Allah 

(i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat). This is the power of the Arifs who are 

immersed in the Noor of Allah. 

 
Meaning: I got the knowledge of Divinity directly from Allah and 

became its scholar. I do not need any other kind of knowledge as 

they all are the fountain head of desires of nafs. 
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Meaning: If the knowledge creates arrogance, it is satanic and 

deprived of Allah’s Compassion. If I am vain about myself, I 

will become Satan. 

 
Meaning: If knowledge grants marifat and closeness of Allah, it 

is Quranic. True knowledge is that which attributes one with the 

morals of the Holy Prophet. 

 
Meaning: Be kind and virtuous towards the creation if you want 

to be close to Allah. Adopt the good morals of the Holy Prophet, 

this is the real Islam and source of peace. 

Do not council with the scholar having strong nafs and dead 

and dark heart as he has no knowledge of the inward and marifat 

of Holy Lord. How can he guide you when he is not aware of his 

own state of nafs and inward. The foundation and essence of 

every knowledge is the mystical knowledge based on the words 

of Allah and the Holy Prophet. This knowledge is the mother and 

soul of all knowledges as it reveals the reality of the Creator and 

the creation. It encompasses the knowledge of Totality and 

distinguishes truth from falsehood. Whoever does not gain the 

mystical knowledge, remains dark hearted, ignorant and hypocritic. 

The mystical knowledge includes the knowledge of (reality of) 

Islamic laws and is the base of spiritual way of Faqr. It is the 

beneficence of Allah which attributes one with endorsement of 

heart and grants the ultimate favour of the Divine company 
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making one the verified faithful. The mystical knowledge is the 

kindness of Allah bestowed upon an Arif. Whoever prevents 

from the mystical knowledge belongs to the group of liars and 

hypocritics. 

 
Meaning: If you are a scholar but do not have marifat and 

mystical knowledge, then you are ignorant of the real knowledge 

and like the donkey of Prophet Christ which carried load of 

books. 

 
Meaning: Until you gain the perfect marifat of Allah, you need a 

true guide who leads you on the path of Allah. Search a Murshid 

so that you become a Friend of Allah. 

The seeker should first of all ask his Murshid to grant him all 

the virtuous attributes of the creation and the essence of Divinity, 

which a true Murshid can grant by uttering just one word of 

‘Kun’. The word Murshid  has four letters157 i.e.  (M),  

(R),  (Sh) and  (D). Letter  (M) refers to the fact that he 

grants Mushahida-e-Hazoor i.e. observation of Divine presence, 

Marifat and Meraj. Letter  (R) refers to the fact that he reveals 

the Raz (secret) of Divinity upon the seeker and immerses him in 

the Noor of Divine Oneness. Letter  (Sh) refers to the fact that 

Murshid is the Shahsawar (great rider i.e. the leader) Arif who 

views the spiritual world and knows the state of dead in the 

graves. Letter  (D) refers to the fact that he grants Daimi 

(eternal) state of getting inspirations to the seeker. Talib  

                                                           
157According to Persian alphabets 
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(seeker of Allah) also has four letters158;  (T),  (A),  (L),   

(B). The letter  (T) means that the true seeker puts the Tauq-e-

Bandagi (collar of slavery) around his neck, ever remains obedient 

and humbly follows all the orders of the Murshid. The letter  

(A) means that his Aim is true and he always remains respectful, 

whatever befalls him, he never complains. The letter  (L) 

means that he is Laiq (capable) to have the vision and closeness 

of Allah, he is La-Yahtaj (independent of desires) and never tells 

a lie. Letter  (B) means that he is Behramand (fortunate), Ba-

wafa (loyal), Ba-haya (modest), his heart is purged and he is 

fully submissive towards destiny. Four letters of the word Murshid 

exchange with the four letters of the word Talib  in 

such a way that the Talib (seeker) adopts all the attributes of the 

Murshid and the physical and spiritual existence of the Murshid 

and seeker become one. Hence, the tongue of seeker utters the 

words of the Murshid, the eyes of the seeker become eyes of the 

Murshid, ears of the seeker become ears of the Murshid, heart of 

the seeker becomes heart of the Murshid, soul of the seeker 

becomes the soul of the Murshid, hands of the seeker become 

hands of the Murshid and feet of the seeker become feet of 

Murshid. This is called the level of Fana-Fi-Shaikh (annihilation 

in the Murshid). Such a seeker is chosen for the level of Murshid 

(in future). The nafs of the seeker dies completely like the nafs 

of the Murshid, his heart gains eternal life from the heart of the 

Murshid and his soul finds peace and bliss. The name, ways and 

style of the Murshid and seeker become the same, the existence 

of the seeker reflects the existence of the Murshid. The eternal 

physical and spiritual company of Murshid verily becomes a 

source of Divine favour for the seeker. This is the level of 

complete accumulation of all the beautiful attributes of Murshid 

in the seeker and everlasting union of seeker with the Murshid. 

Murshid is Totality and manifestation of the Divine Oneness, as 

                                                           
158 According to Persian alphabets 
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Allah declared the hand of the Holy Prophet His hand in the 

verse: 

 
Meaning: Allah’s Hand is upon their hands. (Al-Fatah-10) 

 
Meaning: O’ seeker! If you come to me, I will grant you presence 

before Allah in such a way that there will not remain any veil 

before you and you will behold Allah directly. 

The perfection of Murshid is known by his excellence to grant 

Divine presence to the seeker, making him traverse all the levels 

with his single glance. 

 
Meaning: If you are a true seeker of Allah, come to me, I would 

bestow the presence of holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad 

upon you. 

The follower of the Qadri159 way is like a flower while all the 

other ways are like thorns around the flower. As, the followers of 

all other ways are imprisoned by their nafs and are disgraced, 

only the follower of Qadri way is trustworthy. An accomplished 

Qadri does not need to do zikr, meditation or muraqbah. 

 

                                                           
159 Whenever Hazrat Sultan Bahoo mentions Qadri way he actually refers to the Sarwari 
Qadri way. 
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Meaning: I am the perfect Murshid of the Qadri way, you must 

consider my worth as I am the Arif having ultimate closeness of 

Divine Nature and unveiled vision of Allah. 

The spiritual strength and satisfaction is gained by the Divine 

vision. Except the vision of Allah everything is carcass. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo drowned and lost in Hoo just like water mixes 

in milk. Such perfect Divine Oneness is the accomplishment of 

Faqeer of Allah.  

There are many seekers of world and hereafter, only one out of 

thousands is the seeker of Allah. He never desires pleasures of 

the world or paradise. You must know that there are seven body 

parts of a person (i.e. head, chest, belly and four limbs) and each 

of these parts are trapped in covet, greed, arrogance and self 

conceit. The Murshid liberates all the seven body parts of his 

disciple from these evils and adorns them with knowledge of seven 

kinds of panacea alchemy which confer authority upon seven 

treasures of outward wisdom along with the knowledge of seven 

other kinds of panacea alchemy which confer authority upon 

seven treasures of inward wisdom and accomplishes him in the 

knowledge of Totality. Then the disciple becomes eligible for the 

spiritual persuasion and guidance and fulfills the requirements of 

his bayat with complete trust and faith. In just a week he 

becomes perfect in Faqr, marifat and sainthood and gains the 

ultimate beneficence, hence becomes free of all worries and 

attains everlasting and unregressable level of union with Allah. 

Then he becomes independent of all desires and ever remains 

engrossed in marifat and vision of Allah which is the real Meraj. 

If the Murshid is perfect and spiritually strong, he takes the true 

seeker to the level of Jamiat on the very first day. The perfect 

Murshid blessed with the vision and closeness of Allah first of 
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all bestows the knowledge of panacea alchemy of gold and silver 

upon the seeker, then grants him the Divine presence and vision. 

If the Murshid can neither grant the knowledge of alchemy nor 

bless the seeker with Divine presence, vision and closeness with 

his spiritual glance then such a Murshid is surely imperfect and 

worse than the blind folded ox which drives the oil well. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! The perfect ones have knowledge of all 

kinds of alchemy. They either grant it to the seeker themselves or 

let him have it from Allah. 

The Faqeer considers the worldly people indigent and beggars 

while the worldly people consider the Faqeer indigent. In fact, 

the Faqeer possesses complete authority over the infinite treasures 

of both the worlds while the wealth of worldly people is limited, 

the Faqeer does not even looks towards it. 

 
Meaning: I have been granted the Divine favour for every outward 

good deed and the power to verify its reality inwardly without 

any lapse. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo guides the seekers towards Allah just for the 

sake of Allah. If you come to me, I can take you to Allah. 

The panacea alchemy of each and every treasure (whether 

inward or outward) is of three kinds which is learnt in three 

institutions and command over them is gained through three 

kinds of knowledge. 
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The three ways to get these knowledges are: 

(a) To gain knowledge from (the written) knowledge (b) To gain 

knowledge by awareness and sagacity (c) To gain knowledge 

from the spiritual sight (of perfect Murshid). The ignorants are 

depraved and their ignorance is a great sin. First knowledge of 

panacea alchemy is about the skill of annihilation, second 

knowledge of panacea alchemy is about the Divine favour of 

immortality, third knowledge of panacea alchemy is about the 

marifat and vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: If one claims that he is the scholar of Divinity, ask him 

to teach you the knowledge of vision of Allah. 

One who seeks knowledge of outward panacea alchemy (i.e. 

the knowledge of turning baser metals into gold) is an impotent, 

one who seeks knowledge of inward panacea alchemy (i.e. 

knowledge of inward sanctification and elevation with an intention 

to gain high ranks in hereafter) is weak like a woman, while the 

one who seeks knowledge of panacea alchemy of marifat of 

Allah is the real man of Allah. He is proficient in fourteen basic 

kinds of knowledge of alchemy and can grant them to the true 

seeker in four days, five spells of spiritual attention and four 

stages of Divine favour and can bless him with Divine presence 

by the benediction of Holy Quran. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who finds Allah finds everything, only Allah is 

sufficient for me. 

Whoever sincerely and truly seeks vision of Allah from his 

Murshid, is blessed with all the high ranks, all authorities, all 

kinds of alchemy, all treasures and all wisdoms. He gets connected 
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with all angels, souls of all Prophets and Saints and both the 

worlds come under his feet like obedient slaves. 

 
Meaning: The Murshid should be extremely generous in blessing 

his disciples. The disciples of generous Murshid also become 

spiritually generous and gain presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: If the Murshid is not generous enough, his disciples 

will keep complaining day and night and will turn disrespectful, 

disloyal and disobedient. 

What do we mean by Kamil (perfect)? Kamil  has four 

letters160  (K),  (A), (M),  (L). Letter  (K) refers to 

the fact that the Kamil (i.e. the perfect Murshid) is Kamil (i.e. 

perfect and accomplished) in his authority. No matter how much 

he uses his authority, it never lessens. The letter  (A) refers to 

the fact that the Kamil Murshid grants tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat to his true seekers. The letter  (M) means that he vivifies 

their Murda (dead) heart by his spiritually powerful sight and 

blesses them with Marifat and vision of Allah elevating them to 

the Divine presence. The letter  (L) means that he makes the 

seeker Laiq (capable) for the vision of Allah and also makes 

them La-Yahtaj (independent of all desires). The level of perfection 

is that of the Insan-e-Kamil (i.e. the Universal Divine Man), the 

level of accomplishment is that of perplexity (due to isolation at 

the level of Divine Oneness) while the supreme level is the 

manifestation of absolute Divinity in human form. The perfect 

                                                           
160 According to the Persian alphabets.  
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Murshid who is comprehensive of all these levels is the Noor of 

guidance and he takes the true seekers to LaHoot Lamakan on 

the very first day. Such a Qadri Murshid is Omnipotent and 

possesses the unveiled vision of Allah by His Grace and Kindness. 

It must be remembered that it is easy to gain authority over all 

the treasures and being blessed with the vision of Allah but it is 

very difficult to be magnanimous, tolerant and prevent oneself 

from all the major and minor sins forever. A thirsty person 

drinks water, a hungry person eats food while the true lover 

sacrifices his life. The true seeker who is hungry (for closeness 

of Allah) sates himself with the pangs of his heart, the seeker 

who is thirsty (for the vision of Allah) quenches his thirst by 

drinking the ocean of marifat of Allah. The true seeker is 

passionate only for the vision of Allah and it is unlawful for him 

to look towards the world and hereafter. 

 
Meaning: If anyone tells the world that he has beheld Allah, 

surely he is deprived of the vision of Allah, because if one has 

actually beheld Allah, one never inclines towards the world. 

 
Meaning: Whoever beholds Allah, ever remains in the state of 

Divine presence. Every command of Allah manifests from him. 

 
Meaning: He becomes the man of all treasures and commands, 

and can give life to the dead by the order of  (Rise!). 
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Meaning: Whoever beholds Allah becomes one of those blessed 

with ultimate closeness of Allah. His heart is sanctified and his 

existence becomes embodiment of kindness and modesty.  

Be wise and beware! 

 
Meaning: Allah sees me always, so why should not I see Him! I 

found purgation and Divine Oneness by His vision and closeness. 

 
Meaning: I remain present in the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad with my body and soul so I do not need guidance 

from anyone else. 

I found all the highest levels, greatest ranks and every honour, 

whether major or minor, by following shariah. I have always 

made shariah my guide. Whether the seeker of Allah is at the 

initial level or the final level, he should always keep shariah in 

view in all his matters. He must follow what shariah orders 

because only that is right and must leave what shariah forbids 

because that is absolutely false. One must repent thousand times 

from falsehood. What is shariah? Shariah is actually the Quran 

(as shariah endorses what Quran says) and the whole Quran is 

inwardly the Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the Divine 

Essence and is opposite to the world, nafs-e-ammarah and the 

Satan. 
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Meaning: Shariah is the city of eternal peace where there is 

neither nafs and heart nor soul and body. 

 
Meaning: Shariah is the Noor of Divine secret of the Holy 

Prophet. How can the wretched people find this reality of 

shariah! 

 
Meaning: Shariah grants the company of the Holy Prophet as by 

following it perfectly one finds presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet. 

 
Meaning: I attained every level and removed every veil between 

me and Allah by following shariah. 

 
Meaning: Shariah is sweeter than sugar and honey, it should be 

followed with passion as it confers the pleasure of vision of 

Allah. 
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Meaning: There is no way to marifat of Allah except following 

the shariah. People who make wrong innovations in shariah are 

like donkeys. 

 
Meaning: One should wrap oneself in the cover of shariah. 

Without following shariah one remains imperfect and can never 

become an Arif. 

 
Meaning: Shariah has beautified my life. I have found vision of 

Allah through shariah. 

 
Meaning: Shariah blesses with the Noor of faith. This blessing 

has guided me towards Allah. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! If you want to know the secret of 

righteousness, follow the shariah. It will let you drink the goblet 

of marifat of Divine Oneness. 

It is mandatory upon the Murshid to bless the seeker inwardly 

with three levels of Jamiat161 (a) Jamiat of nafs (b) Jamiat of 

heart (c) Jamiat of soul. When the existence of the seeker finds 

stability upon the combined Jamiat of these three levels then he 

attains the final and absolute Jamiat. After this, the Murshid can 

bless the seeker with marifat, Divine observation, presence and 

                                                           
161 Here Jamiat refers to strength and stability. 
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vision of Allah through spiritual persuasion by taking bayat from 

him162. So, it becomes known that the perfect Murshid is the one 

who grants Jamait. There are seven kinds of Jamiat which all are 

the panacea alchemy. Jamiat of nafs is that the Murshid grants 

authority over all the treasures of Allah present in the world. 

Jamiat of heart is that the seeker spends all these treasures in the 

way of Allah in a moment without thinking twice and then never 

grieves upon it. Jamiat of soul is that the seeker is blessed with 

eternal vision of Allah, all the stages of life and death come 

under his view and authority. Then the inward of the seeker 

becomes sated, his nafs stops complaining and he becomes 

eligible for spiritual persuasion. Only Allah! Everything other than 

Allah is lust. 

O’ dear! How stupid are those who are indulged in love of the 

world day and night. They immodestly beg for worldly comforts 

and remain worried for them, and in spite of all such weaknesses 

they claim to be Murshid with pure inward. When a true Murshid 

favours a seeker, he graces him with infinite treasures and 

boundless knowledge of panacea alchemy, hence the seeker 

comes to know the reality of gold and silver. Then the Murshid 

grants him the Divine presence and closeness by his powerful 

spiritual glance and attention. The Murshid who imparts the 

knowledge of marifat of Divine Oneness and observation of 

Divine vision to his seekers on the very first day, does not need 

to engage them in invocations, recital rounds and meditation. 

The Arifs who are men of Divine vision are always attentive 

towards the vision of Allah with their eyes, heart and soul. They 

are ever occupied with the unveiled vision of Allah and 

observation of Divine secrets drowned in the state of Fana Fillah. 

They get inspirations and revelations from the Divine vision, 

                                                           
162 It must be remembered that here Sultan Bahoo is referring to the seeker whom the 
perfect Murshid is training to accede his throne of spiritual persuasion and Divine 

guidance i.e. the future perfect Murshid. The Murshid trains such a seeker in entirely 

different way from the other seekers. First he trains him inwardly and then outwardly 
after taking bayat from him.  
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they view everything from the Divine vision, their every wish is 

for the Divine vision and they keep connected with Sultan-ul-

Waham through Divine vision. Their strength, stability, satiation 

everything is related to closeness and vision of Allah. They get 

guidance from the vision of Allah. First is seeing, then is 

believing. First a seeker views the Divinity then gets blessed 

with Its closeness and finally drowns in the Noor of Oneness. 

 
Meaning: The Faqeer has been blessed with highest levels and 

graced with the vision and closeness of Allah since pre-existence. 

The way to the Kindness and Mercy of Allah opens through 

the persuasion of vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: I have got verification of all the levels and I have 

command over all the orders and ways of spirituality. 

 
Meaning: Since I am directly blessed with spiritual persuasion 

and guidance from the Holy Prophet, I can take the seekers of 

Allah to the Divine presence easily. 

The level of Divine vision is attained when the salat of shariah 

which is offered by tongue is combined with the salat of spirituality 

which is offered by heart alongwith the salat of reality which is 

offered by soul and the salat of sir’r which is offered with 

unveiled secret insight. In such a salat, the seeker prostrates before 

Allah without head (i.e. with his spiritual existence) and is 

blessed with the Divine vision. 
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Meaning: When one prostrates before Allah, he should behold 

Allah. How can the prostration in which one does not behold 

Allah be considered right? 

The chosen ones behold Allah during their salat. They view 

Allah before them and then prostrate Him and ever remain in the 

state of salat secretly. While, the salat of common people is just a 

ritual and they glorify Allah just verbally. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who does not offer eternal obligatory prayer (of 

vision of Allah), his occasional obligatory prayers are also not 

accepted by Allah. 

 
Meaning: Curse upon those who do not offer salat. One must 

have vision and closeness of Allah during the salat. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Salat is Meraj for Momins. 

The perfect Murshid grants the true seeker every treasure, 

every authority, every mystical way, every kind of meditation, 

every level of spiritual attention, every wisdom, every knowledge, 

every stage of closeness to the Divine Essence and acquiring the 

Divine attributes, authority over every creation of Allah, view of 

everything from pre-existence tell eternity and from the Throne 

till the nether regions, view of the hereafter and reveals upon him 

the secret of secrets of Divinity. The perfect Murshid also grants 
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his true seeker the knowledge of hidden, knowledge of Divine 

favour, knowledge of verification, knowledge of veracity, 

knowledge of endorsement, knowledge of the visible, knowledge 

of vision and closeness of Allah gained in Lamakan, knowledge 

of LaHoot163, knowledge of Malakut164, knowledge of Jabrut165, 

knowledge of Nasut166, knowledge of marifat, knowledge of 

shariah, knowledge of mysticism, knowledge of Reality, knowledge 

of Truth, knowledge of falsehood, knowledge of Faqr, knowledge 

of verses of Quran, knowledge of Hadiths, knowledge of exegesis 

of Quran, knowledge of enlightenment, knowledge of spiritual 

efficacy, knowledge of every kind of panacea alchemy, 

knowledge about the Paras stone, knowledge of the healing 

stone, knowledge of spiritual sight, knowledge of desires, 

knowledge of love, knowledge of Jamiat, the comprehensive 

knowledge, knowledge of persuasion, knowledge of perseverance 

upon religion, knowledge of modesty, knowledge of obedience, 

knowledge of secrets, knowledge of spiritual keys, knowledge of 

spiritual locks, knowledge of charity, knowledge of recital rounds, 

knowledge of munificence, knowledge of time, knowledge of 

ominousness,  knowledge of auspiciousness, knowledge of the 

auspicious, knowledge of solitude, knowledge of renunciation, 

knowledge of complete trust upon Allah, knowledge of 

inspirations and the knowledge of mystic struggle. The perfect 

Murshid grants all these knowledges to the true seeker by the 

effect of essence of kalma tayyab  and 

reveals the reality of every letter of the kalma which is the Truth 

as it is from the Truth. By imparting these knowledges, the 

Murshid liberates the seeker from all the desires of the world and 

the hereafter. The seeker who recites the kalma tayyab 

 by reaching its core and finds the Ism-e-

                                                           
163 The world of absolute Divinity. 
164 The world of symbolic forms or the angelic world. 
165 The world of souls or the connecting world. 
166 The physical world 
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Azam from it on the very first day, becomes ruler upon all the 

creations of the eighteen thousands worlds. All the creations are 

dependent and just a part while the ruler upon them is the 

Totality and independent of all. The perfect Murshid gives the 

knowledge of all the creations to the true seeker and spiritually 

persuades him the knowledge of Divinity. The knowledge of 

creations gives him power while the knowledge of Divinity 

grants him the verification of these powers and the Divine 

company. The seeker who learns the knowledge of creation and 

Divinity from the Murshid on the very first day, views the 

spectacle of both the worlds and gains the authority over all the 

treasures and alchemies by the power of contemplation. He 

becomes perfect practitioner of every knowledge and authority. 

The seeker who starts practicing upon every knowledge and 

persuasion given by the Murshid in the very beginning does not 

need to do any other kind of mystic struggle or gain any other 

knowledge or wisdom for whole of his life. This level is called 

Jamiat and is acquired from the accomplished Murshid. The 

level of Jamiat is comprehensive of accounts of all the creations 

and details of their realities as well as the Reality of the Eternally 

Alive and Forever Sustained and this level is approached by a 

single word i.e. “servitude”. Then all the worlds come under the 

seeker’s command and he can view their spectacle on his palm 

or at his finger nail. Jamiat also means to get rid of all the satanic 

misapprehensions by gaining marifat of the Divine Essence. In 

the absence of Jamiat, these satanic misapprehensions make one 

inwardly perplexed and ill. The treatment of inward illness is the 

vision and closeness of Allah. The eternal Jamiat lies in Divine 

observation and Meraj. Due to the beneficence of Jamiat, the 

seeker becomes independent of all desires and worries, he attains 

unregressible levels and is purified of all flaws. This level is 

everlasting and can never be seized. Jamiat of Divine presence 

marifat, union and vision is the highest rank. The seeker should 

have Jamiat regarding knowledge and wisdom of the spiritual 
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way, the Divine favour, declaration and confirmation, all the 

treasures, words and practices. The seeker must also gain Jamiat 

in contemplation, spiritual authority, renunciation, trust, generosity 

and righteousness. In the perfect Qadri way, the Arif is attributed 

with the praiseworthy morals and insight of the Holy Prophet. 

He is an embodiment of truth and gratitude and eternally blessed 

with the Divine vision. If follower of any other way or order 

claims to possess such attributes and levels, he is just boasting 

and lying.  

The outward knowledge gained by the superficial scholars is 

just a waste. There are three kinds of inward knowledge; the 

knowledge of nafs, knowledge of heart, knowledge of soul. If the 

tongue of a scholar complies with his nafs, he is called the 

scholar of nafs and is occupied by arrogance and sensual desires. 

If the tongue of a scholar complies with his heart, he is called the 

scholar of heart and is blessed with proximity to Allah. If the 

tongue of a scholar complies with his soul, he is called the 

spiritual scholar and is blessed with vision and ultimate closeness 

of Allah. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who recognized his nafs, he recognized his Holy 

Lord. One who recognized his nafs by annihilating it, he recognized 

his Holy Lord by gaining immortality with Him. 

Hence, the company of scholar of heart is different from the 

company of the spiritual scholar (as the spiritual scholar is 

superior to the scholar of heart) and they do not prefer to adopt 

each other’s company. The perfect Murshid who is man of 

insight recognizes reality of both of them in just a single glance, 

just as the goldsmith can check the gold and silver. It is 

incumbent upon the Murshid to take the true seeker of Allah to 

the aforementioned levels of ultimate Jamiat by his spiritually 
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powerful attention on the very first day, so that the seeker 

becomes Noor from head to toe and directly converses with 

Allah, reaching the Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: If the knowledge is gained with an objective to achieve 

proximity to Allah, it confers closeness and vision of Allah, but 

if it is gained for worldly purposes, it keeps away from Allah. 

 
Meaning: The worldly knowledge is a tribulation and heritage of 

cursed Pharaoh. The beneficial knowledge is that of marifat of 

Allah which takes to the highest level of faith i.e. Haq-ul-Yaqeen. 

 
Meaning: One who gains knowledge of religion to get reward in 

the hereafter, his knowledge only lets him be entitled as a 

labourer (who works hard to get a place in paradise). 

 
Meaning: One who gains knowledge to please the Holy Prophet 

and have his blessings, becomes a knower of the Divine secrets. 

There are three kinds of Jamiat167. Jamiat of nafs, Jamiat of 

heart and Jamiat of soul. The soul finds Jamiat from the pleasures 

of vision of Allah and Meraj, the heart finds Jamiat from the 

                                                           
167 Jamiat is a multi-meaning term regarding Sufism. It refers to strength, satisfaction, 

stability as well as the highest level of every spiritual achievement whereby all the 
preceding levels are accumulated in the achiever. 
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pleasure of closeness of Allah while nafs finds Jamiat from the 

pleasure of sensual desires. All three kinds of Jamiat provide a 

support for the survival of the seeker, just as the survival of boat 

is on the river water while survival of a fish is in the river water. 

Nafs finds Jamiat by having command upon the knowledge of 

alchemy and the Paras stone (to fulfill its greedy wishes), it 

forces one to recite the Dawat of Takseer to accumulate gold and 

silver and perform muraqbah to gain dominance over the world. 

Whatever authority is gained by the Jamiat of nafs is just a 

deception and jugglery of the pleasures of sensual desires. The 

Jamiat of heart is to gain ghinayat (spiritual satiation and 

generosity) which is the outcome of efficacy of tasawur of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat. This Jamiat makes the seeker independent of all 

desires. The Jamiat of soul is gained by righteousness, Divine 

observation, vision and closeness of Allah and through the eternal 

Meraj. Nafs ever seeks to gain power of deceptive miracles, 

heart ever seeks to become generous and independent of all 

desires while the soul ever seeks Meraj and vision of Allah. The 

perfect Murshid grants absolute Jamiat to the nafs, heart and soul 

of the seeker in just one step by his spiritual persuasion, power 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine presence gained by the 

spiritual education of kalma tayyab . 

Hence, the seeker experiences every inward state and becomes 

free of all wishes. Then, his nafs adopts the attributes of heart 

and the heart adopts the attributes of soul i.e. the nafs annihilates 

in the heart and heart annihilates in the soul, the soul then 

converts entirely into the Noor of Divine Oneness due to absolute 

Jamiat. The seeker is then blessed with eternal proximity and 

vision of Allah by gaining the Divine presence.  
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Meaning: The vision of Allah is obtained through seven ways 

and seven kinds of knowledge. If you acquire them, you can 

attain the Divine Oneness in just one week. Learn these seven 

kinds of knowledge from the seven categories of verses of Quran 

so that you find the secret of Kun and become a confidant of 

Allah. 

The seven categories of verses of Quran are; verses about 

promises, verses about warnings, verses about commands, verses 

about prohibitions, verses about incidents of earlier Prophets, 

verses whose orders are annulled, verses which annul the previous 

orders. All the levels are attained through shariah and then return 

to shariah. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Returning to the origin is the final point. 

Shariat168 is entirely the Quran, Tareeqat169 (mysticism) is 

explanation of Quran, Haqeeqat170 (the Reality) is reflection of 

Quran and gives the vision of Reality, Marifat171 gives eternal 

Jamiat upon the teachings of Quran. Quran provides guidance 

and evidence for every level of marifat and closeness of Allah 

and confers the vision of Rehman172. No knowledge, wisdom and 

authority is out of the Quran neither it ever will be.  

What is the difference between the scholars with dead hearts 

and Faqeers with alive heart? The scholars who are unaware of 

the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad are 

                                                           
168, 169, 170, 171 Shariat, Tareeqat, Haqeeqat and Marifat are four levels of Divine closeness. 
People at the level of Shariat follow the shariah of Prophet Mohammad perfectly and 

sincerely to attain closeness of Allah. They are people of physical prayers and deeds. 

When they reach the level of Tareeqat they toil to gain inward purity by taking bayat of 
Murshid Kamil. On attaining the inward purity they reach the level of Haqeeqat where 

they find the Reality through the Ishq of Allah. Ishq of Allah leads to the next level of 

Marifat where they get the Divine knowledge after having vision and closeness of Allah. 
172 The most Compassionate. 
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ignorants while the Faqeer who possesses the tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat and have become accomplished by the power of Ism-

e-Mohammad is independent of all desires and restrains in the 

world and hereafter. Every knowledge is contained in Ism-e-

Allah Zaat but Ism-e-Allah Zaat cannot be bounded in knowledge. 

The power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat annihilates the nafs and takes the 

seeker to the Divine court. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And with Him are the keys of the unseen, none knows 

them except Him. And He knows what is on the land and in the 

sea. Not a leaf falls but that He knows it. And no grain is there 

within the darkness of the earth and no moist or dry (thing) but 

that it is (written) in the enlightening Book. (Al-Inam-59) 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Verily, Quran is the kindness of Allah upon the creation. 

DETAIL ABOUT THE PILGRIM OF THE 

SANCTUARIES OF MAKKAH AND MADINA 

Some are the outward and superficial pilgrims and some are the 

inward and veritable pilgrims. When an inward pilgrim enters the 

sanctuary of Kaaba with truthfulness, right faith and pure existence 

and circumambulates the Kaaba, every nook and corner of the 

sanctuary of Makkah and the Holy Kaaba shower Noor upon 

him. In that Noor, the pilgrim is blessed with the proximity and 

vision of Allah. He gains perfect belief that Kaaba is the home of 

Allah. The Faqeer who reaches this level becomes truly eligible 
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for Hajj and circumambulation of Kaaba. When the inward pilgrim 

goes to the sanctuary of Madina and enters the tomb of Prophet 

Mohammad, every nook and corner of the sanctuary of Madina 

and the tomb of Prophet Mohammad shower Noor upon him and 

the pilgrim is honoured with the vision of the Holy Prophet. 

Such an inward pilgrim becomes member of the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad and views it with perfect faith and belief. 

If the inward pilgrim goes to the plain of Arafat and after 

listening the sermon, raises his hands to pray: 

 
Meaning: Here I am O Lord! Here I am. You are One and there 

is no partner with You, Here I am O’ Lord! 

The plain of Arafat becomes all Noor and showers Noor upon 

him. In that Noor, the pilgrim is graced with the company of 

Allah. Do not consider it strange or false, it is true as it is from 

the Truth. 

 
Meaning: By the Kindness of Allah, I am an eternal pilgrim as I 

ever view Kaaba in my heart. The blessings of Allah have 

relieved me from all worries. 

 
Meaning: My inward and outward have become the same and I 

always remain in the company of the Holy Prophet. 

When a Murshid remembers any of his disciples by taking his 

name and blesses him with his spiritual attention, he instantly 

takes that disciple to the Divine presence and grants him the 

marifat, closeness and vision of Allah, conferring upon him the 
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Meraj. Then the disciple becomes favourite of Allah forever. It is 

obligatory upon the Murshid to take his true disciple to this level 

of Divine presence. The Murshid grants his desirable disciple the 

skill of panacea alchemy and Dawat of Takseer, so that all the 

treasures hidden in the earth as well as the treasures of Allah are 

revealed upon him. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! The accomplished ones possess the skill of 

every kind of alchemy. They either grant that skill to the true 

seekers themselves or let them have it directly from Allah. 

Whomsoever the perfect Murshid considers a capable seeker, 

raises his level to a Saint and grants him ranks higher than the 

kings. In the view of Faqeers, a king is just a beggar and indigent. 

The seeker whom the Murshid grants tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, gains unveiled insight and command over the whole 

Solomon empire. The perfect Murshid makes his true disciple 

proficient in every practice and alchemy and makes him so 

generous and powerful by giving him the Paras stone that the 

king of his time becomes a loyal slave to him and spends his 

whole life in his obedience. 

 
Meaning: Owing to my Oneness with Allah, I am the generous 

king of both the worlds. The worldly king is like a beggar for 

me. 
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Meaning: I do not need any worldly wealth, by the Grace of 

Allah I am spiritually more powerful than Moses and Khidr.173  

 
Meaning: By the power of tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, I have 

gained every authority and taken both the worlds under my 

command. 

 
Meaning: My sight is more effective than infinite Paras stones 

and the words of my tongue are more powerful than hundred 

Zulfiqars (sword of Hazrat Ali). 

 
Meaning: The seeker of Allah should be magnanimous and highly 

ambitious. A coward and low couraged seeker proves to be the 

enemy of Murshid. 

 
Meaning: Making the wise ones confidant of Divine secrets is a 

great bestowal while making the foolish people confidant is a big 

mistake. 

 

                                                           
173 Prophet Moses is the representative of the outward realities of the religion and Khidr 

is the representative of the inward realities while Prophet Mohammad represents and 

encompasses both and transfers the command over both to his spiritual successors who 
are the perfect Faqeers of his ummah. Sultan Bahoo is also one of them. 
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Meaning: I could not find any seeker capable for the Divine 

favour, the low couraged seekers are not eligible for this wealth. 

 
Meaning: I could not find any true seeker of the Truth whom I 

could elevate to the Divine presence granting him the Divine 

secrets. 

 
Meaning: Leave your nafs, heart and soul, so that you progress 

towards the marifat and vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Whoever beholds Allah, becomes His Friend. His 

existence turns into Noor and this Noor becomes One with Allah, 

hence he gains Divine Oneness. 

 
Meaning: This level is achieved by the Saints in the very 

beginning as they are blessed with the vision of Allah on the first 

day. 

If the ranks of all the Saints are combined, they become equal 

to the rank of a Faqeer. This reality cannot be understood by the 

fools who are imprisoned by their nafs. 
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Meaning: Whatever I am bestowed with, is bestowed only from 

Allah. Wherever I behold, I behold Allah only. 

 
Meaning: Only Allah is sufficient for the lovers. There is no 

space for anyone else between Allah and His lover. 

 
Meaning: The ummah of Prophet Mohammad is blessed with 

such ultimate closeness of Allah that not even the archangel 

Gabriel can come between Allah and them. 

 
Meaning: Every book of religion teaches the lesson to seek the 

truth. Whoever does not seek truth from the Truth, is a dog. 

 
Meaning: The Divine knowledge makes one fortunate by granting 

the vision of Allah. The superficial knowledge of recitals and 

meditations keeps one away from Allah. 

 
Meaning: By gaining the knowledge of marifat of Allah, the 

Divine favour upon the seeker is enhanced. He becomes an Arif 

with enlightened sight and beholds Allah closely and clearly. 
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Meaning: I am an omniscient and omnipresent guide towards 

Divinity. I take the seekers towards Divine Oneness and confer 

the vision of Allah upon them. 

 
Meaning: When I elevated from this physical world and reached 

the station beyond time and space, I saw both the worlds minor 

like the wing of a mosquito. 

 
Meaning: Lamakan is an eternal realm, neither there is any kind 

of knowledge nor verbosity or controversy. 

 
Meaning: Neither there is air or water nor fire or soil. Wherever I 

see, I behold the Divine vision. 

 
Meaning: It is only the honour of the ummah of Prophet 

Mohammad that they learn every knowledge by a single Divine 

word i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 
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Meaning: Lamakan is the station of purest Noor. The traveller 

and guide to that world is the Arif who is an incarnation of 

Divinity. 

 
Meaning: There is not any knowledge, sound, words or voice in 

the Lamakan. Whoever reaches there, gains the secrets of Reality 

and becomes one with the Reality. 

 
Meaning: In that realm, it becomes possible to watch the 

Divinity with eyes. To understand this secret, get the knowledge 

of closeness and vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo is completely obsessed by the vision of Allah. 

Now Bahoo is no more, as Ya-Hoo has occupied his body and 

soul. 

The highest levels of Faqr, renunciation, trust and eternal 

spiritual ecstasy can be found only through the perfect Qadri 

way. If follower of any other way claims to possess these levels, 

he is just boasting and telling a lie. The first obligation upon a 

person is to gain an enlightened insight. Whosoever is wise 

inwardly and outwardly and wants to have presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad, must acquire enlightened 

insight, knowledge and wisdom and get rid of the disgrace of 

ignorance. Then he should reach the Murshid i.e. the spiritual 

guide and seek the Divine knowledge, spiritual authority, inward 

treasures and Jamiat and then enter into the arena of marifat and 

Faqr. Felicitations to such a progressive inward. The disciple 
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cannot recognize the level of the Murshid but the Murshid 

recognizes the disciple and his desires just like destiny 

recognizes the people of destiny. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Livelihood seeks a person more intensely than his 

death. 

The seeker of Allah recognizes Allah just like a lover 

recognizes the beloved and the beloved recognizes the lover. 

Similarly the scholar recognizes his knowledge and the Murshid 

recognizes his disciple just like a father recognizes his son and a 

teacher recognizes his student. Likewise, a slave recognizes his 

master just as a horse recognizes its rider. 

 
Meaning: If you want to recognize the Reality, see from the eyes 

of your soul instead of the physical eyes. Physical eyes are even 

possessed by the animals. 

DETAIL ABOUT FAQEER 

The view of both the worlds is candid upon the eyes of the 

perfect Murshid. Just like the glasses focus light upon the pupil 

of an eye, the inner eyes of the Faqeer view everything in the 

same manner. Whatever his physical eyes see, is focused upon his 

inward open eyes. With those eyes he observes the marifat and 

gains the Divine vision and Meraj. Hence, he can bless his 

disciples with the Divine vision as well. There are many apostates 

who claim to be Arifs but their knowledge about Divinity is false 

as their attention is not towards Allah. 
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Meaning: The immodest so called Arifs have wrong concept of 

marifat, the real marifat of Allah is gained after having His 

vision. 

 
Meaning: The true Arifs having real marifat of Allah possess 

attributes of the Christ as they can vivify the dead hearts by 

marifat of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The real marifat ascends the Arif to the Divine 

presence. How can the arrogants be considered Arifs. 

There are two kinds of Arifs; (a) The Arifs who are Faqeers 

and Saints (b) The Arifs who remain busy in spiritual flights. 

Life and death become the same for the Arifs who have reached 

the Lamakan by their powerful soul. Although, after experiencing 

the stages of physical death, they separate from the people 

physically and become hidden but actually they are dominant 

upon the living people (owing to their spiritually powerful 

eternal life). People think that they are in the grave but in fact they 

are in the sanctuary of closeness to Allah. They are perpetually 

blessed with the Divine closeness and company of the Holy 

Prophet. After their physical death, the Faqeer Saints of Allah 

grant spiritual education, persuasion and marifat to their disciples 

and seekers of Allah twice as much as they had been granting in 

their life, as they are dead during life and alive after death. 

Rather, the fact is that they have been liberated from the bounds 

of life and death and become Fana Fillah by drowning in the 
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Noor of Divine Oneness by the benedictions of tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. 

 
Meaning: The Saints of Allah are not bound in their graves, they 

reach Allah taking their physical existence out of the grave. 

 
Meaning: They are always present in the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad but when someone calls their name near 

their grave, they at once come back to their grave to help him. 

 
Meaning: You can seek help from these souls of shrines to 

achieve your objectives. The perfect Saints are omnipresent and 

answer all your questions. 

 
Meaning: There are some Saints who are unknown in the world 

and their shrines are also traceless, as they have shifted completely 

to the Lamakan. 

 
Meaning: Their name is mentioned upon the Guarded Tablet, it 

can be known about them by reading the Tablet and one can also 

acquire their spiritual company. 
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The high ranked Faqeer Saint and Arif, who is commonly 

called Dervish by everyone, knows every reality of past, present 

and future and possesses authority over all the treasures of Allah 

present in both the worlds, nothing is hidden from him. Whoever 

claims, does not know. Whoever knows, does not claim. The 

perfect Faqeer is truly authoritative whether he claims or not. My 

words are according to my experience. 

DETAIL ABOUT THE SAINTS 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Verily, the Saints do not die, they just shift from this 

world to the other world. 

This is the reality of the perfect Murshid who is man of Divine 

vision and have crossed the level of “death before dying”. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs having enlightened insight view both the 

worlds in just one glance. 

The perfect Murshid is one who first of all grants Divine 

presence to the seeker through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, 

lets him meet the souls of all the Prophets and Saints and carries 

him to the Lamakan by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat bestowing 

the vision of Allah upon him, hence he remains in no need to 

perform any kind of mystic struggle or seclusion for his whole 

life. This is the first check of the level of Murshid. The Murshid 

who does not possess these powers and attributes is a waylayer 

and his disciples are either the peers of Satan or foolish like 

cattle due to ignorance from marifat of Allah and blindness from 

the Reality or unwise like children. 
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Meaning: If you want to achieve any spiritual objective, go to the 

shrine of a Saint, his soul will take you to the required destination. 

 
Meaning: And do not say about those who give their life in the 

way of Allah, “They are dead”. Rather, they are alive but you 

perceive (it) not. (Al-Baqarah-154) 

 
Meaning: The Saints leave this physical world after attaining 

eternal life. One who considers them dead, is himself dead. 

 
Meaning: The Saints have acquired eternal life by the power of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat and have raised above the level of creation. 

It is compulsory for the Murshid to sate the nafs of the seeker 

at very initial level. The nafs is sated after enjoying all the 

pleasures and having all the powers of this carcass world. Without 

being sated of all the pleasures of the world, the nafs of the 

seeker does not develop trust upon the Murshid, even if the 

seeker is outwardly reproached and made to repent thousand times 

from these carcass worldly pleasures. When the nafs is fully 

sated due to excessive worldliness, it becomes disgusted of them. 

Then the nafs becomes satisfied and the seeker is considered 

eligible for the vision of Allah. His nafs is purified like a washer 

man cleanses the dirty cloth. Impurity and servility cannot be 

combined together, similarly (love of) carcass world and the 
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Divine vision cannot sustain together in the same existence. 

They are opposite to each other like infidelity and Islam, Jews 

and Muslims. The Murshid who does not know how to sate the 

nafs of the seeker by granting him authority over the carcass 

world, verily does not know the way to bless him with the 

Divine vision. In short, granting authority over the worldly 

treasures is called empowerment. While, bestowing the proximity 

of Allah by making the seeker cross all the inward levels of the 

created realms as well as the stations of (acquiring) Divine 

attributes and (closeness of) the Divine Essence is called 

verification. The Murshid who neither knows the way to empower 

the seeker nor the way to make him reach the level of 

verification is certainly a moron and belongs to the heretical 

group. Some so called Murshids claim to have the Divine vision 

but in fact they are imprisoned by the carcass world, some of 

them claim to have proximity to Allah but actually they are 

indulged in worldly desires and are immodest and stupid. It is 

not easy to be a Murshid or a true seeker of Allah. To be a 

Murshid, one needs to hold the entire (outward and inward) 

authority. The way to possess this authoriy is a great secret of 

Allah. One must efficiently and vigilantly follow the shariah and 

ought to shun all kinds of infidelity and polytheism. Only Allah! 

Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: One who is guided by the perfect Murshid, gains 

Divine presence and vision and becomes a man of awareness. 
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Meaning: He then needs guidance from none else and becomes 

independent of everyone as he remains present in the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad day and night. 

The Murshid should first of all prove himself the perfect 

Murshid and for that he needs to give two evidences. Firstly, he 

must bestow Divine presence and observation of Divine vision 

upon the seeker of Allah by the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

Secondly, he should grant the seeker boundless authority upon 

infinite Divine treasures. The seeker should also prove that he is 

the true seeker of Allah and for that he also needs to present two 

evidences. Firstly, he must sacrifice his life and wealth for his 

Murshid. Secondly, he should submissively obey all the orders 

of the Murshid and must not do anything without the permission 

of Murshid, whether it is related to the worldly matters or 

religion. 

After all, what is the ultimate level of Faqr and marifat of the 

Dervishes and what it should be? It is that their existence convert 

to Noor entirely and they become One with Allah. Hence, the 

entire creation comes under their view, just as sun is present 

everywhere and benefits everything. The Dervish is ever blessed 

with the Divine vision with his existence of Noor. When such a 

man of Noor moves his lips to talk, Allah knows that he is 

talking to Him, the soul of Prophets, Saints and Momins consider 

that he is talking to them, all the angels, jinns and supernatural 

beings think that his is talking to them while the common and 

special people around him think that he is talking to them. Such 

is the existence of Noor that it can reach everywhere and remain 

blessed with Divine presence. Hazrat Sultan Bayazid Bastami 

says that he had been talking to Allah for thirty years but people 

thought that he was talking to them. This supreme existence of 

Noor is gained by reaching the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and 

reflects the power of Kun as Allah says: 
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Meaning: He only says to it “Kun” (Be) and it is Fayakun (done). 
(Al-Baqarah-117) 

It is easy to get command and authority over both the worlds in 

a single step but it is very difficult to get rid of the nafs. 

Although, it becomes easy by having command over the nafs due 

to excessive tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and by reading the 

verses of Quran and kalma tayyab after 

understanding their essence. 

 
Meaning: There was nothing and naught when I was present with 

Allah Alone. 

 
Meaning: I ever behold Allah in the mirror of my heart which 

shows me His vision clearly. This vision and closeness has 

granted me immortality with Allah, and all these blessings have 

been bestowed upon me directly by Allah Almighty. 

 
Meaning: Each and every hair of my body is the knower of Allah 

and my entire existence has got His marifat. One who has got 

these attributes does not need to do any kind of zikr. 

 
Meaning: You have lowered the status of Bahoo by considering 

just his human body and name. Actually his being is the realm of 

the Eternal and his real homeland is the Lamakan. 
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One whose existence has become mature by absorbing the 

Noor of Divinity, is always engrossed in gaining marifat of 

Allah, ascending towards Him and beholding His Noor. Such an 

existence is hidden from the world. The sir’r of such a person 

appears from the grave (of his physical body), meets, beholds 

and converses with the Prophets and Saints in the holy assembly 

of Prophet Mohammad and is eternally blessed with the vision 

and closeness of Allah. His inward as well as outward is 

approved (in the court of Allah). Do not consider these hidden 

facts wrong or strange! If you will object upon them, you may 

become infidel and pagan who are the people of hell. You must 

repent thousand times from doing so. The Holy Prophet has said: 

 
Meaning: Verily, the Friends of Allah do not die. 

The difference between the superficial religious scholars and 

the Divine scholars is that the former are called the scholars 

while the latter are called the Saints and Faqeers, the former are 

just practitioners while the latter are proficients, the former are 

(spiritually) dead while the latter are eternally alive. The scholar 

knows every knowledge and interprets the verses of Quran, 

Hadiths and laws of jurisprudence, while the Faqeer reveals their 

reality by practically granting the Divine presence and closeness. 

The people of words and the people of vision and practice do not 

like the company of each other. Same is for the cunning people 

and the people of spiritual ecstasy, the people who are sleeping 

(spiritually) and the people who are awake. 

 
Meaning: I disgrace my nafs for the sake of Allah by begging 

from door to door. 
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Meaning: I do not need help of anyone common or special as I 

am perfectly accomplished in authority and power. 

You must know that there are some so called Faqeers who are 

actually thieves, frauds, troublemakers and the ones who trap by 

their words. The real Faqeers are the men of spiritual authority 

and possessors of panacea alchemy, they are the grantors of 

Divine treasures and the enlightened Saints of Allah who are 

rulers upon both the worlds. So, through which action, knowledge, 

wisdom, conversation and eternal key, one can distinguish between 

the fake Faqeer and the real Faqeer? The imperfect ones daringly 

waste the time of their disciples by making false promises and 

telling tales while the perfect Faqeer grants the Divine 

observation through his spiritual attention and fulfills all the 

objectives of the seeker of Allah on the very first day. 

 
Meaning: The imperfect Murshid is impotent and behaves like 

weak women. He is an immodest who demands money from his 

disciples. 

The perfect Murshid reveals the Divine knowledge upon the 

seeker and shows him the Divine Reality by the tasawur of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat. The imperfect Murshid misleads the seekers by 

keeping him indulged in different zikrs, meditations and recitals. 

The perfect Murshid blesses the seeker with the Divine vision on 

the very first day. 
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Meaning: Do not seek any other way except the way of Divine 

vision. It leads to the levels of Rabia of Basra and Hazrat Bayazid 

Bastami. 

If the seeker is stuck at the level of zikr then his zikr is actually 

a decline, if he is stuck at the level of meditation then his 

meditation is just a vain thought, if he is at the level of muraqbah 

then it is just the beginning of spiritual states, if he is stuck at the 

level of inspiration then he is unaccomplished. Even if he reaches 

Divinity, he remains unacceptable (unless he becomes One with 

the Divine Essence). 

 
Meaning: O’ Seeker! Seek the vision of Allah from your Murshid. 

When your eyes will be engrossed in the Divine vision, the 

secret of Kun will be revealed upon you. 

 
Meaning: If you will remain indulged in zikr and meditation, it 

will take you away from the Divine vision, as the reciters are 

unaware of the Divine Oneness and closeness. 

The perfect Faqeer is attributed with some excellent morals; he 

is miserly towards nafs (i.e. does not grant its wishes), friend of 

the seekers of Allah, eternally blessed with the vision of Allah 

Almighty and gets inward inspirations directly from the Divine 

presence through waham due to his ultimate closeness with 

Allah. 
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Meaning: No one knows from where the people of vision come 

and where do they go, but it is a fact that they do not die.  

 
Meaning: I was with Allah in pre-existence and I will remain 

with Him in eternity i.e. I have always remained with Allah. This 

is the absolute Divine Oneness and the ultimate truth. 

 
Meaning: Whoever conceals the truth is a filthy pagan and 

whoever tells the truth that he has beheld the Divine Reality is 

amongst the men of paradise. 

 
Meaning: If someone asks about the sign and symbols of Allah’s 

vision then he should be told that He is incomparable, transcendant 

and beyond time and space. 

 
Meaning: Whoever reads these words having faith in them, 

becomes eligible for Allah’s vision and then this blessing is 

bestowed upon him. 

 
Meaning: The Omnipresent Allah has Himself granted me the 

enlightened sight to see Him, why should not I say that I behold 

Him every moment and remain with Him ever. 
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Meaning: Do not let your heart incline towards anything except 

the Divine presence and vision. Those who remain involved in 

zikr of breath, soul or heart are foolish. 

 
Meaning: I know every way of spirituality and mysticism. Seek 

the favour and blessing of engrossment in the Divine vision from 

me. 

 
Meaning: The wise do not need excessive words to be convinced. 

The Arifs become men of unveiled sight by having the Divine 

vision. 

 
Meaning: I have turned my face towards Allah’s vision. One 

whose eyes behold Allah, becomes man of sight. 

 
Meaning: Keep your eyes towards the Truth, leave the falsehood 

and have the Divine vision perpetually with perfect faith. 
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Meaning: These physical eyes cannot have the power to behold 

Allah. Only the eyes of the soul which is always with Allah, can 

see Him. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! For God sake grant me such sight that I 

behold Allah without the eyes. 

The people who are bound in this physical world have dead 

hearts and depressed beings. Whatever they see in the dream or 

mediation is just their delusion which is the result of the desires 

of their carcass nafs. Whatever the people of alive heart and soul 

see belongs to LaHoot Lamkan and is the result of Divine 

closeness. Even during their dreams they observe the theophanies 

of Divine vision. While, whatever the pious people see (during 

their dream or meditation) belongs to paradise, they view the 

houries, castles and other blessings of heaven. When the Doomsday 

would occur and the spirits would come out of their graves, none 

of the worldly people would have their faces towards Qibla174, 

rather they would have their backs towards Qibla. Only the men 

of Divine love and vision would have their faces towards Qibla 

due to closeness (and recognition) of Allah. The worldly person 

who would have rejected a Faqeer and turned away from him, 

would never have his face towards Qibla. 

 
Meaning: I found the real Qibla before the Qibla manifested in 

the world, I prostrated towards it and made it my eternal Qibla. 

                                                           
174 Direction towards Kaaba, symbolically refers to the right direction i.e. the direction 
towards Allah. 
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Meaning: Kill one of the two Gods in your being and become 

one with the One (One is the real God i.e. Allah and the other is 

the nafs which commands a person like God. If nafs is killed, 

only Allah remains in the inward of a person). The marifat of 

Divine Oneness is gained only after becoming One. 

 
Meaning: The follower of Naqshbandi order cannot find way to 

the Divine vision as this is not for him. The follower of 

Soharwardi order does not even know about this level of Divine 

vision. 

 
Meaning: Whoever loves the world, is far away from this level 

whether he is apparently a Ghaus or a Qutb. 

 
Meaning: Only the follower of Qadri (Sarwari Qadri) way is 

blessed with Divine closeness by the Grace of Allah because 

only the Qadri follower truly seeks the vision and closeness of 

Allah. 

One who claims that he is simultaneously blessed with the 

worldly wealth as well as the wealth of religion is verily like a 

Pharaoh. This is just a satanic ruse and absolutely wrong. 
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Meaning: Those who love the world are like dogs, those who 

renounce the world are the men of heaven. 

The world runs after us but we the Qadris do not even look at 

it, as the Qadris are ever attentive towards the Divine vision and 

have renounced the world forever. Everyone who perpetually 

seeks the carrion world, feels proud on having it and does not 

turn towards the marifat of Allah, is absolutely foolish. How 

could such people be called Momin or Muslim, they are worse 

than animals. 

 
Meaning: If I explain the (states of) vision of Allah, the whole 

world would become immortally alive just by hearing it. 

The knowledge of vision is gained through the (spiritual) 

lessons of vision and the power of vision. While, the persuasion 

of vision is gained by believing in that knowledge. The real 

vision is obtained by having faith in the vision. The knowledge 

and clemency of vision lies in the wisdom gained by vision 

while the knowledge of guidance about the vision is gained from 

the Murshid who is the man of vision. 

 
Meaning: The way of vision of Allah is beyond the physical 

beings of the creation. The path of knowledge of His vision is 

the straight path where there are no dangers of depravity. 
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Meaning: The physical beings of creation are created from soil 

and they would ultimately turn to soil. The vision of Allah is 

Noor which purifies and enlightens the heart. 

 
Meaning: The flower of vision of Allah is different from all. If 

you have this flower, you will become unveiled, i.e. all the veils 

would be lifted from you. 

 
Meaning: You can get that flower only from the hands of the 

Holy Prophet, and by having it you would become the enlightened 

Arif. 

This favour of eternal Faqr is acquired by the kindness of the 

Holy Prophet and is verily the right path. When the vision of 

Allah is bestowed upon the seekers, some of them deny the way 

of Faqr and fall flat while some of them become lovers of Allah. 

If the seeker takes that flower (of vision of Allah), he is blessed 

with grand knowledge which is vaster than the knowledge of 

Quran and Hadith. This knowledge makes him dominant over 

the Satan. If he does not take the flower (i.e. deny the way of Faqr) 

then such a foolish and wretched person becomes a renouncer of 

salat175. The difference between the outward knowledge of 

superficial scholars and the inward hidden knowledge of the 

veritable scholars is that the inward knowledge is free of 

wrongness and decline. It grants eternal marifat and closeness of 

Allah which is unregressable and bestows Divine favour and 

verification upon the alive heart. Verse of Quran: 

                                                           
175 Salat is a way of connection between Allah and His slave, one who denies the way of 
Faqr is deprived of this connection. 
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Meaning: And I am favoured by none but Allah. (Hud-88) 

Verily, the Saints, Divine scholars and Faqeers are those who 

possess complete authority over the treasure of alchemy but do not 

spend even a penny upon their ownselves. They do not consider it 

lawful to take anything from the world. It is undoubtedly true that 

the true seekers of closeness of Allah are very rare who dare to 

progress towards gaining the proximity and vision of Allah. I 

have not seen any scholar who gains knowledge for the sake of 

marifat, proximity and vision of Allah or to become spiritually 

enlightened and alive hearted. Everyone acquires knowledge just 

for the world and for earning livelihood. 

 
Meaning: The self conceited and arrogant scholars should not be 

considered scholars. The true scholars are the ones who are ever 

attentive towards Divinity. 

 
Meaning: A scholar should get every knowledge for marifat of 

Allah. The scholar without marifat is like Satan. 

 
Meaning: Search the medium of Murshid to have union with 

Allah so that you acquire Oneness with Allah. 

The heart which is accepted and desired in the court of Allah 

always remains in the grip of two fingers of Allah. One finger is 

that of the Jalal (wrathful attributes) of Allah whose effects produce 
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the spiritual states of sukr176, sahw177, qabz178 and busst179 in the 

existence of Momin Faqeer and enhances his powers of zikr, 

meditation, muraqbah and supernatural acts. Other is the finger 

of Jamal (compassionate attributes) of Allah whose effects grant 

the Divine observations and vision alongwith perfect faith and 

certainty. The Holy Prophet said:  

 
Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me. 

This pride of Faqr can be obtained from the spiritual sight of 

the Faqeer who is ruler over every part and whole, perfectly 

enlightened and authoritative upon the nafs. He not only explains 

the knowledge of verses of Quran and Haidths but also let their 

spiritual efficacy penetrate the soul. The dead heart is in the grip 

of two fingers of Satan, one is the finger of greed and covet due 

to which the person cannot differentiate between right and 

wrong, legitimate and illegitimate, and eventually turns infidel. 

Other is the finger of sensual desires and arrogance. The Holy 

Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The person whose heart contains even a peck of 

arrogance, will not enter the heaven. 

The perfect Murshid salvages the dead heart of the seeker from 

the grip of both fingers of Satan, grants him presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad and drowns him in the Divine 

                                                           
176 Sukr is the state of spiritual intoxication. It is the state of absence of self-awareness 

brought about through a powerful spiritual influence such as immersion in the zikr of 

Allah, attention of the perfect Murshid, deep emotions of love for the Divine Beloved. 
177 Sahw is the state of sobriety. It is returning from the state of spiritual intoxication to 

oneself after having been absent from oneself whilst intoxicated with the love of the 

Divine Beloved. 
178 Qabz is the spiritual state of contraction in which the heart is firmly gripped by the 

fear of Allah. It results due to the Divine disclosure of Jalal (Allah’s Majesty and Wrath). 
179 Busst is the involuntary state of expansion which engulfs the heart with ineffable joy. 
It results from the Divine disclosure of Jamal (Allah’s Compassion and Beauty). 
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Oneness. Hence, the seeker becomes indifferent outwardly and 

inwardly and a possessor of authority upon the treasures of 

spiritual verification alongwith Divine favour and the treasures 

of closeness of Allah by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Verily, 

such a seeker is the man of truth upon whom everything is 

unveiled. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: When you are blessed with Divine Oneness by the 

kindness of Murshid, seek marifat of Oneness from him. 

 
Meaning: Whoever is not guided by a Murshid, is unfortunate as 

in the absence of true Murshid, his nafs which is actually his 

enemy becomes his guide pretending to be a scholar, hence he 

gets depraved. 

 
Meaning: Without the guidance of a perfect Murshid, your nafs 

and innerself will remain ignorant and evil, even if you outwardly 

acquire all the knowledge of exegesis of Quran and Hadiths. 

 
Meaning: Murshid should be powerful like Prophet Solomon so 

that he could grant union with Allah after imprisoning the devil 

nafs. 
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Meaning: Only one advice is enough for the true scholars that 

their existence should be the house of peace and safety for others. 

 
Meaning: The true knowledge demands that you should renounce 

greed and sensual desires and become Divine scholar by getting 

rid of your nafs. 

 
Meaning: The Divine knowledge is hidden and secret. You must 

believe in it. If you suspect or find faults in it you will be deprived 

of your faith. 

Allah says in Quran: 

 
Meaning: Alif, Lam, Meem. (This Quran) is the glorious Book 

in which there is no chance of doubt. (It is) a guidance for those 

who possess Taqwa180. Those who believe in the hidden. (Al-

Baqarah 1-3) 

It is not compulsory to get excessive knowledge but it is 

incumbent to have knowledge of all the deeds which are 

obligatory, mandatory, sunnah or desirable. It is also incumbent 

to leave all the sins, have fear of Allah, acquire marifat and love 

                                                           
180 Taqwa literally means to have fear of Allah, abstain from sins and adopt pious deeds, 

but in reality Taqwa is a state of the heart’s closeness to Allah. Taqwa refers to inward 
purity of a person which ultimately leads to have the vision of Allah. 
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of Allah, seek righteousness and abstain from backbiting and 

complaining. It is said: 

 
Meaning: Backbiting is worse than adultery. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And peace will be upon him who follows the guidance. 
(Taha-47) 

Marifat, Faqr, Jamiat and righteousness are related with the 

vision of the Most Compassionate, while the ill-commanding nafs, 

world and sensual desires are related with the Satan. What would 

you choose? 

 
Meaning: Knowledge should be gained to know the reality of all 

worships specially the five basic pillars of Islam i.e. kalma, salat, 

saum181, zakat182 and hajj183. 

 
Meaning: Whoever gains knowledge to earn wealth, remains 

deprived of marifat and kindness of Allah. 

                                                           
181 Fasting in the holy month of Ramadan. 
182 Obligatory charity. 
183 Pilgrimage to Makkah on 8th, 9th and 10th Zilhaj. 

* Shabeeh-e-Ghaus-ul-Azam Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Mohammad Najib-

ur-Rehman Madzillah-ul-Aqdus has elaborated the reality of worships in his books; 
The Spiritual Reality of prayer (salat) (Urdu version “Haqeeqat-e-Namaz”) 

The Spiritual Reality of Saum (fast) (Urdu version “Haqeeqat-e-Roza”) 

The Spiritual Reality of Zakat (Urdu version “Haqeeqat-e-Zakat”) 
The Spiritual Reality of Hajj (Urdu version “Haqeeqat-e-Hajj”) 
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Meaning: How can the knowledge gained to fulfill sensual desires 

or for pretence, be acceptable near Allah! 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: O’ Believers! Why do you say what you do not do? 
(Saff-2) 

It is very easy to acquire every knowledge theoretically and 

practice upon it outwardly but it is very difficult to be a veritable 

practitioner scholar. 

 
Meaning: There are three alphabets of Ilm (knowledge). Complying 

to it, a knowledgeable person seeks three things from Allah 

which are; the veritable knowledge, strength to practise upon it 

and the marifat of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Ilm has three alphabets, which denote that a 

knowledgeable person should acquire three attributes i.e. modesty, 

loyalty and obedience. 

 
Meaning: Ilm is like a tree which bears the fruit of marifat. 

Whoever eats this fruit becomes Arif. 
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Knowledge is totally related with levels, words, reading and 

conversation while the secret of marifat is to forever remain 

engrossed in vision and observation of Allah being blessed with 

His closeness. If you come, doors are open and if you do not, 

then Allah does not need anyone. The seeker of Allah who only 

seeks vision of Allah has nothing to do with the desire of 

paradise or fear of hell. He is ever attentive towards the vision of 

Allah. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Whoever seeks anything sincerely and struggles for it, 

certainly finds it. 

 
Meaning: Who is the guide and escort of the Saints? It is the 

attraction of Divine Oneness which takes the seeker towards 

Allah. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Divine attraction is a true emotion and one of the 

emotions of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Allah grants His closeness and presence to whomsoever 

He wishes and keeps away from Himself whomsoever He wills. 

 
Meaning: When the Divine attraction pulls a person towards vision 

and closeness of Allah, there remains no need of any effort. 
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Meaning: Do not seek ease and enjoyment in the way of Reality 

and marifat, rather renounce every pleasure for the sake of Allah 

and do not get reproached (in the court of Allah). 

 
Meaning: Transcend the four elements of physical existence (i.e. 

water, air, fire and soil) and become one with the One. When 

you will transcend the four elements you will be blessed with 

union of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Those blessed with union of Allah consider only the 

fact that every level is just imperfection and a waylayer for them 

(they have to go beyond all levels). 

The Murshid bestows the marifat and Divine knowledge upon 

the true seeker who remains sincere with him. Every knowledge 

is included in the Divine knowledge and is gained through it. 

Hence, the knowledge of death, knowledge of love, knowledge 

of marifat, knowledge of spiritual observations, knowledge of 

muraqbah, knowledge of unveiling, knowledge of all objectives, 

knowledge of Meraj, vision and closeness of Allah and all the 

knowledges other than these are encompassed in the “Knowledge 

of a moment”. “Knowledge of a moment” is that which reveals 

the spectacle of pre-existence, spectacle of eternity, spectacle of 

the world, spectacle of the hereafter, spectacle of paradise and its 

houries and castles, observations of marifat, vision of Noor, 

immersion in the state of Fana Fillah and Baqa in just a single 

breath and lets the seeker cover all these levels in a single step. It 
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is also called ‘perseverance’. Which is the knowledge that reveals 

the knowledge of death? It is the knowledge of tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat alongwith the Divine favour, the veritable knowledge 

of authority and the knowledge of spiritual attention which grants 

the Divine company. Gaining all these kinds of knowledge is the 

attribute of the truthful scholar whose whole knowledge is 

centered in the core of his heart. This subtle knowledge manifests 

the unseen and hidden in his heart. Whoever studies this 

knowledge of death, no knowledge of the Creator or the creation 

remains hidden from him. 

 
Meaning: In the way of Faqr, halting at any level is curse and 

considering any station as destination is unaccomplishment. It is 

unlawful upon the traveller of this way to stay at any level or 

destination, he must keep progressing. 

 
Meaning: He beholds the Divinity with his eyes and views the 

Reality at the station where there is neither sky nor earth (i.e. 

beyond time and space). 

 
Meaning: Whoever transcends his ownself, finds Allah by making 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat his guide. 

Ism (name) takes to the Musamma (the Zaat, the Essence). 

Musamma can be found by only one Divine word which contains 

solution of every maze. The perfect ones know that word while 

the imperfects do not as they neither know the spiritual reality 

and effects of Ism nor are aware of the Musamma. The imperfects 
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just verbally tell about the mystic and spiritual way while the 

perfect Murshid actually grants the Divine presence and blesses 

with the vision of Allah the Worshipped. 

 
Meaning: Whoever beholds Allah, recognizes Him. For me, only 

the vision of Allah is enough. 

The (desire of) reward is utterly a veil (between man and 

Allah), viewing Allah without any veil is the real reward. 

 
Meaning: Leave arguments and objections and turn towards the 

Divine vision. I have nothing to do with heaven, I just want 

Allah’s vision. 

The hell and heaven are just two stations which are entirely 

under the authority of Allah. I neither depend upon my own 

authority nor consider it worth mentioning. Faqeer is ruler upon 

both the worlds. 

 
Meaning: A group will be in the heaven and the other in hell. 
(Ash-Shura-7) 

The tongue of Faqeer reads the knowledge of exegesis (of Quran 

and Hadith) while his sight gains the knowledge of spiritual 

efficacy, his heart gains the knowledge of enlightenment and his 

soul gains the knowledge of Divine vision and ever beholds the 

Omnipresent. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

By reciting the Dawat the perfect Faqeer acquires two 

practices which make him indifferent from all the desires and 

free of all the grieves, then he does not need to do any other 
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recital. One is the Divine presence gained through the tasawur of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat and other is the practice of meeting the souls of 

shrines (to gain their beneficence). These two practices are so 

effective and powerful that the Faqeer can even annihilate the 

whole world or make it immortal by their power. You must 

know that every good deed is rewarded by Allah while the real 

reward of Allah which is infinite, is the honour of unveiled 

vision of Allah. The objective of acquiring knowledge is to 

practise upon it. The tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the sword 

which kills the infidel nafs. 

 
Meaning: It is much better to have vision of Allah for a moment 

than to perform extra devotions by saying lengthy prayers and 

fasting frequently. 

 
Meaning: At the time of vision, be engrossed in vision only and 

do not get distracted. It is the dead heart which is distracted. 

 
Meaning: I possess key to every knowledge due to the Divine 

vision. I have dedicated my whole life to the shariah of Holy 

Prophet. 

The levels and knowledge of Divine vision are achieved by 

following the shariah which is the life and soul of every knowledge. 

Without following the shariah, life of a person is sheer shame 

and disgrace. The base and origin of shariah is Quran and Hadith. 

There is not anything which is out of Quran and it never will be. 
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Keep in mind! A true seeker is made to swear upon Allah, His 

Prophet, the holy Quran and kalma tayyab  

that he must seek the level of spiritual substitute from his 

Murshid through the beneficence and grace of the Divine 

presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat. He should also seek the 

spiritual persuasion from his Murshid about the entire inward 

authorities, treasures, knowledge of wisdoms and commands. 

The Murshid is also made to swear likewise that he must grant 

the Divine presence and proximity to the seeker and bless him 

with proficiency in the spiritual practice of connecting with the 

souls alongwith all other powers. 

 
Meaning: Do not call an impotent Murshid by the name of 

Murshid, rather call him a Satan. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: O’ children of Adam! Do not worship Satan; no doubt 

he is your open enemy. (Ya-Sin-60) 

Murshid is like a snake charmer who casts the charm while the 

disciple is like a snake who obediently and respectfully remains 

under the charm and slavery of his Murshid for his entire life 

hoping for his kindness and beneficence. The true seeker of 

Allah is like a falcon who never adopts the company of crows 

and eagles. He remains away from everyone seeking only Allah. 

If the seeker is brave like lion, he ever seeks marifat and union of 

Allah and feels ashamed of adopting the company of worldly 

people who are like jackals. 
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Meaning: The seeker who recites the name of sultan184, the 

Murshid grants him the level of sultan185. 

If the seeker is a sultan but the Murshid is perplexed, or if the 

Murshid is embarrassed (due to his lack of knowledge and 

spiritual powers) and the seeker is a stupid ignorant, then they 

would not be comfortable in each other’s company. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! I am seeker of such a generous and powerful 

Murshid who keeps me present in the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad every moment. 

 
Meaning: I do not need anyone as my level is above all, I can 

convert the seekers into Arifs by a single glance. 

Strange are the people who call themselves Murshid or seeker of 

Allah but are black hearted and unaware of marifat and closeness 

of Allah. Such seekers are imperfect, ignorant and just so called 

seekers. It is evident that such seekers and Murshids are only 

emulators and belong to the commoners. 

 

                                                           
184 Refers to Sultan-ul-Azkar (the king of invocation) i.e. the zikr of Hoo. 
185 The king, refers to the highest level of Faqr where the Faqeer is granted authority over 
both the worlds. 
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Meaning: The perfect and courageous Murshid makes his seekers 

perfect and courageous as well by granting them spiritual treasures 

and powers. 

 
Meaning: He takes them to the Divine presence and Oneness 

granting marifat of Allah. The Murshid and seeker must have 

these attributes. 

 
Meaning: The imperfect Murshid demands money from his 

disciples, such a Murshid depraves the disciples in both the worlds. 

 
Meaning: If the Murshid takes oblations from his disciples and 

gives them in the way of Allah, then it is lawful for him. Such a 

Murshid is true guide towards Allah. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo recognizes the (inward reality of) seekers in a 

single glance just like the goldsmith recognizes the purity of gold 

and silver. 

The seeker gains strength and nourishment from the favour and 

kindness of Murshid. If the seeker’s inward and outward are 

verified (i.e. true) then the Murshid gives his due on the very 

first day by bestowing upon him the expertise of every act and 

gets relieved from his right. However, the seeker ought to be 

highly courageous. The seeker having low spirit is useless. 
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Meaning: I am the seeker of Allah as well as the perfect Murshid 

and possessor of Divine secret. I recognize the seekers very well. 

The path becomes long for those who are unaware of the way, 

they keep travelling the entire life but reach nowhere. However, 

the perfect Murshid (who knows the way to Allah) takes the 

seeker to the Divine presence by his single glance and grants him 

the level of Divine vision. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And worship your Lord till you attain to the station of 

certainty of faith. (Al-Hijr-99) 

 
Meaning: If you worship Allah for the sake of His vision, your 

devotions will be adorned with Divine vision and you will go to 

your grave with perfect faith and belief. 

 
Meaning: This (Divine vision) was the devotion of the Holy 

Prophet who is Compassion and Mercy for both the worlds. It is 

the source of gaining marifat of Divine Oneness with absolute 

belief. 

 
Meaning: One is blessed to perform such true devotion by the 

Grace, Mercy and Kindness of Allah. Whoever denies the vision 

of Allah is an idol worshipper. 
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Meaning: Every devotion should be meant to have vision of 

Allah because Allah created the creation for His vision. 

 
Meaning: The perfect Murshid grants the spiritual persuasion to 

the seeker which bestows the Divine vision upon him. He takes 

the seeker to the Divine presence by imparting the inward 

knowledge. 

 
Meaning: This (Divine vision) is an eternal worship which requires 

obedience and submission. Submission is the secret of Divine 

presence. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: I have created humans and jinns for My worship only 

(Al-Zariat-56) i.e. for My marifat186. 

 
Meaning: My heart has been enlivened by the Divine vision and 

my eyes are dedicated just to behold Him. 

Whoever understands the knowledge of vision through Ism-e-

Allah Zaat, becomes the man of contemplation and is never 

                                                           
186 Hazrat Abdullah Ibn-e-Abbas added the words  (meaning: i.e. for My marifat) 

while explaining  (meaning: for My worship). 
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prevented from beholding Allah even for a moment. The physical 

eyes created to see the creation are different from the eyes of the 

sir’r which are meant to behold the Creator. The Noor of Divine 

Nature and the secrets of Allah are unveiled upon the inward 

eyes. It is not at all difficult for the perfect Murshid to bestow the 

blessing of vision of Allah upon the seeker who is ready to 

sacrifice his whole life for the vision and closeness of Allah, 

remains prepared for death while seeking the marifat, presence 

and vision of Allah and jeopardizes his life for these blessings. 

 
Meaning: I have not found any true seeker who longs for marifat 

and vision of Allah and yearns for the Divine secrets. 

 
Meaning: Most of the seekers only want to fulfill their personal 

desires and are self conceited. Such seekers are disobedient and 

immodest. 

 
Meaning: If the seeker’s relation with his Murshid is like that of 

Moses with Khidr187, then the seeker keeps suspecting the good 

and (apparently) bad deeds of Murshid. 

 

                                                           
187 The incident of Moses and Khidr is mentioned in surah Al-Kahf. 
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Meaning: Due to mistrust and suspicion, every good act of Khidr 

seemed sin to Moses, though Khidr was executing some secret 

and special services. 

 
Meaning: The perfect Arifs of ummah of Prophet Mohammad 

sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam are superior to Moses and 

Khidr as they are men of Divine vision and union. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: The (true) scholars of my ummah are superior to the 

Prophets of Bani Israel188. 

In this Hadith, true scholars refer to the Faqeer Arif Billah 

Saints. 

 
Meaning: I have become the scholar by gaining the knowledge 

of Divine Oneness directly from Allah. The knowledge which is 

gained for the sake of Divine Oneness cleanses the inward. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Scholars are the heirs of Prophets. 

The assembly of true Divine scholars is like the assembly of 

Prophets as it is pure of arrogance, covet and sensual desires.  

                                                           
188 Israel is the appellation of Prophet Yaqub (Jacob). His progeny is called Bani Israel. 
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Meaning: The proficient scholar of Allah remains with Allah 

instead of himself. One who remains with himself cannot gain 

the knowledge of Divinity. 

 
Meaning: Kill the obnoxious nafs by the sword of words of 

Allah and His Prophet. Those who just learn the words of Allah 

and His Prophet verbally but do not act upon them are killed by 

the nafs with the sword of decline. 

 
Meaning: Whoever wants to kill his nafs, can do this by the tasawur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and by renouncing the sensual desires. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: For him who forbade (his ill-commanding) nafs its 

sensual desires and lusts, paradise will surely be (his) abode. (Al-

Naziat-40,41) 

Unless the nafs learns the lesson of Divine vision and presence, 

it never leaves sensual desires and sins even if the person’s life is 

exhausted while performing hard mystic exercises. He will not 

have any benefit from his struggle and devotions without the 

Divine vision. Quran tells: 

 
Meaning: (Prophet Joseph said!) And I do not (claim) absolution 

of my nafs. Certainly nafs commands much evil. (Yusuf-53) 
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Meaning: If the nafs is imprisoned, there remains no grief and 

fear. However, the idol worshippers (who worship their own 

desires) cannot recognize this wretched nafs and its tactics. 

 
Meaning: Nafs can only be recognized by having closeness of 

Allah. Then the nafs becomes embarrassed and halts from creating 

sensual desires. 

 
Meaning: When the seeker finds closeness of Allah, his nafs, 

heart and soul annihilate and he becomes a respectful Arif 

immersed in Divine Oneness. 

 
Meaning: From all his seven (inward and outward) body parts, 

seventy forms of Noor emit, then they all become one and return 

to the Divinity. 

 
Meaning: The true seeker of vision of Allah eventually finds 

Allah but the seeker of carrion world remains trapped in sensual 

desires and tricks of nafs. 
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Meaning: The true seekers want nothing but the Truth. They can 

sacrifice their life to protect the secrets of Allah. 

 
Meaning: If you are a true love of Allah, do not object and 

willingly present your head before Him. In this way (to the 

closeness of Allah) it is better if one gets beheaded. 

 
Meaning: In the way of Faqr, the more a seeker keeps himself 

anonymous, the more he becomes popular (in the spiritual world). 

His name is raised by the men of vision and spiritual sight. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! Every superior or inferior has his own desires. 

The desire of true heart (of the true seeker) is fulfilled by the true 

heart (of the perfect Murshid). While desire of the heart which is 

like dog and seeks carrion world is fulfilled by the dog like 

world. 

One must know that the knowledge of poets is adorned with 

eloquence and wisdom, their poetry becomes mature with 

awareness. While the knowledge of Faqeers is adorned with 

proximity to Allah even if it is not mature enough. The poetical 

work of poets sounds good if it is flawless but the words of 

Faqeers are sweet like honey even if the Faqeer is not perfectly 

knowledgeable. Their conversation is filled with passion for the 

vision of Allah and is more precious than gold and silver. 
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Meaning: My words are a deep secret, they can be understood 

only by those who are beheaded (i.e. who have sacrificed 

themselves in the love of Allah). Only the beheaded Arif is a man 

of insight. 

Taqwa is must for the people having knowledge of mysticism. 

There are two witnesses for the men of Taqwa; their food is 

Noor and their sleep means to be blessed with marifat, Divine 

vision and presence. The scholars of Taqwa have two strong 

attributes; one is that they can cover all the levels of Divine 

attributes and reach the Divine Essence in just a blink of an eye 

by the tasawur and favour of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and verify every 

level. Secondly, they can give life to the dead by their powerful 

sight. The real man of Taqwa is the one who, when recites the 

kalma tayyab by tongue reaching its core 

and essence, not anything created by Allah remains hidden from 

him. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And they will not do the zikr unless Allah so wills. 

They (people who do zikr) are the men of Taqwa and the forgiven. 
(Al-Muddathir-56) 

The knowledge of Taqwa is the key to marifat, Divine 

observation and vision just like the knowledge of tasawur and 

spiritual authority. Taqwa does not mean mystic struggle. It is, in 

fact, the Divine presence, vision and everlasting union with Allah. 

You must know that by the overpowering theophanies of Noor of 

tasawur and the passion for Divine presence, such thirst of 

longing for Allah is aroused in the seeker that his eternal 

separation is converted into Divine beneficence and grace. Then 

the seeker practically verifies the words Tofeeq (Divine favour), 
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Tawakul (trust upon Allah) and Tauheed (Divine Oneness) with 

truthfulness and understands their essence. When the seeker’s 

heart recites the name  (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) respectfully with the 

voice of Kun, his nafs dies on hearing it due to the magnificence 

and terror of majestic name of Allah. Then the Noor of Allah 

radiates from the existence of the seeker from head to toe. His 

being is purified of every impurity and all the veils of darkness 

are removed. Afterwards, his heart complies with soul and the 

soul recites the name of Allah with fervour. By hearing the name 

of Allah, the nafs terminates due to the powerful torment of this 

name. The seeker then accomplishes in Faqr and is blessed with 

eternal vision and absolute marifat of Allah. The Holy Prophet 

said: 

 
Meaning: Whosoever recognizes his nafs, verily recognizes his 

Holy Lord. Whosoever recognizes his nafs by annihilating it, 

recognizes his Holy Lord by becoming immortal. 

So, how can a seeker become immortal by annihilating the 

nafs? Death or annihilation of nafs means that it repents from 

sins forever and never commits any wrong deed till the end of 

seeker’s life. 

 
Meaning: There is not any veil before my eyes since eternity, 

that is why I never sleep. 

 
Meaning: One whose eyes are ever busy in Divine vision, cannot 

sleep. One who removes his ownself from between Allah and 

him, is liberated from perdition. 
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Meaning: Even while sleeping we remain busy in zikr and 

conversation with Allah. The men of Divine presence do not 

sleep like common people. 

 
Meaning: Our sleep is in fact seclusion with Allah and the 

Divine presence, we close our eyes many times just to have that 

seclusion. 

 
Meaning: One whose eyes of soul are closed is blind spiritually. 

Like animals he cannot observe any reality. 

 
Meaning: I behold the Divine vision with open eyes being 

immortal. Closing eyes (for meditation) is just hypocrisy. 

One who gains excellence in Divine knowledge and becomes 

scholar of Allah, is blessed with eternal presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. The Faqeer who acquires 

marifat of Allah and His vision is also honoured with the eternal 

presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. Similarly 

the pious one who becomes accomplished in Taqwa is also 

bestowed with the eternal presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad. 
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Meaning: These levels are above the levels of knowledge and the 

Saints grant them by their glance. 

 
Meaning: Whosoever is without a Murshid, consider him depraved 

and cursed as he is unaware of marifat and Divine Oneness 

which is manifested everywhere. 

The Murshid possesses the level of unveiled manifestation (of 

the Divine Oneness) and can show it to the seeker manifested in 

both the worlds in the mirror of his heart. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Wisdom sleeps in men. Man is the mirror of other 

man. Man is the mirror of Allah. 

 
Meaning: A Hadith states to have vision of Allah in the best 

way. Whoever does not believe in it is a wretched liar. 

 
Meaning: True scholar is the one who gains knowledge for the 

sake of vision and closeness of Allah, not for having worldly 

pleasures. 
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Meaning: The Saints are like sun in their graves. Whoever calls 

them by name, they come instantly to help him. 

 
Meaning: The Arif is so much enlightened due to his proximity 

to Allah, that he can recognize the Saints just on seeing them. 

The hidden knowledge of inward, the undoubted knowledge of 

becoming One with the Divine Oneness, knowledge of Divine 

vision, knowledge of awakening the heart, knowledge of proximity 

to Allah, knowledge of annihilating the nafs, knowledge of 

enlivened heart and immortal soul, knowledge of obedience and 

modesty, knowledge of Jamiat, knowledge of cleaning and 

enlightening the inward mirror and the knowledge of closeness 

of Allah is revealed by the knowledge of reality of death. Always 

keep in mind the words of Allah: 

 
Meaning: Everyone will taste death. (Aal-e-Imran-185) 

 
Meaning: (O’ beloved Prophet!) Tell them the worldly gains are 

a trifle. (An-Nisa-77) 

So, one should renounce the worldly assets and pleasures so 

that one can acquire the knowledge of death and become capable 

of the vision of Allah. There are three levels of marifat gained by 

the knowledge of reality of death. When the seeker at initial level 

reads it, the love of Allah is enhanced in him. When the seeker at 

middle level reads it, his marifat for Allah is increased. When the 

seeker at final level reads it, the Noor of Allah is enhanced in his 

existence due to the Divine presence, closeness and vision. It is 

obligatory upon the Murshid to first of all teach all these three 

lessons to the seeker so that he does not remain ignorant and 
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deprived of this knowledge. He should be engaged in gaining 

knowledge day and night and must know that the entire 

knowledge is included in this verse: 

 
Meaning: Then he who will have done even an atom’s weight of 

good will see it. And he who will have done even an atom’s 

weight of evil will (also) see it. (Al-Zilzal-7,8) 

 
Meaning: Just as each and every particle of grain is the part of 

yield similarly each good and bad deed is the part of your 

existence, so keep check on yourself. 

 
Meaning: Whatever is present around you should not be present 

inside you, as it is the perishable creation which was created on 

the day of Alast. (Only Allah Who is non-creation should be 

present inside you). 

The seeker of Allah should acquire only that knowledge which 

remains with him forever during life and death and that 

knowledge is about marifat and vision of Allah. True knowledge 

is that which becomes companion, intercessor and guard of a 

person in his grave, purifies all his body parts, grants salvation 

from accountability in the grave and on the Doomsday. That 

knowledge is the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is a source 

of salvation for the seeker from everything other than Allah. 
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Meaning: Whatever you have to read, read it through the 

knowledge of Ism-e-Allah as only Ism-e-Allah will remain with 

you forever. 

Quran, Taurah, Psalms, Gospel, all the holy books and the 

books of jurisprudence are the exegesis of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and 

the four revealed books are just the explanation of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat. Whoever recites Ism-e-Allah Zaat by reaching its core, all 

kinds of inward and outward knowledge are revealed upon him. 

Then he does not need to receive any other knowledge. 

Receiving the knowledge of Divine absorption is better than 

acquiring the knowledge written on pages. 

 
Meaning: One who does zikr for the vision of Allah and meditate 

to have union and immortality with Allah, gains knowledge 

directly from Allah and becomes the Divine scholar. 

By the Grace of Allah, the lesson of vision and closeness of 

Allah is contained in the sanctified heart. Whoever is unaware of 

this knowledge is immodest and ignorant having dead heart. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Yes, of course! He who turns his face towards Allah 

(i.e. consigns himself to Allah) and becomes a man of excellence 

in piety, he will find his reward with his Lord. Such people will 

neither fear anything nor grieve. (Al-Baqarah-112) 
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Meaning: And whoever bows his face in obedience to Allah and 

is also a man of spiritual excellence, has firmly grasped a strong 

hand hold. (Luqman-22) 

You must know that the knowledge of social and religious 

matters and the knowledge of devotions and worships only grant 

levels and ranks. One who just acquires these knowledges remain 

unaware of the knowledge of Divine presence and closeness. 

Although gaining knowledge of jurisprudence is a source of 

earning reward but does not give the inward knowledge which is 

the source of unveiling the knowledge of Divine immortality. 

The inward knowledge includes the knowledge of tasawur, 

knowledge of spiritual authority, knowledge of mediation, 

knowledge of mysticism, knowledge of spiritual travelling, 

knowledge of spiritual attention and the knowledge of Divine 

Oneness. All these kinds of knowledge are verily the knowledge 

of Truth as they take one to the Divine Truth making one 

disgusted of the knowledge of falsehood. Everyone who leaves 

the knowledge of truth and gains the knowledge of falsehood 

such as bribery, hypocrisy, conceit and sensual desires is utterly 

foolish. 

 
Meaning: Every devotion and reward is actually meant to have 

Divine vision. I have acquired the knowledge of Divine vision 

directly from Allah. 

Know that twenty categories of knowledge are included in one 

kind of knowledge and twenty categories of knowledge are 

present in one wisdom. The eternal Arifs are the sage scholars. 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Do not say the words of wisdom before ignorants. 
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If a person’s tongue is alive but heart is dead, he cannot gain 

marifat of Allah and leaves the world in the state of deprivation. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: We created you from this (very soil of the earth) and 

We shall return you into the same and shall bring you forth from 

the very same once more. (Taha-55) 

 
Meaning: O’ (Glorious Beloved) when you smote (the enemy 

with pebbles) it was not you who smote them but Allah. (Al-Anfal-

17) 

Only that Faqeer is eligible for reciting Dawat who is dominant 

over souls, dominant over the Saints, dominant over jinns, humans 

and angels and is unregressable, indomitable man of authority 

over all the treasures. His heart is generous and inward is ever 

present in the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. Such a 

Faqeer needs nothing. The perfect practitioners of Dawat never 

recite it to gain worldly benefits or wealth. Whoever recites 

Dawat for worldly objectives, is not aware of the real way and 

purpose of reciting Dawat. He is, in fact, indigent (spiritually) 

and at the level of evil and deceit. 

 
Meaning: If one’s tongue recites the name of Allah but the heart 

is attentive towards the world and its belongings then how can 

such glorification affect the soul. 
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Meaning: Dawat is recited by the Grace and Kindness of Allah. 

Whoever recites Dawat in the state of closeness to Allah is 

relieved from every grief. 

 
Meaning: Dawat which is recited purely for the sake of Allah 

grants presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: Dawat bestows the level and rank of Divine presence 

and is a source to be blessed with the Noor of Prophet Mohammad 

Mustafa. 

 
Meaning: Dawat is a medium to have greater levels of closeness 

to Allah. Whoever recites it to gain worldly ranks or wealth is 

utterly immodest. 

 
Meaning: The initial bestowal of Dawat is to have authority over 

all the treasures, hence every sphere of the universe comes under 

the reciter’s command. 

 
Meaning: Every angel becomes slave to the one who recites 

Dawat only for Allah. All the high and low levels become obvious 

to him. 
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Meaning: Whoever seeks wealth of the world and its pleasures is 

the companion of cursed Satan. 

 
Meaning: Whoever seeks marifat and closeness of Allah should 

remain attentive towards the contemplation of ‘Kun’ while 

reciting Dawat. 

 
Meaning: One who finds the secret of ‘Kun’, the power of Kun 

is granted to him. He gets inspiration about everything from 

Allah. 

 
Meaning: My words are according to my state and experience. 

Whosoever does not practise Dawat in its real way is a braggart 

and liar. 

 
Meaning: One who conceals the truth is absolutely an infidel. 

Speaking the truth usually makes the jealous people your enemy 

forever. 
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Meaning: I am a proficient of knowledge of alchemy and 

augmentation. I need none except Allah. 

 
Meaning: O’ Bahoo! No seeker came to me who was true to his 

desire for Allah, who could become eligible to be presented 

before the Holy Prophet and carried to the Divine Oneness. 

When a perfect seeker recites Dawat, he is blessed with the 

Divine treasures but when an imperfect person recites Dawat, it 

inflicts pain upon him like a bare sword. Granting the knowledge 

of Dawat (i.e. making a seeker capable to recite Dawat) is not an 

easy task. Only the strong and highly courageous perfect Arifs 

and the vigilant and aware Saints of Allah who are blessed with 

closeness of Allah, are the true practitioners of Dawat. The 

people who are inwardly like the blind folded cattle are not 

eligible to recite Dawat. Reciting Dawat is a very very difficult 

job. One must be proficient in Dawat, only then one is conferred 

with the great Divine secrets and infinite treasures by Allah. The 

proficient practitioners of Dawat are the man of vision, they do 

not need to indulge in conversations or verifications or say the 

prayer for judgment through omens. These are the jobs of the 

imperfect ones who are bounded in this material world and trapped 

by their ill commanding nafs. That seeker of Allah is capable to 

recite Dawat whose spiritual being converts to Noor by the 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and he is blessed with Divine presence 

and reaches the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad while 

reciting Dawat. The Murshid who is perfect practitioner of Dawat 

grants five blessings and levels to his true seeker when he starts 

practising Dawat. First is the Divine presence, second is the 

Divine vision, third is tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, fourth is 

awareness by inspiration and fifth is powerful sight due to 

closeness of Allah. The perfect Murshid grants these five treasures 
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to his true seeker in just five days. If the Saints who are men of 

Dawat would not have been blessed with verified Divine favour 

and closeness and would not have got right guidance by reciting 

Dawat, all the seekers and disciples rather the whole creation 

would have been killed (i.e. got depraved). The spiritual way of 

Dawat grants marifat and Jamiat outwardly as well as inwardly. 

It is the way of observation and vision of the Divine Beauty and 

union with Allah, not of verbosity and discussions. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs’ attention remains towards Divinity day and 

night, they do not even look towards worldly wealth. 

Those are strange and foolish people who exterminate the love 

of Allah from their heart and fill it with worldly love, greed, 

jealousy, arrogance, conceit, hypocrisy and evil desires. How can 

such people be considered Momins, Muslims, Faqeers, Dervishes, 

scholars, reciters, men of meditation or Taqwa? They are certainly 

worse than animals. Whatever the Faqeer says, says after 

calculations not out of jealousy. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: One who prevents himself from saying the truth is a 

dumb Satan. 

Take out the buds of negligence from your inward ears and 

remember your death. Death is ever present in your existence, in 

fact, your existence is in the cave of death. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Everyone will taste death. (Aal-e-Imran-185) 
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Meaning: Behead your nafs for the sake of getting closeness of 

Allah so that you are blessed with eternal presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: This is the level of Arifs and Saints. Whoever is 

ignorant of this way is trapped in sensual desires. 

FURTHER EXPLANATION OF DAWAT 

Reciting Dawat is appropriate for that practitioner and perfect 

seeker who knows its requirements well and can accomplish it in 

just two steps. One who knows the right way of delivering 

Dawat and recites it with the tasawur and authority of Ism-e-

Azam i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat becomes independent of all desires 

till the Doomsday, he and his progeny are relieved from all 

grieves. Such perfect and accomplished practitioners of Dawat 

are rare in this world. 

 
Meaning: The time of pre-existence, time of eternity and the 

time of this world, all are in fact a single moment. Whoever is 

unaware of that moment is imperfect. 

When a true and selfless seeker starts reciting Dawat, his 

perfect Murshid who is the possessor of Dawat, grants him four 

levels of excellence in Dawat by the Grace of Allah and 

mediation of Divine beneficence. First is the tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat, second is spiritual authority over the benedictions of 
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Ism-e-Azam, third is the Divine efficacy of kalma tayyab 

, fourth is the knowledge of all the verses 

of Quran. When the seeker achieves all these levels of Dawat, 

none of the unseen and doubtless inward and outward Divine 

treasures remain hidden from him. If the Murshid cannot grant 

these four levels of Dawat to the seeker in four days then the 

seeker is foolish if he follows the command of such an imperfect 

Murshid. The people of false innovations in the religion, the 

irreligious ones, the filthy seekers of world, the malicious and all 

such evil people are not eligible to recite Dawat. It can be 

delivered only by the generous Dervishes and Faqeer Arifs who 

are blessed with the closeness of Allah and His marifat and who 

possess attributes of Prophet Christ (i.e. giving life to the dead). 

When such a reciter of Dawat gives the Divine order of 

meaning: “Rise by the command of Allah”, the souls rise from 

their graves and come to meet him. At the time of reciting this 

Dawat of Noor and Divine presence, the angels get away from 

the reciter as they are unaware and deprived of this magnificent 

level. 

 
Meaning: The true lovers are fearless. They remain alive in their 

graves even after death. 

 
Meaning: The Arifs possess the power of seeing into the graves. 

These are the levels of those Arifs who have attributes of Christ 

and are second Khidr. 
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Meaning: They can converse and adopt the company of souls of 

Saints as they are drowned in the Divine Oneness and blessed 

with closeness of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Kill your nafs by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat so 

that you become capable to have union with Allah. 

While reciting Dawat, the Divine favour takes a beautiful form 

and becomes the companion of the reciter. This form takes the 

reciter to the Divine presence by the Power of Allah and attraction 

of the vision of Noor and makes him desirable in the court of 

Allah. Such a Dawat is called proximity to Allah and strength of 

the Prophets and Saints. The basic requirement for acquiring the 

treasure of marifat, knowledge of righteousness and every deed 

that grants proximity and Jamiat is the passion for Allah. This 

passion is the guide on the way to Allah and leads to Divine 

closeness. If the seeker is blessed with the passion to have 

closeness of Allah, the long journey of both the worlds becomes 

less than two steps for him. The spiritually enlightened Faqeer is 

ruler over the nafs. 

 
Meaning: Although the angels are close to Allah but they have 

no access to the level of closeness about which the Holy Prophet 

said:  meaning: There are 

times of my such closeness to Allah wheen neither any Prophet 

nor angel can come between us. 
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That is because the angels’ level, power and approach is 

limited to the spheres of skies and earth which are related with 

needs and desires but the humans can find ultimate proximity to 

Allah by approaching the level of Fana Fillah and gaining 

marifat of Divine Oneness by having Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: O’ good reputed one! Do not forget what I tell you; 

Dawat is such a powerful act which can attract the whole world 

towards the reciter in a moment. 

 
Meaning: In that moment the reciter is blessed with closeness of 

Allah instantly. This instant union has two ways (esoteric and 

exoteric) and two witnesses (outward and inward of the reciter). 

 
Meaning: The time of pre-existence, time of eternity and the 

time of this worldly life all are contained in that moment when a 

perfect man becomes One with Allah. 

 
Meaning: The breath taken by the perfect Arif in that moment is 

the breath of marifat which grants him the power of Prophet 

Christ to give life to the dead with single blow of breath. 
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Meaning: When the Arif delivers such Dawat of Divine breath at 

the shrine of a Saint, the soul of that Saint comes to him at once. 

There are four ways and effects of reciting Dawat complying 

to the physical existence which is also comprised of four 

elements i.e. soil, air, water and fire. The perfect reciter of Dawat 

annihilates all four of them with just one glance empowered by 

the Divine favour. While reciting such a Dawat, the reciter ends 

the dispute and disintegration between the four elements (i.e. his 

spiritual being dominates his physical existence) by terminating 

them according to the Hadith: 

 
Meaning: Kill the pernicious beings before they harm you. 

Reciting Dawat of a moment (which includes whole time) is 

the job of possessors of that moment, as said by Khaqani the true 

man of Allah: 

 
Meaning: After thirty years Khaqani realized that a moment in 

the company of Allah is better than possessing the Solomon 

empire. 

The level of possessing that particular moment is that of Fana 

Fi Shaikh i.e. annihilation in the Murshid. The level of eternal 

Divine presence is that of Fana Fi Rasool i.e. annihilation in 

Prophet Mohammad sall’Allahu alayhi wa’alihi wasallam where 

the seeker even becomes oblivious of that moment. While, the 

level of Fana Fillah i.e. annihilation in Allah is that of becoming 

all Noor and annihilating in Divine Noor where the seeker neither 

remembers the moment nor the Divine presence and becomes 

exactly the Divine Essence. These are the stages of annihilation 

in Noor of Divine Oneness. 
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Meaning: Drown in the ocean of Divinity in such a way that you 

forget your own self. Even the time is unaware of the point 

where lies the Divine secret. 

 
Meaning: At that point, neither there is breath or heart, nor body 

or soul. As, the exact Divine Essence is beyond time and space. 

 
Meaning: One whose existence has been annihilated, what and 

how can he observe anything. Since, after annihilation in Allah, 

only Allah remains in his being so It is Allah who sees Allah and 

remains in His Own company. 

 
Meaning: There are three gods in your existence i.e. Allah, Satan 

and your own nafs. How can you find the One Allah by following 

all three at a time. To get rid of the other two and find the One 

Allah recite His name i.e. Ism-e-Allah Zaat . Then only Allah 

will remain in your being. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Do not say (i.e. follow) three (gods). (An-Nisa-171) 

People who follow three gods and disobey the order of Allah 

that;  meaning: “Indeed, Allah is the Only God.” 
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(An-Nisa-171) how can they be called Momins or even Muslims, 

they are worse than animals. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: They are like cattle, rather they are more astray. (Al-

A’raf-179) 

 
Meaning: Have you seen the one who has made his own desires 

his god. (Al-Furqan-43) 

One who claims to have reached the level of Fana Fi Shaikh is 

actually at the level of Fana Fi Satan. One who claims to have 

reached the laudable level of Fana Fi Rasool is actually at the 

cursed level. One who claims to have approached the level of 

Fana Fillah is trapped at the level of desires of nafs. The seeker 

who is truly at the level of Fana Fi Shaikh is the one who has got 

rid of every evil, all the satanic sins, brawls of nafs and the 

dangers and distractions of worldly accidents which may come 

across him from the nether regions till the Throne. He has been 

liberated from all kinds of falsehood and observes only the 

Truth. This is the veritable level of Fana Fi Shaikh. One who 

actually reaches the level of Fana Fi Rasool ever remains present 

in the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad inwardly as well as 

outwardly. One who approaches the level of Fana Fillah, all his 

deeds are devoted for Allah only, his nafs dies, heart enlivens 

and soul gains immortality. He is always blessed with the 

observation of Noor of Essence and the Divine closeness. The 

person who is not aware of the reality of these three levels is 

foolish and self conceited if he recites Dawat. There are some 

Murshids who are (physically) away from their disciples but can 

take them to the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad by their 

spiritual attention. There are also some Murshids who themselves 

are always blessed with Divine presence but cannot take their 

disciples to the Divine presence or make them eligible for this 
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blessing. There are some Murshids whose disciples are blessed 

with Divine presence but people think that they are away from it. 

Whoever does not understand these three inward levels is a fool 

if he dares to recite the Dawat. When a true seeker (who is 

perfect practitioner of Dawat) starts delivering the Dawat and 

recites the verses of Allah, he actually converses with Allah and 

gets answers of his questions. One who does not experience this 

state while reciting Dawat, it leads him to destruction. 

EXPLANATION OF GREAT DAWAT 

Great Dawat is that which is recited combining the four i.e.; (a) 

Recitation of Quran (b) Presence at the shrine of a Prophet or a 

Saint like Dervish, Ghaus, Qutb or martyr, which is powerful like 

a naked sword (c) Closeness of Allah (d) Spiritual strength gained 

by the presence of the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad. 

This kind of Dawat is harsher and more powerful than torment 

and perdition or its efficacy can be likened to Ism-e-Azam 

recited on a shrine. It can be delivered by that spiritually proficient 

person whose recitation is so effective that it can shake the 

fourteen spheres of earth and skies, Madina and Kaaba, the grand 

Throne and everything of the universe. Its efficacy can astonish 

all the souls of Prophets, pious ones, Messengers, souls of alive 

or dead Saints, Faqeers, Dervishes, Arif Billah Ghaus, Qutbs, 

Abdals and Autads. It can make every creation of the eighteen 

thousand worlds tremble with fear and can amaze the angels. 

Hence, all these creations pray humbly to Allah to fulfill the 

objective of the reciter of Dawat, as unless his task is 

accomplished, the souls of Prophets, pious ones, Messengers, 

sacred Companions, jurists, scholars of Allah, Saints, Momins 

and Muslims would not be relieved. No Dawat is greater or 

harsher than this one as no one can dominate the power of souls 

of shrines. If this Dawat is delivered while sitting on a mountain, 

it will melt even if it is made of iron. If this Dawat is recited 
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before a fort which is made of stones of iron and is so high that 

only the strongest birds can reach its turrets, then the occupants 

of that fort will lose control over themselves and will come 

enslaved to the reciter. Or, everyone of them will be inflicted 

with sudden death and no one will remain alive in the fort. Or, 

the supernatural beings will appear by reciting this Dawat and 

will throw away all the occupants of the fort, hence the fort 

would be easily conquered. One who recites such a Dawat with 

all its grandeur, can gain authority over all the kingdoms of the 

world from east to west in just one week without any difficulty. 

The person who is eligible to deliver such a Dawat does not have 

to follow any restrictions such as eating the meat of mild or wild 

animals etc. As, his existence has been perfected and matured by 

the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. He has no fear or danger from 

the spirits, angels or jinns as he is completely immersed in the 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, blessed with Divine presence and 

has perfect command over the souls of shrines due to Dawat. The 

Holy Prophet says: 

 
Meaning: When you become worried about your matters, seek 

help from the souls of shrines. 

The true Murshid who is perfect practitioner of Dawat is the 

one who is empowered to make three kinds of people his disciple 

(other than the true seekers of Allah) and can fulfill their 

objectives taking them to their destination. First are the scholars 

of Allah whose Jamiat is in gaining the presence of the holy 

assembly of Prophet Mohammad. Second is the king who is like 

shadow of God upon his subject, his Jamiat lies in conquering 

and ruling over all the kingdoms from east to west and making 

all the mankind his subject. Third is the Shaikh who is unaware 

of the inward world and marifat of Allah, he can be made to shun 

emulation and conventional ways by drowning him in Divine 

Oneness and making him Fana Fillah. It is verily true that 
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everyone worships his own nafs, worshippers of Allah are rare. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. If you come 

towards Allah, doors are open, I can grant you marifat of Divine 

secrets in blink of an eye. If you do not come, then Allah needs 

none. 

There are four ways of reciting Dawat. One is to recite Dawat 

through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat for having closeness of 

Allah and gaining marifat of Divine Oneness. Second is to recite 

Dawat through the spiritual power gained by the authority of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat for having presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad. Third is the way of reciting Dawat for 

imprisoning the supernatural beings, angels and jinns and keeping 

them under attention. Fourth is the way of reciting Dawat for 

conquering all the kingdoms of the world. Dawat is a sharp 

weapon like a naked sword. One who can recite Dawat by all the 

four methods is the Arif Billah, only Allah is sufficient for him. 

One who trusts upon Allah completely neither needs any keys 

nor calls supernatural beings for help. People say that in this age 

there are no more Saints and perfect Faqeers who are proficients 

of Dawat, that is why they seek knowledge and help only from 

the books of religion. It is just a satanic excuse and the ruse of 

the ill commanding nafs of people of sensual desires which 

prevent them from adopting the medium of Murshid to have 

marifat of Divine Oneness and closeness of Allah. Murshid is the 

one who is not inclined towards the creation but towards the 

Creator. 

 
Meaning: Whosoever is appreciated by the Creator is pure, it 

does not matter whether people like him or not. 
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It is obligatory upon the religious scholars to take bayat upon 

the hand of the perfect Murshid who is the greatest Saint of his 

era and acquire the zikr of Allah from him. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: O’ believers! Fear Allah persistently and keep looking 

for the medium to (approach and get closer to) Him. (Al-Maidah-

35) 

The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: First of all the obligations is to do the zikr of Allah 

. 

Listen! Just as there is interpretation of a dream and explanation 

of knowledge, similarly there is panacea alchemy of ghinayat189. 

Authority upon the whole universe can be gained by the 

knowledge of Dawat of takseer190 just as spiritual efficacy is 

gained by the zikr of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The perfect Arif Murshid 

knows the way of proximity to Allah with absolute inward 

enlightenment. The Divine presence gained through Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat unveils everything upon the sight and reveals the fact that 

whatever you observe through the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is 

related to the holy assembly of Prophet Mohammad, Divine 

closeness, marifat and union. Whatever you observe without the 

tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat during muraqbah or dream is just an 

illusion and is the reason of your spiritual decline because it is 

other than Allah. All the blissful and desirable spiritual levels are 

gained by the favour of Fana Fillah Faqeer who is ruler upon the 

nafs and Ism-e-Allah Zaat which is eternal and never declining. 

Remove the filth (of prejudice) from the tablet of your mind and 

                                                           
189 Refer to glossary 
190 Refer to glossary 
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have awareness about the rank of spiritual substitution191 as it is 

the real base of the way of Prophet Mohammad which leads to 

Divine union. The perfect Murshid explains each and every 

detail of the level of spiritual substitution. Verily, the way to 

overcome all the difficulties is to be blessed with Divine favour. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And my capability comes only from Allah’s favour. 
(Hud-88) 

Divine favour is such a beneficence and bestowal of Allah 

which confers the Divine secrets through the tasawur of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat upon whomsoever Allah wills and also blesses him 

with all the levels as well as knowledge and wisdom of Totality. 

There are seventy crore thirty lac unseen and unknown stations 

between the physical world and LaHoot Lamakan which are 

veils and act like waylayers unless one reaches the LaHoot, the 

world of Divinity. It is only the Murshid who lets the seeker 

reach LaHoot Lamakan covering all the stations and removing 

all the veils in just one step and one moment, afterwards, grants 

him entire authority by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Hence 

the seeker becomes the Faqeer and eternal ruler and master over 

both the worlds by the command of Allah. These levels of eternal 

rule over worlds are the Graciousness of Allah acquired by 

having marifat, proximity and union with Allah. Such high levels 

cannot be possessed by the so called Faqeers who are prisoners 

of their nafs, trapped in deceit and deprived of the marifat of 

Allah which blesses with Meraj. 

 

                                                           
191 After perfect purgation, the human soul is substituted with the Divine Soul. 
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Meaning: The benefits of Dawat can be obtained by the tasawur 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. Such true Dawat is practised only by the 

true Saints. 

 
Meaning: Their existence is forgiven just on starting the Dawat 

and by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat it entirely converts to 

Noor. 

This way of delivering Dawat by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat converts the tongue, senses of sight and hearing, hands, 

feet, the nafs-e-mutmaina, outward as well as the inward into 

Noor. The whole being of the reciter alongwith the sanctified 

sacred soul turn into Noor by the kindness of the Rehman. Only 

that seeker is eligible to recite such a Dawat who is the great 

practitioner of performing spiritual deeds at the sacred graves of 

Saints. 

EXPLANATION OF CONVERSION OF 

WHOLE EXISTENCE INTO NOOR 

The nafs of the seeker annihilates by continuous zikr and 

meditation and he gains Divine presence by performing mashq 

marqoom-e-wajudia192 at least twenty four times. It should be 

practised alongwith contemplation, attention and meditation, 

then this practice grants Divine observation and proximity by 

converting the seeker into Noor, blessing him with Divine presence 

and taking him to the level of belovedness. The following verse 

points towards the level of becoming beloved of Prophet 

Mohammad which can be gained (in this age) by doing the 

mashq marqoom-e-wajudia. 

                                                           
192 Practice of inscribing name of Allah upon body in a particular manner. 
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Meaning: (O’ Beloved Prophet) Stay tenaciously in the company 

of those who invoke their Lord morning and evening, ardently 

seeking (vision of) His Countenance. And do not turn your eyes 

away from them. Do you seek the charms of the worldly life 

(turning your attention away from these self-denying devotees). 

And (also) do not follow him whose heart We have made 

neglectful of Our remembrance and who follows the desires of 

his nafs, he is the one who exceeds all bounds. (Al-Kahf-28) 

One who verily ascends to the station of Divine presence by 

the Divine favour and gets answers of all his questions directly 

from Allah as well as remains present in the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad, does not need to recite Dawat of the 

boundless Divine names. One who can carry himself to the Divine 

presence by the power of his spiritual attention, not at all needs 

to make talisman or charms by drawing lines, circles and 

triangles or filling twenty blocks on paper. Such useless acts are 

performed by the people who are away from the Divine presence, 

proximity and marifat of Divine Oneness. 

 
Meaning: Leave the recitals and seek Oneness with Allah as it 

will make you an Arif blessed with closeness of Allah. 

Twenty exercises of mashq marqoom-e-wajudia practised around 

the head by contemplation grant the power to go against the desires 

of nafs and four exercises specifically done around the belly 

button grant the strength of self accountability and justice. Ism-e-

Allah Zaat has four stages i.e. Ism-e-AllaHoo , Ism-e-Lillah 
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, Ism-e-LaHoo  and Ism-e-Hoo . All four are related to, 

derived from and included in . Ism-e-

Mohammad, Ism-e-Faqr and Ism-e-Azam are also the Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. All these grant Divine presence and entire knowledge 

of the thirty alphabets. One who knows the way of Divine 

presence and first of all gains this blessing through Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, his Dawat and its effects are never lessened till the 

Doomsday. 

 
Meaning: Only that enlightened Arif is eligible for reciting 

Dawat whose breaths continuously do the zikr of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, whose heart is alive and soul is purged enough to recite 

Dawat. 

 
Meaning: The true and powerful Murshid is selfless and grants 

the Divine treasures to his disciples. The impotent Murshid 

always talks about material wealth. 

By the benediction of Dawat delivered with the tasawur of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the being of the seeker which was earlier 

involved in mystic struggles, drowns in the love of Allah which 

makes his heart subtle. Then, the spiritual endeavours become 

his food, his sleep becomes the Divine observation and he 

inwardly remains present in the holy assembly of Prophet 

Mohammad. Congratulations to him on this spiritual progress. 

He remains vigilant during ecstasy, awake during sleep, immersed 

in (Noor of) Allah during Divine presence and converses with 

Allah being perfectly conscious. These are the levels of the 

seeker whose inward is repleted. When his Dawat reaches the 

level of perfection, the armies of supernatural beings and the 
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souls of Prophets, Saints, Ghaus, Qutbs, Abdals and Autads rush 

towards him in thousands rather infinite numbers. He knows and 

sees some of them clearly while some of them are unknown to 

him. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: There is no soul but that it has over it a protector. (Al-

Tariq-4) 

Allah has described about the perfect Arif Billah: 

 
Meaning: (His magnificence is such that) None can dare converse 

with him. (An-Naba-37) 

At this level, infinite and boundless theophanies of Noor 

radiate from all the organs, veins, flesh, bones rather from every 

hair and cell of the seeker. This level is called “Hama oast der 

maghz-o-post” i.e. “Only Allah exists in the inward and outward 

being”. The hidden theophany, the inward theophany, the 

theophany of soul and the theophany of sir’r manifest in the 

existence of the seeker by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The 

non-creation theophany of Noor of faith shine in the existence of 

the seeker like the sun and erases the traces of darkness of evil of 

nafs, Satan and the world. Hence, all his inward and outward 

senses are purified of every kind of filth and his undesirable 

attributes decline. These are the levels of marifat and union of 

Allah. On reaching the final level, the seeker perfectly follows 

and progresses in shariah and inwardly absorbs the ocean of 

marifat of Allah. The Holy Prophet said: 

 
Meaning: Returning to the origin is the final point. 

It means to come out of the darkness of satanism and enter into 

the light of Divinity by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, as Allah 

says: 
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Meaning: Allah (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) is the Friend of believers 

Who takes them out of the darkness into Noor. (Al-Baqarah-257) 

The levels of marifat of Allah increase with increasing closeness 

to Allah. Some seekers are veritable practitioners of Dawat while 

some people are just the superficial practitioners of Dawat. If a 

veritable practitioner of Dawat wrathfully recites the Dawat of 

Surah Muzammil to torment some country, that country or 

region gets desolated till the Doomsday. If he recites Dawat 

kindly and graciously to bless come country, that country or 

region is saved from calamities, tribulation and tyranny till the 

Doomsday and remains peaceful forever. 

One must know that the real level of an eternal Momin whose 

soul is blissful and blessed with Divine Grace is that during life 

his body converts to Noor and after death the soil of his grave 

radiates the sparks of light of Divine Essence. His existence is 

forgiven inwardly and outwardly (i.e. neither his physical body 

decays in the grave nor his soul faces perdition), neither he fears 

nor grieves. O’ Dervish! Be wise and beware! The Satan and the 

ill commanding nafs trap some scholars, Faqeers, Momins and 

Muslims in the lust of reward and make their devotions a 

business with Allah, hence their devotions become a sin and they 

face wrath of Allah instead of getting reward. The nafs and the 

cursed Satan pollute the devotions of some people with the filth 

of hypocrisy which is the darkest and impurest veil between 

Allah and His slave. It is sheer falsehood and strongly disliked 

by Allah. O’ foolish men of sensual desires! Search for a 

Murshid and become a spiritual traveller and Arif of Allah by 

following him. The spiritual traveller is not unaware of the 

requirements and rites of the way to the Eternal and Forever 

Sustained Lord, he knows its waystations and destinations. The 

Arif Billah is a man of insight who travels spiritually towards 

Allah following the footsteps of Prophet Mohammad, and on 
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reaching Allah he continues travelling in the boundless Divinity. 

He is the spiritual Khidr who grants salvation to his disciples 

during their life from nafs and Satan and even after their death he 

blesses their souls with Divine presence in their graves. 

 
Meaning: People think he is lying dead in his grave but he is 

enjoying closeness of Allah in the seclusion of grave. 

 
Meaning: No one can interfere in his seclusion with Allah in the 

grave as there is no space for anyone between Allah and His 

Friend. 

 
Meaning: Not even an angel can come in that grave, there is only 

the Divine Essence. The Arifs find eternal life after death. 

 
Meaning: For them, going into the grave means having Oneness 

with Allah in the form of Noor. In the grave, they have perfect 

Divine presence so they become Divine with the Divine. 

Every stone is not sacred enough to be prostrated. Neither 

every stone is a touchstone or Paras stone nor every stone can be 

turned into a gem. Similarly, every person is not eligible to be 

blessed with marifat and union of Allah. Neither every head is fit 

for wearing the crown of king nor every heart can bear the 

treasures of Allah and become witness of the Divinity. Neither 
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every mountain can be the Mount Sinai (where Allah displayed 

His Refulgence) nor every person can be blessed with Divine 

vision like Prophet Moses. Neither every stone is marble nor 

every heart can cherish the Divine love. The existence of Faqeer 

is perfect as he is Fana Fillah and bears the secret of Ism (name) 

and Musamma (the one on whom the Ism applies). It means he 

has achieved all the objectives, his being has annihilated in 

Allah, nafs has perished after sanctification, heart has been 

purified and soul has been enlightened due to ultimate closeness 

with Allah and by reciting the Dawat which unveils the hidden. 

All the creations, jinns, humans, animals, birds, angels and the 

eighteen thousand worlds come under his command and he can 

talk to every living and dead and knows every treasure which is 

searched. He gains every knowledge by reaching its core and 

understanding its inner meaning, this reveals all the hidden 

Divine treasures upon him. The true Arif Billah recites Dawat to 

gain the eternal wealth (of closeness to Allah) and becomes 

independent of all desires in the world and hereafter. As, his 

finality has joined the eternal beginning and he acquires the both 

in just one spell of Dawat. Eternal beginning is the Noor of Allah 

and finality is the level of Fana Fi Mohammad. 

There are some people who have knowledge of past, present 

and future, they get this knowledge through angels, supernatural 

beings or jinns. Some people have knowledge of words, numbers 

and fortune telling, all levels of this knowledge are gained through 

intelligence and wisdom. They can predict about every matter 

through astrology, hence can foretell good and evil, auspicious 

and ominous timings, days and years. However, the Faqeer blessed 

with Divine presence and closeness is the one who can change 

the bad luck of a person into good luck by requesting Allah and 

can convert the ominous days into auspicious days. He can take 

even a dead hearted and ignorant seeker of Allah to the Divine 

presence (after vivifying his heart) by his spiritual attention. Such 

an empowered Faqeer is omnipresent and omniscience, he does 
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not need to look at the Tablet (to have knowledge about the 

destinies). 

 
Meaning: One blessed with eternal Divine presence converses 

with Allah about all matters. 

 
Meaning: He wishes what Allah wishes, as his attention is 

always towards Allah. This way of Divine vision can be acquired 

from the men of Divine closeness. 

This is just the initial level of a Faqeer. 

 
Meaning: I am the perfect Murshid and practitioner of spirituality, 

my eyes ever remain on the inward. I am the most capable one to 

grant spiritual education and persuasion. 

 
Meaning: It is only the honour of the Faqeers of ummah of 

Prophet Mohammad that they are conferred the Divine secrets 

directly by Allah. 

Firstly, the reader is influenced by the words of this book, then 

the spiritual efficacy of the words overpower his previous 

knowledge because the knowledge delivered in this book is 

dominant over all the conventional fields of knowledge. Then, 

this knowledge is verified and strengthened by having direct 
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Divine knowledge. However, all these levels are gained by 

following the shariah of Prophet Mohammad. 

 
Meaning: I have surpassed the levels of zikr, meditation and 

Divine presence. Now I have drowned in the Noor of Divine 

Oneness and become Noor with the Noor. 

Extremity seeks origin and that can be accessed by the right 

guidance. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: And peace be upon him who followed the right guidance. 
(Taha-47) 

 
Meaning: One who annihilated himself became enlightened and 

a guide towards righteousness for common people. 

 
Meaning: Drown in the Divine Oneness. If you ask me what is 

its benefit then let me give you the example of a bubble which 

drowns in water and becomes water itself. 

If the seeker is true to his desire of seeking Allah and is ready 

to sacrifice his life and remains steadfast, then it is easy for the 

perfect Murshid to take him to Allah. The perfect Murshid never 

lets such a seeker remain unattentive of the Divine vision and 

observation and makes him the perfect man. Actually, this leads 

to the level of Jamiat. 
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Meaning: One whose eyes are completely engrossed in the Divine 

vision, surpasses all the levels of zikr and meditation. 

 
Meaning: The eyes sated with Divine vision become more and 

more enlightened and never get inclined towards gold and silver. 

 
Meaning: O’ Holy Lord! Bestow upon me the pleasure of Divine 

vision and let the light of vision fill my eyes. 

 
Meaning: Allah has blessed us with His eternal vision so our 

eyes ever remain engrossed in beholding Him. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo does not know any way other than the Divine 

vision, that is why his eyes are ever busy in beholding the Divine 

Unity. 

You must know that the infidel nafs never becomes a Muslim 

unless one outwardly declares the faith by saying kalma tayyab 

 (No one is worthy of worship but Allah 

and Mohammad is His Messenger) with tongue and inwardly 

verifies it by heart. Everyone knows how to say the kalma 

 with tongue but what is the way to verify 
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it by heart and how one becomes worthy of it? That worthiness is 

gained by truth and sincerity of heart. Even if a person remains 

indulged in mystic struggle for whole of his life, studies 

jurisprudence, spends entire life in offering prayers, recites Quran 

day and night or exhausts while doing zikr and meditation, he 

can never approach the level of verification of heart unless he 

himself beholds Allah. As, the nafs is gripped in seventy one 

thousand shackles of severe infidelity. These shackles do not 

break unless one is blessed with the Divine presence and vision 

of his Lord. A true Momin is ever blessed with the vision of 

Allah, some know it and some do not. The Faqeers have learned 

the lesson of verification and Divine vision since eternity. Only 

Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. Faqeers are the real 

Momins and Muslims. 

 
Meaning: Do you know, neither the nafs nor the heart and soul 

exist in Lamakan, they annihilate in the Divine Essence and 

achieve Oneness. 

The knowledge of Divine vision cannot be gained by reading 

stories and tales, it is obtained by observing the Divinity unveiled 

with open eyes and having Oneness with Allah. The Divine 

knowledge means to know the hidden and see the unseen. 

 
Meaning: Beheaded, I behold Allah and converse with Him 

without tongue. Marifat of Divine Oneness is to become His 

confidant and concordant with Him. 

The knowledge of Divine vision is not education, it is 

persuasion and bestowal. At the time of vision, one should become 
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his own judge. Fair and just is the one who adopts the truth and 

leaves the falsehood. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is 

lust. One must know the criteria to differentiate between the 

perfect and imperfect Murshid. Which act, knowledge, wisdom 

and favour distinguish a perfect Murshid from an imperfect one 

and what is the method of their verification? The perfect 

Murshid can absorb and contains an ocean of marifat of Divine 

Oneness while the imperfect Murshid is an emulator who sells 

himself. The perfect Murshid blesses the seeker with Divine 

presence and vision instantly and enlivens his heart by his 

spiritual attention. Except the way of Divine presence and vision, 

he does not know any other way of zikr, meditation or recitals. 

While, the imperfect Murshid makes the seeker crazy by 

indulging him in extra devotions, zikr, meditation and muraqbah, 

it seems as if he is obsessed by a devil. Such a Murshid is 

companion of Satan. The perfect Murshid confers the tasawur of 

Allah upon the true seeker which takes him to the Divine 

presence and honours him with the vision and marifat of 

Oneness of Allah. He bestows the tasawur of Noor upon the true 

seeker and makes him Fana Fillah by drowning him in the 

Divine vision. It is obligatory upon the true seeker to approach 

the Divine presence and get blessed with the vision of Allah. He 

must seek marifat of Allah from his Murshid on the very first 

day and should request him to take him to LaHoot Lamakan 

where he would be blessed with Divine vision. The Murshid must 

also, for the sake of Holy Prophet and his sacred Companions, 

give spiritual persuasion to the seeker about the Oneness of 

Allah and elevate him to the rank of Hazrat Rabia of Basra and 

Sultan Bayazid Bastami so that the seeker becomes a Saint and 

Friend of Allah and stays ever blessed with Divine vision and 

closeness in the world as well as hereafter and becomes 

immortal. The Murshid who does not possess these attributes and 

is deprived of the power to take the seeker to the level of inward 

verification is certainly imperfect, inhuman, shameless, impotent, 
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immodest and trapped in the sensual desires of the physical 

world. Seeking closeness of Allah and spiritual persuasion from 

him is utterly unlawful. 

 
Meaning: The impotent Murshid keeps the seekers involved in 

recitals while the powerful perfect Murshid carries directly to 

Allah. 

Moreover, the perfect Murshid possesses the Divine treasures 

and spends them generously in the way of Allah. The Murshid 

who is not at this level and does not possess such authority over 

the livelihood is yet imperfect. The Murshid who is eternally 

engrossed in the vision of Allah, has complete authority over the 

boundless treasures of Allah. He not at all needs to request the 

worldly people (for oblations and donations) neither he has to 

give spiritual persuasion to the false seekers. The perfect 

Murshid first of all grants the Divine treasures and authority over 

them to the seeker and makes him generous and independent of 

all desires so that the seeker does not remain perplexed and 

unstable. If the seeker is sincere and true, his outward and 

inward would comply with each other and he would become one 

with the Murshid spiritually as well as physically. The loyal 

seeker does not count his period of service for the Murshid, he 

only seeks the consent and pleasure of his Murshid. The seeker 

who is arrogant upon his services for the Murshid swiftly loses 

the marifat of Allah, at last he is deprived of the marifat and 

Divine presence. 

One must know that there are two kinds of inwards. One is the 

inward that is surrounded by illusions which adopt different 

forms and talk to the seeker. The foolish seeker wrongly consider 

that his inward is having Divine presence and could not 

understand that such illusions are like waylayers which cause 
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spiritual decline. Other is the inward which is actually blessed 

with proximity to Allah and presence of the holy assembly of 

Prophet Mohammad. The seeker who possesses such an inward 

converses directly with Allah and gets answers of his questions 

through waham. Whatever he gains, gains from the closeness 

and union of Allah, as he is always attentive towards the Divine 

presence. This is the rank of the Faqeer whose whole existence 

has converted to Noor and who talks to Allah without any 

medium. He does not need to close his eyes during muraqbah, as 

he is the man of Divine secrets having enlightened sight. 

Outwardly he talks to people but inwardly he is in the LaHoot 

Lamakan. Even if he is sleeping deeply, he keeps his eyes open 

in the spiritual world and remains blessed with the vision of Noor 

of Essence. By the Divine favour, contemplation and verified 

Divine authority, he takes himself to Allah physically as well as 

spiritually owing to the grace and beneficence of Allah. The levels 

of Divine presence gained by the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and 

the spiritual power to meet the souls of shrines are exactly like 

this. These are the levels of perfect and accomplished tasawur. 

Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. You must know 

that making demands keeps one away from marifat and union of 

Allah, even if it becomes justified after the mystic struggle and 

devotions of six hundred years. Although demanding the 

closeness of Allah is desirable.  

 
Meaning: Do not make requests (for wealth or honour) before 

anyone. Union with Allah is far better for you than worldly 

wealth. 

Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Do not reproach any petitioner. (Ad-Duha-10) 
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Question of some people is for the sake of verification, such 

questions are virtuous while some questions are sinful (as they 

are based on objections). There are four kinds of questions; 

question of nafs, question of tongue, question of soul and 

question of sir’r. In order to save himself from questions and 

demands, the Faqeer firstly becomes independent of all desires 

and then acquires the chosen Faqr. The Faqeer who is not blessed 

with the Divine favour to generously distribute the Divine 

treasures (among the seekers of Allah) inwardly as well as 

outwardly, is verily away from the closeness of Allah and is not 

at the level of a real Faqeer. The Holy Prophet said about such 

Faqr: 

 
Meaning: I seek refuge of Allah from the Faqr that brings disgrace. 

The Faqeer who is blessed with the Divine favour to distribute 

the Divine treasures generously outwardly as well as inwardly is 

actually at the level of the strong Faqeer due to his proximity to 

Allah. The Holy Prophet said about such Faqr: 

 
Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me. 

 
Meaning: One who forgets himself, finds Allah. Where there is 

Allah, there is neither any zikr or meditation nor precedent or 

honour. 

 
Meaning: How can the Incomparable and Unprecedented be 

likened to any precedent. Whoever does so, becomes infidel. 
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Allah says: 

 
Meaning: Do the zikr of your Holy Lord when you forget 

(everything). (Al-Kahf-24) 

The Murshid blesses the true seeker with four levels on the 

very first day of spiritual persuasion. First is the level of bringing 

messages from the Divine presence. Second is the level of 

possessor of enlightened sight Arif. Third level is the power to 

meet the Khidr physically as well as spiritually. Fourth is the 

level of man of effective words and man of command. The 

Murshid who is deprived of these attributes is far away from the 

marifat of Faqr and Divine Oneness. His disciples are like 

animals. Whoever has cognition of the knowledge of spiritual 

substitution, becomes munificent due to his eternal level of 

Divine beneficence and grace. The Arif Billah has got perfect 

Divine Oneness due to absolute proximity to Allah, ultimate 

marifat and Divine inspirations. There are five levels of spiritual 

substitution which may exchange with one another. One who 

crosses all these levels becomes eternal, unregressable and 

independent of seizure. The Arif having closeness and union of 

Allah knows them, they are; level of spiritual substitution of pre-

existence, spiritual substitution of eternity, spiritual substitution 

of the hereafter, spiritual substitution of annihilation, spiritual 

substitution of immortality. Only an Arif who is man of 

talismans can reveal upon the seeker these five treasures of 

talisman of spiritual substitution of the existence as he has 

substituted his being with the Divine Essence. Hence, only he 

has complete knowledge of the maze of spiritual substitution and 

he has all its solutions. Allah says: 

 
Meaning: (Allah) Taught man (all that) which he did not know. 
(Al-Alaq-5) 
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The proficient of this human knowledge is the best and perfect 

human i.e. the Insan-e-Kamil, about whom Allah says: 

 
Meaning: I am about to place My representative on the earth. (Al-

Baqarah-30) 

Allah says about the scholars of this inspirational knowledge: 

 
Meaning: (Quran is) Guidance for the people of Taqwa. They 

are those who believe in the hidden. (Al-Baqarah-2,3) 

The true seeker elevates to the level of Hazrat Rabia of Basra 

and Sultan Bayazid Bastami on the very first day by the 

benediction of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, as he gains seven contemplations, 

seven authorities, seven attentions, seven meditations, seven 

times the blaze of love of Allah, seven times the warmth of Noor 

due to the Divine closeness and presence, seven treasures of 

Jamiat and seven knowledges such that each knowledge contains 

seventy thousand more knowledges. The tasawur of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat immerses him in the Noor of Allah and confers the spiritual 

power to meet the souls of the shrines. He is blessed with Divine 

observation during mystic endeavours, Divine love during hard 

work for the sake of Allah, Divine secrets during mystic 

struggle, secret of the secrets and unveiled vision as the reward. 

His heart is enlivened, soul is blissful, nafs is destroyed and he 

gains the Divine treasures without any pain or hard work. The 

true seeker achieves all these objectives during a week or at the 

end of week by learning five lessons of Divine presence through 

the tasawur of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, then nothing remains hidden 

from him. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 meaning: “In the name of Allah the most 

Merciful, the most Beneficent”. First lesson of Divine presence 

gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat is to have spiritual flight and 

view the pre-existence and encompass it. Second lesson is to have 
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spiritual flight and view the eternity and inwardly remain 

between the states of fear and hope, this would let the nafs of the 

seeker retreat and abstain from greed, jealousy, conceit, arrogance 

and sensual desires. Third lesson is to have spiritual flight and 

view the entire world, hence all the treasures of the world come 

under the command of the seeker and his heart becomes 

indifferent to the world being fully sated. Fourth lesson is to 

have spiritual flight and view the houries and castles of the 

hereafter. Fifth lesson of Divine presence gained through Ism-e-

Allah Zaat is to have spiritual flight of the world of Divinity and 

acquire the marifat, passion and closeness of Allah and access 

the Divine Oneness. Hence, the seeker renounces all that is 

related to the material world and is just emulation. Afterwards, 

by the benediction of the Divine presence gained through kalma 

tayyab or through the verses of Holy Quran, 

ninety nine beautiful names of Allah or thirty alphabets, the 

seeker gets the privilege of meeting the souls of all Prophets, 

Saints and angels. 

 
 



 

 

GLOSSARY 

Aab-e-hayat  The vital water which gives eternal life. 

Abdal Rank of Saints 

Ahl-e-Sunnah-wal-Jamat The section of Muslims who follow the entire 

Sunnahs of the Holy Prophet. It includes all the 

four true and basic schools of thought i.e. Hanfi, 

Maliki, Shafii, Hambli. 

Alast Call of  Alast refers to the promise of souls 

with Allah in eternity when Allah asked them 

 meaning: “Am I not your Sustainer and 

Provident?” The souls replied,  meaning: 

“They said yes! You are!” 

Alif Alif is the first alphabet of Arabic. It refers to 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat in mystic terminology. 

Arif   Knower of Allah 

Arif Billah  The knower of Allah who is One with Him. 

Autad Rank of Saints 

Awaisi Qadri way By Awaisi Qadri way, Hazrat Sultan Bahoo refer 

to the Sarwari Qadri way. 

Baqa   Immortality 

Bani Israel Israel is the appellation of Prophet Yaqub 

(Jacob). His progeny is called Bani Israel. 

Baqa Billah Immortality with Allah after complete annihilation 

in Him. 

Bayat Oath of allegiance-When a person becomes a 

disciple, he hands over himself to his Murshid 

(spiritual guide) in exchange of spiritual guidance 

after bayat. This in fact is a pact between Allah 

and His slave which eternally bonds the Murshid 

with his disciple. 

Busst Busst is the involuntary state of expansion which 

engulfs the heart with ineffable joy. It results 
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from the Divine disclosure of Jamal (Allah’s 

Compassion and Beauty). 

Dawat Dawat is purely a spiritual act in which a seeker 

spiritually connects and communicates with the 

souls of Prophets, sacred Companions and Saints 

to have their beneficence. 

Dawat-e-Qaboor Dawat which is recited at shrines or the Dawat 

which connects with pure souls. 

Dawat-e-Takseer Takseer means augmentation. Dawat is the spiritual 

act to meet sacred souls to seek their help and 

beneficence. Dawat-e-Takseer is the Dawat in 

which the seeker progresses by meeting the 

sacred souls one by one in each Dawat and 

eventually reaches Allah through their guidance. 

Fana   Annihilation 

Fana Fi-Hoo Annihilated in Hoo. Hoo means the Divine 

Essence. 

Fana Fillah  Annihilation in Allah. 

Fana Fi Ism-e-Mohammad Annihilation in the holy name of Mohammad. 

Fana Fi Shaikh Annihilation in the Shaikh i.e. the spiritual guide. 

Shaikh is synonym for Murshid. 

Faqeer The mystic. True Faqeer is the one who travels the 

path of Faqr and reaches its ultimate destination 

i.e. union with Allah. Perfect Faqeer is the Insan-

e-Kamil or Murshid Kamil. 

Faqr The Divine way to the vision and closeness of 

Allah. 

Fayakun   Whatever he says is done immediately. 

Ghaus   Highest rank of Saints. 

Ghinayat Ghinayat is a mystic term which refers to a 

spiritual level where the seeker is sated of all 

desires, becomes independent of all wishes and 

greatly generous. 

Hajj   Pilgrimage to Makkah on 8th, 9th and 10th Zilhaj 

Hama Oast (Only Allah exists), The school of thought of 

Sultan Bahoo about existence. 
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Haq-ul-Yaqeen The final level of faith gained after experience. 

Hayee Attributive name of Allah, meaning: “The Eternally 

Alive”. 

Hoo The Divine Essence. Zikr of ‘Hoo’ is the most 

powerful zikr of Allah which takes close to Him 

most quickly. When the lover is annihilated in 

Hoo, there remains no duality. 

Ilm   Knowledge. 

Ilm-e-Dawat Knowledge of reciting Dawat to communicate 

with sacred souls. 

Insan-e-Kamil The Universal Divine Man. The Holy Prophet 

and his perfect spiritual successors are the Insan-

e-Kamil. 

Inward Parts Just like physical body of a human has seven 

main parts i.e. head, chest, belly and four limbs 

similarly the innerself also has seven subtle parts 

which are; Nafs (the innerself of a person), Qalb 

(the heart or inward of a person), Rooh (the soul 

of a person), Sir’r (the core-the Divine secret), 

Khafi (the Hidden-the Divine Soul), Yakhfa (the 

Origin-the Divine Light) and Ana (the Divine 

Essence). 

Ism Name 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat Personal name of Allah which represents all His 

attributes and Essence. 

Ism-e-Azam The Greatest Name of Allah, in fact Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat Itself is Ism-e-Azam. Commonly Ism-e-

Azam is referred to that most special Divine word 

which can solve all the problems and can reveal 

the hidden secrets. Sufis consider Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat as the Ism-e-Azam because no word 

can be more powerful than the personal name of 

Allah. 

Ism-e-Mohammad  Holy name of Prophet Mohammad. 

Jabrut   The world of souls or the connecting world. 
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Jalal The Divine attribute of Jalal includes all the 

attributes of Allah related with His Wrath, Power, 

Magnificence, Might, Majesty etc. 

Jamal The Divine attribute of Jamal includes all the 

attributes of Allah related with His Beneficence, 

Mercy, Benevolence, Beauty, Compassion, Kindness, 

Forgiveness etc. 

Jamiat Highest point of the mystic journey where all the 

level and ranks accumulate in the inward of a 

Faqeer through which he has passed through the 

journey. It is also the level where the seeker 

achieves ultimate spiritual strength, stability and 

peace of heart. 

Kalma tayyab Islamic declaration of faith  

meaning: “No one is worthy of worship but Allah 

and Mohammad is His Messenger.” 

Kamil   Perfect 

Khanas The slinking whisperer which distracts from the 

right path by creating delusions in the heart. 

Khartum The intoxicating evil which distracts one by 

making one addicted of a particular bad habit. 

Khatrat   The satanic dangers. 

Khilafat Spiritual succession. When a Murshid grants 

spiritual powers and permission to his selected 

disciples to take further disciples under their 

bayat and guide them using the spiritual powers 

then it is said that the Murshid has granted them 

Khilafat. 

Koh-e-Toor Mount Sinai where Prophet Moses used to go to 

converse with Allah. 

Kun Fayakun Kun is the Divine order. When Allah says “Kun” 

(be) to anything, it is Fayakun (done immediately). 

LaHoot   The Divine world. 

Lamakan   The station beyond time and space. 

Li Ma’a Allah  Where there is no one between Allah and His 

slave.  This term is extracted from the Hadith of 
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the Holy Prophet  

Meaning: “There are times of my such closeness 

to Allah where neither an angel nor any 

Messenger can come between us.” 

Majzoob The Saint lost in Divine meditation, one who 

cannot tolerate the effects of Divine refulgences 

and loses his senses. 

Malakut The world of symbolic forms or the angelic 

world. 

Marifat Gnosis, the knowledge of Allah gained after His 

closeness and vision. 

Mashq marqoom-e-wajudia Practice of inscribing Allah’s name on body in a 

particular manner. 

Meraj   Ascension to Allah. 

Mohiyyuddin Appellation of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani meaning: “One who gives life to 

religion”. 

Momin True believer 

Muraqbah Muraqbah is a spiritual act of concentration and 

meditation.   

Murshid   The spiritual guide 

Musamma One upon whom the Ism (name) is applicable, the 

Essence. 

Nafs The baser self of a person which traps him in 

wrong desires and prevents him from travelling 

towards Allah. 

Nafs-e-ammarah The ill commanding inner self. This is the lowest 

level of nafs. 

Nafs-e-mutmaina The satisfied inner self. The nafs (innerself) has 

four levels on the basis of purification. The lowest 

level is nafs-e-ammarah i.e. the ill commanding 

innerself which commands to commit sin. When 

it improves it becomes nafs-e-lawamah i.e. the 

repenting innerself which repents after committing 

sin. On purification by the perfect Murshid it 

becomes nafs-e-mulhima i.e. the inspiring innerself 
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which warns before committing sins. On raising 

to the highest level it becomes nafs-e-mutmaina 

i.e. the satisfied innerself which is never inclined 

towards sin. 

Nasut   The physical world 

Noor   The Divine light 

Olul-Amar  The man having authority and command. 

Panjtan Pak Title for the five most sacred entities i.e. the Holy 

Prophet, Hazrat Ali, Hazrat Fatima, Hazrat Imam 

Hassan and Hazrat Imam Hussain. 

Paras The stone which turns everything into gold that 

touches it. 

Pir   Pir is synonym of Murshid, the spiritual guide 

Pir Dastgeer Appellation of Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani, meaning, “One who holds hand and 

patronizes”. 

Qabz Qabz is the spiritual state of contraction in which 

the heart is firmly gripped by the fear of Allah. It 

results due to the Divine disclosure of Jalal 

(Allah’s Majesty and Wrath). 

Qadri order  The mystic order of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani 

Qayyum Attributive name of Allah, meaning: “Forever 

Sustained”. 

Qibla Direction towards Kaaba, symbolically refers to 

the right direction i.e. the direction towards 

Allah. 

Qudsi Hadiths  Words of Allah told by the Holy Prophet. 

Qutb   Spiritual pivot, rank of Saints. 

Rab   The Holy Lord, Sustainer and Master. 

Rehman Attributive name of Allah, meaning  “The most 

Compassionate” 

Sadat Plural of Syed, descendants of the Holy Prophet 

from Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Fatima. 

Sahw Sahw is the state of sobriety. It is returning from 

the state of spiritual intoxication to oneself after 
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having been absent from oneself whilst intoxicated 

with the love of the Divine Beloved. 

Salat Prayer which is obligatory upon the Muslims to 

say five times a day in particular manner. Salat is 

a way of connection between Allah and His 

slave. 

Sarwar-e-Alam  Leader of the world. 

Saum   Fasting in the holy month of Ramadan 

Shariah Shariah is the set of Islamic laws which includes 

obligations like prayers, fasts, zakat, and hajj as 

well as virtues like telling the truth, fulfilling 

promises, veiling of women from strangers, helping 

the needy etc. Shariah also forbids evils like 

making partners with Allah, cheating or lying 

with others, theft, adultery, backbiting, blaming 

others wrongly etc.  

Sidq Attribute of truthfulness which is possessed by all 

Prophets, sacred Companions, perfect Saints, Arifs 

and Faqeers. 

Sirat bridge The narrow bridge in hereafter that provides the 

only approach to heaven. 

Sir’r The core of human inward which contains the 

Divine secret. 

Sukr Sukr is the state of spiritual intoxication. It is the 

state of absence of self-awareness brought about 

through a powerful spiritual influence such as 

immersion in the zikr of Allah, attention of the 

perfect Murshid, deep emotions of love for the 

Divine Beloved. 

Sultan The king 

Sultan-ul-Arifeen King of all Arifs. 

Sultan-ul-Azkar The king of invocations, the zikr of Ya-Hoo. 

Sultan-ul-Faqr Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo has mentioned seven 

Sultan-ul-Faqr souls in Risala Roohi Sharif. Six 

of which are: Hazrat Fatima razi Allah anha, 

Hazrat Hassan of Basra, Ghaus-ul-Azam Shaikh 

Abdul Qadir Jilani, his son Shaikh Abdul Razzaq, 
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Hazrat Sakhi Sultan Bahoo and Sultan Mohammad 

Asghar Ali, while the seventh soul has not 

manifested in this world yet. Sultan-ul-Faqr 

refers to the Universal Divine Man (the Insan-e-

Kamil) of an era who is the heir of the Divine 

Trust of Faqr and is appointed on the throne of 

Divine guidance and persuasion as the perfect 

Murshid to guide the seekers of Allah on the path 

of Faqr. He is Sultan-ul-Faqr because he has 

complete authority over Faqr. Sultan-ul-Faqr is 

the highest level of Faqr. 

Sultan-ul-Waham Waham is the inward state of spiritual connection 

and esoteric communication with Allah. It is 

possible only through the medium of Murshid 

Kamil that is why Murshid Kamil is called 

Sultan-ul-Waham i.e. King of inward conversation. 

Syeds Progeny of Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Fatima. 

Tafreed     Tafreed means negation of one’s own self. 

Tajreed Tajreed means negation of everything other than 

Allah. 

Taqwa Taqwa literally means to have fear of Allah, 

abstain from sins and adopt pious deeds, but in 

reality Taqwa is a state of heart’s closeness to 

Allah. Taqwa refers to inward purity of a person 

which ultimately leads to have the vision of Allah 

Tasawur   Particular way of contemplation 

Tauheed   Oneness of Allah 

Vasvasa   The evil suggestions. 

Waham Waham is the inward state of esoteric connection 

and spiritual conversation with Allah which is 

possible only through the perfect Murshid. 

Ya-Hoo Zikr of “Ya-Hoo” is sultan-ul-azkar i.e. the king 

of invocations. It is the most powerful zikr of 

Allah which takes close to Him most quickly. 

When the lover is annihilated in Hoo, there 

remains no duality. 

Zaat   The Essence 
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Zakat   Obligatory charity 

Zakir   One who does the zikr, the reciter or invoker. 

Zikr   Repeated invocation of name of Allah. 
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